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Abstract 

This study explored the influence of four features of collocations- frequency of 

occurrence, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and congruency with 

L1- on the collocational knowledge and development of 252 Kurdish high school 

learners of English as a foreign language. The importance of collocations in 

learning English as a second or foreign language and the difficulties that 

challenge learners at different levels of language proficiency have been well 

established. However, few studies have adopted a longitudinal research design 

or a hybrid definition of collocations, incorporating both frequency-based and 

phraseological views. The present study took this approach to explore learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development and the influence of features of 

collocations on their collocational knowledge and development at the high 

school level of learning English as a foreign language. The study employed two 

tests: an appropriateness judgement test to measure learners’ receptive 

knowledge and a gap-filling test to measure their productive knowledge of 

collocations. 

The data were collected in two waves, one at the beginning of their school year 

and the other at the end. Data analyses were conducted to determine the 

relationship between features of collocations and learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development. The results revealed frequency of occurrence as 

the most influential factor affecting learners’ knowledge and development. 

Influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the learners’ knowledge 

and development came second whereas congruency with L1 occupied the third 

position. Semantic transparency seemed to have the least influence on their 

collocational knowledge and development. Gender appeared as an influential 

factor in the individual tests. However, its influence was not significant in terms 

of overall knowledge development. In general, the results indicated that 

learners’ productive collocational knowledge lagged behind their receptive. 

However, receptive and productive collocational knowledge did not increase at 

the same rate over the study period. While learners’ receptive collocational 

knowledge did not show an increase in knowledge, their productive knowledge 

increased significantly over the school year. The results also revealed that 

grammatical collocations were less challenging than lexical collocations at this 

level of language learning. Finally, according to the study results, some 
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pedagogical implications and suggestions for further studies are presented.  
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Chapter one 

Introduction  

1.1 The research problem 

Learning a foreign language in the contemporary societies has emerged to 

become one of the main necessities. In addition, the need for effective 

communication has increased due to the technological advances in every facet 

of the modern human life; in politics, economics, sciences, and education. 

Internationally, English language has risen as one of the main active languages 

which is widely used as a means of communicating and conveying information 

among nations. Accordingly, research aiming at developing and accelerating 

learning English language has increased rapidly. Research in this field has 

revealed that one of the major challenges ahead of English language learners is 

producing proper collocations. In spite of learners’ memorising of thousands of 

words, they seem to be inadequately able to produce correct collocations and 

this is a challenge even for those learners who are at advanced levels of 

language proficiency (Bahns, 1993; Nesselhauf, 2003).  

Significance of collocations in developing learners’ language proficiency has 

been increasingly underscored in the last three decades (e.g., Fan, 2009; 

González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015; Nation, 1990; Schmitt, 1997). However, 

demarcating learners’ collocational knowledge and showing their knowledge 

development patterns need research into the role of features of collocations, 

such as frequency of occurrence, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, 

and congruency with learners’ first language, in the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development. Features of collocations have been found as one 

of the key factors affecting learners’ collocational knowledge development. The 

influence of features of collocations on learners’ collocational knowledge is well-

established in the literature of the field (e.g., Gitsaki, 1999; Kellerman, 1978; 

Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2005). However, studies have 

revealed that these features vary in their degrees of influence on the learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development. Moreover, studies in this field have 

not yielded a consensus on how these features affect learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development. Furthermore, some studies have shown even 

contradictory results. Accordingly, this situation requires more investigations 

into how this influence outlines or directs the general collocational knowledge 
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and development of the second language (L2 henceforth) learners and which 

features are more influential than the others.  

Exploring the influence of features of collocations on knowledge and 

development has been conducted from various perspectives and in different 

study designs. Studies have generally focused on frequency of occurrence, 

syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and congruency with learners’ first 

language as the main influential features on learners’ knowledge and 

development (e.g., Dörnyei, Durow, & Zahran, 2004; Gitsaki, 1999; Fitzpatrick, 

2012; Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005; Zheng, 2010). However, what 

can be noticed on these studies is the snap-shot nature of most of the previous 

studies. The investigations have been short-term or cross-sectional in which 

data were gathered at certain points of time and were unable to follow up 

learners’ knowledge and development of collocations over a long period of time. 

In this concern, Ortega & Byrnes (2008) argue that since L2 learning is a long-

term process, the best way to gain better understandings and insights into 

collocational knowledge progress and patterns of ability development of this 

linguistic phenomenon is by conducting longitudinal studies. Accordingly, the 

present study investigated the impacts of four key features of collocations- 

frequency of occurrence, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and 

congruency with learners’ first language- on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development in a longitudinal design. 

The significance of investigating collocation features and their relations with L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development can be realised in various 

aspects. First, its importance lies in the potential roles that these features can 

play in explaining part of learners’ errors and weaknesses in producing proper 

collocations, for example, knowledge deficiency in the grammar and the 

syntactic structures of the learned language can result in producing incorrect 

combinations, consequently, improper collocations (Fan, 2009). Secondly, 

some features, even at advanced levels of second language use, may affect not 

only correctness at the syntactic or semantic level, but also at the style and 

register level of a text, for example, there are certain collocations which are 

used exclusively in specific contexts such as those within media contexts, e. g., 

press release (Leśniewska, 2006). Third, being aware of the collocational 

features and their impacts on the learners’ knowledge and development can 
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raise second language teachers’ and curriculum designers’ awareness of the 

different types of challenges and learners’ collocation errors and help them 

decide on how to incorporate them into curricula textbooks at the various levels 

of language studying in schools and language learning institutes to promote 

learners’ collocational knowledge and use (Ha, 2013). Accordingly, 

understanding collocation features from its various facets may aid accelerating 

L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development to produce native-like 

language. 

Finally, locally, i.e., in Kurdistan Region, despite the evidenced significance of 

collocations to learners’ language proficiency development, the topic has rarely 

and very limitedly been investigated and it has never, to my knowledge, been 

conducted on high school students in this depth, level, and time span. 

Moreover, the explicit teaching of this linguistic phenomenon seems 

pedagogically neglected in most of the schools in the region. 

1.2 The research study 

The current research is an investigation into the influence of four features of 

collocations- frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and 

congruency with learners’ mother language- on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development. The underlying premise of this study is that more 

investigations into this aspect of collocations in different contexts can explain 

and reveal more information about learners’ collocational knowledge and the 

influence of features of collocations on their knowledge development. As 

previous investigations into learners’ collocational knowledge and influence of 

features of collocations on their knowledge development have resulted in rather 

contradictory findings, the present study aims to provide more information to 

disambiguate the situation by exploring Kurdish high school students’ 

collocational knowledge.  

Although the study was carried out in Kurdistan Region, it has its significance to 

the neighbouring countries. Its significance to the neighbouring countries can be 

related to the that these countries, e.g., Iraq, Turkey, Iran, and Syria, have 

nearly similar educational contexts. Accordingly, what applies to Kurdish 

learners may generally apply to L2 learners in the neighbouring countries as 

well. Finally, in a wider sense, the study findings can be of significance to the 

international educational community since the study findings can be related to 
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L2 learners in other countries as L2 learners generally share some common 

characteristics as it is evidenced in various studies.     
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Chapter two 

Collocations  

2.1 Introduction                                                               

Collocations have been investigated thoroughly in the previous studies. The 

conducted studies have mainly dealt with collocations in terms of their 

definitions, types, acquisition, teaching, and significance to the L2 learners’ 

competence. However, these studies have been carried out adopting various 

views of collocations. Consequently, different definitions of collocations came to 

existence and various approaches were adopted and suggested for a better 

understanding of this linguistic phenomenon.  

This chapter reviews the key studies that explored and examined collocations in 

terms of definitions, importance, features, types, patterns, knowledge 

dimensions, and linear and non-linear views of language knowledge and 

development. 

2.2 Definition of collocations 

Terminologically, it has been argued that it is merely a terminological issue to 

classify collocations as a separate combination type or as a sub-division of 

idiomatic expressions (Bolinger, 1979). This is because using terms such as 

“combination” or “co-occurrence” can encompass the same range of linguistic 

area, accordingly, it is not obvious what else more can be obtained from using 

the term “collocation” rather than using “combination” or “co-occurrence” as 

substitute terms (Granger & Paquot, 2008; Schmid, 2003). Accordingly, they 

claim that using a separate term for this type of combination is unwarranted 

since it does not offer extra information that distinguish collocations as a 

separate group from the other types of combinations. However, I would argue 

that the use of the term “collocation” is warranted and worth using since it saves 

effort and time for research purposes. Additionally, it is evidenced in various 

studies, as it will be discussed later in this chapter, that characteristics of the 

combinations encompassed under the umbrella of “collocations” are different 

from those of the other types of combinations. Accordingly, the term 

“collocation” is used throughout the current study as a distinctive linguistic 

phenomenon. 
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Historically, the concept of “collocation” as a technical term in linguistics is 

credited to the contributions of Palmer (1966), who is regarded as a pioneer in 

studying and classifying collocations, and Firth (1957), who is regarded as the 

father of collocation, (Bartsch, 2004; Xiao & McEnery, 2006). Palmer (1966) 

was mainly interested in restricted collocations in which an element is utilised in 

a specialised sense that occurs exclusively in combination with the other 

elements (Pawley, 2007). Palmer (1966, p.5) defines collocations as “a 

succession of two or more words that must be learned as an integral whole and 

not pieced together from its component parts”. Various definitions of the term 

“collocation” have been presented since its appearance as a linguistic concept. 

However, there seems to be no general agreement on a specific definition of 

collocations (Granger & Paquot, 2008). The diversity in defining collocations is 

attributed to various reasons such as the complex nature of collocations, 

various perspectives from which this linguistic phenomenon has been viewed, 

and the different criteria used for classifying collocations (Pearce, 2002). 

However, collocation definitions can be grouped into two distinctive, and at 

times, overlapping orientations. The first view of collocations is called the 

frequency-based approach (Nesselhauf, 2004), statistical approach, 

distributional approach (Evert, 2005), or quantitative approach. The second 

view of collocation is called the phraseological approach (Nesselhauf, 2004). 

However, a third view of collocation seems to be under establishment which can 

be called the hybrid or the phrasal frequency-based approach (e.g., Alternberg 

& Granger, 2001; Kurosaki, 2012; Nizonkiza, van Dyk, & Louw, 2013). The third 

view is a reconciling approach that combines both perspectives in one pot. 

These views of collocations will be explained in detail in the following sections. 

2.2.1 The frequency-based definitions 

A number of features are attributed to collocations which have been proved to 

be useful in defining and identifying collocations. However, considering these 

features resulted in suggesting various definitions and investigating designs of 

collocational knowledge and development. Though, due to the complex nature 

of collocations, it might not be sufficient to define and explore the various 

aspects of collocations relying solely on one feature or from one perspective 

(Koya, 2005). Accordingly, describing collocations from different angles seems 
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to be an inevitable consequence. Among these features, frequency is one of the 

main properties employed in defining and identifying collocations.  

Collocations are generally characterised by their recurrent appearance in 

spoken and written texts. Frequency of use is considered as an important 

indicator of the behaviour characteristic of a word association, for example, the 

word love is strongly associated with the words affair and in to the extent the 

appearance of the word affair or in in a text gives a high probability of being 

preceded in the former word and followed in the latter by the word love 

(Brezina, McEnery, & Wattam, 2015). Accordingly, these chunks love affair and 

in love are important chunks in the English language. The habitual recurrent co-

occurrence of certain expressions provides evidence for the existence of such 

collocations (Gledhill, 2000). 

The definition which is established on the frequency of co-occurrence of the 

constituent parts as the underlying assumption is called the frequency-based 

definition of collocations. Among the key representatives who have participated 

in establishing and developing the frequency-based view of collocations are 

Firth (1957), Sinclair (1966, 1987, 1991), Halliday (1966), Greenbaum (1974), 

Pawley & Syder (1983), Hoey (1991, 2003, 2005), Clear (1993, 2005), and 

Stubbs (1995, 2001). According to this view, the term “collocation” generally 

refers to the habitual co-occurrence of patterns of words (Xiao & McEnery, 

2006). The syntactic relationships between the lexical elements do not have a 

part in deciding whether a certain combination is a collocation or not 

(Nesselhauf, 2005).  

A distinction is usually made between a statistically significant co-occurrence 

from a co-occurrence that happens by chance using statistical association 

measures such as frequency, log-likelihood (G2) MI (mutual information), and t-

scores (t) (Bartsch & Evert, 2014). However, within this view, researchers varied 

in their reliance on the raw frequency of co-occurrence criterion. According to 

Moon (1998), the term “collocation” encompasses the co-occurrences of all 

frequencies as collocations. Differently, Stubbs (2001) limits the term 

“collocation” to only those of frequent co-occurrences while Kjellmer (1982) 

counts combinations of recurrent co-occurrences, i.e., that occur more than 

once, in a given corpus as collocations. The focus in this view is on collocation 
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as a linguistic phenomenon and the role it plays in the linguistic meaning 

constitution (Howarth, 1996).  

Firth (1957, p. 179) contends that a word can be known by “the company it 

keeps” and that collocation adds to the meanings of the individual words that 

form the collocation. Firth (1957, p. 181) defines collocations as “statements of 

the habitual places of that word”. In other words, the habitual and recurrent 

association of semantically related words (Bartsch & Evert, 2014). Accordingly, 

the concept of collocation is that "meaning by collocation is an abstraction at the 

syntagmatic level" (Firth, 1957, p.193), i.e., the sequential relationship between 

two or more items in a sentence boundary. In the linear relationship between 

the component items of the collocation dark night, for example, one of the 

meanings of night is its collocability with dark and one of the meanings of dark 

is its collocability with night. According to Firth, collocation is a separate level of 

meaning.  

After Firth’s definition of collocations, further definitions have been introduced. 

However, these definitions seem to be merely rewording of the same idea 

(Jabir, 2011) with regarding or disregarding certain features of collocations such 

as the syntactic relations of the constituent items. While Firth’s (1957) 

quantitative definition of collocations relies on the raw frequency of semantically 

related items, Halliday (1966) takes frequency of co-occurrence and the 

syntactic relations of the collocational components as bases for his definition. 

Halliday (1966) appears to be mainly interested in collocations and the way 

lexical sets membership can be defined in the framework of collocation. 

According to Halliday, collocability refers to the syntagmatic relationships or the 

sequential co-occurrence of lexical items at certain distance from each other. In 

addition, Halliday claims that the probability of the co-occurrence of a 

collocation component is greater than that chance could predict. Accordingly, 

frequency of occurrence is regarded as an important element in defining 

collocations. However, he takes two elements in defining collocations: 

frequency of co-occurrence and the syntactic relations of the collocational 

components.  

Léon (2007) argues that Halliday adds a paradigmatic dimension to the 

syntagmatic dimension proposed by Firth in his definition of collocations since 

he suggests investigating lexical patterning in the light of lexico-grammar. The 
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additional dimension, to Léon, is evidenced in introducing a probabilistic turn, 

which is seen as an essential element for computational corpora studies. 

Accordingly, Halliday has reinterpreted the characteristic of mutual expectancy 

suggested by Firth’s definition of collocation in terms of lexical patterning, where 

the inclination of words to co-occur is not predicted by chance. 

However, Halliday (1966, p. 150) argues that grammar is unable to explain the 

reasons behind all collocations such as why strong tea and powerful car are 

acceptable collocations whereas ?strong car and ?powerful tea are not proper 

collocations. This indicates that both collocability and the grammatical structure 

rely on the syntagmatic relations between lexical sets components but 

collocability relations are independent from the grammatical structures of these 

sets items.  

Another definition is introduced by Greenbaum (1974, p. 82) who defines 

collocations as “a frequent co-occurrence of two lexical items in the language”. 

Although Greenbaum accepts the statistical definition of collocations, he 

considers a co-occurrence as a collocation only if the collocation is statistically 

significant (Xiao & McEnery, 2006).  

With a little modification in the Firth’s use of the term “collocation”, Hoey (1991) 

uses the term “collocation” only if a lexical item occurs with other items in a 

textual context more than a chance can predict. Hoey (1991, pp. 6-7) defines 

collocations as lexical items that co-occur with other items “with greater than 

random probability in its context”. This is a textual definition of collocations and 

it implies that the constituent parts of collocations predict each other in that the 

existence of a constituent in a textual context makes the appearance of the 

other more probable than chance would predict in other contexts (Durrant & 

Doherty, 2010). 

Adding a space criteria to the definition, Sinclair (1991, p. 170) defines 

collocations as “the occurrence of two words or more within a short space of 

each other in a text”. Additionally, he argues that words generally do not carry 

their meanings independently from each other. Rather, according to him, the 

individual words meanings comprise merely parts of the whole meanings 

expressed through the word combinations that structure the text. In other words, 

words meanings are determined according to the textual context or environment 

in which they are utilised (Sinclair, 1996). For example, the collocation top 
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drawer can mean “the uppermost drawer in a cabinet” or “something that is the 

best of its class” as in the sentence: He bought a top drawer car (Macis & 

Schmitt, 2017, p. 51). This definition emphasises the space between the 

component parts and the lexical text in which the collocation is used. 

Stubbs (2001, p. 29) describes collocations as "frequent co-occurrence" of 

lexical items and that collocations are types of syntagmatic relations between 

these items. Additionally, he argues that the co-occurrence relations between 

collocational items are constructed in a linear cluster. In other words, in a 

collocation, the appearance of a node implies the existence of the collocate 

before or after it. In accordance, this necessitates investigating words in 

collocations rather than studying them individually.   

Briefly put, collocation within Firth’s and his proponents’ view consists of several 

elements. The first element is co-occurrence of the items, i.e., words go 

together. The second element is the recurrence of the combination, i.e., a 

collocation is a combination which frequently occurs in a language more than 

chance can predict. Space limit between the node and its collocate is the third 

element. The distance between the node and its collocate should not exceed 

few words on either side of the node. The component words of a collocation 

may occur next to each other without intervening words between nodes and 

collocates such as heavy rain, or they may occur at a distance from each other 

intervened by few words, as with more flexible collocations such as the strength 

of his argument (Manning & Schütze, 1999). The fourth element is that meaning 

of words is mostly perceived by the accompanied words. This element 

highlights the lexical context role in determining meaning of words. Finally, 

although the notion of collocation according to this view may imply a 

grammatical relation between collocation constituents (Bartsch, 2004) and that 

some proponents, such as Halliday (1966), attempted to explain collocability 

based on the grammatical relations of the lexical component items of 

collocations, the syntactic relations of the collocational constituents do not seem 

to have a key role in defining collocations according to this approach. 

The frequency-based definition of collocations is found to be mostly objective 

since it is based on a real existence in a context, frequent occurrences, and 

collocational span. However, Henriksen (2013) argues that disregarding the 

semantic aspects from the frequency-based approach analysis can result in 
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identifying recurring lexical combinations which have little psycholinguistic 

validity such as and the as collocations. This occurs due to depending solely on 

frequency of occurrence of certain lexical chunks which co-occur frequently but 

they are not perceived as collocations by native speakers. However, the 

frequency-based approach has well-known tools for overcoming this problem 

such as the use of association measures; manual filtering rather than 

depending on raw frequency of occurrence (Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010). 

Frequency-based studies identify collocations relying mainly on the frequent co-

occurrence of their component items in large corpora.  

Furthermore, despite the unquestionable importance of frequency of co-

occurrence in recognising collocations, some researchers (e.g., Gavioli & Aston, 

2001; Kjellmer, 1984) see that research should not depend on this feature only 

as some other features exist which can also be employed in defining 

collocations such as semantic transparency and syntactic features. Moreover, 

they argue that this feature, frequency of occurrence, is deduced from corpora 

that are thought to be insufficient to mirror the whole real experience of 

language users. Accordingly, for a reliable frequency, corpora should be 

sufficiently large to represent the target language and to reflect the real 

experience of L2 learners (Trofimovich, 2011). However, it is believed that no 

corpus in whatever size can reflect the whole real experience of the target 

language and that each corpus is usually examined for identifying specific 

features depending on the study aims (Gavioli & Aston, 2001). Moreover, 

compiling a corpus that is representative of all language users will not be 

workable due to the impossibility of undertaking this in practice in addition to 

that each language has various dialects and varieties which makes deciding on 

which variety to be based is far from being easy or achieved (Gabrielatos, 

2005). 

Another limitation of this feature is that it includes all possibilities into account 

which results in a huge number of combinations of which some may be 

syntactically unrelated to each other (Seretan, Nerima, & Wehrli, 2003). In 

consequence, this may result in blurring the boundaries among the different 

types of combinations and makes it difficult to distinguish among them to the 

extent considering a structure like (v+ the) as a collocation which is not.  
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In conclusion, despite the rather fuzziness and issues intervening the 

application of frequency, it remains one of the essential key features in defining 

collocation. However, it seems that it is not sufficient to rely solely on frequency 

as a decisive feature in collocational linguistic investigations and analyses, 

except where the study purposes require employing this feature alone.  

2.2.2 The phraseological definitions  

Some researchers (e.g., Cowie,1981, 1994, 1998; Gitsaki, 1996; Howarth,1996, 

1998; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005), who are highly influenced by the Russian 

phraseology, view collocations as being constrained by specific rules governing 

their structures. Accordingly, they define collocations based on typological 

grounds and take the grammatical structure, semantic transparency, and 

substitutability of the component items as guiding principles (Gyllstad & Wolter, 

2015). The underlying assumption of this view assumes a direct syntactic 

relationship between the component items of collocations. According to this 

tradition, collocations are regarded as a type of word combinations that 

occupies the space between idioms and free word combinations. Idiomatic 

expressions such as to kick the bucket differ from collocations in that the whole 

meaning of the expression cannot be inferred from the semantics of its 

individual components.  Free word combinations can be distinguished from 

collocations in that constituents can be freely substituted by others without 

seriously affecting the overall meaning of the combination (McKeown & Radev, 

2000).  

Howarth (1996), driven by degree of restriction, semantic transparency, and 

substitutability of the items, suggests four combination types. The first type is 

called free combinations in which the constituent elements are used in their 

literal meanings and elements can be substituted with items from the same 

semantic field such as drink tea. The second type of combinations is called 

restricted collocations where one element is employed in its literal sense while 

the other has a specialised or figurative sense function. In this type of 

combinations, substituting elements is possible but it is limited such as perform 

a task. The third combination type is classified as figurative idioms that have 

figurative reference with a very little degree of commutability which is 

characterised by its flexibility of substituting one of the elements by another, and 

the literal meanings of the items are maintained such as do a U-turn. The fourth 
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type of combinations is called pure idioms in which the overall semantics cannot 

be retrieved from the literal meanings of their elements and this type of 

combinations has no space for substituting any items in the juxtaposition such 

as blow the gaff. 

Cowie (1998, p. 191) argues that defining collocations as “groups of words 

which frequently occur in combination with each other” is completely an 

ambiguous and an unsatisfactory definition. He explains that this is because this 

definition tells nothing about number of elements in a collocation, degree of 

frequency of occurrence, or classes of words which can combine as 

collocations. Cowie (1994) makes a distinction among four sorts of 

combinations. Though the distinction does not outline clear-cut boundaries 

among these combinations as they overlap into each other’s domains. 

According to him, degrees of opacity and fixedness of the four groups of 

combinations go on a continuum line in which the opaquest and most fixed 

combinations are placed at one end and the most transparent and variable ones 

at the other. In accordance, this continuum consists, from the least to the most 

opacity and fixedness, of free combinations, restricted collocations, figurative 

idioms, and pure idioms. Although idioms can also be defined as “groups of 

words which frequently occur in combination with each other”, he agrees that 

collocations are different from idioms (Cowie, 1998). Elements of free 

combinations are characterised by being transparent in meaning and freely 

combined, i.e., substitutable by other items. However, items of figurative idioms 

and restricted collocations are limitedly substitutable. Finally, pure idioms 

elements are restricted and are not substitutable without affecting the whole 

meaning of the idiom (Cowie, 1981). His classification of word combinations is 

mainly based on two criteria: ‘commutability’, i.e., the substitutability of the 

combination components without affecting the semantics of the whole 

combination, and the opacity or ‘transparency’ of the combination semantics, 

i.e., whether the lexical items are used in their literal or figurative meanings. 

Nesselhauf (2005) sets three criteria on a combination constituents to test their 

collocability: syntactic relations; semantic transparency, and substitutability. 

Syntactic relations are exemplified in the relationships which exist between the 

combination items such as v+n, adj+n, adv+adj, and v+adv relations. Semantic 

transparency means that meanings of collocations can commonly be retrieved 
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from the individual meanings of their constituent words. Finally, substitutability 

indicates a degree of substitutability of their constituents with similar items in the 

same semantic field. Accordingly, for a combination to be accounted as a 

collocation, first, the component items of the combination should fall in one of 

the syntactic relations such as the v+n relation, i.e., there should be a 

grammatical relation between the items. If there is no syntactic relation between 

the constituents as in study the, this criterion will not be met and the 

combination will not be counted as a collocation. Second, sematic transparency 

implies that the meaning by a collocation should be generally perceived from 

the constituent parts of the combination, e.g., in the collocation make a 

decision, the general meaning of the collocation can be retrieved from the 

meanings of make and decision though the word make is not used completely 

in its literal sense. Third, substitutability allows a limited degree of freedom to 

substitute a word by another in the same word class such as take in place of 

make in make a decision, i.e., take a decision. The application of the three 

criteria on the collocability of the component items of a v+n combination can be 

explained in the combination draw a conclusion as an example. Syntactically, 

draw a conclusion is an acceptable v+n combination since the relationship 

between the items is a v+direct object relationship, i.e., v+n relationship. 

Semantically, the general meaning of this combination can be deduced from the 

individual combination items. As for the substitutability criterion, the verb draw is 

substitutable by reach to produce reach a conclusion, but it cannot be replaced 

by the verb produce to yield ?produce a conclusion which is unacceptable to 

native speakers. This shows that one of the combination constituents is limitedly 

substitutable, which is one of the characteristics of collocations. Accordingly, 

this combination can be regarded as a collocation based on the three criteria.  

The importance of the syntactic feature is not seen only in defining collocations 

but also in patterning collocations. Haussmann (1984), for instance, maintains 

that the syntactic category of the component items of collocations is one of the 

important criteria which can be relied on in classifying collocations. According to 

him, collocations have a hierarchical structure in which one word, i.e., the node, 

dominates over the other and determines its choice, i.e., the collocates. 

Additionally, the grammaticality of the collocational component items can 

facilitate the direct collocation extraction from the source corpus (Evert, 2004), 
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and it may help in studying, learning, and teaching collocations. It can also help 

in identifying and distinguishing the different types of the multi-word 

combinations (Seretan, Nerima, & Wehrli, 2003) and collocations in a text. The 

importance of this feature lies also in its use in predicting meaning of the lexical 

items. For example, Renouf & Sinclair (1991) state that the existence of a 

grammatical item and its order in an expression can help in guessing the 

meaning of a lexical item, for example, in an expression such as an X of as in 

some of, some here is usually a quantity (Renouf & Sinclair, 1991). 

In sum, the phrasal definition of collocations consists of several elements. The 

first element is the syntactic structure of collocations. Only specific grammatical 

categories which hold particular syntactic relations are considered collocations. 

Semantic transparency, which entails that the meaning by a collocation should 

be perceived from the constituent parts of the combination, is the second 

element. However, one of the collocational constituents may be used in its 

figurative meaning. The semantic transparency of the combination should 

occupy the space between completely transparent and entirely opaque ones. 

Commutability or substitutability is the third element. Substituting collocational 

constituents are restrictedly possible without affecting the whole meaning of the 

combination. Degree of restrictedness occupies the distance between free 

combinations and pure idioms.  

However, Haussmann (1989) believes that the syntactic criterion alone is not 

adequately an effective tool to differentiate between the different types of 

combinations and that adding other criteria such as a semantic criterion is 

essential for this purpose. In line with, Gledhill (2000) contends that the 

inadequacy of the syntactic criterion can be attributed to that the syntactic 

criterion mainly deals with the abstract aspects of collocations. Hence, for a 

better depiction of this linguistic phenomenon, involving other criteria such as 

frequency of occurrence, which deals with the concrete aspects of collocations, 

sounds necessary for providing tangible evidence from the real-life context, i.e., 

spoken and written texts. 

Furthermore, the phraseological approach is thought to be subjective because it 

takes the syntactic relations between the constituents into account (Henriksen, 

2013). Accordingly, the decision about the collocability of a combination or 

syntactic structure is made based on the intuition of the researcher and it 
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disregards the actual occurrence of collocations and their frequency in real 

contexts use.  

Moreover, the phraseological approach has been criticised for that it cannot tell 

the actual frequency of use of collocations, consequently, it may result in 

incorporating pedagogically inappropriate collocations into learning materials 

such as judicial organ or ruggedly handsome which are collocations of very low 

frequency that learners rarely face in their academic life (Henriksen, 2013). 

In conclusion, regardless the evidenced significance of the syntactic criterion in 

the phraseological approach in defining, patterning, and discriminating 

collocations from the other types of combinations. The general view points to 

the notion that this feature is not solely sufficient for encompassing the key 

characteristics of this linguistic phenomenon, i.e. collocations unless used for 

specific research purposes. Accordingly, incorporating the other key feature in 

the definition, i.e., frequency, may offer a more comprehensive view of 

collocations. 

2.2.3 The rise of reconciling definitions: The phrasal frequency-based 

definitions  

It can be inferred from the definitions of the two previous approaches that the 

frequency-based view of collocations relies mainly on the textual co-occurrence 

of certain combinations, and observing their frequency of occurrence as the 

main guiding principle. This perspective puts emphasis on the concrete or 

physical aspects of collocations, i.e., their actual co-occurrences and 

recurrences in texts. In contrast, the second tradition defines collocations within 

the syntactic/semantic frameworks which are concerned more with the abstract 

relationships between words and the potentiality of lexical combinability 

excluding frequency and their probability of occurrence from its consideration 

(Gledhill, 2000; Henriksen, 2013; Nation, 2013). In this approach, collocations 

are recognised as a type of partly restricted word combinations, and classifying 

collocations into certain grammatical structures takes the priority in its agenda. 

Phraseologists have understood collocations as syntactic combinations where 

they mix lexical and syntactic analyses together, accordingly, they have 

suggested various syntactic patterns of collocations (Poulsen, 2005). In addition 

to the syntactic sub-classifications, their definition of collocations is based on 

motivation, commutability, and selectional restrictions grounds (Schilk, 2011). 
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However, each of these two approaches has been criticised for neglecting a key 

feature that is adopted by the other approach, though neither approach denies 

the existence of the collocational feature adopted by the other approach.  

Accordingly, in a way to fill the gap and avoid some of the shortcomings in 

these two approaches, a third linguistic perspective of collocations is under 

development. The third, rather new, growing approach, tries to provide a more 

comprehensive view of collocations by combining both frequency-based and 

phraseological approaches in one unified approach. This hybrid view, i.e., the 

phrasal frequency-based approach, attempts to utilise the advantages of both 

perspectives, i.e., combining the best of the two approaches to provide better 

insights into the study of phraseology in general and collocations in particular 

(Granger & Paquot, 2008), through involving the frequency, semantic, and 

syntactic features altogether in defining collocations (e.g., Alternberg & 

Granger, 2001; Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015; Kurosaki, 2012; Nizonkiza, van Dyk, & 

Louw, 2013; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011). 

In brief, the operationalisation of the hybrid approach to identify collocations as 

suggested by researchers adopting this view can be done in two phases. Firstly, 

the most frequently occurring combinations in the target corpus are identified in 

accordance with the frequency-based procedures. Secondly, certain word 

combinations to be maintained or discarded according to the identified semantic 

and syntactic criteria (e.g., Henriksen, 2013; Li & Lu, 2011; Todiraşcu et al., 

2008).  

Proponents of this perspective believe that neither all frequent recurrent 

combinations nor all syntactic patterns of combinations are collocations. Only 

combinations of specific grammatical patterns that consist of restrictedly 

commutable items and frequently co-occur can be considered collocations. This 

view of collocation seems to have emerged to fill the gap and deficiency in each 

approach separately on the one hand, and the growing awareness of the role of 

collocations in the L2 learners’ competence development, on the other hand 

(Barfield & Gyllstad, 2009; Granger & Paquot, 2008; Gyllstad, 2007; 

Nesselhauf, 2005). However, I would argue that two points need to be borne in 

mind with adopting the hybrid approach. First, it should not imply abandoning 

the other two approaches since each perspective seems to have its significance 

for specific linguistic analyses. For example, the frequency-based approach fits 
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more in automatic corpus-based methods of extraction whereas the 

phraseological approach suits better the linguistic analyses studies (Granger & 

Paquot, 2008). Second, the third perspective should be built on clear rigorous 

assumptions that prevent adding more fuzziness to the existing situation and so 

as not be merely combining two different perspectives without obvious 

boundaries of the approach.  

The hybrid perspective tries to reconcile and combine the two perspectives 

together for a more comprehensive definition of collocations (e.g., Barfield & 

Gyllstad, 2009; Granger & Paquot, 2008; Gyllstad, 2007; Gyllstad & Wolter, 

2015; Nesselhauf, 2005; Nizonkiza, van Dyk, & Louw, 2013). Establishing on 

this, the definition which can be inferred from this perspective, based on the 

conducted studies adopting this view of collocation, is that a collocation is “ a 

recurrent co-occurrence of two or more partially transparent and restrictedly 

commutable items in a specific syntactic pattern that occurs more than chance 

can predict”. As the reconciling approach is a blend of the two approaches, 

frequency-based and phrasal approaches, the underlying criteria of defining 

collocations are assumed to be frequent co-occurrence of constituents, falling in 

certain syntactic categories, semantic transparency, and limited degrees of 

substitutability of the constituents.  

In conclusion, it is hoped and believed that the hybrid approach will provide, 

taking study aims into account, deeper insights into this linguistic phenomenon, 

i.e., collocations. This expectation is established on the assumption that the 

hybrid view will gain the advantages of both approaches collectively and refrain 

their disadvantages separately. The present study adopted this view of 

collocations to explore learners’ collocational knowledge and development as 

will be explained in more detail in the next chapter (Section 3.7).  

2.3 The importance of collocations  

The role of collocations can be perceived in various aspects as explained in the 

following sections.  

2.3.1 The importance of collocations for native-like production 

Collocations have increasingly been found of an essential significance in 

developing L2 learners’ language competence and as a sign of their language 

proficiency levels. However, collocations seem to be the most daunting 

component of vocabulary knowledge even at advanced language proficiency 
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levels of which L2 learners have been found to be in short of the expectations 

(Ahmadian & Darabi, 2012; Farrokh, 2012). For example, Palmer (1966) notes 

that L2 learners may face challenges in producing collocations such as to ask a 

question, to do a favour or to give trouble and present unacceptable 

combinations such as ?to make a question, ?to perform a favour and ?to do 

trouble respectively. 

The increasing interest in collocations as a linguistic phenomenon can be 

attributed to a number of reasons. Among the main factors in this concern is the 

well-established significance of collocations in the L2 learners’ proficiency in 

both written and spoken modes (Fan, 2009; González Fernández & Schmitt, 

2015; Keshvarz & Salimi, 2007; Nation, 1990; Nizonkiza, van Dyk, & Louw, 

2013; Schmitt, 1997). In other words, learners’ collocational knowledge can play 

a significant role in improving their proficiency to produce native-like language in 

both written and spoken forms (Pawley & Syder, 1983).  

Another reason for why collocations matter is related to the nature of 

collocations themselves. Collocations are commonly characterised by being 

arbitrary, frequent in their co-occurrence and recurrence (Sinclair, 1991). 

Moreover, collocations are thought to be fixed to an extent (Wu, Witten, & 

Franken, 2010), limitedly compositional, and sometimes difficult to deduce the 

whole semantic meanings from their constituent parts (Manning & Schütze, 

1999). Consequently, the intricate nature of collocations makes it difficult for 

non-natives to learn and understand. Accordingly, comprehensive, thorough, 

and profound investigations into this phenomenon are required by linguists and 

lexicographers of their various aspects. 

Furthermore, due to learners’ inadequate knowledge of collocations, Mohajeri & 

Ketabi (2013) and Mounya (2010) argue that collocational knowledge appears 

to be an unavoidable aspect of the learned language that needs to be acquired. 

Additionally, they note that it is one of the significant criteria which are utilised 

for distinguishing native from non-native speakers of a language. Accordingly, it 

is an essential step to be taken in order to produce a natural or native-like 

language.   

In addition to the evidenced role of collocations in developing learners' 

language proficiency, this linguistic phenomenon is seen as an element of the 

text or discourse coherence and as a distinctive competence marker that 
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differentiates between native and non-native speakers of the language (Bahns 

& Eldaw, 1993; Gitsaki, 1999; Hill, 2000; Jabir, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2005; Pawley 

& Syder, 1983; Stubbs, 2002; Wray, 2002). Additionally, Yule (2003) states that 

knowing a language implies not only knowing the meaning of the words, but 

also knowing their conventional patterns of collocations. This makes 

collocations a distinctive and prerequisite part of language knowledge that 

needs to be acquired for a proper use of a learned language. Moreover, non-

native speakers have been found to be in short of sufficient collocational 

knowledge (Nizonkiza, Van Dyk, & Louw, 2013; Takač & Lukač, 2013) even at 

advanced levels of language proficiency (Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Channell, 

1981; Howarth, 1996; Nesselhauf, 2005).  

The abundance and wide-spread use of collocations in the various genres of 

writing whether they are technical or non-technical can be an additional reason 

for this interest in collocations. For example, collocations have been found to be 

much more frequent in native speakers’ academic writings, approximately 34% 

of the total texts, than idioms and frozen expressions, about 5% of the total 

academic texts (Erman & Warren, 2000; Howarth, 1996).  

In conclusion, due to their pervasiveness in use, deficiency in using and 

producing collocations affect inevitably the naturalness of language productions 

in the context in which it is used (Smadja, 1993) whether in written or spoken 

forms. Accordingly, collocational knowledge occupies an exceptional priority in 

language learning.  

2.3.2 The role of collocations in supporting cognitive fluency 

Significance of collocations in enhancing cognitive fluency can be explained in 

that collocational knowledge facilitates constructing utterances. Language users 

become less dependent on their creativity in constructing utterances, grammar, 

and lexis. Learners’ less reliance on creativity leads to less linguistic 

processing, accordingly, greater fluency (Bonk, 2000; Ellis, 2003; Sinclair, 1991; 

Siyanova-Chanturia & Martinez, 2015). According to Mueller (2011), L2 learners 

resort to collocational knowledge to fill the gap in their semantic knowledge 

when they fail to construct correct combinations as in the case of using 

prepositions. When learners cannot predict the correct combination based on 

the meaning of the components, they refuge to the memorised collocations of 

this category.  
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2.3.3 The importance of collocations for pedagogy 

Manning & Schütze (1999) argue that neglecting collocations in the previous 

linguistic studies despite their crucial role in developing learners’ language 

proficiency necessitates more investigations into this significant linguistic 

phenomenon. Zaabalawi & Gould (2017) argue that despite the credited 

significance of collocations, the best teaching means which can efficiently 

develop L2 learners’ mastery of collocations still seems unclear. However, they 

hold that raising awareness combined with frequent exposure to particular 

exemplar collocations is likely to considerably develop L2 learners’ knowledge 

and use of the encountered items. Additionally, they suggest that teachers 

should incorporate a reading activity component, as a source of collocational 

content, when they teach English writing. In addition, they recommend teaching 

English language as lexical phrases, such as collocations, because they believe 

that, in line with the modular perspective of language, English language 

consists of ready-made lexical chunks which should mostly be committed to 

memory. Similarly, Farrokh (2012) believes that raising awareness of 

collocations in terms of knowledge and use may help, in theory and practice, set 

effective means of improving learners’ level of proficiency in ways that save 

effort, time, and costs specifically in pedagogical contexts. In line with, it is 

maintained that teaching collocations is unquestionably fundamental and of 

great importance in developing L2 learners’ proficiency (Channell,1981; Lewis, 

1993, 1997, 2000; Marton, 1977; Wu, 1996; Wu, Witten, & Franken, 2010; 

Yazdandoost, AmalSaleh, & Kafipour, 2014) due to their central role in building 

up L2 learners’ competence who endeavour to reach a high level of accuracy 

and fluency in the target language (Nesselhauf, 2003). 

Additionally, it is believed that (Ellis, 2003; Krashen, 1989; Shooshtari & Karami, 

2013) vocabulary, including collocations, is positioned at the core of language 

learning process and that a comprehensible input is a fundamental ingredient 

for making a significant development in learning a language. Accordingly, much 

attention should be paid to learning and teaching vocabulary and collocations. 

Krashen (1989) attributes importance of vocabulary in the learners’ language 

proficiency to practical and theoretical reasons. Practically, it is significant firstly, 

because gaining a large vocabulary is fundamental for proficiency in a 

language. Secondly, L2 learners’ awareness of vocabulary importance makes 
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them carry dictionaries rather than grammar books because learners often 

attribute their language deficiency to their shortage of vocabulary knowledge. 

Theoretically, Krashen (1989) argues that studying the process of vocabulary 

learning can assist in understanding the language learning process in general. 

Additionally, he believes that learning vocabulary is, in principle, similar to 

learning the other aspects of language.  

As far as the general view of vocabulary is concerned, the notion of vocabulary 

has shifted from the traditional view which thinks of vocabulary as individual 

words into the view that thinks of vocabulary as lexical units that may consist of 

more than one item. Schmitt & Carter (2000), for example, argue that the 

traditional view of vocabulary is inadequate due to the existence of large 

numbers of units which are made up of more than one orthographic word such 

as give up. Accordingly, vocabulary has become to include, in addition to 

individual words, various types of lexical phrases such as collocations. Schmitt 

& Carter (2000) assert the crucial role of these lexical phrases in the vocabulary 

learning and developing learners’ language proficiency.  

Nattinger & DeCarrico (1992) highlight the importance of teaching lexical 

phrases, which include prefabricated units and collocations, rather than 

focusing on individual words and recommend teaching them since language 

fluency comes from ability to use lexical phrases skilfully. Additionally, they 

argue that there is no much difference between the acquisition of the first 

language (henceforth L1) and learning a foreign language since L2 learners use 

prefabricated language in a very similar way to how L1 learners produce, 

understand, and analyse a new language. Accordingly, they assert that lexical 

phrases can play a vital role and function as an effective basis for L2 teaching. 

Nattinger & DeCarrico (1992, p. 12), give language acquisition of a child as an 

example to show how L1 and L2 learners are similar in learning a new 

language. They state that a child first uses a chunk such as “I want- to- go” with 

a fixed sense, then by time, the child recognises the syntactic potentials of the 

chunk and detaches it from its context to create new chunks such as “I want to 

get up”. Accordingly, they argue that L2 learners behave the same way when 

they start learning a foreign language; they first learn a prefabricated phrase, 

then after being able to analyse the syntactic structure of the chunk, they isolate 

the chunk from its current context and begin to produce new chunks in another 
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context based on the first one. Finally, they argue that adopting the lexical 

approach in teaching avoids the shortcomings result from too heavily relying on 

linguistic theories of competence and communicative competence to use 

language appropriately as native speakers. Accordingly, they suggest utilising 

lexical phrases as practical tools inside the class for teaching conversations and 

the other skills of language to EFL and ESL learners. 

Additionally, Lewis (1993), the first who introduced the term “Lexical Approach”, 

believes that language is grammaticalised lexis and not lexicalised grammar. To 

him, the greatest part of learning a language is learners’ ability of producing and 

comprehending lexical phrases as chunks, i.e., chunks are the building blocks 

of any learned language. Accordingly, lexis should be the central focus not 

grammar since it plays a substantial role in creating meaning while grammar 

mainly plays a managerial function in language. For this, according to him, more 

time should be spent on learning phrases such as collocations and less time on 

grammar. In addition, he suggests identification of lexical chunks as a basic 

classroom activity to raise learners’ awareness of collocations. Additionally, he 

emphasises on teaching frequent fixed expressions and collocations in spoken 

language with using dictionaries since they provide textual contexts for the 

learned expressions and collocations. In other words, he calls for developing 

learners’ language proficiency through focusing on words and word 

combinations rather than grammar, and using real language not created 

language by textbook designers based on grammatical patterns that may not be 

used in reality.    

Shooshtari & Karami (2013) note that raising learners’ awareness of 

collocations through explicit teaching may contribute to promoting their 

language proficiency in general. Similarly, Alali & Schmitt (2012) contend that 

formulaic sequences form an important element of discourse and ought to be 

emphasised in the pedagogical contexts and teaching pedagogy.  

In sum, a great deal of emphasis should be put on the aspects that relate to 

learning and teaching collocations since reaching a fluent, native-like 

communication level without a considerable collocational knowledge 

development seems a hard objective to achieve. 

2.3.4 The importance of collocations for linguistic applications 
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Collocations can be of use in a wide range of applications such as Natural 

Language Processing software (Agrawal, Sanyal, & Sanyal, 2014), making 

dictionaries, machine translations, parsing phrases, and corpus linguistic 

research (Stubbs, 1996). These applications can be of considerable benefit for 

L2 learners in the pedagogical contexts, language learning institutes, and self-

study environments. The use of dictionaries, for example, specifically those take 

L2 learners’ needs in consideration such as the Collins COBUILD English 

Dictionary, BBC English Dictionary, and Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 

can help minimise L2 learners’ collocational errors and building and enriching 

their collocational knowledge (Sadeghi, 2010). Additionally, McKeown & Radev 

(2000) argue that employing collocations in these linguistic applications can be 

utilised in a wide range of linguistic fields such as machine translations, 

statistical applications, language generation, and statistical approaches to 

words sense disambiguation applications.  

Accordingly, I would argue that the importance of collocations in these 

applications exceeds the boundary of developing L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and language proficiency to include the other aspects of linguistic 

investigations and applications. Additionally, I expect, with the advance of 

technology and statistical software, further useful linguistic applications that can 

be employed for increasing L2 learners’ proficiency and linguistic studies. 

2.3.5 The theoretical linguistic importance of collocations 

Being a universal linguistic phenomenon; words are always used in collocations 

not in isolation (Duan & Qin, 2012), collocation can have its importance in the 

theoretical knowledge development of language theories such as generative 

grammar, usage-based models, idiom principle, and lexical priming.  

However, the literature in this aspect of linguistics shows that the study of 

collocations has presented certain theoretical issues because it is thought to be 

not fitting well into some accepted models of linguistic description, such as 

Chomsky’s generative grammar theory, due to its being a “rather ill-defined area 

of linguistic patterning that is neither clearly syntactic nor clearly semantic” 

(Clear, 1993, p. 271). 

Nevertheless, I would argue that collocation can partly support even a linguistic 

theory such as Chomsky’s generative grammar theory. Generative grammar is 

a linguistic theory which is based on Chomsky’s theoretical linguistics of 
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grammar from the 1950s to the 1970s. Generative grammar describes a 

language in terms of a set of universal logical rules that are innately acquired to 

be able to generate the infinite number of possible sentences according to the 

correct structure of that language (Chomsky, 1976). Although the generativists 

have mainly focused on the study of syntax to provide models for native 

speakers’ competence of language, and collocation is not explicitly mentioned 

in the linguistic theory of generative grammar literature, the theory has 

important implication for the view of collocations (Bartsch, 2004). Establishing 

on the phraseological perspective of collocations, one of the joint assumptions 

of the generative grammar theory and collocations is their production according 

to specific syntactic patterning structures. Generativists confine generating 

sentences in a language according to certain grammatical structures, similarly, 

phraseologists realise a combination as a collocation only when it is produced in 

a certain grammatical structure. According to this assumption, I would argue 

that the concepts of collocations and the generative grammar theory support 

each other in following certain syntactic patterns in phrases, i.e., collocations, 

and sentence production.  

However, the focus has shifted from the algorithmic, generative models 

mentioned earlier to the usage-based models of language as proponents of the 

latter (e.g., Barlow & Kemmer, 2000; Langacker, 2000) believe that usage-

based models demonstrate far greater cognitive and neurological plausibility 

than algorithmic, generative models. According to the language conception of 

these models, the structural properties of languages emerge from their usage. 

Accordingly, I would argue that this conception is similar to that is used for 

defining collocation which is also established on a usage-based principle, 

specifically, the frequency-based view of collocations. As a result, they both can 

assist in the theoretical development of each other.  

The conception of collocation can also go in good harmony with the Sinclair’s 

(1991) idiom principle theory which posits that a language user has a large 

number of semi-prefabricated phrases, which can include collocations, that 

make single choices in the mental lexicon even when they appear to be 

analysable into single constituents (Sinclair, 1991). Accordingly, prefabricated 

language may assist in facilitating production and seemingly interpretation of 

utterances. 
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Similarly, the lexical priming is a linguistic theory developed by Hoey (2005), 

which seeks to relate a concept such as collocation to the experimental findings 

of psycholinguists interested in the retardation and acceleration of word 

association, can also be related to the conception of collocations. According to 

this theory, characteristics such as frequency, recurrent occurrence of multiword 

expressions, and predictability have central roles in accelerating the process of 

word associations. For example, on hearing or reading the beginning of a 

collocation, e.g., extenuating…, a mature language user is compelled to 

complete it with one of the most likely words such as circumstances (Siyanova-

Chanturia & Martinez, 2014). Accordingly, the theory has an important 

implication for collocations as it can explain why collocations exist; a listener 

can recognise a word more quickly when a related word is given (Pace-Sigge, 

2013). 

Another aspect of the significance of collocations is the outstanding overlap 

between the concept of collocations and the other multi-word entities such as 

phrases, idioms, and named entities (Karan, Sanjdar, & Basic, 2012). As clear-

cut boundaries have not been established, up to date, between collocations, on 

the one hand, and the other multi-unit entities, free combinations and idioms, 

and the overlaps exist among the various types of combinations, it may 

necessitate including this aspect of linguistics, collocations, in the study 

whenever the other two aspects are investigated. In conclusion, collocations 

may play a role not only in developing learners’ proficiency but also in the 

theoretical knowledge development of language.  

2.3.6 The role of collocations in meaning 

An additional significance of collocations can be its assumed role in being part 

of the meaning of a word. According to Firth’s (1957, p.179) theory of meaning, 

“you shall know a word by the company it keeps”. This means that the meaning 

of a word is in part determined by the characteristics of its collocates. For 

example, a part of the meaning of the word dark is known by its accompany 

with the word night which means “little or no light”. As dark can mean different 

senses in different lexical contexts, for example, dark green “dark= approaching 

black in shade”; dark secret “dark= mysterious”; dark L “dark= velarised form of 

the sound of the letter l” (Oxford Dictionary of English, 2015). Hence, deficiency 

in the collocational knowledge results in an inadequate picture of what words 
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mean or at least losing part of the meaning and accordingly misunderstanding 

in communication.  

This short overview of the significance of collocations demonstrates that 

collocations are important not only in theory but also in practice. Theoretically, 

collocations are important due to their connectedness and overlapping with 

other types of word combinations. Practically, collocations are important 

because of their role in generating natural or native-like expressions specifically 

in academic writings and computerised applications such as dictionaries and 

machine translations of texts and phrases.   

2.4 Classifications of collocations  

2.4.1 Introduction 

Collocations have been classified into various types (e.g., lexical, grammatical, 

upward, downward) and patterns (e.g., v+n, adj+n, prep+n) differently according 

to authors’ perspectives and the criteria used for classifying collocations (e.g., 

Benson, Benson, & Ilson, 1986; Howarth, 1996; Sinclair, 1991). Consequently, 

the divergent understanding of the concept of collocation and lack of consensus 

in this aspect resulted in generating various collocation types and patterns 

(Shokouhi & Mirsalari, 2010), as explained in the following sections.  

2.4.2 Types of collocations 

Different types of collocations have been suggested by different researchers. 

Sinclair (1991, pp. 115-116) distinguishes between “upward” and “downward” 

collocations. Accordingly, the concept “upward collocation” denotes that words 

habitually collocate with words that are more frequently used than they are 

themselves in the English language, e.g., the word back collocates with at, 

down, from, into and on, all of which are more frequent words than back. In 

contrast, the concept “downward collocation” means that words habitually 

collocate with words that are less frequent than they are, e.g., the words arrive, 

bring and climbed are examples of less frequently occurring words which 

collocate with the word back. This distinction demonstrates a difference in the 

grammatical structure of both types of collocations. While constituents of the 

upward collocations are inclined to be mostly grammatical frames such as 

grammatical elements and subordinates since nodes in this type of collocations 

usually collocate with prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, and pronouns, nodes 
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of downward collocations habitually collocate with semantic words such as 

nouns and verbs.    

Similarly, Howarth (1996) classifies collocations based on the criterion of 

commutability and makes a distinction between five levels of restrictedness. 

Additionally, while classifications of collocations of some linguists (e.g., 

Hausmann, 1989) are exclusively based on open-class words, most linguists’ 

classifications of collocations (e.g., Benson, Benson, & Ilson,1986) include 

function words and syntactic structures in addition to open-class words. 

Concluding from the majority of the previous studies (e.g., Benson, Benson, & 

Ilson, 1986; Baker, 1992; Gitaski, 1996; Wei, 1999), collocations can mainly be 

divided into lexical and grammatical collocations. Lexical collocations generally 

comprise an array of associations of verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, for 

example, launch a missile, withdraw an offer, a crushing defeat, storms rage, a 

world capital, deeply absorbed, and appreciated sincerely (Benson, Benson, & 

Ilson, 1986, pp. 253-254). Alternatively, grammatical collocations commonly 

consist of a verb, a noun, or an adjective combined with a preposition or a 

grammatical structure such as an infinitive or a clause, e.g., account for, 

adjacent to, advantage over, and to be afraid that (Bahns & Eldaw, 1993). The 

dichotomy (lexical vs grammatical collocations) seems widely acceptable 

among linguists and researchers. Accordingly, it is employed as the basic 

distinctive criterion in differentiating between types of collocations in the current 

study. 

2.4.3 Patterns of collocations 

Various patterns of collocations have been suggested by researchers. 

Generally, the patterning seems to be mainly established on the syntactic 

structures of the combinations. Hausmann (1989), for example, suggests the 

following patterns of collocations: n+adj, n+v, v+n, v+adv, adj+adv, n+(prep)+n. 

Benson, Benson, & Ilson (1986), on their parts, classified collocations into the 

following patterns: v+n, n+adj, n+v, n+prep+n, adj+adv, v+adv whereas Smadja 

(1993) introduces the following patterns: n+adj, n+v, v+n, v+prep, v+adv, v+v, 

n+prep, n+det.  

A further classification is suggested by Gitsaki (1996, pp. 164-166) through 

analysing a large number of assumed collocations. She distinguishes among 37 

types of collocations of which 8 as lexical collocations and 29 as grammatical 
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collocations. The suggested lexical collocation types are v+n/pron., v+n, adj+n, 

n+v, n+ of +n, adv+adj, v+adv, and n+n. The suggested grammatical collocation 

patters are n+ prep, n+to+inf, n+to+inf, n+that-clause, prep+n, adj+prep, 

predicate adj+ to+inf, adj+that-clause, svo+to+ o/svoo, svo+to+o, svo+for+o/ 

svoo, sv(o)+prep+o, sv+to+inf, sv+inf, sv+v-ing, svo+to+inf, svo+inf, svo+v-ing, 

sv+ possessive v-ing, sv(o)+that-clause, svo+to be+ complement, svo+ 

complement, svoo, sv(o)+adverbial, sv(o)+wh-word, s(it)vo+to+inf, 

sv+complement, miscellaneous as in in fact, prep+det+n and phrasal verbs. In 

contrast to the large number of patterns of collocations which are suggested by 

Gitsaki, Lewis & Hill (1997) introduce a small number of patterns which included 

only five collocation patterns: adj+n, v+n, n+v, adv+adj and v+adv. For the 

abbreviations which are used here, it can be referred to the table of 

abbreviations.  

In sum, based on the presented divisions of collocations in this review, 

collocations can be classified according to types and patterns. According to 

types, they can be divided into lexical and grammatical collocations. However, it 

seems difficult to provide a fixed number of collocation patterns in the same 

simple way of classifying their types due to the wide range of variety in 

researchers’ suggestions of the collocation patterns. Nevertheless, it would be 

more useful if all the suggested patterns are considered since these patterns 

recurrently occur in the native speakers’ spoken and written text forms.  

2.4.4 The importance of classifying collocations 

The importance of classifying collocations can be observed in various aspects. 

Initially, it is thought that both the lexical and grammatical patterns of 

combinations in which a word is used can play a substantial role in recognising 

and understanding a word in a particular sense (Duan & Qin, 2012). In other 

words, the pattern of combination in which a word is employed, i.e., the textual 

context, determines to a large extent its meaning. For example, the use of the 

verb enjoy in different patterns such as “v+ v-ing” and “v+n” patterns can yield 

different senses. Accordingly, selecting collocates in these two patterns are not 

done haphazardly, for example, it can be said enjoy a dinner, enjoy a good 

income or enjoy one’s life, but not ?enjoy death, or ?enjoy crime (Duan & Qin, 

2012, p. 1890).  
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Furthermore, recognising the pattern of a collocation can be useful as a tool for 

identifying L1 users’ and L2 learners’ developmental patterns of knowledge and 

use in corpus-based studies, identifying learners’ errors, weaknesses, strength 

points, and their common characteristics (Chen, 2010; Paquot & Granger, 

2012). These patterns can function as a parsing tool which sort phrases 

according to the set patterns in computational studies (Biber, 1993).  

Additionally, patterns can be used as modules for extracting collocations from 

large corpora by using computerised software which in turn provides data that 

can be used as raw data in other studies (e.g., Seretan, 2011; Seretan, Nerima, 

& Wehrli, 2003; Seretan, Nerima, & Wehrli, 2004). Moreover, classifying 

collocations can also be of help in the semantic interpretation of collocations 

(Otero, 2008). Accordingly, it can be used to differentiate between the other 

types of combinations and collocations such as discriminating between 

collocations and idioms since they have rather different and distinctive patterns. 

An additional significance of classifying collocations can be seen in its use in 

the pedagogical contexts, for instance, learners can generate similar 

combinations when they acquire their general patterns or formula (Tutin, 2005). 

In sum, classification of collocations can have benefits in theory and practice. It 

can also be utilised on NLP (Natural Language Processing) applications such 

as dictionaries and collocation extraction and parsing software.  

2.5 Collocational knowledge   

2.5.1 Introduction 

Assigning collocations to vocabulary knowledge or not seems a controversial 

matter because some characteristics of collocations are different from those of 

the individual words in terms of structure, learning and teaching. While some 

researchers have used the term “vocabulary” to include collocations as a part or 

level of learners’ total vocabulary knowledge (e.g., Catalán, 2002; Milton, 2009; 

Nation, 2013; Richards, 1976; Schmitt & Carter, 2000), some other linguists 

have dealt with this aspect as a separate area of linguistic knowledge (e.g., 

Firth, 1957). However, this aspect of knowledge appears to be of multifaceted 

or multidimensional, interlinked and complex nature that requires to be 

investigated from different angles (Henriksen, 1999; Nation, 2013; Read, 2000). 

As far as the current study is concerned, the term “vocabulary” is used to 

include collocations as a level of vocabulary knowledge since they both have 
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many characteristics in common particularly those related to the focus of the 

current study in terms of knowledge dimension classifications. Accordingly, the 

discussions and knowledge classifications which apply to vocabulary are taken 

to apply also to collocations. 

Researchers have emphasised the significance of vocabulary knowledge in 

learning a language to the extent to consider learning a language as an issue of 

learning vocabulary (Levelt, 1993; Meara, 1996, 2002; Nation, 2013; Read, 

2000). Generally, vocabulary knowledge is assumed to encompass numerous 

aspects of knowledge such as grammatical configurations, meaning, 

pronunciation, orthography, morphology, collocability, syntactic restrictions, 

semantic and syntactic relations, underlying form and derivations, connotations, 

and the pragmatic use of words (Catalán, 2002; Richards, 1976). Chapelle 

(1998) emphasises four aspects of vocabulary knowledge: lexical access 

processes, word characteristics, size, lexicon, and organization whereas 

Henriksen (1999) identifies only three interconnected aspects of vocabulary 

knowledge: partial-precise knowledge, depth of knowledge, and receptive-

productive dimensions. Nation (2013), on his part, identifies nine aspects of 

vocabulary knowledge that are encompassed by three main umbrellas of form, 

meaning, and use where each has receptive and productive knowledge 

aspects. Regarding form knowledge, Nation sub-classifies it into spoken, 

written, and word parts knowledge. Knowledge of meaning is divided into form 

and meaning, concept referents, and associations. Finally, knowledge of use is 

classified into knowledge of grammatical functions, collocations, and constraints 

on use. Hence, learners’ vocabulary knowledge exceeds merely knowledge of 

form, meaning and pronunciations as may be thought of learners to include 

many other aspects. 

In conclusion, despite the substantial position of vocabulary knowledge, 

including collocations, in the process of language learning there seems to be no 

consensus on a definite classification of aspects or levels of vocabulary 

knowledge. However, studies in this field, i.e. vocabulary, indicate the 

significance of certain aspects of vocabulary knowledge such as collocability 

which is the main concern of the current study. Collocational knowledge and its 

dimensions are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

2.5.2 Dimensions of collocational knowledge  
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Typologically and terminologically stating, vocabulary knowledge dimensions 

have been classified into various dimensions and they have been labelled using 

various terms. Linguists have generally drawn the attention to the significance 

of distinguishing between two aspects of vocabulary knowledge which are 

fundamental to learners’ language proficiency: breadth and depth of vocabulary 

knowledge (Anderson & Freebody, 1979) and these two aspects are believed to 

be absorbed differently (Laufer & Goldstein, 2004). For example, the terms 

receptive knowledge, passive knowledge, and vocabulary size have been used 

to denote breadth of knowledge of vocabulary; ability to recognise words or the 

number of words learners know whereas terms such as productive knowledge 

and active knowledge have been used to refer to depth of vocabulary 

knowledge (e.g., Anderson & Freebody, 1979; Melka, 1997; Milton, 2009); how 

well learners know about words and their uses in written and spoken forms in 

real contexts (Qian, 2002). Generally, the use of the dichotomy receptive-

productive to classify learners’ vocabulary knowledge dimensions seems widely 

accepted (Melka, 1997).  

As for the relationship between receptive and productive knowledge, some 

studies indicate a rather strong correlation between learners’ receptive and 

productive knowledge of vocabulary (e.g., Akbarian, 2010; Mehrpour, Razmjoo, 

& Kian, 2011; Zhong, 2016), whereas some other studies (e.g., Alharthi, 2014; 

Melka, 1997) doubt the ability of drawing a clear-cut border between learners’ 

receptive and productive knowledge of vocabulary. The existence of a fuzzy 

border between learners’ receptive and productive knowledge is ascribed to that 

L2 learners’ knowledge of vocabulary is depicted as a gradable multi-level 

knowledge scale, accordingly, it may not be applicable to claim that a person 

has either whole knowledge of vocabulary or nothing at all (Fan, 2009; Nation, 

1990, 2001; Richards, 1976; Shen, 2008). According to these researchers, this 

is because language knowledge cannot be obtained in one shot and it is not an 

all-or-nothing phenomenon rather it should be perceived as a continuum that 

consists of various levels of knowledge. In other words, L2 learners go through 

various phases of vocabulary knowledge development before attaining a native-

like language proficiency. Furthermore, Koizumi (2005) argues these two 

aspects seem to be correlated to each other and they cannot be separated or 

isolated or studied adequately without probing their effects on each other or 
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investigating their interrelationships. Along this view, Vermeer (2001) finds that 

there is no theoretical or abstract distinction between receptive and productive 

vocabulary knowledge and that knowledge of both aspects are affected by the 

same factors. However, these arguments should not imply that learners’ 

receptive knowledge cannot be distinguished from their productive knowledge 

as this has been proved to be feasible through numerous studies and tests 

(e.g., Gyllstad, 2007; Laufer & Goldstein, 2004), what they really indicate is that 

there is no an obvious pivot point or signpost phase which indicates clearly a 

learner’s transference from the receptive phase to the productive phase of 

vocabulary knowledge development due to the interactive and overlapping 

relationship between these two aspects of knowledge. 

Tahmasebi, Ghaedrahmat, & Haqverdi (2013) believe that there are different 

degrees of word knowledge, and language users are assumed to be aware of 

what a word means prior to using it in a sentence. Additionally, they establish a 

significant relationship between L2 learners’ receptive and productive 

knowledge, on the one hand, and their language proficiency, on the other hand.  

However, Meara (2002) believes that the dimensional approach is not 

sufficiently capable of explaining the diverse nature of learners and that more 

investigations are needed to probe the various aspects of learners’ knowledge 

of vocabulary. Alternatively, he suggests concentrating more on learners’ 

productive (performance) knowledge than their receptive (competence) 

knowledge. This shift in emphasis is justified by that L2 learners, unlike L1 

speakers, lack noticeably the ability to effortlessly recognise and retrieve L2 

words, i.e., they need more emphasis on their performance than on their 

competence. In contrast to Meara’s emphasis on one side more than the other, 

Akbarian (2010) argues that research indicates a positive correlation between 

breadth and depth of vocabulary knowledge. Accordingly, these two aspects 

should not be emphasised separately in a way that undermines the importance 

of either of these dimensions at the expense of the other specifically in 

pedagogical contexts.  

In conclusion, despite the diverse terminologies used by researchers to 

describe vocabulary knowledge dimensions, the general views seem to classify 

vocabulary knowledge into two dimensions of which the dichotomy (receptive vs 

productive) appears to be widely accepted by researchers. As far as the current 
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study is concerned, the terminologies apply to vocabulary knowledge 

classifications are taken to apply similarly to collocational knowledge as well. 

This is because collocational knowledge is considered part of or at least very 

similar in characteristics to vocabulary knowledge in this respect. Accordingly, 

collocational knowledge is classified into receptive and productive dimensions 

and the data analyses of the current study will be conducted on this basis.   

2.5.2.1 Receptive knowledge of collocations  

The significance of the receptive knowledge in language learning is well 

evidenced in literature and believed to be straightforwardly connected with L2 

learners’ skills of using language (Gallego & Llach, 2009; Schmitt, Schmitt, & 

Clapham, 2001) specifically for their academic progress (Yuksel, 2013). 

Additionally, Milton (2010) believes that learners’ receptive knowledge ought to 

provide a reliable indicator of learners’ linguistic proficiency. In addition, 

Mehrpour, Razmjoo, & Kian (2011) state that, concluding from their study, 

learners with larger vocabulary size seem to be of deeper vocabulary 

knowledge. In other words, an increase in learners’ receptive knowledge 

correlates positively with the increase in their productive knowledge. However, 

they argue that learners’ productive knowledge appeared to be contributing 

more than their receptive knowledge in comprehending reading texts.  

In sum, receptive knowledge of vocabulary in general and collocations in 

particular is a distinctive aspect of learners’ language knowledge and can 

reliably be used as an indicator of learners’ language knowledge proficiency. 

Additionally, this aspect of knowledge appears to correlate positively with 

learners’ productive knowledge.  

2.5.2.2 Productive knowledge of collocations 

Knowledge of vocabulary exceeds the merely surface or superficial knowledge 

of form and meaning. Rather, it probes the other aspects of vocabulary 

knowledge such as pronunciation, meaning, register, spelling, frequency, 

morphology, syntax, and collocational properties (Qian, 2002). Moreover, it is 

argued that having a large or sufficient vocabulary size, though it is 

controversial what sufficient size is, alone does not guarantee a native-like use 

of the vocabulary, and that vocabulary knowledge is more than meaning and 

form of a word (Zhong, 2011). Hence, skilful use of vocabulary requires in 

addition to a reasonable size of vocabulary also depth of knowledge since there 
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are various aspects of vocabulary knowledge that need to be considered (Read, 

2007). According to Nation (2013), the productive knowledge of collocations 

indicates skilful knowledge about what words should be used with the word 

under focus. It is believed that learners’ productive knowledge plays a more 

important role than their receptive knowledge in performance, for instance in 

reading comprehension (Mehrpour, Razmjoo, & Kian, 2011). In line with, 

Tahmasebi, Ghaedrahmat, & Haqverdi (2013) believe that learners’ productive 

knowledge can be a better indicator of their language proficiency than their 

receptive knowledge. 

However, by contrasting learners’ receptive and productive knowledge, there is 

abundance of evidence on that L2 learners differ significantly with regard to 

their receptive and productive knowledge of vocabulary. Studies indicate that L2 

learners’ productive knowledge lags far behind their receptive knowledge (e.g., 

Alsakran, 2011; Laufer, 1998; Milton, 2009; Torabian, Maros, & Subakir, 2014; 

Webb, 2008). Webb (2008) argues that the ratio of the L2 learners’ productive 

knowledge to their receptive knowledge is from 77-93%. Similarly, Milton (2009) 

observes that learners’ productive knowledge comprises 50-80% as compared 

with their receptive knowledge. In other words, learners’ productive knowledge 

lags far behind their receptive knowledge for about 20-50%. Seemingly, this gap 

increases with advancing learners’ levels of proficiency (Laufer, 1998).  

Despite the role of these two aspects of knowledge, receptive and productive 

knowledge, to L2 learners’ proficiency, it is thought that these two dimensions of 

vocabulary knowledge together are not sufficient as knowledge about these two 

aspects are still not enough to give a comprehensive depiction of the complex 

nature of vocabulary knowledge (Zhong, 2011). Accordingly, more 

investigations are required to identify and explore the other factors which have 

not been accounted for that could be revealed through more investigations into 

this field. 

Collocationally, although some researchers believe that collocations and 

collocational knowledge should be measures of learners’ depth of vocabulary 

knowledge (e.g., Milton, 2009; Nation, 2013; Read, 2000; Schmitt, 2010a), a 

researcher such as Gyllstad (2013) finds no convincing evidence that supports 

the notion that collocations and collocational knowledge should belong in the 

depth dimension of vocabulary knowledge. Gyllstad (2013) ascribes the 
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controversy of assigning collocations and collocational knowledge to the depth 

dimension to the ambiguous definition of the depth dimension itself and backs 

his argument by Milton’s (2009) statement that depth has not been adequately 

and clearly defined to the moment. Accordingly, it is not certain whether 

collocations should reside in the depth dimension of vocabulary knowledge. 

Furthermore, collocational knowledge, similar to vocabulary knowledge, can be 

receptive and productive as evidenced in various studies (e.g., Anderson & 

Freebody, 1979; Koya, 2005; Laufer, 1998; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Melka, 

1997; Milton, 2009; Webb, 2008). 

Hausmann (1984) highlights the significance of the collocational knowledge to 

the extent to view vocabulary learning as learning of collocations in action. 

Additionally, it is believed that knowledge of collocations can help develop 

learners’ receptive and productive skills (Fan, 2009). The rationale is believed to 

be that learners acquire vocabulary better when pairs of words are associated 

as this makes remembering words easier and faster and memorising 

collocations help them recognise lexical restrictions and use collocations as 

ready-made building blocks (Yazdandoost, AmalSaleh, & Kafipour, 2014). 

Furthermore, studies indicate that collocations appear to be memorised as 

wholes rather than individual items and they are remembered and produced 

faster than the individual items (Conklin & Schmitt, 2008; Ellis, Simpson-Vlach, 

& Maynard, 2008).  

Zhang’s (1993) observes, based on a conducted study, a correlation between 

learners’ knowledge of collocations and their writing quality and the use of 

collocations in essays and writing quality. Additionally, he notes that 

collocational knowledge is a source of fluency in written communication. In 

addition, he concludes that quality of collocations, in terms of variety and 

accuracy, can be an indication of the quality of learners’ writing. 

In conclusion, learners’ collocational knowledge can be receptive and 

productive. Additionally, these two aspects are positively correlated with each 

other but they develop at different speeds. Learners’ receptive knowledge 

develops significantly faster than their productive knowledge. In addition, 

learners’ collocational knowledge influences their other linguistic skills such as 

fluency, writing quality, and comprehension. 

2.5.3 How much collocational knowledge is needed? 
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I would argue that information about the required amount of vocabulary 

knowledge for L2 learners to be covered at particular levels of learning can 

have important theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, it helps 

researchers evaluate learners’ vocabulary knowledge at certain levels of 

language proficiency by comparing knowledge of the study sample with the 

expected amount of knowledge at those levels. Pedagogically, it identifies areas 

of strengths and weaknesses in teaching approaches and curricula settings 

which implies more educational procedures to overcome spotted shortcomings 

or deficiencies in the process of learning and teaching language. For example, 

knowing the required vocabulary knowledge, for instance at Grade 10, can be 

utilised as an indicator in setting the English curricula textbooks at this level in 

terms of number of words, collocations, phrases, expressions and new words 

that textbooks should contain. Accordingly, this information helps avoiding 

overloading or under loading curricula textbooks. 

Vocabulary, including collocations, is not an end for itself; it is used as a means 

of accessing and expressing feelings, thoughts, and ideas in the target 

language (Laufer & Nation, 1995). However, the number of words which is a 

prerequisite for L2 learners’ fluency is still controversial. Nevertheless, many 

researchers have attempted to estimate the size of vocabulary knowledge 

required for L2 learners specifically for academic purposes at specific levels 

(e.g., Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990; Nation & Waring, 1997; Nizonkiza, van 

Dyk, & Louw, 2013).  

English language comprises more than 54000 word families (Dupuy, 1974; 

Goulden, Nation, & Read, 1990) of which university graduate native speakers 

are anticipated to know around 20000 word families, or more (Nagy & Scott, 

1990). However, due to the large number of words, similarly collocations, and 

the required rapid rate of vocabulary development, it is believed that it is too 

difficult to cover all the vocabulary required for learning a language through 

explicit teaching or direct instructions (Nagy & Herman, 1987). Nation (1990) 

asserts that the appropriate load of vocabulary for each year is crucial since 

overloading textbooks with vocabulary may lead to poor or unintended results, 

and accordingly, confusing learners rather than building up their vocabulary 

knowledge. Consequently, learners may become unable to keep pace with the 

intended educational program. This in turn can reflect negatively on the total 
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learning process in terms of learners’ knowledge, time consumed, efforts 

exerted, and expenditure costs spent on the educational process.    

Nation (2013) argues that for non-natives to be fluent in the target language, 

they need to approach the vocabulary knowledge level of the native speakers, 

specifically high frequency and specialised words. However, he argues that 

approaching this extent of vocabulary knowledge does not seem to be practical 

through explicit instructions due to the large number of words, diverse nature of 

learners and shortage of time. Hence, external parties such as teachers and 

learners’ own efforts such as extensive readings of various genres such as 

stories and newspapers as different contexts can play vital roles in enriching 

their vocabulary, and accordingly their collocational knowledge (Hu, 2013). 

Additionally, watching movies and video language courses can assist in 

sophisticating, developing, and building up learners’ vocabulary in general and 

raising their awareness, knowledge, and preservation of collocations in 

particular (Boers, Lindstrmberg, & Eyckmans, 2014).     

In conclusion, developing L2 learners’ vocabulary knowledge is essential in 

learning a language. Additionally, whether to consider collocations as a part of 

vocabulary, or a transitional phase between words and sentences or a separate 

level of knowledge, what applies to vocabulary knowledge in general seems 

also to apply to collocations in terms of amount of knowledge needed for 

reaching native-like fluency in the learned language. Accordingly, learners’ 

collocational knowledge development at these two levels, receptive and 

productive, is essential in producing a natural and fluent communication. 

Receptively, learners should have a good command of collocational knowledge 

to avoid misunderstanding communications (Martinez & Murphy, 2011). 

Productively, the development of this aspect of knowledge is important so as 

not to allow for producing odd or non-nativelike expressions (Barfield & 

Gyllstad, 2009). Accordingly, advancing learners’ collocational knowledge, 

receptively and productively, is a prerequisite for learners’ language proficiency.  

2.6 The linear and nonlinear view of language knowledge and 

development 

It is believed that humans behave habitually in a linear fashion because it saves 

effort, energy, and time, and it simplifies complex issues (Hase, 2014). 

Accordingly, humans like to find causation relationships for the phenomena in 
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their environment. However, investigations into language knowledge and 

development have focused on either the product or the process of language 

development (de Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & Verspoor, 2013) and these two aspects 

have been generally viewed either from a linear or nonlinear perspective.  

Although the current study is conducted from a linear perspective, introducing 

the non-linear view of language is necessary as well. This is because even the 

non-linear aspects of language are sometimes studied linearly either due to 

unavailability of efficient tools and resources for conducting non-linear 

investigations or due to the study aims which necessitate a linear study design. 

Conversely, some aspects of language knowledge and development may only 

be profoundly explored when it is conducted from a non-linear perspective. 

Accordingly, this makes introducing both views preferable in this review of 

literature. The linear and nonlinear models of language knowledge and 

development are reviewed in the following sections. 

2.6.1 Linear perspective of language knowledge and development 

Briefly defining, a linear system is “a system in which the whole is the sum of its 

parts” (Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie, 2011, p. 100). Within the linear model, each 

component part of the system is described at one point in time. The description 

of the developmental pattern of its components can be done through applying 

fixed relationships between two variables, in which a change in the first variable 

is described as a function of the other variable in the form of the formula “Y= 

f(x)”. Accordingly, the linear development of the sum of all the components of 

the system equals the amount of development in the whole system. The 

underlying assumption of the linear model of development is that every action 

causes a fixed reaction, and every reaction triggers the next reaction. 

Accordingly, predicting the status of the system development at any point in 

time is feasible. This kind of predicted development is usually called 

deterministic (Lowie, Caspi, van Geert, & Steenbeek, p. 106).  

Several advantages have been attributed to the linear model. One of its 

features is that it is of versatile use since it can be used in various aspects of 

the human day life such as economics, manufacturing units, social matters, 

military matters, linguistics, computer science, and engineering models (Gaines, 

1969). Additionally, it is characterised by simplicity since it is easy to understand 

the implementation of the process (Roberts, 1986; Kramsch, 2012). 
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However, several limitations have been assigned to the linear model. Zhao 

(2010) argues that linear models are built on an unrealistic assumption which 

assumes that factors never really change, i.e., they disregard change and 

evolution of variables. Zhao contends that factors or variables do change over 

time. Another limitation is the limited ability of linear models in solving complex 

problems, though it is believed that linear models can be generalised to deal 

with multivariate problems (Roberts, 1986). 

Linguistically, applying the linear model on language implies that the language 

system consists of independent variables, such as phonological, semantic, and 

structural subsystems or levels that interact with each other through linking 

points or interfaces that connect these levels together (Lowie, 2012). Among 

these levels, the syntactic structure of language, which has been the focus of 

most of the studies, is believed to be regular and predictable. Proponents of this 

orientation (e.g., Baker, 2001; Chomsky, 2005; Crain & Lillo-Martin,1999; 

Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; O’Grady, 1997) believe in a universal 

grammar (UG) that can be applied to all languages. Accordingly, languages 

have some basic principles that can be applied to all languages and they are 

thought to be innately possessed by all human beings. To them, this innate 

competence enables people to create and comprehend novel utterances that 

have not been used before. In accordance, the major interest of this group is to 

find out universals which people have in common that can be applied to L1 

acquisition and L2 learning.  

However, this view of language knowledge is rejected by some other scholars 

(e.g., Plumert & Spencer, 2007; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Tomasello, 2004; 

Tomasello & Abbot-Smith, 2002). Tomasello (2004), for instance, describes the 

UG as a very fragile hypothesis for two reasons. First, very few precise 

formulations are available concerning what the UG holds. Second, it offers a 

very limited number of suggestions for how one can test any of the assumptions 

that are hypothesised by the UG. Moreover, Kramsch (2012) argues that L2 

learning does not develop in the same sequential order of the chapters or units 

of the curricula textbooks. This is because language development is thought to 

be a nonlinear and complex rather than a linear process (Zhao, 2010). 

Consequently, due to the limitations in the linear perspective, it is believed that 

the linear system is incapable of adequately reflecting the true picture of 
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language knowledge and development (Miller, 2011). Hence, a more flexible 

theory of knowledge is needed to apply to language knowledge in terms of 

theory, change, and acquisition. This paved the way for the rise of the dynamic 

view of language development, which is originally a theory that has its roots in 

Newtonian mechanics, physics, and mathematics, which is reviewed in more 

detail in the next section.  

2.6.2 The nonlinear view of language knowledge and development  

2.6.2.1 The Dynamic Systems Theory 

Prior to viewing language from a dynamic perspective, it may be more helpful in 

understanding this perspective when a short review of the Dynamic Systems 

Theory is presented. The Dynamic Systems Theory, (henceforth DST), begins 

as a branch of mathematics to deal with simple systems, such as the double 

pendulum which consists of two variables but with a complex trajectory, then it 

becomes the science of complex systems (de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007). 

Thelen & Smith (1996) state that the dynamic system is a kind of organisation in 

which its lower-level constituents, i.e., subsystems, are unstable and interact 

together to generate specific patterns of behaviour at various levels over time in 

a way that creates the general stability at the higher levels of the system. In 

other words, the dynamic system is imbalanced at the subsystems level but 

balanced at the whole system level through working all parts together as one 

team. Additionally, every single subsystem is related to the other subsystems 

and the whole system in the form of a restricted complex network. Working of 

these parts together creates the general stability of the whole system. The 

different levels of the system develop differently from each other, and they do 

not advance at the same pace but the whole picture of the final result of the 

system reflects a balanced stable output of the process.  

According to de Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & Verspoor (2013), systems are defined as 

groups of entities that function together. Each system encompasses some other 

sub-systems which in turn can include some other sub-sub-systems that 

dynamically correlate to each other to achieve the stability of the whole system. 

Furthermore, they contend that dynamicity of the system indicates the changes 

that occur to a system in reaction to the influence of internal and external 

variables or forces. Additionally, the dynamicity of the system indicates also that 
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these changes take place expectedly at times and unexpectedly at others, and 

this intricate system nature applies to all the levels of the complex systems.  

In terms of systems complexities, it is argued that complexity of systems arises 

when an explanation of a phenomenon is sought in a context combined with 

analysing different temporal layers or patterns and at various levels of the 

process (Lerner & Kaufman, 1985). Moreover, Papachristos (2012) argues that 

since change and continuity are thought to be a matter of time, the latter is used 

as a frame of reference to identify and clarify type and nature of the intended 

changes which are sometimes difficult to identify and explain. Additionally, 

continuity is employed to identify the impact of the changes that occur at a level 

on the other levels.  

Theoretically, a number of theories seem to be compatible with the basic 

principles of the DST such as “cognitive linguistics, connectionist theories, 

emergentism, grammaticalisation theory, activation theory and usage-based L1 

acquisition” (de Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & Verspoor, 2013, p. 209). However, none 

of them seems solely to have the potentiality of yielding a comprehensive view 

of the studied phenomenon since each theory concentrates on certain aspects 

and neglects others. It is believed that, these theories are not regarded as 

separate or isolated ones but rather as complementary theories to each other 

(Ellis,1998; Robinson & Ellis, 2008), accordingly, they better work together to 

yield better results.  

Like any other theory, the DST has its strengths and weak-points. One of the 

advantages of this theory is its assumed accuracy and appropriateness for 

processing changes in phenomena to probe further than the prevailing static 

linear perspective of language acquisition (van Geert, 2008). Another feature is 

its close connectedness with the observed phenomenon which enables testing 

and replicating its application (van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005), accordingly, it is 

closely connected with experimental studies (Spencer et al., 2006). Additionally, 

it is characterised by its ability of following up the development of a 

phenomenon at both the micro, i.e., the short-term, and the macro, i.e., the 

long-term, levels and how they interactively go together through the step-by-

step of the change process time (de Bot, Lowie, Horne, & Verspoor, 2013; van 

Geert & Steenbeek, 2005; Thelen, 2005). An additional advantage is its ability 

of portraying flexibility and stability of phenomena across time (Thelen, 2005). 
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According to Smith (2009), it is characterised by its elasticity in borrowing 

concepts from and account of other theories such as its account of Piaget’s A-

not-B task and it also takes context in its consideration at examining a 

phenomenon behaviour. Furthermore, a number of other features can also be 

attributed to the nonlinear system such as being “dynamic, chaotic, 

unpredictable, sensitive to initial conditions, open, self-organising, feedback 

sensitive, adaptive” (Larsen-Freeman, 1997, p. 142), “completely 

interconnected, nonlinear in development, change through internal organisation 

and interaction with environment, dependent on internal and external resources, 

constantly changing, and iterative” (Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie, 2011, p. 9). 

On the other side, this theory has not been away from criticism. Among these, it 

is criticised for being used in its metaphorical sense rather than applying its 

actual mathematical models which may weaken the analytic and explanatory 

power of the model (Leeuwen, 2005). For example, according to (Spivey, 2007), 

it does not account for the neurophysiology sufficiently in spite of holding of the 

actual neural functions in terms of time and state space. More elaborated, it 

gives an account of the genuine neural parts that perform the cognitive 

functions but through artificial segmentation of the time and place of the 

cognitive processes while, in reality, time is continuous and not like digital 

computerised clock that stops to be counted. Accordingly, these simulation 

models look more descriptive rather than be explanatory account of the 

phenomenon. Furthermore, it is argued that in applying this theory to the 

development of language and language acquisition, there is ambiguity in the 

way these notions and mathematical equations can be applied which does not 

seem accessible for an ordinary reader, and the researcher who adopts this 

theory appears as if he begs to be involved in troubles (van Geert & Steenbeek, 

2005). Moreover, due to its recent history (Miller, 2011), it may not have been 

verified, revised, or critiqued sufficiently in domains other than mathematical or 

computational contexts to ensure its viability. Furthermore, due to the belief in 

the existence of various pathways of development (Thelen, 2005), the DST 

seems to overstress the role of the individualism of development and does not 

put a sufficient emphasis on resemblance or analogies among individuals 

(Spencer et al., 2006). Additionally, some inconsistency is attributed to it; while 

Thelen (1985), claims some universal developmental principles (Spencer et al., 
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2006), she also points out to the impossibility of predicting how the development 

course would be (Thelen, 2005).  

In conclusion, despite the critiques, the DST has found its place in many 

disciplines and it seems to offer a promising future in explaining complex issues 

in many disciplines amongst which applying the principles of this theory on L2 

learning appears to be one of the vivid areas. Accordingly, this perspective 

paved the way for likely more comprehensive depictions of language theory and 

language development which can be encompassed under the umbrella of the 

Dynamic Systems Theory.   

2.6.2.2. The dynamic view of language 

An increasing number of researchers (e.g., de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2005, 

2007; de Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & Verspoor; 2013; Kramsch, 2002; Larsen-

Freeman 1997, 2002, 2006; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008) have been 

calling for adopting the DST in language and learning due to its claimed 

appropriateness to deal with the complex nature of language and social 

contexts, and that language development demonstrates some of the key 

characteristics of the dynamic systems such as high sensitivity to initial 

conditions, complete interconnectedness of subsystems, and variation both in 

and among individuals. Accordingly, this view has been increasingly adopted in 

various studies (e.g., Bell, 2009; Caspi, 2010; Churchill, 2007; Spoelman & 

Verspoor, 2010; Verspoor, Lowie, & Dijk, 2008; Verspoor, Schmid, & Xu, 2012).   

The nonlinear dynamic view of language does not necessitate possessing the 

innate universal grammar or a specialised language faculty to describe human 

beings’ linguistic creativeness and the related restrictions of producing and 

using language but their faculty of learning language disposition (de Bot, Lowie, 

& Verspoor, 2007). Moreover, dynamically viewed studies show that the cause 

and effect relationship frame, i.e., the linear view of language, is unable to yield 

a satisfactory portrayal of language development. Alternatively, language 

knowledge change occurs within complex systems which in turn consist of 

many constituents that interact with each other over multiple time scales 

(Christiansen & Kirby, 2003). Generally, proponents of the dynamic view call for 

shifting researchers’ focus from what to how of the developmental change 

(Spencer, Perone, & Buss, 2011). In other words, they call to emphasise on 

how, i.e., the way, the development change occurs rather than concentrating on 
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what developmental changes occur. 

Atkinson (2002, p. 525), suggests the concept of socio-cognitive perspective of 

language and language acquisition and learning as a substitute for the 

prevailing view of cognitivism. In contrast to the cognitive orientation which 

emphasises solely on what occurs inside the head of individuals, Atkinson 

(2002) presents language and L2 learning as social and cognitive phenomena, 

and argues that they are concurrently structured and built up in both worlds 

cognitively “in the head” and socially “in the world”. To Atkinson, language is a 

social phenomenon since it is utilised by people to communicate their feelings, 

thoughts, and perform their actions in a social context with the other individuals, 

and out of this environment, it becomes senseless. At the same time, language 

is a cognitive phenomenon because human beings have developed their 

cognitive mental abilities and use of language in a way that mirrors the essential 

characteristics of the brain. Additionally, he argues that L2 learning is also a 

cognitive phenomenon, and cognition develop simultaneously and 

interdependently through the various stages of human beings’ life. Accordingly, 

a skilful communicative use of a language presumes the socio-cognitive 

competence of the user. Atkinson also believes that the external context can 

play a great part in developing and sophisticating L2 learning. Finally, Atkinson 

(2007, p. 169) argues that the dynamic, synchronised and congruent interaction 

between the different parts of the language and L2 learning cognitively and 

socially is maintained by complex means he calls “alignment”. Finally, he holds 

that the interaction between the various elements of the process, mind-body-

world, occurs in an improvisational manner according to the emerging events of 

the context.   

The context in the dynamic perspective of language seems to function as a filter 

that allows certain interpretations or actions and disapprove others. Tomasello 

(2003) argues that the range of the possible interpretations of a language unit is 

highly restricted by the social contexts in which they are utilised and the 

relationship between the speakers. In other words, the intended meanings of 

words, phrases, collocations, and idioms are constrained or determined by the 

social contexts they are used in and what is expected between the interactive 

parties, i.e., the speakers. Churchill (2007) resembles the role of context in 

restricting the potential interpretations of a situation to a nurse and her patient. 
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Informed by the context and the relationship nature that connects the speakers, 

the nurse and the patient, there are only limited interpretation possibilities of the 

language used in this context such as giving medicine, injections, taking blood 

samples, or checking blood pressure. In other words, the context can help L2 

learners in the process of learning the target language vocabulary through 

minimising the number of interpretation possibilities which saves learners’ time 

and effort, in accordance, makes learning vocabulary easier and faster.     

Having applied the dynamic system on language and language learning, it can 

be argued that a word comprises not only a group of features such as “syntactic 

patterns, form, meaning, collocations, lexical relations with other words, and 

derivatives” (Laufer, 1997, p. 141), but also the relations that connect these 

features with the contexts in which they occur. In other words, a word means a 

system of relationships among the features and the contexts they are used 

within (Churchill, 2007). Additionally, applying the dynamic perspective appears 

to be more fitting into the process than taking solely one aspect such as social 

context or cognition isolated from the other elements which does not seem to 

provide a better account of the language learning process. However, in spite of 

the increasing evidence on the dynamic nature of language knowledge 

development, it has not become the dominant perspective among researchers 

up to date. Nevertheless, it is believed that the DST has the ability to contribute 

crucially to the cognitive development understanding which found to be 

promising in the field of the L1 and L2 development (Marin & Peltzer-Karpf, 

2009). 

According to Thelen & Smith (1996), the dynamic perspective of language 

implies interactive relationships among various aspects of word knowledge such 

as knowledge about the syntactic form classes and specific contextual 

properties that determine the potential interpretations of the target or novel 

words. This tradition views language and vocabulary learning as a non-linear 

development of multiple vocabulary knowledge types and processes in a 

dynamic system (Churchill, 2007; Larsen-Freeman, 2006). Larsen-Freeman 

(2006) argues that the dynamic view of language and language learning can 

provide a useful tool for depicting the progressing change in a L2 system as in 

accounting for how language use is adapted to the change in context.  
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However, van Geert (2008) contends that the dynamic approach does not aim 

at providing global straightforward answers or substituting the current approach 

of investigating language learning, development, or change over specific time 

scales. Rather, van Geert elaborates, it might be of fundamental efficiency, 

though it may not be straightforward and faced by various challenges, in 

exploring what lies beyond the linear structural links among variables or their 

characteristics and in understanding the development dynamics. Based on the 

dynamic view of language, an increasing number of studies have been 

conducted to the moment. In the following paragraphs, some of these studies 

will be reviewed.  

Dynamically viewed, Verspoor, Lowie, and Dijk (2008) carried out a case study 

on an advanced learner to examine the potential role of investigating the intra-

individual variability in L2 development in providing insights into the 

developmental dynamics of L2 learners. By utilising advanced visualisation 

techniques such as min-max moving windows, the study explored L2 systems 

during the occurrence of a quick progress in language acquisition. The micro-

genetic analyses of the L2 development demonstrated that amount of 

development fluctuated by continuously progressing and regressing indicating 

the nonlinearity of the development patterns. The study also revealed that 

participants who used an abundance of advanced and various types of 

strategies in the initial tasks utilised more advanced strategies in the following 

tasks. Additionally, the results showed that subsystems i.e., levels of knowledge 

such as the lexicon and grammar, interacted actively with each other. For 

example, the appearance of a multiword sentence concurred with a lexical 

development in the one-word phase. In earlier phases, all resources were 

employed to advance the lexicon whereas in the next phase, more and different 

resources were necessary for developing the grammatical system that provided 

the functional distribution of information required for producing multiple-word 

utterances. 

A further study was conducted by Bell (2009). The study closely accounted for 

the minute details of the learner’s lexical knowledge development to identify the 

change in the learner’s productive lexicon knowledge. The focus of the study 

was on a limited number of frequently used lexical items. To this aim, the 

researcher tracked learner’s knowledge development of formulaic sequences 
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structures and the way they were incorporated into learner’s lexicon. The study 

data consisted of 28 discursive essays in one genre. The results showed cases 

of inconsistency in the learner’s lexical knowledge development such as 

fluctuations and variability in the learner’s patterns of use. In other words, the 

use of some structures was dominating while some others were disappearing. 

Moreover, the use of intermediate structures and competing sub-systems were 

identified. The study results indicated a dynamic development of learner’s inter-

language and knowledge of vocabulary. In addition, it demonstrated a 

developmental pattern in the learner’s knowledge progress of specific aspects 

of vocabulary. For example, it was observed that prominence or word 

significance had a role in acquiring or losing words. Additionally, the lexical and 

grammatical systems were in dynamic, constant interactions in a way that the 

development in a system resulted in advancing the other. In other words, 

development in learner’s vocabulary knowledge leads to increasing leaner’s 

grammatical competence, i.e., producing more correct grammatical structure 

with fewer mistakes. However, learner’s knowledge of these two aspects 

fluctuates and shows progress and regress and does not improve evenly due to 

the influence of various learning contextual elements such as the extent of 

exposure to the target language, input size, and learner’s cognitive ability in 

terms of recalling and losing encountered items. 

The dynamic relationship between the lexical and grammatical systems, but 

within a longitudinal study design, was also examined by Caspi (2010). The 

study tracked the development of lexical and grammatical variables of four 

female L2 learners of different L1 backgrounds; Indonesian, Mandarin Chinese, 

Portuguese, and Vietnamese over 36 weeks. The lexical and grammatical 

dimensions were investigated in terms of their complexity and accuracy. Lexical 

complexity was examined by adopting variation-based and frequency-based 

measures whereas lexical accuracy was measured as a general indicator of 

participants’ correct use ratio of the lexical items. The identified errors included 

errors in word choice, collocation, and derivation. However, morphological verb 

errors were excluded since they were considered as indexes of syntactic 

accuracy. The syntactic complexity was measured by taking as indicators both 

of clause/sentence ratio (sentence complexity) and the ratio of subordinating 

conjunctions to the total clause number. The syntactic accuracy indexes were 
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measured by adopting local and general measures such as the ratio of correct 

word error per clause and correct use of subordinating conjunction per required 

context. The main focus was on English academic vocabulary suggested by the 

University Word List (UWL) (Xue & Nation, 1984) which is made up of 808 

words and classified into 11 frequency bands, and the Academic Word List 

(AWL) (Coxhead, 2000) which contains 570 word families. These two lists were 

used to increase the database size to avoid or reduce the practice effects that 

might result from dealing with a limited number of words and minimise the 

frequency effects on the receptive-productive gap. Participants’ vocabulary 

knowledge was measured by the Longitudinal Academic Vocabulary Test which 

comprised three levels: controlled production, recall, and recognition. Each test 

section consisted of 30 different words and from all frequency levels derived 

from the UWL and AWL lists database. Assessing their vocabulary free 

production was conducted by comparing the vocabulary used in the 

participants’ four sets of 36 essays, 36 essays for each participant, with the 

combined academic word lists. The results indicated a strong connection 

between lexicon and grammar, and growth and variability patterns were 

alternating across these two dimensions. In other words, the study results 

revealed that lexicon development preceded syntax development and showed 

that lexicon development was a prerequisite for the syntactic growth and 

development. However, these two linguistic dimensions competed each other 

for getting the resources necessary for their development. The results also 

demonstrated an ordinal pattern in the relationships and development of the 

variables. In the first phase, learners promoted their lexical knowledge by 

producing more complex words, and secondly, they used these words more 

accurately. The same developmental pattern was identified with the 

grammatical aspect as learners’ knowledge of syntax found to be more complex 

and then developed to be used more accurately. Up to the present time, this 

study is thought to be one of the main available modelling studies on the L2 

development which investigates the interaction of varied subsystems in the L2 

over time. However, recruiting a small number of participants, exclusively 

females, and being of four different L1 backgrounds might have over-

complicated interpreting the relations among variables more than they were, 

accordingly, weakened the generalisability of the findings.  
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In line with examining the dynamic relationship between the lexical and 

grammatical aspects of language, Verspoor, Schmid, & Xu (2012) conducted a 

cross-sectional study on beginner and intermediate levels of proficiency. The 

study investigated 437 texts written by Dutch learners of English as a second 

language. The study aimed at exploring the role of a dynamic usage based 

perspective in yielding or founding of objective assessment measures of L2 

learners’ written texts and probing into the dynamic process of language 

development for gaining better understanding of the process. The results 

demonstrated that learners’ knowledge and proficiency development could be 

assessed and distinguished by lexical and syntactic measures such as 

sentence length, use of tenses, dependent clauses, and errors associated with 

these uses. This might imply that learners’ language system development 

mainly pivoted around the interactive relationship of their lexical and 

grammatical knowledge aspects. Additionally, the study results indicated a non-

linear variation, change, and progress of knowledge and relationships among 

the variables under focus. It also, from examining the transitions between 

levels, showed a developmental and order pattern of learners’ knowledge of the 

lexis and grammar. For example, the results revealed that the lexical 

development occurred between levels 1 and 2. The syntactic changes were 

noticed between levels 2 and 3, and both lexical and syntactic changes were 

observed between levels 3 and 4. Finally, only lexical development was 

identified in the transition between the levels 4 and 5 which seemed to occur 

mainly in terms of using particles, compounds and fixed phrases. Thus, more 

varied words and longer sentences were used along with increasing learners’ 

knowledge and proficiency levels. However, the study did not differentiate 

among morphology, lexicon, formulaic phrases, including collocations, and 

constructions. This was because it was conducted on the assumption that there 

was no real difference among these different constructions and that all 

constructions were seen as constructions in a linguistic continuum. However, 

the acquisition and knowledge development of each of these constructions 

seemed to be different from each other. Nevertheless, the study results have its 

importance in mapping the developmental pattern of language knowledge 

development.  
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In a longitudinal single case study, Fitzpatrick (2012) investigated the 

developmental pattern of a learner’s lexical knowledge who was studying 

abroad over one academic year. The study attempted to identify the influence of 

context on the overall vocabulary knowledge development. It also examined 

nature and linearity of knowledge development, and whether the context had 

any impacts on the acquisition of certain vocabulary knowledge aspects rather 

than others. The study data were elicited by utilising word association in six 

waves over an eight-month period to probe profoundly into the produced 

syntagmatic responses and accordingly into the development of the learner’s 

productive knowledge of collocations. The study results indicated an uneven 

and gradual development of the learner’s knowledge at certain areas over the 

year as in their number of collocations use and producing native-like 

combinations. In some other aspects such as form, form-meaning associations, 

and orthography, a noticeable inconsistency of development was observed. 

Commonly, the study indicated the non-linearity of vocabulary knowledge 

development. However, the small sample size of this study, one participant, 

limits the generalisability of the results. Nevertheless, the results have its 

significance in understanding nature of vocabulary knowledge development 

even at a small scale.  

Dimensionally, some studies (e.g., de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2005, 2007; de 

Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & Verspoor 2013; Kramsch, 2002; Larsen-Freeman, 1997) 

suggest a dynamic, non-linear pattern of L2 learners’ receptive and productive 

knowledge development. According to this view of language, levels of language 

knowledge, receptive vs productive, interact with each other in a complex way 

and they simultaneously compete for learner resources and support each 

other’s development over time. Accordingly, the competition between both 

levels leads one of them to get more resources than the other and create the 

gap in knowledge between both knowledge levels (Caspi & Lowie, 2013).  

In conclusion, it is sometimes argued whether to adopt the dynamic model or 

another alternative in conducting a developmental study. According to Thomas, 

McClelland, Richardson, Schapiro, & Baughman (2009) and Smith (2009), this 

might not be the appropriate option because each approach offers specific 

insights into the focus of the study. Accordingly, I would argue that many factors 

contribute to deciding on the adopted approach such as aims of the study, 
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available resources, time, fund, researchers’ skills, or any social, economic, or 

political factors which may assist or hamper adopting a specific study design 

rather than another. For example, it may be more fitting for the current study to 

adopt a hybrid design that mixes between more than one perspective to make 

use of the advantages, techniques, facilities, and potentials they offer 

collectively to achieve the study aims which may not be feasible from relying on 

a single perspective.  

2.7 Conclusion 

Conceptually, the notion of collocation since its coinage as a linguistic term by 

Firth (1957) has been the focus of numerous linguists and researchers in both 

L1 and L2 studies. However, this linguistic phenomenon has been defined from 

various perspectives which can mainly be grouped into the frequency-based 

and phraseological definitions, and a third growing perspective that is the 

combination of the two definitions. Principally, these definitions have been 

based on the major features of this linguistic phenomenon. The main features 

which have been considered in defining collocations are frequency of co-

occurrence of the collocational constituents, the syntactic structure of 

collocations, and the semantic transparency of the constituent items. 

Accordingly, one or more of these features, according to the adopted definition 

of the researchers, should be considered in any collocational investigation.  

Typologically, studies in this field have mainly suggested two types of 

collocations: lexical and grammatical collocations which appear in various 

syntactic structures such as v+n, adj+n, prep+n, and phrasal verb patterns. 

Studies reveal that classifying collocations into types and patterns has its 

implications and significance in theory and practice. Classifying collocations can 

be helpful in recognising and understanding the semantic interpretation of 

collocations, identifying L1 users and L2 learners’ developmental patterns of 

knowledge and use in corpus-based studies, identifying learners’ errors, 

weaknesses, strength points, and their common characteristics. Additionally, 

they can be employed as tools for extracting collocations from large corpora, 

differentiating between collocations and the other types of combinations such as 

idioms and free combinations, and finally, for pedagogical purposes.  

The concept of collocation can have its importance in the theoretical knowledge 

development of theories of language due to the implications these theories have 
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on the concept of collocation and vice versa such as its position regarding 

generative grammar, usage-based models, idiom principle, lexical priming, and 

the theoretical issues presented by this concept. Collocations can also be of 

use in a wide range of applications such as Natural Language Processing 

software, making dictionaries, machine translations, parsing phrases and 

corpus linguistic research, pedagogical implications, supporting cognitive 

fluency, and native-like production. In accordance, considering collocation and 

its typology is inevitably essential in any conducted study in this area of 

linguistics. 

Dimensionally, knowledge of collocations is mainly divided into receptive and 

productive. These two aspects of knowledge are positively related to each 

other; L2 learners’ high receptive knowledge is usually correlated positively with 

their high productive knowledge of collocations. However, the general notion is 

that L2 learners’ productive knowledge of collocations lags far behind their 

receptive knowledge. Additionally, studies indicate that L2 learners’ productive 

knowledge is a better indicator to their language proficiency than their receptive 

knowledge. Nevertheless, due to the difficulty of drawing a clear-cut border 

between these two aspects of knowledge, it sounds more comprehensive to 

include both aspects into considerations when evaluating learners’ collocational 

knowledge because they are highly connected with each other and influence 

each other’s development.  

Finally, collocational knowledge development has been viewed as a linear and 

non-linear path way. However, studies indicate that language knowledge 

development, accordingly collocational knowledge, is not constant or changing 

all the way. Rather, the linear and non-linear development alternate through the 

different stages of language development. Though, recently, it has been 

increasingly believed that the different levels of language knowledge develop 

mostly in a non-linear way progressing and regressing all the way. 
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Chapter three 

Factors affecting collocational knowledge and development  

3.1 Introduction 

Studies in the field of collocations indicate that L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and their collocational knowledge development correlate at various 

degrees of strength to many factors. Generally, these factors include learners’ 

personal characteristics, learning context, and features of collocations. 

However, due to the complex nature of collocations and the diverse views of 

this linguistic aspect of knowledge, researchers have varied in investigating the 

influence of these factors on L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development. For example, studies have been conducted according to types of 

collocations (e.g., frequency-based, phraseological, psycholinguistic, native 

speaker intuition-based, grammatical approaches), or based on types of study 

designs (e.g., cross-sectional vs longitudinal), or according to types of 

acquisition models (e.g., linear, non-linear, dynamic). In the following sections, 

an overview of the main conducted studies and the results they came out with 

along with demonstrating the major factors which are evidenced to be affecting 

L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development will be presented. 

3.2 Learners’ characteristics 

The personal characteristics which may have impacts on the learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development include gender, age, aptitude, 

motivation, attitude, experience, and learning strategies. Concerning the 

influence of gender on the L2 learners’ knowledge and development of 

collocations, it can be generally argued that use of language is normally 

adjusted according to the social context, where, when, why, and with whom 

language is used (Jule, 2008). However, researcher varied in their perspective 

of the influence of gender on the language users. Studies have generally 

indicated no significant influence of gender on the L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development (e.g., Ashiyan & Salehi, 2017; Ganji, 2012; 

González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015; Reza & Tabrizi, 2016). However, very 

few studies have shown a significant influence of gender on the L2 learners’ use 

of language. One of these studies is that was conducted by Mazaji’s (2015). 

The study results indicated that males outperformed females in their 

collocational knowledge and development. In another study by Schwartz et al. 
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(2013), the results indicated that males collocated significantly the possessive 

‘my’ with ‘girlfriend’ or ‘wife’ more than females do for ‘boyfriend’ or ‘husband’. 

According to the study results, the statistically significant correlation provided 

quantitative evidence that males behaved linguistically differently from females. 

Moreover, some linguists have gone even far from this in claiming an innate 

male ability to outperform females in using language (e.g., Jespersen, 1922). 

Jespersen provides evidence for this by arguing that the greatest orators of 

history were mostly men rarely women, if any, due to their higher innate 

linguistic ability. Accordingly, if it can be well-established or proved that females 

use language differently from males, I would claim that they learn and develop 

their knowledge of language, including collocations, in a different way from male 

learners. 

As far as motivation, attitude, and language aptitude are concerned, studies 

have commonly highlighted the positive influence of these factors on the L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development (e.g., Dörnyei, Durow, & 

Zahran 2004; Dörnyei & Skehan, 2003; Sawyer & Ranta, 2001). Schmitt, 

Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow (2004), for instance, conducted a longitudinal study 

on 94 course participants. The study explored the influence of age, gender, 

language aptitude, and motivation on the learners’ receptive and productive 

knowledge of formulaic sequences, including collocations. Participants were of 

two groups. The first group consisted of 62 two-month course length 

participants and the second group included 32 three-month course length 

participants who had enrolled in an EAP course. The target formulaic 

sequences for the study were selected based mainly on three criteria. First, the 

target formulaic sequences should have occurred in language use with some 

degree of frequency. Second, they should have been used in academic 

discourse contexts. Third, they should have been pedagogically useful for 

students and worth teaching. Accordingly, 97 candidate academic formulaic 

sequences were extracted from the Biber et al. (1999) analysis of lexical 

bundles, and 59 candidate formulaic sequences from Nattinger & DeCarrico's 

(1992) functional analysis of lexical phrases. Words were taken from Hyland’s 

(2000) list to express doubt and certainty such as dearly and approximately or 

used as discourse markers such as therefore and finally. 
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A battery of tests were used in this study in a specific order to avoid any 

influence from these tests on the participants in conducting the other tests as 

follows: productive formulaic sequences, aptitude, attitude/ motivation, 

Vocabulary Levels Test 3000, Vocabulary Levels Test 5000, and receptive 

formulaic sequences. For measuring participants’ productive knowledge of 

formulaic sequences, a mixed format test of cloze and C-test techniques was 

used. For testing their receptive knowledge, the same contextualisation stories 

which were used in the productive test were used in the receptive test with 

inserting a single line in place of the target formulaic sequences, and 

participants were asked to choose from four options in a multiple-choice test 

format. The study results indicated that EAP learners at advanced levels of 

proficiency had a command of a considerable number of academic formulaic 

sequences. Additionally, the results revealed that learners’ knowledge 

development of formulaic sequences over the course took two forms. The first 

one was in the form of learning new formulaic sequences while the second was 

in the form of promoting their mastery of the known ones to advance their 

receptive knowledge to the productive level. Interestingly, the study revealed no 

significant influence of the individual differences such as aptitude, attitude, and 

motivation factors on their receptive and productive knowledge development. 

The researchers justified this unexpected result by the non-linear nature of the 

relationship between the acquisition of formulaic sequences and learners’ 

characteristics. Additionally, they argued that the influence of these factors 

might have been modified by other factors in the learning context. Accordingly, 

they suggested a study with a longer period to be able to identify the influence 

of the individual differences of learners on the knowledge development of 

formulaic sequences. 

Dörnyei, Durow, & Zahran (2004) conducted, in parallel with the above 

reviewed study, a longitudinal qualitative case study to investigate the influence 

of the individual differences such as language aptitude, attitudes, motivation, in 

addition to the contextual factors, on the L2 learners’ acquisition of formulaic 

sequences. The sample included seven Asian, Japanese and Chinese, 

students who participated in a two-month or three-month pre-sessional 

intensive language courses at the University of Nottingham. The participants 

were those who had gained extreme scores on the two types of formulaic 
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sequence tests among 24 students. While three of the participants 

demonstrated no development in their formulaic sequence repertoire between 

the pre- and post-tests, the other four participants showed significant 

improvement during the examined period. Data were obtained from the 

participants through taking pen-and-paper tests and long longitudinal interviews. 

Participants who took part in the two-month course were interviewed at the 

beginning and end of the course while those who were on the three-month 

course were interviewed at the beginning, middle, and end of the course. Data 

were analysed in an ongoing manner throughout the longitudinal data collection 

phase. The transcribed interviews were analysed employing content analysis to 

identify the potential themes which would explain the formulaic language 

acquisition success or failure in the observed individual participants. The study 

results revealed interactive influences of three elements on the learners’ 

acquisition of formulaic sequences: learners’ language aptitude, motivation, and 

learners’ socio-cultural adaptation capability. Additionally, the last factor, 

learners’ socio-cultural adaptation capability, seemed to be more influential than 

the other two factors, and it could hardly be compensated by high linguistic 

ability and motivation to learn the language. In other words, L2 learners’ 

involvement in the learned social context had a significant role in the 

development of learners’ knowledge of formulaic sequences, accordingly, 

collocations.  

In conclusion, the general direction refers to that learners’ characteristics have 

influence on their collocational knowledge and development. However, the 

degree of influence of these factors vary from a learner to another due to 

contributing various elements in the learning process. Additionally, the 

relationship between the personal characteristics and learners’ collocational 

knowledge is not direct or straightforward but they rather interact with each 

other in an intricate network that may not be noticeable in short period studies.  

3.3 Contextual factors  

Learners’ collocational knowledge and development can be affected by various 

contextual factors. Contextual factors can include various elements such as 

access to native speakers, years of study, degree of explicitness in teaching 

and learning collocation, topic familiarity, use of references, technological 
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means and social media networks, curricula textbook settings, and language of 

instruction. 

The influence of context of learning on the learners’ vocabulary knowledge has 

been evidenced in the L1 and L2 research literature (Hu, 2013). In line with, 

Webb (2008) states that characteristics of the context has a substantial impact 

on acquiring vocabulary meaning. Hu (2013) maintains that contextual richness 

has a considerable influence on developing L2 learners’ information about the 

form-meaning connections and grammatical functions of vocabulary. 

Additionally, he argues that while L1 learners acquire vocabulary and the 

related aspects of knowledge such as form, meaning, and contextual 

information in a rich context, L2 learners lack this richness in context such as 

sufficient exposure to the target language. Consequently, L2 learners’ 

vocabulary knowledge lags much behind that of the L1 learners. 

Apart from this, learning context appears to be to an extent pertinent to learners’ 

knowledge. Research in this respect indicates the importance of the dynamic 

interactions among an array of elements that contribute to developing learners’ 

proficiency. Segalowitz & Freed (2004) contend the central role of the learning 

context in developing learners’ linguistic skills specifically their oral proficiency. 

They argue that learners who study abroad in the target language context are 

more fluent and efficient in terms of speed of vocabulary access, hesitation, 

automaticity, and proper use of expressions than those learners who study in 

local contexts.  

Collocationally, the school environment which includes teachers, teaching 

methods, and educational curricula programmes can have an important role in 

developing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge. Viewing from a formal 

teaching perspective, Henriksen (2013) argues that teachers’ overemphasising 

on decontextualised individual words through the conducted tasks and 

assessments and unavailability of sufficient materials for raising L2 learners’ 

awareness of the existence of collocations are thought to be among the factors 

which result in learners’ deficiency of collocational knowledge. Similarly, 

Gaballa & Al-Khayri (2014) confirm the influence of the learning context on the 

learners’ knowledge of collocations; learners who study in the ESL context 

show higher collocational knowledge than the EFL learners.  

Likewise, Alsulayyi (2015) examined the productive collocational knowledge of 
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ten Saudi undergraduate students in two different contexts. Five of the 

participants were students at the school of English at Manchester Metropolitan 

University in the United Kingdom whereas the other five participants were 

students at Najran University in the local context. To this aim, the study utilised 

analysing essays written by the participants of both groups. The results showed 

that that learners who studied in an ESL context did better than those who 

studied in an EFL context. This was demonstrated in that learners appeared to 

make less grammatical collocation errors in an ESL environment than those 

who studied in an EFL context. According to the study, L1 interference had a 

great part in producing unacceptable collocations.  

Koya (2005) concludes, from contrasting school teaching textbooks with English 

corpora, that collocations are either not sufficiently represented in the teaching 

textbooks or represented with low frequencies. Moreover, their use is usually 

decontextualised due to the adopted teaching approaches by educationists and 

deficiency in the curricula designs. Accordingly, to gain the high level of 

proficiency required for academic purposes, more contextually appropriate 

procedures are required such as incorporating the most frequently used 

collocations, in accordance with the intended genres, in language learning 

programmes and they should take the ultimate priority in teaching (Ellis, 

Simpson-Vlach, & Maynard, 2008).  

Another factor which may influence learners’ collocational knowledge is 

learners’ years of studying collocations (González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015). 

There appears to be a positive correlation between the length of the study 

period and learners’ knowledge of collocations and its development (Ganji, 

2012). However, this development seems to be a slow process that lasts for 

many years. Maram (2009) and Ebrahimi-Bazzaz, Abd Samad, Ismail, & 

Noordin (2014) assert that, concluding from their studies, there is a positive 

relationship between years of study and learners’ collocational competence, 

and that in order to identify a noticeable advancement or development in L2 

learners’ knowledge of collocations, it requires at least four academic years. 

Similarly, Siyanova-Chanturia (2015) suggests a period of five month as 

sufficient exposure for beginner learners to be able to demonstrate native-like 

use of collocations. Additionally, in her study, Nesselhauf (2005) highlights the 
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influence of length of exposure to the learned language and attributes the errors 

made in using collocations to the influence of the length of exposure to the L2.  

Timing of introducing specific collocations to L2 learners, i.e., the time learners 

are expected to be familiar with specific collocations, is a further contextual 

factor that is suggested by Laval & Bernicot (2002). According to them, timing is 

important specifically when learners are expected to be familiar with certain 

expressions that have pragmatic functions in their social communications at 

specific level of language proficiency. Accordingly, Nesselhauf (2005) suggests 

starting teaching collocations at earlier levels of schooling to provide a rather 

longer exposure to the target language. Otherwise, L2 learners will be in short 

of the required collocational knowledge for that level, consequently, they will 

produce improper collocations.   

In addition, explicit instruction to raise learners’ awareness of collocations is 

found to have a significant impact on learners’ knowledge of collocations 

(Ashouri, Arjmandi, & Rahimi, 2014; Liu, 2002; Mahvelati & Mukundan, 2012). A 

further factor is language of instruction which is seen as another source of 

increasing L2 learners’ exposure to the learned language and it can positively 

affect learners’ knowledge and development of collocations. Bergström (2008) 

believes that reinforcing English through using English as a language of 

instruction has been found to develop learners’ collocational knowledge as 

instruction in the target language enhances their receptive collocational 

knowledge and accordingly leads to higher performance in learners’ linguistic 

ability. Additionally, Kameli, Mostapha, & Baki (2012) hold that using English as 

a language of instruction motivates L2 learners to learn English, and it 

increases L2 learners’ confidence, vocabulary knowledge, and receptive skills.  

In line with the influence of explicit instruction on learners’ knowledge and 

development, Reza & Tabrizi (2016) conducted a quasi-experimental study to 

explore the influence of explicit instruction of collocation via SMS on Iranian 

intermediate EFL learners’ collocational knowledge. The study was conducted 

on 75 participants. The participants included 25 males and 25 females who 

were divided into two experimental groups while 25 participants of both genders 

were assigned as a control group. Participants were instructed about 90 English 

collocations which included their definitions given with examples through SMS 

messages for 5 weeks. The control group was given the same collocations on 
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paper inside the classroom. Pre-test and post-test were conducted to examine 

the participants’ collocational knowledge before and after the experiment. The 

results of the post-test indicated that participants’ collocational knowledge of the 

experimental group was higher than that of the control group. In other words, 

the explicit instruction of collocations resulted in increasing learners’ awareness 

and knowledge of collocations. 

In addition, Choi (2016) conducted an experimental study, using the eye-

tracking paradigm, on 38 Korean college students, 14 males and 14 females. 

The study aimed to explore the influence of the textual enhancement, boldfaced 

colocations, on the participants’ collocational knowledge. The study results 

revealed that the typographically enhanced text had a positive effect on the 

participants’ post-test performance. However, it did not show a significant 

influence on their processing of familiar collocations. This study draws attention 

to the important role of raising learners’ awareness and the explicit instruction of 

collocations.  

However, Zheng (2014) argues that contextual factors such as the pedagogical 

and socio-cultural contexts such as teachers and the curriculum appeared to 

have impacts on the participants’ learning experience. For example, while 

teachers’ class instruction concentrate on the paradigmatic aspect of 

vocabulary learning, they seem to neglect the syntagmatic aspect and ignore 

cross-linguistic semantic differences. Consequently, due to the curriculum and 

teacher’s requirements, the output opportunities sound poor both in terms of 

quantity and quality. 

A further influential factor is engaging with English through using hardware and 

software references. These include books, references, digital means such as 

electronic dictionaries, and engaging in social networking websites such as 

Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp (González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015). 

Using digital dictionaries through various types of devices such as computers, 

laptops, tablets, and mobiles has been proved to be useful in acquiring new 

vocabulary and specifically during learners’ independent reading inside and 

outside the classroom because they allow them to consult dictionaries 

anywhere and at any time (Hamilton, 2012). Additionally, it is argued that 

utilising electronic dictionaries such as COBUILD online are more effective than 

paper dictionaries in retaining vocabulary meaning and particularly collocations 
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(Dziemianko, 2010). Practically, bilingual dictionaries seem to be the most 

utilised type by L2 learners and this type of dictionaries is regarded more 

effective in learning individual words and collocations than monolingual 

dictionaries (Takahashi, 2012). Considering the contextual circumstances of 

learners in terms of the availability of technological facilities or not, using 

dictionaries is one of the widespread tools used in managing meaning, 

collocations, and collocability of items.  

From a dynamic perspective, Churchill (2007), who functioned in this study as 

an author and as an American learner of Japanese, conducted a longitudinal 

phenomenological case study research on his three-month diary of learning 

Japanese vocabulary. The study examined learner’s lexical knowledge 

development of mainly individual words and secondly collocations at the micro-

level. Additionally, the micro-processes by which multiple types of word 

knowledge became incorporated into the lexicon of a learner of Japanese were 

documented through describing and explaining learner’s experience of learning 

the different types of word knowledge such as meaning, phonology, and most 

common usage. The study data included author’s diary of the vocabulary 

learning experiences over the three-month course of learning Japanese and the 

diary was triangulated with MD recordings and relevant documents such as lab 

results from his stay in the hospital. The diary consisted of 78 pages in which 

details of the author’s exposure to a lexical item was documented through the 

course. Descriptions of the events were documented shortly after their 

occurrence or observation. The author described his concentration, as a 

learner, on a particular compound, “saiketsu” draw blood which appears in 

collocations such as “ketsuekikensa” no tame “ni saiketsusuru” to draw blood 

for the purposes of a blood test and how he experienced exposure to this lexical 

item, and learned its phonological, orthographic forms, and common senses. 

Additionally, he documented how associations were made between a lexical 

item and other items such as making compounds or collocations. The study 

indicated a dynamic nature of word interpretations and presented an order in 

the knowledge development. To elaborate, the learner, on one level, started to 

distinguish between the word “saiketsu” and the related words or terms such as 

“chi wo toru” and “ketsuekikensa” which were encountered in the learning 

process. On the orthographic level, the learner could write the compound 
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without copying from existing examples. Accordingly, his orthographic 

competence development increased his ability to identify other words formed 

with the same compound. The study showed a dynamic nature of vocabulary 

knowledge progress through incorporating various word knowledge types in the 

learning process. It also demonstrated the significant role that the learning 

context interactions could play in developing learners’ intricate lexical network. 

However, the short time span of the study, the single case design and being the 

author and the learner at the same time might have resulted in data bias, 

consequently, affecting the generalisability power of the study findings. The 

study could have yielded stronger evidence if the author and the learner had 

been separate and conducted with larger population size and used more data 

collection instruments. 

Finally, despite the controversial role of the context, the psycholinguistic, 

cognitive tradition (e.g., de Bot, Paribakht, & Wesche, 1997; Hulstijn 1997; 

Schmitt 2000) vs the ecological, sociocognitive tradition (e.g., Atkinson, 2002; 

Atkinson, Churchill, Nishino & Okada, 2007; Kramsch, 2002), it is admitted, 

even from a psycholinguistic perspective, that the context has a significant 

contribution to the learners’ linguistic knowledge development. Thus, context 

can account for a part of the understanding of learners’ knowledge and 

development during their effort to learn a language. Accordingly, it may be of 

significance for researchers to be aware of the influence of context on learners’ 

knowledge in their investigations into this aspect of language. 

3.4 Features of collocations 

The influence of features of collocations on learners’ collocational knowledge 

and development is well evidenced in research literature (e.g., Durrant & 

Schmitt, 2009; Gitsaki, 1999; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 2012; 

Nesselhauf, 2005) have provided evidence to support that L2 learners’ 

knowledge of collocations and knowledge development are affected by these 

characteristics. In common, studies which have dealt with features of 

collocations can be divided into those researching the actual or tangible aspects 

of collocations such as frequency of occurrence of collocations in textual 

contexts, form, spelling, and phonology, and those investigating the abstract 

aspects of collocations such as their semantic and syntactic restrictions, culture 

and pragmatics, or congruency with L1 (Gledhill, 2000). Apparently, many 
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features have been attributed to collocations. However, for the purposes of the 

current study, the concentration will only be on the key features which have 

been evidenced to have considerable impacts on the L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development. 

3.4.1 The influence of frequency  

In general, the feature of frequency of occurrence of collocations has been used 

to perform various functions. First, it has been used as a tool in identifying and 

defining collocations, as was explained earlier in Chapter two (Section 2.2.1), in 

studies of Firth (1957), Sinclair (1991), and the others. Second, it has been 

used in some other studies in investigating the influence of the frequent 

occurrence of collocations on L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development (e.g., Alternberg & Granger, 2001; Hama, 2011; Shehata, 2008; 

Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013). Third, frequency of occurrence has been employed to 

identify any external factors such as the context in which the language is 

learned that may affect learners’ collocational knowledge and development 

(e.g., Alsakran, 2011). Fourth, frequency has also been used to explore the 

nature of using certain patterns of collocations by L2 learners at particular levels 

of language proficiency (e.g., Laufer & Waldman, 2011). Finally, frequency has 

been utilised as a tool for making register-related or discipline-related lists that 

can be employed within pedagogical contexts (e.g., Durrant, 2008; Shin & 

Nation, 2008). Functionally, Durrant & Schmitt (2010) differentiate between two 

types of repetitions, i.e., frequency of occurrence of collocations. The first type 

is the fluency-oriented repetition which is conducted through repeating 

individual sentence contexts. The second type is repeating the items in different 

contexts which increases the cognitive burden. They note that repeating the 

same individual sentence contexts, fluency-oriented activity, has a greater 

influence on L2 learners’ collocational knowledge than the recurrent exposure to 

the same collocations in different contexts. 

The versatile uses of frequency may demonstrate the significance of this feature 

and the substantial role it can play in studying the various aspects of this 

linguistic phenomenon, i.e., collocation, and L2 learning. It may also explain its 

proponents’ emphasis on the use of this feature in defining, identifying, and 

extracting collocations processes, and collocational knowledge and 

development investigations.   
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As far as L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development are concerned, 

frequency of occurrence of collocations seems to be one of the most influential 

features affecting their collocational knowledge and development (Gyllstad & 

Wolter, 2015). It is argued that frequency of linguistic forms has a significant 

effect on native speakers’ and L2 learners’ linguistic representation and 

acquisition patterns, accordingly, on their performance (Bybee & Hopper, 2001; 

Mueller, 2011; Myles, Hooper & Mitchell, 1998). The fundamental underlying 

assumption is that language users in general and L2 learners in particular 

respond to or are affected positively by the frequent occurrence and repeated 

exposure to lexical items in their written and spoken linguistic inputs. 

Additionally, Ellis (2002) holds that frequency has an effective role in processing 

the various aspects of language such as formulaic language, phonology, 

spelling, lexis, language comprehension, grammaticality, sentence production, 

and syntax. Accordingly, through the recurrent exposure to language, L1 users 

and L2 learners acquire the different phonological, semantic, syntactic, and 

cultural aspects of language knowledge (Bybee, 2008).  

Kirsner (1994) contends the significance of providing sufficient exposure to the 

lexical items of which L2 learners lack adequate experience, i.e., the required 

frequency rate of exposure to collocations is necessary to establish a native-like 

linguistic proficiency. In line with this, Kennedy (2003) contends that frequency 

of experiencing collocations increases significantly the process of storing and 

recalling these linguistic items. Furthermore, establishing on a meta-analysis of 

nineteen earlier study tests of collocations to examine the relationship between 

learners’ knowledge and frequency data, Durrant (2014) concludes that L1 

collocation learning is frequency-driven and this frequency appears to correlate, 

though the link strength varies across the corpora, moderately with learners’ 

knowledge of collocations.  

However, Howarth (1998) argues that the automatic quantitative analyses of the 

frequency-based studies, which are assisted by advances in computer 

technology and development of large corpora, generally concentrate on L1 

language users and L2 learners’ performance, i.e., collocation production, and 

they rather neglect competence, i.e., receptive knowledge of collocations, from 

their analyses. Alternatively, he asserts that it is highly important to consider the 

processes underlying performance such as memory storage and production. 
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According to him, the significance of these processes comes from that it is 

essential to consider the kind of the stored lexical combinations and the way 

they are processed in the brain to produce collocations since learners’ mental 

lexicon may hold more abstract lexical units than that can be calculated by 

statistical measures. Moreover, he argues that neither L1 users nor L2 learners 

produce combinations relying on their frequency and probability of co-

occurrence. Furthermore, reliance solely on frequency may emphasise on 

unproblematic combinations such as a transparent collocation like have children 

which may occur recurrently due to the characteristic of the selected text topic. 

Accordingly, it necessitates that the concept of the phraseological significance 

should take into consideration the differences between the phraseological types 

and the way they are produced by L1 users and L2 learners and it should not 

rely on frequency only. However, Howarth’s (1998) claim that frequency-based 

studies rather disregard learners’ receptive knowledge may not be quite 

accurate since these studies seem to pay attention to this aspect of learners’ 

knowledge as well, for example, Durrant’s (2014) study mentioned earlier was a 

frequency-based study to investigate learners’ receptive not productive 

knowledge.  

From a phraseological perspective, Gitsaki’s (1996) examined the productive 

collocational knowledge of 275 Greek high school students, who were studying 

English as a second language, through tracing the knowledge development of 

37 patterns of lexical and grammatical collocations. Data were collected from 

the learners at three different levels of proficiency (post-beginners, intermediate, 

and post-intermediate). Data collecting instruments included three tasks: essay 

writing, translation test, and blank-filling. The essay writing was assumed to 

provide evidence of accurate free production of collocations while the 

translation and blank-filling tests were assigned to measure accuracy of the 

participants’ collocational knowledge in cued production tasks. Examining data 

was in terms of the differences in accuracy that existed between and within 

groups at the three different levels in the tasks performed. Determining the 

significance of the observed differences between the groups and within the 

groups was carried out by employing statistical measures. Additionally, 

implicational scaling analyses were utilised to identify accuracy orders in the 

acquisition of collocations. The study results indicated that frequency of input 
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had a positive influence on the development of the productive collocational 

knowledge; an increase in the amount of exposure to a particular collocation 

type in the learners’ textbooks resulted in developing their knowledge of that 

type or pattern of collocations. Additionally, the results provided evidence for 

that the frequent occurrence of a particular collocation type via textbooks could 

have an impact on the acquisition of that particular collocation regardless its 

frequency in the everyday speech contexts. 

In a phrasal frequency-based framework, Alternberg & Granger (2001) 

conducted a corpus-based study to investigate EFL learners’ productive 

knowledge of high frequency verbs and compared their use with a native 

speaker learner corpus. The study concentrated mainly on eight uses of the 

verb MAKE: produce something, delexical uses, causative uses, earn (money), 

link verb uses, make it (idiomatic), phrasal/prepositional uses and other 

conventional uses such as make good. An answer was sought to know whether 

French and Swedish L2 learners overuse or underuse high frequency verbs 

compared with native speakers specifically MAKE and how accurately L2 

learners use these verbs in their writings. In other words, the study examined 

the influence of frequency on the use of the verb MAKE with its collocates. To 

achieve the study aims, authentic learner corpora were compared with the 

native learner corpora. The learner corpora consisted of two corpus samples 

taken from The International Corpus of Learner English database. The first 

contained 170000 words of essays written by advanced French-speaking 

learners of English and the second had the same size and text genre of essays 

written by advanced Swedish learners of English. Both groups of learners were 

2nd and 3rd year university students. The native control corpus, English, 

consisted of a 170000-word sample taken from the Louvain Corpus of Native 

English Essays database which contained essays written by native-speaker 

American students. The learner essays were approximately 600 words long 

whereas the native-speaker essays were about 800 words long and all essays 

were argumentative and non-technical. The linguistics software WordSmith 

Tools was used as a concordance instrument to facilitate the data analysis. The 

study results indicated that the use of high-frequency verbs was a difficult 

challenge ahead of L2 learners even at high proficiency levels. Consequently, 

learners’ usage rate of this category is significantly less than that of the natives. 
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This result indicated various interpretations. First, it might indicate that, 

assuming that frequency or length of exposure to these collocations was 

sufficient, frequency of occurrence did not seem to be the only factor affecting 

L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development such as the influence of 

L1-L2 differences. Second, the frequency of occurrence, i.e., length of 

exposure, of these collocations was not high enough to develop learners’ 

knowledge to produce native-like collocations. Third, the frequency rate was not 

sufficient and the influence of some other factors were present. Accordingly, the 

study results implied to conduct more investigations to explain and identify the 

influential factors behind L2 learners’ collocational knowledge deficiency 

because some factors other than frequency seemed to affect learners’ 

knowledge of collocations.  

In support to studies such as Gitsaki’s (1996), Shehata (2008) explored the 

effect of the amount of exposure to the target language on the collocational 

knowledge of advanced L2 learners. The study results revealed a moderate 

correlation between learners’ collocational knowledge and the amount of 

exposure to the learned language. In another study highlighting the importance 

of frequency of input to L2 learners’ collocational knowledge, Durrant & Schmitt 

(2010) tested the non-formulaic model of L2 learning. This model claims that L2 

learners learn words individually without keeping in mind the collocational 

information of the learned words, i.e., they adopt a non-formulaic approach to 

language learning (e.g. Wray 2002). However, the study findings, in contrast to 

the non-formulaic model, indicated L2 learners’ mastery of considerable 

collocational knowledge about what words appear together in their input. 

Additionally, they argued that any lack in L2 learners’ collocational knowledge 

could be attributed to insufficient exposure or frequency of the input and not to a 

non-nativelike approach to learning.  

Similarly, Hama (2011) conducted a study to identify factors influencing Kurdish 

EFL learners’ productive collocational knowledge deficiency. The study was 

carried out on 40 Kurdish fourth year students (24 males and 16 females) who 

were studying EFL in the English Language and Literature department at Koya 

University in Kurdistan Region. The collected data were quantitative and 

qualitative. The quantitative data was collected by running a multiple-choice 

collocation completion test which was used to spot learners’ major sources of 
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producing incorrect collocations. The test included 75 items of three different 

patterns of collocations: v+n, adj+n and v+prep. Participants were asked to 

complete collocations with the most appropriate missing items from the options 

given in a sentence context. The qualitative data was gathered through think-

aloud protocols which aimed to identify possible main sources of producing non-

native like collocations. Six participants were interviewed to express what they 

were thinking about while doing the collocation completion test and the 

transcripts of these spoken records of mental process were analysed into 

patterns. The six selected students were chosen based on their scores; two top 

scores, two average scores, and two poor scores in the collocation completion 

test. The study results indicated that frequency of exposure to the targeted 

collocations was one of the major factors affecting their productive collocational 

knowledge deficiency; there was a positive relationship between frequency and 

learners’ knowledge and use of collocations. Additionally, the study revealed 

that frequency of the collocational components and mutual information showed 

no significant contribution to produce native-like collocations.  

Siyanova-Chanturia (2015) conducted a longitudinal frequency-based study on 

collocations in beginner learner writings. The study aimed at investigating the 

use of n+adj (=adj+n in English) collocations of 36 Chinese beginner learners of 

Italian. The results indicated a significant development in the learners’ use of 

Italian n+adj collocations in that learners of higher proficiency levels seemed to 

have knowledge of collocations of higher frequency and stronger association 

larger than knowledge of learners of lower levels of proficiency of the same type 

of collocations. In other words, frequency of occurrence seemed to have a 

positive influence on the learners’ productive collocational knowledge 

development both in number of collocations and quality of item associations as 

learners’ use appeared to become more native-like by the end of the language 

course through using, in addition to the higher frequency items, more lower 

frequency collocations. 

Szudarski & Carter (2014) conducted an experimental study on 41 Polish EFL 

learners. The study aimed at examining the impact of input frequency and input 

enhancement on the learners’ knowledge of infrequent collocations of the 

patterns v+n and adj+n imbedded in stories to be read during three weeks. 

Participants’ receptive and productive knowledge of the collocations were 
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examined through a battery of five delayed tests which were developed based 

on Laufer & Girsai (2008) and Web et al. (2013). The results revealed that 

adopting a mix of both input flood and input enhancement could help promote 

learners’ collocational knowledge. However, the input plus instruction strategy 

resulted in assisting learners’ collocational knowledge development only at the 

form recall and form recognition levels. According to the study results, although 

increasing exposure through repeating the same collocations over time resulted 

in developing collocational knowledge, it did not necessarily imply promoting 

learners’ collocational knowledge at all levels. This implies that various 

strategies and procedures needed to be taken in order to develop all aspects of 

collocational knowledge. Accordingly, no single method or approach is able to 

enhance all aspects of learners’ knowledge of collocations.  

From a frequency-based perspective, Nguyen & Webb (2016) examined 100 

Vietnamese EFL learners’ knowledge of v+n and adj+n collocations of the first 

three 1000-word frequency levels. Participants’ proficiency level, who were 

university students majoring in English language, ranged between pre-

intermediate and upper-intermediate. The study investigated also the influence 

of node word frequency, and collocation frequency on learners’ receptive 

knowledge of collocations. The results indicated that the learners were in short 

of collocational knowledge at all word frequency levels; participants did not 

seem to have approached the mastery level of collocational knowledge of words 

at any tested level of frequency or collocation type. Moreover, their collocational 

knowledge decreased significantly at all levels. Additionally, the node word 

frequency appeared to be the strongest predictor of the participations’ receptive 

collocational knowledge.    

Driven by the results of the reviewed studies (e.g., Durrant, 2008; Durrant & 

Schmitt, 2010; Gitsaki, 1996; Hama, 2011; Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin, & van 

Heuven, 2011; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013), it turns out that a reasonable 

connection exists between the frequency of occurrence of collocations and 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development. In accordance, the rate of 

frequency of occurrence of collocations can be regarded as an indicator to 

anticipate the mental representation of collocations, accordingly, as a 

dependable criterion for testing learners’ knowledge of collocations (Durrant, 

2008, 2014).  
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However, the connection between frequency and collocational knowledge and 

development still seems to be a fuzzy relationship. Regardless the maintained 

significance of frequency in learning a language, Durrant & Schmitt (2009) 

argue that while L1 learning is thought, according to usage-based models, to be 

established on frequency-based analyses of memorised phrases, it is not 

obvious if the same claim could be applied to L2 learners. Observing from their 

study, they found that L2 learners depended significantly on the use of high-

frequency collocations in their writing whereas they seemed to be underusing 

less-frequency collocations, though these collocations might have been of 

strong associations and salient for native speakers. For this, they recommended 

taking appropriate frequency information and individual differences into account 

while analysing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge. 

A further ambiguity in the relationship between frequency and collocational 

knowledge and development is that influence of frequency may be more 

important in developing certain aspects of collocational knowledge than others 

since it does not appear to be developing all aspects of collocational knowledge 

in parallel. For example, Pigada & Schmitt (2006) claim the least influence of 

frequency of exposure on learners’ acquisition of vocabulary forms. Additionally, 

Yamashita & Jiang (2010) argue that learning incongruent collocations remains 

difficult even with considerable amount of exposure to L2. In line with this, 

Laufer & Waldman (2011) argue that L2 learners do not notice collocations 

which consist of frequent and transparent items such as make a decision. 

Consequently, increasing learners’ exposure to these collocations in the inputs 

may not result in increasing learners’ knowledge of such collocations. In sum, 

this uncertainty in the role of frequency in collocational knowledge may imply 

involving the influence of some other elements in the L2 learners’ knowledge 

and development. Accordingly, it needs more investigations into the influence of 

frequency and its relationship with collocational knowledge and development. 

3.4.2 The influence of the syntactic structure 

Structurally, there is evidence in the literature that the syntactic structure of 

collocations seems to have a significant relationship with L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development (e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Alsulayyi’s, 

2015; Gitsaki, 1996; Koya, 2005; Shehata, 2008; Shokouhi & Mirsalari, 2010). 

In other words, collocations of certain syntactic structures appear to be 
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more/less challenging than others. Accordingly, L2 learners hold mastery of 

collocations of certain grammatical structures prior to collocations of other 

structures.  

A seminal work on the influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the 

learners’ collocational knowledge is that was conducted by Gitsaki (1996). The 

study results indicated that learners’ collocational knowledge development was 

under the effects of more than one factor of which the syntactic structure of 

collocations seemed to be one of the essential influencing factors. She found 

that collocation types which were structurally different from learners’ L1 were 

more challenging to translate than those had similar syntactic structures. The 

influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the learners’ knowledge of 

collocations was also evidenced in that it revealed a developmental pattern in 

the learners’ productive knowledge of collocations across and within the 

different levels of proficiency. The study revealed a sequential acquisition of the 

collocations according to the complexity of their syntactic structures in that 

grammatical collocations of simple structures seemed to be easier to learn than 

lexical collocations. Gitsaki’s (1996) study is considered as one of the leading 

studies in suggesting the acquisitional and developmental order in learning 

collocations which can have significant theoretical and pedagogical implications 

in learning and teaching collocations. The study revealed that learners’ 

development of collocational knowledge underwent three phases. Initially, 

learners began to learn or acquire collocations as unanalysed lexical units 

where they correctly produced or used more lexical collocations than 

collocations of more syntactic structure complexity. At the second phase, as 

learners’ grammatical knowledge advanced, their use of lexical collocations 

comparatively decreased, their use or production of grammatical collocations 

increased. Finally, in the third phase, learners’ competence of using both lexical 

and grammatical collocations increased and they became able to employ both 

types of collocations in a more native-like manner and they advanced to the 

next proficiency stage. According to the study, the zigzag movement from a 

syntactic structure to another till learners became capable of using and 

producing native-like collocations indicated the influence of the syntactic 

structure on learners’ collocational knowledge and development.  
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Similarly, the influence of the syntactic structure on the L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge was evidenced in Koya’s (2005) study but it varied 

according to aspect of knowledge. The study results highlighted the syntactic 

structure of collocations as a significant, influential factor for learners’ productive 

collocational knowledge; learners’ productive knowledge of structurally simple 

collocations was higher than their knowledge of the collocations of complex 

syntactic structures. However, the results indicated no significant impact on the 

learners’ receptive knowledge. Additionally, he argued that the multiple-choice 

format of the receptive collocation test minimised the influence of the syntactic 

structure of collocations on the learners’ scores whereas its influence appeared 

more obviously in the productive test due to the test format used, i.e., the 

translation test format, which required more syntactic information from the 

participants. Although these results highlighted the influence of the collocational 

structure, it also pinpointed the impact of other factors on the knowledge and 

development such as context and way of eliciting learners’ knowledge. 

Accordingly, it indicated the intricate nature of learning and assessing learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development.    

Although the impact of the syntactic structure on L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge was evidenced, Shokouhi & Mirsalari’s (2010) study results 

indicated that grammatical collocations were more challenging to L2 learners 

than lexical collocations which was in contrast with Gitsaki’s (1996) study 

results. The findings revealed that collocations of certain structures such as 

n+prep appeared to be harder to master than others such as n+v collocations. 

This indicated that the grammatical structure of collocations had a role in the L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge development of certain grammatical 

structures and hindering the collocational knowledge development of some 

other patterns of grammatical structures. This result accorded the study findings 

of Mahmoud’s (2005) and Bahardoust & Moeini’s (2012) studies which revealed 

that lexical collocations were less challenging and used more in the L2 learners’ 

writings than grammatical collocations. The result indicated that the syntactic 

structures of the lexical collocations make less challenges for learners than the 

syntactic structures of grammatical collocations. Additionally, by comparing L2 

learners’ use of different categories of lexical collocations in their writings, the 
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results showed that learners’ use of the v+n and adj+n collocations 

outnumbered their use of n+v collocations. 

 In line with the significant influence of the syntactic structure on learners’ 

collocational knowledge, Shehata (2008) concluded from her study that the 

collocational patterns had impacts on the learners’ collocational knowledge; v+n 

collocations were found to be less challenging than adj+n collocations. Similar 

to Shehata’s (2008) results, Alsakran (2011) conducted a study on 68 advanced 

learners of English in two different contexts. Thirty-eight students were studying 

in L1 context, Arabic, i.e., studying English as EFL learners while thirty students 

were studying in a L2 context, English, i.e., studying English as ESL. The study 

aimed to examine the influence of patterns of collocations on the participants’ 

receptive and productive collocational knowledge. Three gap-filling tests were 

utilised to measure the participants’ productive collocational knowledge; a v+n 

and an adj+n collocation tests in which the initial letter of collocates were 

provided and a v+prep collocation test in which meanings of the phrasal verbs 

were supplied. Their receptive collocational knowledge was measured by an 

appropriateness judgment test in which participants had to circle the number 

corresponding to the underlined part of a sentence that was judged 

unacceptable. The results revealed that patterns of collocations seemed to have 

a significant influence on the learners’ collocational performance as they scored 

higher on the v+n collocations than on the adj+n and v+prep items. These 

results indicated the influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge. However, the study could not differentiate 

clearly between learners’ knowledge of the grammatical and lexical collocations 

as learners performed highly, on the v+n items, and lowly, on the adj+n items, 

at the same time on the lexical collocations. 

In line with the previous study, Gaballa & Al-Khayri (2014) conducted a study on 

68 advanced learners of English at Taif University of whom 38 were females 

and 30 were males. The study attempted to identify the impact of the syntactic 

structure on the collocational knowledge through comparing learners’ 

knowledge of three syntactic patterns of colocations: v+n, adj+n, and v+prep. 

The participants’ receptive knowledge was measured by an appropriateness 

judgement test whereas their productive collocational knowledge was examined 

by three gap-filling tests. Although the L2 learners looked generally in short of 
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collocational knowledge receptively and productively compared to native 

speakers, the results revealed that the syntactic structure of collocations had a 

significant influence on the learners’ knowledge; participants appeared to 

perform better on the v+n collocational pattern than the adj+n and v+prep 

patterns.  

In terms of number of collocation types and patterns and their development, Li 

& Schmitt (2010) employed a statistical approach to examine a longitudinal 

learner corpus of four female Chinese postgraduate students majoring in 

English at the University of Nottingham. The study focused on the learners’ 

productive collocational knowledge development over one academic year. The 

data included 36 writing assignments. The study findings indicated that learners 

used a large number of the adj+n pattern collocations. However, the results 

showed an overall limited development in the learners’ use of collocations 

compared with native speakers. The study ascribed the shortage of the 

development in the learners’ knowledge to the short period of investigation, one 

academic year, which seemed to be not long enough to clearly reveal learners’ 

collocational knowledge development.  

Likewise, Alsulayyi (2015) conducted a study in which he compared the 

productive knowledge of grammatical collocations of Saudi students majoring in 

English in the KSA with those in the UK. The study results revealed that the L2 

learners studying in the UK had more collocational knowledge than those were 

studying in the KSA. Additionally, for both groups, certain syntactic structures 

appeared to be more challenging than others as learners made most of the 

errors in producing the grammatical collocations patterns, n+prep, adj+prep, 

and n+prep. Moreover, learners seemed to avoid using more complex 

grammatical collocation patterns such as adj+ that-clause and n+ that-clause. 

The avoidance and making errors were due, according to the study, to the 

participants’ lack of sufficient knowledge of the grammatical collocations and L1 

interference. 

In sum, findings of the reviewed studies imply the involvement of further factors 

in the learners’ collocational knowledge development such as their semantics, 

frequency of occurrence, cultural and pragmatic features, and L1-L2 

differences. Moreover, merely having the grammatical skill does not seem to be 

sufficient to guarantee appropriate adherence to the collocation restrictions or 
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ensure producing correct collocations. Furthermore, the influence of the 

syntactic feature is still in need of more investigations due to the foggy 

correlation between this feature and learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development. This can be clearly noticed in cases where other reasons lie 

behind the influence of the syntactic structure on the collocational knowledge 

such as the impact of the L1-L2 differences. Hence, this aspect of collocation is 

still in need of more investigations into the other factors that can be disguised in 

the syntactic structure gown.  

3.4.3 The influence of the semantic features 

The influence of the semantic features is dealt with in this section from two 

aspects: commutability and degree of opacity of the collocational constituents. 

Commutability (or substitutability) in collocations can be defined as “the extent 

to which the elements in the expression can be replaced or moved” (Howarth, 

1996, p. 36). This feature is also called arbitrariness (Fan, 2009), which 

indicates that substituting a synonym for one of the collocation items may 

produce an odd or unacceptable lexical combination. For example, the 

collocation make an effort is conventional whereas ?make an exertion is 

unacceptable (McKeown & Radev, 2000, pp. 3-4). However, collocations vary in 

their degrees of flexibility of replacement with other synonyms; some 

collocations allow a space for one or more substitutes or alternatives of their 

components whereas others may not allow at all (Koya, 2005). For example, in 

a collocation such as make a decision, a number of de-lexical verbs can 

substitute the verb make such as reach or take whereas in a collocation such as 

shrug one’s shoulders no appropriate substitute can be found for the verb 

shrug. 

Accordingly, it has been argued that this feature can be employed to 

differentiate collocations from the other combinations such as free combinations 

and idioms (e.g., Cowie, 1981; Howarth, 1996; Nesselhauf, 2005). This is 

evidenced in that free combinations, collocations, and idioms are different from 

each other in their degrees of commutability. For example, items of free 

combinations can be flexibly replaced by other items that fit in the same slot 

such as substituting a noun with another noun or a verb with another verb, 

collocational constituents are limitedly substitutable whereas constituents of 

idioms are fixed (Aisenstadt, 1979). 
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One of the restrictions of commutability is the semantic features of the 

collocational component items (Nesselhauf, 2005). For example, one of the 

selectional restrictions of combining the verb kill with a noun, which functions as 

an object, is the requirement that the object should contain the semantic feature 

of [+ANIMATE]. Such selectional restrictions prevent generating combinations 

such as ?kill a chair (Kim, 2008) unless it is used metaphorically specifically in 

literary contexts. Such restrictions may also imply the existence of logical 

relationships between the collocational items.  

Additionally, Aisenstadt (1981) and Cowie (1981) suggest a paradigmatic 

restriction among the different elements within a collocation. In the collocation 

make/take a decision, for example, one of the elements is restricted whereas 

the other is unrestricted. The noun decision can be combined with two verbs: 

make or take, it is rather restricted in its combinations with verbs. Contrastively, 

the verbs are not used with transparent meanings and can be used in various 

senses and can be combined with many nouns. Accordingly, the noun is rather 

restricted but not to only one verb [+Restricted Combinability] whereas the 

verbs are unrestricted [-Restricted Combinability]. Accordingly, learners’ 

shortage in the knowledge of the commutability characteristics of the 

collocational items can result in producing unacceptable collocations.  

Degree of the semantic transparency of a combination is considered as one of 

the important features of distinguishing collocations from the other types of 

combinations. Transparency indicates whether one of the combination elements 

has a literal or non-literal meaning (Nesselhauf 2005). Some linguists (Cruse, 

1986; Gitsaki, 1996; Kurosaki, 2012) have emphasised the crucial role of the 

semantic transparency and claimed it to be the solely or at least the most 

effective feature that is able to distinguish between some expressions such as 

idioms and collocations. Additionally, due to the attributed significance of 

collocational restrictions in learning collocations (Blum & Levenston, 1980; 

Gitsaki,1999), Nattinger (1988) argues that through identifying the semantic 

range and the contexts in which collocations can be used, the increase in 

learners’ knowledge about the syntagmatic relations and the combinatory 

restrictions of lexical items may assist in producing appropriate collocations. 

Broadly speaking, with some collocations, meaning of the whole combination 

can be anticipated from meanings of their constituent parts (Jaff, 2013). 
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However, in some other collocations, the meaning of one of the component 

items of a collocation becomes restricted to the context in which it is used, i.e., 

a collocational meaning is constructed by adding more abstract semantic 

features to the collocate; the word is not employed in its usual or literal sense 

(Kolesnikova & Gelbukh, 2012). For example, Cruse (1986) argues that in the 

collocations heavy drinker and heavy smoker, the expressed meaning by the 

adjective heavy in these two collocations differs from that is expressed by the 

same adjective in the collocation a heavy bag. In the first two collocations, the 

adjective heavy has a specific meaning imposed by the second attached 

components drinker and smoker respectively, though the added meaning does 

not affect the semantic transparency of the collocations. This indicates the 

limited compositionality of collocations; collocations seem to be not fully 

compositional due to an emerging element of meaning being added to the 

whole meaning of the combination while maintaining the element of 

transparency (Manning & Schütze, 1999). In other words, the whole meaning 

cannot be retrieved from the meanings of the constituent parts of a collocation. 

This is because while at least one of the elements preserves its literal sense, an 

additional meaning has been added to the whole meaning which does not exist 

in any of the components parts, i.e., a meaning by collocation has been added 

to the meaning of the whole combination. However, being limitedly 

compositional is different from being completely non-compositional. A non-

compositional chunk indicates a case where the total meaning of an expression 

differs from the total meaning of its individual constituents; accordingly, the 

overall conventional meaning of this expression cannot be perceived from 

interpreting the individual lexical items as it is the case with idioms (Granger & 

Paquot, 2008).  

Zheng (2014) holds that L2 learners’ semantic awareness develops slowly and 

unpredictably, and their semantic awareness development fluctuates by 

undergoing through phases of progression, stabilisation, and regression. 

Additionally, it is verified in many relevant studies that the semantic opacity of 

collocations has a magnitude influence on the L2 learners’ ability to transfer the 

figurative meanings of words (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; 

Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005). Consequently, L2 learners are found 

to be unable to transfer the idiomatic or figurative meanings of the learned 
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language. Moreover, some researchers (e.g., Kolesnikova & Gelbukh, 2012; 

Laufer & Waldman, 2011) maintain that the semantic features of collocations 

contribute even more than the statistical features in learners’ knowledge 

development of collocations. In other words, the semantic transparency of 

collocation affects learners’ knowledge development more than the frequency of 

exposure to the target collocations. The underlying assumption of this feature is 

that as L2 learners are unable to transfer the figurative meaning of collocations 

as native speakers and the challenge increases with increasing the opacity of 

the component items of collocations, i.e., used in their figurative not literal 

senses.     

Similarly, Gitsaki’s (1996) study results indicated that learners’ knowledge 

development was under the effect of more than one factor of which the 

semantic complexity of the collocation components was found to be one of the 

influential elements. Collocations which consisted of elements used in their 

figurative meanings seemed to be more difficult or were learned later than those 

were made up of elements which were used in their literal meanings. 

Additionally, Gitsaki (1999) maintained that semantic opacity was one of the 

influential factors for the collocational acquisition. For example, she found that 

translating collocations which contained a preposition, e.g., adj+prep, were 

more challenging than the collocations which contained an infinitive due to the 

influence of L1 interference. Additionally, she argued that although lexical 

collocations such as v+n and v+adv were syntactically of simple structures they 

were acquired later than simple grammatical collocations due to the influence of 

semantic complexity factors such as arbitrariness, predictability, and 

idiomaticity.   

In another investigation into the influence of semantic transparency on learners’ 

collocational knowledge, Nesselhauf (2003, 2005) conducted two successive 

studies on the use of multi-word units and more than 2000 v+n collocations 

through analysing a corpus of essays of German learners of English. The 

studies attempted to identify the challenges learners encounter and errors they 

make in their learning pathway. The research results indicated that collocations 

were more challenging than free combinations and idioms. The results revealed 

that the majority of errors were made in the first place in using collocations, 

then, free combinations whereas idioms seemed to be the least challenging. 
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Accordingly, combinations with medium semantic restrictions, i.e., collocations, 

were the most difficult ones ahead of the learners since the highest rates of 

mistakes were made in choosing verbs in the collocations. More precisely, the 

semantic characteristics of the verbs, i.e., collocates, were the most challenging 

aspects. In other words, the results indicated that the complex nature of 

collocations was what created a challenge for the L2 learners; collocations are 

neither completely free combinations to be able to combine any two items 

together nor are they completely fixed expressions like idioms to be memorised 

as fixed block units. Accordingly, L2 learners need to think about the possible 

available options to produce native-like collocations. 

While Nesselhauf (2003, 2005) shed light on the influence of the semantic 

characteristics of the collocational component items on L2 learners’ knowledge 

in general, Koya (2005) investigated this influence more precisely through 

studying the influence of the core meanings, i.e., the central and context free 

meanings, of the collocational items on the L2 learners’ receptive and 

productive collocational knowledge. The study results revealed that the core 

meaning of verbs influenced more learners’ receptive knowledge whereas core 

meanings of nouns and semantic transparency had more impacts on their 

productive knowledge of collocations. In other words, if the component parts of 

collocations were employed in their core meanings, learners were likely to 

comprehend and acquire them easily. In contrast, if collocations involved 

constituents with peripheral meanings or delexical meanings, they were less 

likely to comprehend and acquire these collocations without noticeable 

challenges. This study indicated the importance of core meanings, i.e., 

semantic transparency, in collocation learning, accordingly, learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development. 

In a corpus-based study, Laufer & Waldman (2011) investigated the use of 220 

English v+n collocations in the essay writing of 307 university native speakers 

of Hebrew at three proficiency levels. To achieve the study aims, a learner 

corpus of about 300,000 words of argumentative and descriptive essays was 

compiled. The corpus of young adult native speakers of English, Louvain 

Corpus of Native English Essays (LOCNESS), was selected as a comparison 

model for learners’ use of collocations. The 220 v+n collocations were extracted 

from the most frequently occurring nouns in the LOCNESS corpus and in the 
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learner corpus, then concordances were created for them. Two types of 

comparisons were performed. Learners’ knowledge was compared with native 

speakers’ knowledge on the frequency of collocation use, and it was compared 

with other learners’ knowledge of different L2 proficiencies on the frequency and 

correctness of collocations. The study indicated that native speakers used more 

collocations than L2 learners though learners’ use of collocations inclined to 

increase along with increasing their proficiency levels. Furthermore, the results 

showed that learners made errors in using correct collocations even at the most 

advanced levels of proficiency. The influence of the semantic transparency of 

the collocational items was found to be one of the reasons behind learners’ 

errors. Interestingly, in contrast to some other studies (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; 

Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015) which indicated the positive influence of transparency 

of the collocational items on the learners’ knowledge, Laufer & Waldman’s 

(2011) study results highlighted the negative influence of transparency of the 

items on the L2 learners’ knowledge development. The negative influence of 

transparency on the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge was evidenced in that 

learners did not seem to pay a special attention to the collocations which 

consisted commonly of semantically transparent and frequent individual words, 

e.g., make a decision and send a message as a problematic aspect of the 

language when they encountered them in the input. Conversely, they argued 

that producing native-like collocations seemed to become problematic when 

collocations had equivalents in the learners’ L1 and they contained at least one 

different constituent item which resulted in producing incorrect collocations. 

Moreover, they argued that as collocations are not usually noticed by L2 

learners due to their semantic transparency, there would be a little chance for 

increasing learners’ knowledge of collocations through increasing exposure to 

collocations. However, the study results seemed to outrange the role of 

semantic opacity over frequency or exposure to collocations. Moreover, the 

limited number of collocation types investigated by the study, v+n pattern, 

excluded the influence of the syntactic structure feature and the other elements 

and features whose impacts have been evidenced in many other studies. 

Though, this does not imply underestimating the significance of the results and 

their importance specifically within pedagogical contexts.  
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In line with these studies, Kurosaki (2012) compared the influence of the 

combinability and semantic transparency of collocations on the collocational 

knowledge and use of two groups of L2 learners, French and Japanese. The 

study results indicated that the combinability and semantic transparency of 

collocations appeared to have influences on the L2 learners’ knowledge and 

use of collocations in both groups of learners. The influence was evidenced in 

that L2 learners were challenged by transferring the figurative meaning of the 

collocations whose component items were not used in their literal senses. 

However, Kurosaki (2012) explained that the influence of this feature was not 

constant in the study tasks, the translation tasks and the MCQ (multiple choice 

questions) tasks, due to the nature of the tasks which might have triggered the 

interference of the influences of some other features such as L1-L2 differences. 

From a phrasal frequency-based, i.e., hybrid, perspective, Gyllstad & Wolter 

(2015) examined the difference in processing time between two types of word 

combinations: free combinations and collocations. The study was conducted in 

the theoretical framework of tests predictions made in Howarth’s Continuum 

Model (1996, 1998). A visual semantic judgement task was administered to 27 

advanced Swedish learners of English who were compared with 38 native 

speakers of English as a control group. The results revealed that native and 

non-native participants spent more time in processing collocations than free 

combinations, though non-natives spend more time in the collocational 

processing. According to the study, the additional processing cost stemmed 

from the semi-transparent characteristic of collocations, according to the 

phraseological tradition definition of collocations. In other words, collocations 

were processed slower than free combination due to the semi-transparent 

nature of collocations. However, the study did not show whether the semantic 

transparency also influenced L2 learners’ collocational acquisition in the same 

way it influenced their processing. 

In conclusion, significance of the semantic feature in the L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development is well evidenced in literature. 

However, as was shown in the reviewed studies, the influence is interfered and 

interact with some other features such as frequency, syntactic structure and L1-

L2 differences and similarities. Accordingly, identifying the impact of the 

semantic transparency feature isolated from the influence of the other factors is 
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an aim has not been reached to date and requires more investigations into the 

field.  

3.4.4 The influence of congruency with L1  

Congruency with the learners’ L1 is another key feature of collocations which 

seems to be influencing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development 

(Ahmadian & Darabi, 2012). A congruent collocation means that it has the same 

lexical items in both L1 and L2 whereas an incongruent collocation indicates 

that it has different lexical items in both languages (Yamashita & Jiang, 2010). 

The influence of this feature on the learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development has been found to be playing a notable role in a considerable 

number of studies (e.g., Granger, 1998; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shehata, 2008; 

Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011). In addition, the influence of this feature has been 

investigated in different settings; as ESL (e.g., Aghbar,1990; Gitsaki, 1996; 

Zhang, 1993); in EFL contexts (e.g., Alsulayyi, 2015; Channell, 1981; Farghal & 

Obiedant, 1995), and with learners of different languages (e.g., Bandpay, 2012; 

Kurosaki, 2012; Shehata, 2008). The L1-L2 differences may explain part of the 

arbitrary nature of collocations, since learners with certain collocations are 

unable to translate them word-for-word (Smadja, 1993). From this point of view, 

Bartsch (2004, p. 18) argues that functional, cultural, or pragmatic features can 

be behind the co-occurrence of some collocation items which, consequently, 

make it difficult for a learner who is not well-familiarised with the culture and the 

pragmatic functions of the learned language to produce appropriate 

collocations. She exemplifies the pragmatic and cultural function of collocations 

as meaning carriers in that, for example, although the following three 

sentences, a, b, and c are semantically and syntactically correct, only a 

proficient native speaker or language user can observe the unnaturalness of the 

first and second sentences, a and b: 

a ?“He was convicted for performing murder.” 

b ?“He was convicted for executing murder.” 

c “He was convicted for committing murder.” 

While the collocation commit murder in “He was convicted for committing 

murder” is deemed acceptable, the combinations perform murder and execute 

murder are unacceptable to native speakers and they sound odd or unnatural. 
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Additionally, due to the fact that some collocations are culture-bound, i.e., they 

reflect the cultural setting of the source language, they can only be understood 

in the source language context (Baker, 1992). Accordingly, unawareness of this 

feature makes perceiving the connotational meaning of the culture-bound 

collocations one of the most challenging tasks to L2 learners (Dinçkan, 2010). 

Culture-bound collocations are made of lexical items that are closely associated 

with the culture of the source language and can only be understood in the 

source language context. Accordingly, this type of collocations usually creates a 

challenge ahead of non-native speakers (Ebrahimi & Toosi, 2013) such as 

“went banana, girlfriend” and “love children” (Badawi, 2008, p.14). Furthermore, 

Shooshtari & Karami (2013) argue that being deficient in the cultural 

competence of the source language can result in producing incorrect or odd 

culturally bound collocations. Thus, the cultural element can play a crucial role 

in transferring culture-bound collocations meanings appropriately. Badawi 

(2008) concluded from a study on EFL learners that the majority of the learners 

even at advanced levels were unable to translate cultural-bound expressions 

appropriately.  

Gitsaki’s (1999) study results revealed that the influence of L1 on the use of 

collocations was found to be more than the influence of combination 

restrictions. In addition, she attributed part of the errors made in using 

collocations to the influence of the L1-L2 similarities and differences. 

Accordingly, she called for raising learners’ awareness of the differences exist 

between L1 and L2. The results also highlighted the contributions of some other 

collocational features such as collocation restrictions in hampering learners’ use 

of collocations appropriately. In line with Gitsaki’s (1999) suggestion, Alternberg 

& Granger (2001) emphasised the L1 transfer role and consciousness raising of 

learners to areas of L1-L2 differences in developing their productive 

collocational knowledge. 

Similarly, Koya’s (2005) study results indicated that the L1 interference was an 

influential factor in the L1 transfer of collocations. In other words, the similarities 

among L1 and L2 collocations led to L1 positive transfers in the acquisition of 

L2 collocations, whereas the differences among them resulted in negative 

transfers. Accordingly, Koya recommended that L1-L2 similarities should 

effectively be utilised for developing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge, and 
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raising L2 learners’ awareness of the L1-L2 differences areas to avoiding the 

negative transfers from L1. He also noted that raising L2 learners’ awareness of 

the L1-L2 differences might reduce the L2 learners’ acquisition burden.  

In a further study, Shehata (2008) examined the influence of L1 on the L2 

learners’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge. The study was 

conducted on 97 advanced Arabic-speaking learners of English who were 

studying English in two contexts; ESL vs EFL. The results indicated a 

considerable influence of the L1 on the participants’ collocational knowledge. 

Participants who were studying in the ESL context were of command of more 

collocational knowledge than those who were studying in the EFL setting. 

Additionally, the results showed that the influence of their L1, Arabic, on the 

participants’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge who were EFL 

learners was more than its influence on the ESL learners. However, the study 

did not show whether learners’ L1 influenced more their receptive or productive 

collocational knowledge.  

Similarly, Fan (2009) conducted an exploratory corpus-based study of two 

highly comparable corpora; 120 essays of which 60 essays where of native 

speaker students, British, and 60 essays were of non-native, Chinese, students. 

The study aimed at exploring students’ use of collocations and any challenges 

that could face them in their academic writings. The 60 Chinese essays were 

provided by the Hong Kong Examinations Authority. Candidates in each centre 

comprised learners of mixed ability to represent the average performance of 

Hong Kong secondary school leavers who studied English language for about 

11 years. The 60 British essays were collected from 60 native Year 10 students 

from a comprehensive school in northern England. Participants were asked to 

write about reporting a crime to the police in about 300 words based on a series 

of four pictures. The study results drew attention to the negative influence of L1, 

L2, and insufficient knowledge of lexis and grammar on the L2 learners’ 

productive collocational knowledge due to the differences existed between 

these two languages; English and Chinese. The negative influence of the L1 

was evidenced in using inappropriate collocations which were as a result of 

translating word-for-word of equivalent collocations. The study revealed 

confusion with the L2 as another factor, for example, some of the L2 learners 

were confused by the pronunciation of the English language, e.g., the 
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collocation “curry hair” with “curly hair”. To address the negative L1 transfer, the 

study recommended raising learners’ awareness to the L1-L2 differences. 

Accordingly, the study indicated the contribution of interrelated factors, including 

L1-L2 differences, but could not provide a clear-cut view of the L1 impact 

isolated from the other factors. This could be attributed to the complex nature of 

collocational knowledge and the various elements that affected learners’ 

knowledge.  

 A further study was conducted by Yamashita & Jiang (2010) which investigated 

the influence of the L1 on the acquisition of L2 collocations. The study made a 

comparison of the performance on a phrase-acceptability judgment task in three 

contexts: native speakers of English, ESL users, and EFL learners. The test 

materials included both congruent and incongruent collocations. The study 

results revealed that EFL learners made more errors and reacted more slowly 

to incongruent collocations than congruent collocations. The results also 

indicated that ESL users made less errors and react faster than EFL learners. 

However, EFL learners seemed to be making more errors on incongruent 

collocations than on congruent ones. Interestingly, the results demonstrated no 

significant influence of the L1 on the ESL users’ reaction time. Accordingly, the 

results indicated that L1 congruency affect the acquisition of L2 collocations. 

Additionally, the results revealed the difficulty of developing L2 learners’ 

knowledge of incongruent collocations even with a considerable amount of 

exposure to L2. Finally, the study indicated that L2 collocations were processed 

separately of L1 influence once they were stored in memory. This study 

underscores the importance of storing collocations in memory, but this process 

cannot be done, according to the study, through increasing L2 learners’ 

exposure to the L2 collocations specifically in learning incongruent collocations. 

This may imply contributing other factors in developing this aspect of 

collocational knowledge.   

However, in contrast to Yamashita & Jiang’s (2010) study result about the 

inactive influence of frequency on the learners’ collocational knowledge 

development, Wolter & Gyllstad (2013) examined the influence of frequency on 

the processing of congruent and incongruent collocations of advanced Swedish 

learners of English as a L2. To this aim, an acceptability judgment task was 

administered on Swedish learners of English and natives to evaluate their 
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response times and errors made for the test items, which consisted of a match 

set of unrelated items. The results indicated that frequency had a considerable 

impact on the advanced learners’ congruent and incongruent collocational 

knowledge development. Additionally, the results showed a constant influence 

of the L1 on the time spent on collocation processing even at the advanced 

levels of English learning; the collocations which were congruent with learners’ 

L1 seemed to be processed faster than incongruent collocations. These results 

necessitate, in accordance with the study results, taking the influence of 

frequency and learners’ aptitude to process language into consideration beyond 

the single word level, i.e., to the collocational level. 

Laufer & Waldman (2011) concluded from their study that the most influential 

factor in making erroneous collocations appeared to be that was induced by the 

influence of the L1. This was because, according to the study, learners seemed 

to have conveyed their messages without considering word use constraints. 

Moreover, they appeared to have over relied on the frequent and familiar 

individual words rather than multi-word units such as collocations. This study, 

through emphasising the role of the L1 transference, indicated the notable role 

of the semantic features in making errors and producing incorrect collocations. 

Accordingly, the existence of correlations in the mental lexicon between both L1 

and L2 can have a significant contribution to the L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge (Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011). 

From a phrasal frequency-based perspective, Kurosaki (2012) carried out a 

study to examine the French and Japanese learners’ knowledge and use of 

collocations. The study explored the impact of L1 transfer, among other factors 

such as combinability and transparency, on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and use through testing them on four lexical patterns of collocations: 

v+n, delexicalised v+n, adj+n, and adv+adj collocations. The study results 

brought to the attention the effect of L1 background on learners’ knowledge and 

use. However, unexpectedly, it showed that L1-L2 similarities did not, at all 

cases, affect positively L2 learners’ productive knowledge. For example, even 

though French and English belong to the same Indo-European language family 

which implies sharing a large number of cognates, the French-English 

similarities did not seem to have helped French learners produce more correct 

collocations of all the examined patterns of collocations in the study. On the 
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contrary, Japanese learners, whose language does not belong to the same 

language family, produced and had access to more correct collocations than 

French learners in some of the examined types such as the adj+n pattern. This 

result was in contrast to many similar previous research results in the field 

which were mentioned earlier in this section which indicated the positive 

influence of the similarities between learners’ L1 and L2.  

A more recent research was a qualitative exploratory longitudinal multiple case 

study by Zheng (2014). The study was carried out on eight Chinese female 

university- level EFL learners to examine how their cross-linguistic semantic 

awareness developed over the course of an academic year. It aimed to 

describe, analyse, and account for the developmental patterns of the 

vocabulary knowledge of L2 learners. At the macro-level, while the study results 

indicated a constant receptive and controlled productive knowledge 

development, learners’ vocabulary free production tended to stabilise and 

decrease after their first year of the academic study. At the micro-level, while 

learners’ paradigmatic knowledge witnessed a continuous progress, individuals’ 

syntagmatic knowledge inclined to stabilise. In other words, while learners’ 

knowledge of individual words was developing, their collocational knowledge 

stabilised. Moreover, analysing learners’ collocational mistakes indicated that 

their choices were influenced by whether the L2 expressions had exact word-to-

word equivalents in the L1. 

In sum, despite the attributed influence of L1 on the L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development in numerous studies, it seems from the studies 

themselves that some other factors work with, interfere or interact with it as well 

such as semantic transparency, commutability, syntactic structure, learning 

context and the L2 learned itself. Moreover, some studies yielded contradictory 

results. Accordingly, the need for more research emerge to identify, in more 

detail and accuracy, the influence of L1 on the L2 learners’ knowledge and 

development of collocation.  

3.4.5 The influence of the phonological features 

In addition to the four features mentioned earlier, there are some other features 

which can be attributed to collocations, though they seem to be of less 

significance in their influence on the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge. The 

phonological feature is one of these characteristics. In general, the current idea 
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about combinatory units or blocks of language is that they are produced and 

uttered within one level of intonation contour and faster than non-chunked 

language and that native speakers draw more on these memorised lexical 

phrases of language than processing their own speech structure using 

individual words as non-natives do (e.g., Crookes, 1989; Erman, 2007; Foster & 

Skehan, 1999; Foster, Tonkyn, & Wrigglesworth, 2000; Leedham, 2011; Wood, 

2004, 2008). Lindstromberg & Eyckmans (2014) argue that assonance as in 

strong bond and the repetition of the consonant sounds in alliterative 

collocations for example green grass and sea salt may facilitate recalling 

formulaic sequences. Accordingly, the facilitative roles of assonance and 

alliteration can be employed pedagogically to develop L2 learners’ knowledge of 

collocations by raising L2 learners’ awareness to these phonological 

phenomena. I would argue that this may imply also the use of the musical 

characteristics of a language in enhancing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge 

and development. This could be supported by the general overwhelming 

influence and interest of music on the new generations specifically, younger 

generations. In contrast, Boers, Lindstromberg, & Eyckmans (2014) point out 

that the existence of specific phonological repetitions in the component parts of 

collocations, instead of assisting the acquisition of collocations, may impede 

learners’ retrieving of these collocations such as front row, popular appeal, and 

important point. Accordingly, this necessitates explicitly working on raising 

learners’ awareness of collocations through the set learning materials in 

educational contexts. In addition, the different influences of these phonological 

features whether facilitating or hampering knowledge development necessitate 

adopting different strategies that are flexible according to the influences these 

features have on the language learners. It also implies the need for more 

studies on the influence of the phonological feature on the L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development.  

Finally, the factors which are mentioned above are not exhaustive, but they 

have been recognised as the main influential factors affecting collocational 

knowledge and development according to the conducted review of literature. 

However, the current study focuses on only four main features: frequency, 

syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and L1 congruency as mentioned 

earlier.   
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3.5 The current model of collocational knowledge and development 

Investigations into collocations and L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development have reported corroboratory and contradictory views and findings. 

Though, a general outline of the collocational knowledge and development can 

still be elicited from the presented review of literature.  

Generally, L2 learners’ language knowledge develops rather slowly over time 

(e.g., Alharthi, 2014: Boers, Lindstromberg, & Eyckmans, 2014). However, due 

to the complex nature of language knowledge and development, the general 

view of language knowledge and development seems to have shifted from a 

linear static into a non-linear view of the language knowledge and development 

model (e.g., de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2005, 2007; de Bot, Lowie, Thorne, & 

Verspoor, 2013; Kramsch, 2002; Larsen-Freeman, 1997, 2000, 2006). In the 

dynamic view, language knowledge and development are perceived as complex 

systems that consist of a number of dimensions which change constantly 

(Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008). These dimensions develop at various and 

often nonlinear rates accompanied by high degrees of variation between and 

within the performance of individual leaners over time (de Bot, Lowie, & 

Verspoor, 2005). The various levels of learners’ linguistic knowledge compete 

each other for getting resources in a dynamic non-linear intricate web of 

relationships among the different aspects of knowledge of the learned language 

(Caspi, 2010; Caspi & Lowie, 2013). However, L2 learners’ knowledge and 

development fluctuates by constant progressing and regressing during the 

learning process which in total achieve the general stability of the system by 

time pass (Verspoor, Schmid, & Xu, 2012). In other words, second language 

knowledge and development seem to go through periods of knowledge 

progressing, regressing, stability, and instability, i.e., the learning process 

follows identifiable stages in a nonlinear developmental pattern (Lowie, 

Verspoor, & de Bot, 2009).  

However, I would argue in line with Vercellotti (2012) that it can be claimed that 

language knowledge and development are not completely static and linear nor 

totally non-linear and dynamic at all the development stages. In other words, 

specific parts of knowledge at specific phases may develop in static, linear 

pathways then develop nonlinearly and dynamically to achieve the final and 

total balance of the whole system. For example, a feature of collocations, such 
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as frequency, may positively influence learners’ knowledge and development 

where an increase in exposure to a collocation leads to an increase in the 

leaners’ knowledge of that collocation. This is a linear relationship between the 

feature and learners’ knowledge. However, the influence of this feature may 

behave nonlinearly in that this feature can be influenced by other factors such 

as congruency with L1 which may not necessarily result in increasing learners’ 

knowledge despite increasing learners’ exposure to the collocation (e.g., 

Yamashita & Jiang, 2010).   

Collocationally, a further shift in focus has moved the emphasis from 

highlighting the role of learners’ knowledge of single words in the language 

knowledge and development into emphasising the role of learners’ knowledge 

at the phrase and multi-word units level, such as collocations, in their 

knowledge and development. The growing body of evidence has revealed an 

existing positive proportional relationship between language users’ proficiency 

and their level of collocational knowledge (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Keshavrz & 

Salimi, 2007; Lewis, 1993, 1997; Nizonkiza, 2015).  

Collocational knowledge is thought to be an essential and a significant part of 

the general knowledge of the learned language (e.g., Channell,1981; Fan, 

2009; Marton, 1977; Nesselhauf, 2003; Nizonkiza, van Dyk, & Louw, 2013; Wu, 

1996). Although learners’ collocational knowledge increases with the 

development of the general linguistic knowledge, in contrast to Gitsaki (1996), it 

does not appear to develop concurrently at the same speed rate of the other 

aspects of language knowledge development such as spelling, phonology, 

grammar, and meaning or the general linguistic proficiency (e.g., Shokouhi & 

Mirsalari, 2010). Conversely, learners’ collocational knowledge develops very 

slowly in comparison with the development of the other aspects of language 

knowledge and proficiency (e.g., Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Laufer & Waldman 

2011; Nesselhauf, 2005). The slow advancement in the collocational knowledge 

development is attributed to that L2 learners are unable to use collocations as 

efficiently as native speakers. They behave differently with collocations from 

native speakers. This difference is attributed to that collocations are learned by 

non-natives in very restricted contexts and this issue continues even with 

learners at advanced levels of language (e.g., Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Hoey, 

2005; Nesselhauf, 2005).  
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Dimensionally, despite the different suggested classifications of researchers, 

learners’ knowledge of collocations can be mainly divided into two dimensions: 

receptive and productive knowledge (e.g., Anderson & Freebody, 1979; Melka, 

1997; Milton, 2009). In addition, a significant positive relationship appears to 

exist between learners’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge, and 

their overall language proficiency (e.g., Bonk, 2000; Koizumi, 2005; Tahmasebi, 

Ghaedrahmat, & Haqverdi, 2013). Furthermore, abundant evidence in this 

respect indicates that learners’ productive collocational knowledge lags much 

behind their receptive knowledge of collocations (e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Laufer, 

1998; Milton, 2009; Torabian, Maros, & Subakir, 2014; Webb, 2008).  

Developmentally, study results refer to a developmental pattern in the L2 

learners’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge. Accordingly, 

learners seem to develop receptive knowledge of collocations faster and prior to 

their productive knowledge (e.g., Durrant & Schmitt, 2009; Laufer & Waldman, 

2011; Li & Schmitt, 2010; Yamashita & Jiang, 2010); with further exposure, they 

learn new collocations receptively, simultaneously, they promote their already 

receptively-known collocations to the productive level (e.g., Schmitt, Dörnyei, 

Adolphs, & Durow, 2004). Moreover, research in this aspect indicates that the 

relationship between the receptive and productive level is not a straightforward 

linear relationship (e.g., Caspi, 2013) and the transition from the receptive to 

productive level is not fast, abrupt, or predictable (e.g., Laufer, 1998; Schmitt & 

Meara, 1997). The complex interaction between these two levels of knowledge 

over time while they are competing for learner resources, on the one hand, and 

supporting each other’s growth on the other hand result in a gap between L2 

learners’ receptive and productive knowledge (e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Caspi & 

Lowie, 2013; Torabian, Maros, & Subakir, 2014). Furthermore, this gap seems 

to increase with increasing learners’ proficiency level (e.g., Laufer, 1998). 

The collocational knowledge and development of L2 learners appear to be 

affected by various features that are attributed to the nature of collocations 

themselves. The influence is evidenced in a wide range of related studies (e.g., 

Gitsaki, 1999; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 

2005). The key features which are believed to be influencing L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development include frequency of occurrence, 

semantic properties, syntactic features, and congruency with L1. Additionally, 
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some other factors have been evidenced to affect learners’ knowledge of 

collocations such as learning context, length of exposure to L2, degree of 

explicitness in teaching collocation, topic familiarity, use of references, 

technological means, and social media networks and curriculum settings (e.g., 

Ashouri, Arjmandi, & Rahimi, 2014; Ganji, 2012; Liu, 2002; Pigada & Schmitt, 

2006; Webb, 2008).  

Among the collocational features, frequency is one of the most powerful 

features that can affect L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development 

(e.g., Bybee, 2008; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015; Mueller, 

2011; Myles, Hooper, & Mitchell, 1998). It is well evidenced in the literature that 

learners’ collocational knowledge is correlated positively with the rate of 

frequency of collocations; higher levels of collocational knowledge are expected 

to be associated with collocations of higher frequency in the learning context 

(e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Bergström, 2008; Durrant, 2008, 

2014; Durrant & Schmitt, 2009, 2010; Gitsaki, 1996; Howarth, 1998; Hama, 

2011; Shehata, 2008; Siyanova-Chanturia, 2015; Webb, 2008; Wolter & 

Gyllstad, 2013).   

However, it seems that the impact of frequency on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge is not proportional and does not increase their knowledge 

straightforwardly with increasing their exposure to the target collocations. 

Rather, its influence is effective to a certain extent, and it develops specific 

aspects of the learners’ collocational knowledge more than others. For example, 

it develops specific aspects of the learners’ receptive collocational knowledge 

such as form but with probably less influence on the productive knowledge 

development (e.g., Durrant & Schmitt 2010; Laufer & Waldman 2011; Nguyen & 

Webb, 2016; Yamashita & Jiang, 2010).  

Another distinctive feature that is evidenced to influence learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development is the syntactic structure of collocations (e.g., 

Alsakran, 2011; Gaballa & Al-Khayri, 2014; Gitsaki, 1996; Koya, 2005; Shehata, 

2008; Shokouhi & Mirsalari, 2010). Structurally, collocations are mainly divided 

into two lexical and grammatical collocations, and each type is subdivided into 

several patterns (e.g., Bahns & Eldaw 1993; Baker, 1992; Benson, Benson, & 

Ilson, 1986; Gitsaki, 1996; Hausmann, 1989; Smadja, 1993; Wei, 1999). 

Grammatical collocation patterns commonly consist of a verb, a noun, or an 
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adjective combined with a preposition such as adj+prep and prep+n collocations 

or a grammatical structure such as an infinitive or a clause (e.g., Bahns & Eldaw 

1993). Lexical collocations generally comprise an array of associations of verbs, 

nouns, adjectives, and adverbs such as v+n and adj+n collocations (e.g., 

Benson, Benson, & Ilson, 1986) 

However, researching the influence of the syntactic structure on L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development has resulted in contradictory findings. 

Some studies have indicated a developmental pattern in that lexical collocations 

are more difficult to learners than grammatical ones (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996); 

grammatical collocations of simple syntactic structures are found to be acquired 

or learned before lexical collocations. Some other studies have encountered 

these results indicating that grammatical collocations are more challenging than 

lexical ones (e.g., Bahardoust & Moeini, 2012; Mahmoud, 2005; Shokouhi & 

Mirsalari, 2010). The inconsistency in the study findings may be due to that 

influence of the syntactic structure varies according to the context and other 

factors that affect learners’ collocational knowledge development. Accordingly, 

some patterns of collocations pose higher challenges ahead of L2 learners than 

others in specific contexts.  

Developmentally, according to the findings of the developmental studies in this 

field, L2 learners’ collocational knowledge development appears to follow an 

ordinal pattern (e.g., Caspi, 2010; Churchill, 2007; Gitsaki, 1996; Nesselhauf, 

2003; Schmitt, Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 2004; Verspoor, Lowie, & van Dijk, 

2008). Accordingly, first, learners acquire lexical collocations since they develop 

their lexicon first (e.g., Caspi, 2010). Secondly, they start using complex 

grammatical collocations as their grammatical competence increases over time. 

Third, they use both lexical and grammatical collocations efficiently. Fourth, 

after mastering both types of collocations, grammatical collocations seem less 

challenging than lexical ones, i.e., after getting familiarised with the syntactic 

structure of collocations, the earlier type is learned faster than the latter (e.g., 

Gitsaki, 1996). I would argue that this seemingly ordinal development may 

partly indicate the linearity of certain aspects of collocational knowledge 

development at certain phases. Similarly, studies refer to the possibility of 

coinciding the collocational knowledge development with the knowledge 
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development of individual words (e.g., Verspoor, Lowie, & Dijk, 2008). This in its 

turn can indicate the non-linear nature of knowledge development.  

Additionally, learners’ language knowledge development seems to pivot mainly 

around the interactive relationship of their lexical and grammatical knowledge 

aspects. A developmental order pattern of learners’ knowledge of the lexis and 

grammar can also be observed from examining learners’ transitions between 

the knowledge levels. According to the studies in this aspect of linguistics (e.g., 

Gitsaki, 1996; Verspoor, Schmid, & Xu, 2012), if knowledge could be divided 

into five levels, the development in the learners’ lexical knowledge usually 

occurs between levels 1 and 2. However, the syntactic development can be 

noticed between levels 2 and 3, and both lexical and syntactic development can 

be observed between levels 3 and 4. Finally, only lexical development can be 

observed in the transition between the levels 4 and 5 which is mainly a 

development in terms of using particles, compounds, collocations, and fixed 

phrases. This indicates that in the early phases of knowledge development, all 

available resources are employed to develop learners’ lexicon. In the next 

phase, more resources are required for developing learners’ grammatical 

system that provides the functional distribution of information necessary for 

producing multiple-word phrases or combinations (Verspoor, Lowie, & Dijk, 

2008).  

Studies also indicate inconsistency in the learners’ lexical knowledge 

development and patterns of use as they fluctuate and vary during the learning 

process. For example, while using some structures dominate at a certain stage, 

use of some others disappear. In the middle of this, intermediate structures are 

utilised and sub-systems compete each other for getting developmental 

resources. The lexical and grammar systems seem to be in continuous 

interactions and collaboration in a way that the development in a system results 

in developing the other in a dynamical rather than a static, linear relationship 

between them. Learner’s vocabulary knowledge development leads to 

increasing leaner’s grammatical competence which in return results in 

producing more correct grammatical structures. However, learner’s lexical and 

grammatical knowledge fluctuate showing progress and regress and they do not 

improve concurrently due to the influence of various learning contextual factors 

(Bell, 2009; Fitzpatrick, 2012).  
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Studies also indicate that, at the macro-level, at an advanced level of 

proficiency, learners’ receptive knowledge develops constantly whereas their 

productive knowledge development is controlled. Accordingly, learners’ 

vocabulary free production tends to stabilise and decrease gradually. At the 

micro-level, while learners’ paradigmatic knowledge witnesses a constant 

progress, individuals’ syntagmatic knowledge tends to stabilise (e.g., Zheng, 

2014). In other words, while learners’ knowledge of individual words develops, 

their collocational knowledge stabilises. This indicates a strong relation between 

lexicon and grammar which are alternating growth and variability patterns 

across the process of language knowledge development.  

Although these two linguistic dimensions, lexicon and grammar, compete each 

other for getting the resources required for their development, it seems that 

lexicon development precedes syntax development as a prerequisite for the 

syntactic knowledge development. Firstly, learners promote their lexical 

knowledge by producing more complex words. Secondly, they use these words 

more accurately. The same developmental pattern is identified in the learners’ 

grammatical knowledge development. Learners’ knowledge of syntax is found 

to be more complex and then develops to be used more accurately (e.g., Caspi, 

2010).  

Semantically, based on the collocational studies, the influence of semantics on 

the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development can be viewed from 

two perspectives. First, collocational semantic transparency, i.e., whether the 

component items are used in their literal or figurative senses. Second, 

collocational congruency with learners’ L1, i.e., whether collocations have L1 

equivalents or not. Generally, it is evidenced in studies that L2 learners’ 

semantic awareness develops gradually and arbitrarily, and it goes through 

phases of progression, stabilisation, and regression (e.g., Zheng, 2014).  

As for the influence of collocational semantic transparency on L2 learners’ 

knowledge and development, studies indicate that collocational transparency 

has generally a positive influence on learners’ knowledge of collocations; 

opaque collocations are found to be more challenging than transparent ones 

(e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; 

Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005) except few studies which indicate that 

opaque collocations are less challenging than transparent ones (e.g., Laufer & 
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Waldman, 2011). In other words, learners’ collocational knowledge 

development is less challenged by collocations which consist of transparent 

items and more challenged by those made up of items used in their figurative 

senses. This is due to that L2 learners’ inability to transfer, competently like 

native speakers, the idiomatic or figurative meanings of the learned language 

(e.g., Kurosaki, 2012). Additionally, it is concluded that degree of semantic 

transparency of collocations has a noticeable influence on L2 learners’ ability to 

transfer the figurative meaning of words (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Kellerman, 1978; 

Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 2013; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005). Lastly, studies indicate 

that learners’ lack of knowledge of specific collocational components has 

influence on specific aspects of learners’ collocational knowledge development. 

Accordingly, more emphasis should be put on specific parts of colocations to 

develop certain aspects of collocational knowledge. For example, it is 

evidenced that transparency of the meaning of verbs affects L2 learners’ 

receptive collocational knowledge whereas transparency of the core meaning of 

nouns has impacts on the development of their productive knowledge of 

collocations (e.g., Koya, 2005; Nesselhauf, 2003).  

Finally, the influence of L1-L2 differences on the L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development is well evidenced in the body of literature of 

collocational studies (e.g., Bandpay, 2012; Farghal & Obiedant, 1995; Gitsaki, 

1996; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shehata, 2008; Schmitt, 

Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 2004; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011). Studies in this 

respect reveal that L2 learners rely, when they lack sufficient knowledge of the 

L2, heavily on their L1 through frequently using those have direct translation 

equivalents and lexically congruent collocations (e.g., Bahns, 1993), avoiding, 

as much as possible, incongruent collocations (e.g., Granger, 1998; Granger & 

Meunier, 2008), overusing high-frequency collocations and underusing those 

with less frequent collocations (Durrant & Schmitt, 2009). 

Despite the difficulty of providing an accurate portray due to the contradictory 

and varying perspectives and findings, above is an approximate outline of the 

general existing view of language and L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development which can be elicited from previous studies. Additionally, it shows 

the main findings of the studies exploring the influence of the major factors on 

learners’ knowledge of collocations.  
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3.6 Concluding and identifying the gap 

The importance of collocations in L2 learning has led to investigating L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development. However, research in 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development have not resulted, so far, in 

a consistent and clear outline of the collocational knowledge, developmental 

pattern of collocational knowledge, and how collocational features affect 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development. This can generally be 

attributed to two factors. First, it is due to the complex nature of collocations and 

collocational knowledge. Second, it is a result of the diversities, and at times 

contradictions, in the researchers’ perspectives of collocations in terms of 

definitions and results of the conducted studies on collocations.  

Consequently, this situation highlights the need for more investigations to set 

more comprehensive criteria for defining collocations and verify the wide spread 

influence of certain features on the learning and knowledge development of 

collocations. Additionally, it underscores the need for more studies to stand on 

and explain the mechanism of the influence of the features on collocational 

knowledge and development. It also raises the need for more investigations to 

identify the most influential features and how to reduce their negative effects on 

the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development. Finally, it brings to 

light the need for explaining the contradictions in the findings of the various 

conducted studies and reconciling them through identifying the underpinning 

reasons behind the contradictions in the results which could be artificial not real. 

In other words, there could be reasons behind these contradictory results. 

Accordingly, learners’ knowledge and development behave differently in a way 

reveals unexpected or contradictory results. 

Principally, the influence of collocational features: frequency, syntactic structure, 

semantic transparency, and congruency with L1 on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development have been found to be the major influencing 

factors on L2 learners’ knowledge and development. Although these aspects 

have been investigated intensively in earlier studies, a number of characteristics 

could be attributed to the conducted studies. First, most of the conducted 

studies, except very few ones, have been conducted only from one point of 

view; either from frequency-based or phraseological perspectives. The reliance 

on frequency alone may ignore or underestimate the impact of the syntactic 
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structure on the learners’ knowledge and development. Conversely, focusing on 

the syntactic structure alone may ignore the substantial and undeniable 

influence of frequency on the learning process. Second, previous studies have 

mostly investigated learners’ collocational knowledge and development at one 

point of time, and few studies have explored these aspects longitudinally and 

even the longitudinal studies were conducted mostly on few participants 

(Siyanova-Chanturia, 2015). Consequently, the findings have not been 

reconfirmed by successive shots of data taken from the same study sample to 

verify the obtained results, i.e. conducting longitudinal studies. Additionally, 

some aspects of knowledge require longer periods to be observable, specifically 

collocational knowledge which develops slowly over a long time span. Third, the 

tested items have not often been those which had really been experienced by 

the examined participants as the tested items have not been extracted from 

their curricula textbooks or course books. The items of such studies have been 

mainly extracted from COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English), BNC 

(The British National Corpus) or dictionaries. Many of these items may have not 

been studied or learned by participants before the study. In their best situations, 

most of previous studies sought learners’ knowledge of collocations which might 

have been learned incidentally not intentionally or explicitly. Fourth, most of the 

studies have been carried out on learners of advanced proficiency levels of 

language, and few studies have been done on lower levels such as beginners, 

pre-intermediate, intermediate, or upper-intermediate levels. Finally, the topic of 

this study has rarely been explored at this level of study on Kurdish students, 

none to the best of my knowledge. This kind of studies can provide, in addition 

to the existing body of literature, locally obtained information which can be 

utilised in the pedagogical and academic contexts in the local setting. 

From above, the current study attempts to fill a small part of the lacuna left by 

previous studies and make a humble contribution in terms of collocation 

definition, adopted design, and influence of the main collocational features on 

the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development. More information 

about the framework of the current study is provided in the following section. 

3.7 The current study framework 

The present study aims at exploring English collocational knowledge and 

development of Kurdish high school students, Year 11, over one school year. It 
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also attempts to identify how learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development are affected by the main four features of collocations: frequency, 

syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and congruency with the learners’ 

L1, Kurdish.  

Accordingly, this study seeks basically to find the answer to how learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development is related to specific features of 

collocations. The present study adopts a framework based on the mix of the 

frequency-based and the phraseological approaches, i.e., a phrasal frequency-

based outline, and the study is not established on explicit assumptions. The 

study framework includes four patterns of collocations which were adapted from 

the Benson, Benson, & Ilson (1986), The BBI Combinatory Dictionary of 

English, and Gitsaki (1996). The hybrid approach, which is considered rather 

new compared with the other two approaches separately, has been adopted in 

several studies (e.g., Alternberg & Granger, 2001; Kurosaki, 2012; Nizonkiza, 

van Dyk, & Louw, 2013). The aim of the mixed approach is to operationalise the 

notion of collocation and to explore the English collocational knowledge and 

development of the Kurdish learners. The tested items consist of two types of 

collocations, lexical and grammatical collocations, and each type includes two 

patterns of collocations. The four patterns of collocations are comprised of two 

lexical collocations: v+n and adj+n, and two grammatical collocations: phrasal 

verbs and prep+n collocations. These four patterns are selected on the bases of 

their frequency and structure in the students’ curricula English textbooks. The 

process of patterning collocation and their extraction from the textbooks are 

explained in detail in Chapter four (Section 4.6.3). Operationalising the lexicality 

or grammaticality of the collocational patterns was mainly based on Benson, 

Benson, and Ilson (1986), the BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English, and 

Gitsaki’s (1996) classifications, which will be explained in detail in Chapter four 

(Section 4.6.4).  

I believe that the hybrid approach which is adopted for conducting this study is 

more appropriate than the use of either of the frequency-based or the phrasal 

approach separately. In terms of structure, this approach excludes specific 

frequent patterns such (although he) to be regarded as a collocation relying 

solely on the frequency based approach. In terms of frequency, a combination 

of a syntactic structure such as a v+n combination which occurs more than 
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once is considered a collocation. Accordingly, a combination that occurs only 

once is not a collocation according to this study as it could have happened by 

mistake or chance. Hence, on the one hand, the adopted approach within a 

longitudinal design is seen to provide a more comprehensive view of the term 

“collocation” and follow up learners’ knowledge development over the school 

year. On the other hand, mixing both views can fill part of the gap which each 

approach leaves when they are employed separately. Additionally, the 

longitudinal design of the study can provide a second chance to reconfirm or 

recheck the data obtained and the gained results from analysing participants’ 

data and provide deeper exploration into the learners’ knowledge and 

development of English collocations. A detailed description of the study will be 

presented in the methodology chapter, Chapter four. 
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Chapter four 

Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

The rise of collocations as a significant element in the L2 learners’ language 

proficiency necessitated thorough explorations into this linguistic phenomenon 

from various aspects. However, the multifaceted nature of learners’ 

collocational knowledge has resulted in adopting diverse approaches and 

viewing collocations from different, overlapping, or hybrid perspectives. This 

diversity has yielded positive and negative outcomes. The bright side of this 

diversity is investigating collocations from different aspects and at different 

levels. This is a desirable result due to the complexity of collocations and 

collocational knowledge on the one hand, and the intricate and interrelated 

relationships of learners’ knowledge of collocations, on the other hand. 

However, these diverse approaches have led to two less positive 

consequences. Firstly, they have dispersed researchers’ and scholars’ 

endeavour to yield a commonly agreeable definition to collocations that satisfies 

the linguistic community. A consensus on a definition of collocation can 

concentrate and direct researchers’ efforts on one direction. Accordingly, it may 

facilitate studying collocational knowledge and development from different 

aspects, and designing and developing more investigatory appropriate tools for 

this purpose. Secondly, the various approaches have not established a 

consensus on an approach to accurately and reliably measure and track 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development over a considerable time 

span.  

As far as the current study is concerned, a phrasal frequency-based approach 

is adopted. The phrasal frequency-based approach means to define and 

examine collocations from the points of view of frequency-based and phrasal 

approaches together. This implies taking frequency of co-occurrence, syntactic 

structure, semantic transparency, and combinability of the collocational items 

into consideration. The rationale behind adopting this approach can be 

explained in two points. First, it is a way to overcome the shortcomings of 

adopting a single view of collocation rather than the other, i.e., frequency-based 

or phraseological view. One of the major shortcomings in the frequency-based 

approach that will be avoided in the phrasal frequency-based approach is 
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counting recurring combinations of no grammatical relationships as collocations 

such as (and the). The exclusion of such combinations from collocations will be 

operationalised by depending exclusively particular syntactic structures as 

collocations. Similarly, one of the major weaknesses of the phrasal approach 

will be avoided which is highlighting combinations that are not salient to native 

speakers, rarely or never occur in use. This avoidance is achieved by focusing 

only on frequent collocations rather than on some combinations which might 

appear in use only once or never occur at all. 

Second, it allows to adopt a more comprehensive definition that encompasses 

the different aspects of knowledge of collocations such as frequency of 

occurrence, semantic transparency, and grammatical structures. Accordingly, 

combining most of the advantages of the two approaches in one study design 

may provide a better understanding of the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge 

and development. A more comprehensive and sophisticated view of 

collocations which takes more elements into consideration may yield better 

insightful investigations and understandings of collocations. 

The present study aimed at exploring the development of Kurdish students’ 

English collocational knowledge and development. Additionally, it attempted to 

identify how their collocational knowledge and development were affected by 

four features of collocations: frequency, syntactic structure, semantic 

transparency, and congruency with participants’ L1, i.e., Kurdish. It also 

attempted to examine the influence of gender on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development. Characteristics of the study context such as the 

social, economic, political, and cultural situation of both males and females 

suggest taking this element into consideration as well in the current study.  

 Accordingly, this study sought basically to find answers to the following 

questions: 

• What is the influence of gender on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development? 

• What is the influence of the frequency of collocations in their curriculum 

textbooks on the participants’ collocational knowledge and development? 

• What is the influence of the syntactic structure on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development? 
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• What is the influence of the semantic transparency of collocations on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development? 

• What is the influence of the congruency with L1 on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development? 

• Which features (frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, or 

congruency with L1) are more influential on the participants’ knowledge 

and development?  

• How does participants’ collocational knowledge develop over a school 

year? 

This chapter explains the adopted design for the study, recruited participants, 

instruments and tests used for collecting data, and the utilised analytical tools 

for analysing data. Additionally, the ethical concerns and issues which faced the 

study and the adopted procedures in dealing with the ethical issues in 

complying with the BERA (British Education Research Association) ethical 

guidelines are presented.  

4.2 The longitudinal design of the study 

A longitudinal study is an observational investigation in which multiple data 

waves that yield repeated measurements on each single participant are taken 

from the same population over a period of time (Belle, Fisher, Heagerty, & 

Lumley, 2004). This design of study aims to identify the whole pattern of 

development or change in the examined phenomenon (Goldstein, 1968). 

Schmitt (1998a) observes that vocabulary studies which have been based on 

one-shot data elicited from different population samples and activities seem to 

have offered a little depiction of learners’ vocabulary acquisition. Accordingly, a 

longitudinal design may provide a better understanding of the vocabulary 

learning process since it takes data from the same sample of population and 

test them on the same activity over a period of time. Hence, studying a linguistic 

phenomenon of the same population for a longer time span is thought to be the 

most reliable if not the only appropriate design to identify L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge development (Burr & Nesselroade, 1990; Li & Schmitt, 

2010).  

I decided to conduct the current study in a longitudinal design. In the studies 

carried out within non-longitudinal designs, data have been taken at only one 

point in time. Consequently, studying change and development over time, 
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comparing two points of the same population and phenomenon over the time 

scale, identifying patterns of development, the transition from one stage to 

another, and measuring the prevalence of a factor of interest at several points in 

time may not be efficiently feasible within this design since such studies can 

only provide access to explore differences between individuals, but not within 

individuals (Taplin, 2005).  

Collocationally, it has been noted that information taken at one point on the time 

scale may yield ineffective basis for investigating learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development (Kristen, Römmer, Müller, & Kalter, 2005; 

Rajulton, 2001). Hence, some studies (e.g., Dörnyei, Durow, & Zahran, 2004; 

Fitzpatrick, 2012; Li & Schmitt, 2010a; Schmitt, Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 

2004; Verspoor, Lowie, & van Dijk, 2008; Zheng, 2014) have indicated that the 

only reliable design which can offer an access to identify patterns of L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development is through conducting a longitudinal 

study of the same population sample over a time span.  

In accordance, I would argue that the longitudinal approach to collocations may 

offer more possibilities to identify the developmental patterns and change in 

learners’ knowledge and use of collocations and explaining the collocational 

learning process. Filling part of the gap is done within this design through 

compensating some of the limitations in the other designs or approaches in 

terms of the study time span, population sample size, waves of data collection, 

and tracking the developmental pathways of learners’ collocational knowledge 

and development over a rather long time span.  

However, numerous advantages and disadvantages have been attributed to 

longitudinal studies. In general, this design of studies is recommended for the 

wide range of features it offers over the other designs or approaches. Arguably, 

the longitudinal designs have been raised as a reaction to the criticism 

addressed against the cross-sectional study designs in studying change in 

learners’ knowledge. While cross-sectional studies investigate and describe the 

condition or position of a phenomenon at a certain point in time, i.e., deal with 

status, longitudinal studies are more concerned with the change or development 

which occur to the condition or position of the phenomenon over a long period 

of time (Rajulton, 2001). The first advantage might be the length of the time 

span of observation in longitudinal studies which is regarded as one of the 
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prerequisites for identifying the progress and changing in a phenomenon over 

time (Miller, 2000).   

A further plus point of this design is the belief that it is essential specifically for 

identifying the causal relationships between variables and transitions in the 

individual behaviour (Smith & Torrey, 1996) since the long-time span gives 

more space and opportunities to find out any cause and effect relationships that 

may exist between the variables. Additionally, this design proves its 

appropriateness for studying complex social processes because it provides the 

required information for establishing measuring change, temporal order, and 

providing stronger explanations for the causal relationships between the 

variables of the study (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2011; Menard, 2002). 

As the longitudinal design allows measuring the status of the same 

phenomenon of the same individuals with the same variables at two or more 

different points in time, measuring the change in status between these temporal 

points becomes feasible. Additionally, researchers can identify which variables 

change first and which follow through observing transitions from a status to 

another. By comparing a number of status points, a developmental pattern can 

be concluded and a temporal order can be established. Having the 

developmental pattern in hand and founding the temporal order of the change 

process of variables, a deeper and more comprehensive interpretation of the 

causal relationships becomes more possible.     

However, the main criticisms addressed to the longitudinal studies have been 

related to their expensiveness, time consuming, and efforts exerted in collecting 

data (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2011). Analytically, it has been observed that 

the collected data within this design, requires complex software and statistical 

procedures to interpret the gathered data (Menard, 2002). Moreover, the ethical 

considerations and issues related to the confidentiality and privacy regarding 

accessing its data due to the prolonged contact between the researcher and the 

researched and dealing with personal data rise as a further issue in conducting 

such studies (Farrall, 2006). Furthermore, Rajulton (2001) argues that the 

availability of some other designs that can investigate change such as cross-

sectional designs, by incorporating suitable data collecting and analysing tools, 

may question the rationale behind adopting such an expensive, complex, and 

problematic approach.    
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Despite the disadvantages ascribed to the longitudinal design, its adoption in 

the recently conducted studies specifically in tracking change and progress in 

social phenomena has been increasing (e.g., Caspi, 2010; Churchill, 2007; 

Fitzpatrick, 2012; Li & Schmitt, 2010; Schmitt, Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 

2004; Siyanova-Chanturia, 2015; Zheng, 2010, 2014). Accordingly, the 

longitudinal design was adopted for achieving the aims of the current study.    

4.3 Procedure                           

After identifying the gap and setting the aims of the current study, I had to 

decide on the procedures I should follow concerning the tests that would be 

used for collecting data and examining participants’ collocational knowledge, 

the pilot studies, length of the tests, recruiting participants, and the statistical 

techniques which would be used in analysing data. 

The first step after setting the study aims was to design the tests that would be 

used for collecting data to examine participants’ collocational knowledge. The 

study explored learners’ receptive and productive knowledge through two 

separate tests, and each test was conducted on a separate test paper. The 

tests were designed based on measuring tools used for the same purposes in 

previous studies (e.g., Gyllstad, 2007). Since participants’ language proficiency 

at this level of learning is intermediate, based on the curricula textbooks 

contents and the evaluation of the teachers who teach English language at this 

level, I designed the tests in a way that suited their proficiency level. This was to 

avoid any shortcomings that could be attributed to the content of the tests such 

as difficulty of the test items. Thus, the test items were chosen carefully based 

on learners’ English textbooks. The process of eliciting the test items from 

participants’ textbooks will be explained in detail in a separate section in this 

chapter later (Section 4.6.3). 

The second step was conducting pilot studies. Two pilot studies were 

conducted prior to commencing the actual data collection and analyses of the 

present study. The first pilot study was carried out on native speakers of 

English. The second pilot study was conducted on non-native speakers of 

English. The pilot study on the native speakers aimed at selecting appropriate 

collocations which would be used to investigate participants’ receptive and 

productive knowledge and development of collocations. This pilot study 

consisted of two phases. In the first phase, English native speakers were asked 
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to decide on the appropriateness of a large number of combinations. All the 

combinations were elicited exclusively from learners’ English textbooks. More 

explanations on this part of elicitation will be provided in this chapter later 

(Section 4.7.1). Participants of the study were mainly English teachers who 

were teaching English to L2 learners in one of the English language learning 

centres in Exeter. Some of them apologised while others were happy to 

participate in the process. Their task was to decide on the appropriateness of 

the candidate collocations. The process resulted in a list of collocations which 

were employed to test participants’ knowledge of collocations. There was no 

time limit for this part of the study and participants could make their decisions 

on the appropriateness of the combinations at their ease and time or return the 

list on the second day.  

The second pilot study on the native speakers of English aimed at identifying 

any difficulty in deciding on the appropriateness of the items which would be 

used in the actual tests. It also aimed to identify any issues in the gap-filling test 

items in terms of clarity and filling the gaps. The process resulted in diagnosing 

few cases of ambiguity in the contextual sentences in the gap-filling test. These 

sentences were modified or replaced by clear sentences. All the sentences 

were taken exclusively from participants’ English textbooks. Similarly, there was 

not a time limit in this study since the aim of this stage was not to identify or 

check the time they take for doing the tests. Accordingly, the time they took to 

do the tests had no influence on the process results.  

The pilot study on the non-natives, i.e., participants other than the study 

sample, aimed to check any difficulties, issues, and ambiguities in the test 

items. Additionally, this pilot study examined the sufficient time that should be 

allocated for learners to conduct the actual data collection tests. The results 

indicated that 80 minutes would be sufficient for conducting both tests. More 

detailed information on the pilot studies on the native and non-native 

participants will be explained in later sections (Section 4.7.2). 

The third step was to recruit participants for the study. According to the aims of 

the study, the recruited population should be high school students. I decided to 

involve a large number of participants, around 200 participants, in the current 

study. The rationale behind this rather large number was to give a 

generalisability power to the findings. Accordingly, I had to look for a high 
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school with a large number of students. Finding a high school with this large 

number of students was one of the challenges. Another challenge, in addition to 

the large number of students, was to find a co-education school, i.e., where 

both male and female students study in the same school to examine the 

potential influence of gender on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development. It was not difficult to get male participants from a school and get 

female participants from another. However, to avoid the influence of two 

different learning environments on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development, accordingly, on the study findings as much as possible, I found it 

better if all participants were from the same school. Eventually, I could find such 

a school after consulting the local Directorate of Education in the city of Duhok, 

which is one of the main cities in Kurdistan. All participants were recruited from 

one school who were all Kurdish. Being all from the same culture can make 

analysing the influence of L1 on their knowledge less complicated. The average 

length of studying English of the participants at the time of the study was 11 

years, i.e., participants were Year 11 students. More details about participants’ 

characteristics will be provided in later sections in this chapter (Section 4.5). 

The tests were to be carried out in the learners’ classrooms without the use of a 

dictionary under the direct administration of their own teachers. More details 

concerning the tests will be given in later sections. The time given for 

completing their tasks in the actual data collection tests was tailored based on 

the time was taken for the tests in the pilot study phase. The receptive and 

productive tests were to be carried out on the same date because it would be 

difficult to convince the school staff to allocate separate days for each test due 

to the large number of classes which would be involved in the study and the 

chaos and disturbance they might cause to the other classes and the whole 

school.  

Finally, I had to decide on and identify the most appropriate statistical 

techniques which could be used to analyse the collected data. Choosing certain 

analytical tools rather others was based on a literature review of similar 

previous studies. Accordingly, a wide range of statistical techniques was used 

to analyse data and answer the study questions. The statistical and analytical 

software included SPSS 22 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), NVivo 

10, CLAW 5, word and excel formulas and functions.  
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From SPSS software package, I utilised an independent-samples t-test to 

examine the influence of gender on the participants’ collocational knowledge. I 

also used this test to explore the influence of the semantic transparency and L1 

congruency on the difficulty of the items to the participants. The rationale behind 

its use was that in examining the influence of each of gender, semantic 

transparency, and L1 congruency on the participants’ collocational knowledge, 

there are two variables. The first variable, e.g., gender, is an independent 

categorical variable which consists of two unrelated groups or levels (male and 

female), and the second variable, i.e. participants’ collocational knowledge, is a 

dependent continuous variable. Accordingly, I decided, based on the literature 

review and study aims, that an independent-samples t-test would be an 

appropriate choice because if an independent variable has two levels, t-test is 

usually used.  

As for investigating the correlation between frequency of occurrence and 

difficulty of the items to the participants, I employed a Pearson correlation 

coefficient. The Pearson correlation factor (r) shows the strength of the 

relationship between occurrences of the items in the textbooks and their levels 

of difficulty to the learners.  

Developmentally, I utilised paired-samples t-test to examine participants’ 

collocational knowledge development of the variables according to their 

features- frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and 

congruency with L1- such as examining participants’ knowledge development of 

higher and lower frequency items, or congruent and incongruent collocations. 

Finally, I used a one-way ANOVA test for examining the influence of the 

syntactic structure of collocations on the participants’ collocational knowledge 

and development. The choice was due to that investigating this feature required 

comparing an independent variable which consisted of four groups, v+n, adj+n, 

prep+n, and phrasal verb collocations, with a dependent variable, participants’ 

collocational knowledge. Conducting one ANOVA test on the four syntactic 

structures is better than running four independent-samples t-test, one for each 

syntactic structure which may result in more errors in the results. 

Worth mentioning, I relied on the facility value means for examining the 

influence of frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and L1 

congruency on the difficulty of the items, accordingly, participants’ collocational 
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knowledge. Developmentally, I employed participants’ total scores on the items 

for investigating the influence of gender and features of collocations on their 

collocational knowledge development.  

Finally, the software NVivo 10 was employed to convert the pdf files into word 

file format to facilitate using the software CLAWS 5 in tagging parts of speech of 

the textbooks in the process of extracting collocations. Additionally, word and 

excel formulas and functions were used to find and count collocations and 

collocational items in the extraction face. More detailed information on the 

collocation extraction phase and the use of the software will be explained in 

later sections (Section 4.6.3). 

4.4 Design 

In an endeavour to fill part of the gap in methodology and knowledge regarding 

collocational knowledge and development, the present study adopted a phrasal 

frequency-based perspective of collocations. Within a longitudinal design, the 

study attempted to track the collocational knowledge and development of 

Kurdish high school students and identify the influence of gender and four 

features of collocations (frequency, syntactic structures, semantic transparency, 

and congruency with L1) on the learners’ knowledge and development of 

collocations. 

Within the framework of the adopted design for the present study, the 

operational definition of the current study defined a collocation as a type of 

combination of two words or more that occurs more than once in a certain 

restricted syntactic structure with restricted combinability to perform a semantic 

or pragmatic function according to the context in which it is used. 

In other words, for a combination to be regarded as a collocation, some criteria 

are needed to be applicable. First, in line with Kjellmer (1982) who holds the 

view that if a combination occurs more than once in the natural English, it is a 

collocation, the combination should occur more than once in English 

communication texts. Second, not any recurrent co-occurrence of a combination 

is a collocation such as of the or although he, i.e., the combination should be in 

a specific grammatical structure with restricted combinability (see Section 4.6.3: 

Table 2). However, regarding this study, only four patterns are examined- v+n, 

adj+n, phrasal verbs, and prep+n- which will be explained in detail in the 

following sections (see Section 4.6.3). Third, the combination should convey a 
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communicative message within native speakers’ intuition, i.e., it should be 

meaningful to native speakers of English. 

The current study investigated learners’ knowledge of collocations receptively 

and productively. However, due to the absence of consensus on specific tests 

to measure learners’ collocational knowledge and development, and that no 

single test is able to measure all aspects of the collocational knowledge, testing 

learners’ receptive and productive knowledge and tracking their knowledge 

development were conducted by two types of tests. The underpinning 

assumption behind choosing two different types of tests was to elicit two 

different types of collocational knowledge, i.e., receptive and productive 

knowledge of collocations. The tests included measuring learners’ receptive 

knowledge by utilising tests modelled on Gyllstad’s (2007) COLLMATCH3, and 

testing their productive knowledge of collocations through gap-filling tests. The 

selected receptive and productive tests, Gyllstad’s (2007) COLLMATCH3 and 

gap-filling tests, have been relatively proved to reliably measure these aspects 

of learners’ vocabulary knowledge (Pignot-Shahov, 2012) in general, and the 

test design of the COLLMATCH3 has been found to be reliable in testing 

learners’ receptive and productive knowledge of collocations, in particular 

(Gyllstad, 2007).  

4.5 Participants 

The study sample, in the first wave of data collection, consisted of 281 Kurdish 

high school students of which 98 were males and 183 were females. However, 

in the second wave of data collection, 14 participants left the study and 15 new 

participants joined the study. In order to be able to follow up participants’ 

knowledge and development as accurate as possible, the data of both groups, 

14 leavers and 15 new joiners, were deleted from the study data base. 

Moreover, 15 invalid cases were discarded as they seemed to be carelessly 

unfinished or finished haphazardly. This was evidenced in that participants in 

these cases had ticked all the items (✓) or (X) in a fast ticking way which was 

obvious from their handwriting, or ticking one and leaving two or three items 

without markings, or just left all of them unmarked. Accordingly, the study 

analyses were conducted on 252 participants of which 87 were males and 165 

were females. All the participants were from Year 11 and their age ranged 

between 17 and 18 years old. Enrolling students into the present study required 
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prior permission from the related local authorities, Ministry of Education and 

Directorate of Education in the Kurdistan Region and their school administration 

(see Appendix A). Both sexes were included in the study to consider any 

potential influence of gender differences on their knowledge. However, equal 

numbers of participants from both genders were not attainable as females were 

much more than males. All students were given equal chances to participate or 

withdraw from the study. They were asked to partake voluntarily in the study 

without any differentiation or discrimination in terms of ability or gender. 

4.6 Data collection  

4.6.1 Introduction 

Collocational knowledge develops differently from individual vocabulary 

knowledge and does not progress in parallel with it at the same rate of 

development (Bardel, Lindqvist, & Laufer, 2013). Moreover, defining 

collocations and deciding which combination to be considered true collocations 

required adopting a specific definition to collocations. Furthermore, the tests 

relied entirely on the collocations extracted from students’ English curricula 

course textbooks. The rationale behind this strategy was to be sure that the 

collocations which were employed in their tests were exclusively those they had 

encountered as input in their school study years, accordingly, to measure 

knowledge of what they had studied not what they know in general. As, 

collocations were not handy to select from to do the tests, i.e., the curriculum 

textbooks did not provide lists of collocations, it required scanning the whole 

curriculum textbooks from level 1 to level 11 to elicit a list of the collocations 

required for the study tests. Textbooks 1-10 were those they had studied before 

starting the current study whereas textbook 11 was the textbook they were 

studying during the academic year of conducting the study. A further point, 

selecting collocations necessitated specific criteria to decide which collocations 

were more appropriate to achieve the study goals.  

The employed criteria and the adopted procedures for identifying appropriate 

collocations, process of data collection, and stages they went through will be 

explained in detail in the following sections. 

4.6.2 Curricula textbooks 

The corpora from which collocations were extracted consisted of eleven school 

English course textbooks (Grade 1-11). These curricula textbooks have been 
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prepared by McMillan Education, and they are entitled “Sunrise” which begin 

with “Sunrise 1” and end with “Sunrise 12”. They have been taught in the 

schools of Kurdistan Region since the 1990s, and they have been revised 

several times. The whole curricula textbooks hold approximately 3069 key 

words, lemma forms, (2697 key words up to Grade 11) which are distributed 

over 12 school years as explained in Table (1). 

          Table (1): Statistics of the textbooks  

Textbook 
New 

vocabulary \ 
year 

Aggregated 
vocabulary 

size 

 

Number of 
extracted 

collocations 

Sunrise 1 44 44 3 

Sunrise 2 62 106 1 

Sunrise 3 100 206 5 

Sunrise 4 83 289 8 

Sunrise 5 108 397 13 

Sunrise 6 94 491 8 

Sunrise 7 634 1125 10 

Sunrise 8 399 1524 20 

Sunrise 9 610 2134 25 

Sunrise 10 249 2383 13 

Sunrise 11 314 2697 22 

Sunrise 12 372 3069 Not included 

Total 3069 3069 128 

The information and figures about new vocabulary shown above were taken 

from the textbooks as provided with each book. For the purposes of the present 

study, information from the separate textbooks was gathered in one table to 

produce the total statistics. As for the fourth column (Number of extracted 

collocations), they were computed manually.   
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As can be inferred from the table above, most of the vocabulary weight (2578 

words= approximately 84%) is put on the secondary stage, i.e., years 7-12. 

Accordingly, most of the extracted collocations for the current study tests (90 

collocations= nearly 70%) were from this stage and the rest were from the 

primary stage, i.e., years 1-6. Textbooks Sunrise 1-11 were included in the 

study. However, only textbook 12 was excluded from the study, because 

students at this level had ministerial exams, it would be difficult to convince the 

teachers and school administration to allocate at least five classes to explain 

and run the study tests at the expenses of completing their curricula textbooks. 

Moreover, students in this year would be busy with doing their school work to 

get as high marks as possible which qualify them to join the university they were 

looking forward to. The language of instruction to teach English at this school 

was mainly in English where Kurdish, their native language, was only used to 

explain vague and grammatical aspects of the contents. These course 

textbooks were the corpora for extracting the collocations that would be utilised 

to examine learners’ collocational knowledge development up to Year 11. 

4.6.3 Collocation extraction and selection procedure 

Establishing on the collocation definition adopted for this study, collocations 

were identified according to their frequency of occurrence, syntactic structures, 

combinability, semantics, and native speakers’ intuition. Operationalisations of 

these criteria are explained in detail in the following sections.  

4.6.3.1 The operationalisation of the frequency criterion  

The operationalisation of the frequency criterion was of two folds: the 

collocation frequency in the COCA corpora and its frequency in the learners’ 

curricula textbooks. Frequency of collocations in the COCA corpora was utilised 

to decide on the occurrence of the candidate combinations in native speakers’ 

usage. In other words, frequency was employed to check naturalness of the 

combinations compared to native English speakers. Collocation frequency in 

the curricula textbooks was used to identify the relationship between frequency 

of occurrence in the language to which learners were exposed, textbook inputs, 

and learners’ collocational knowledge and development. The criterion of the 

collocation frequency in COCA was operationalised by checking the 

combinations against the COCA.  
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For the purpose of listing the steps of operationalising this criterion in a clear 

simple way, the followed steps will be stated first, and then the reasons for 

making the decisions I came to will be presented in later paragraphs. First, I 

considered the different forms of a lemma as frequent occurrences of the same 

items, e.g., the occurrences of makes a suggestion, made a suggestion and 

making suggestions were counted as three occurrences of the same 

collocation. Second, I allowed four words on either side as the span between 

nodes and collocates. Third, I checked their mutual information scores (MI) in 

COCA against the study threshold, i.e., three. For lexical collocations, if the 

candidate MI score was three or higher, the item would stay in the list, 

otherwise, the item was discarded from the list of candidate collocations. 

However, for grammatical collocations, the MI score threshold was reduced to 

two. 

Accordingly, operationalising this feature, i.e., frequency of occurrence, was not 

a straightforward process. Frequency of collocations can be counted in various 

ways (Schmitt, 2010a). Moreover, none of these ways have been proved to be 

the most representative or connected with learners’ collocational knowledge 

(Durrant, 2014). Hence, operationalising collocation frequency is surrounded by 

several issues such as deciding the span between the nodes and the 

collocates, counting the various forms of words, and measuring the strength of 

word association.  

The space span between the nodes and the collocates is one of the most 

influential elements in counting collocation frequency. However, researchers 

have varied in their space tolerance depending on the adopted statistical 

models and counting methods. Some researchers have used automatic tools, 

i.e., computational methods using computers, which allow searching larger 

corpora (e.g., Brezina, McEnery, & Wattam, 2015), or by setting a specific 

space span which ranges from one word to four (e.g., Sinclair, 1991) or five 

words or more on either side of the nodes). Durrant (2014) argues that while too 

narrow span of searching collocations may result in losing a considerable 

number of genuine collocations, the risk of including pairs with no collocational 

relationship increase by widening the span. Accordingly, a balance between 

both extremes could yield a better search span. Following Sinclair’s (1991) 
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claim of that the widespread span between nodes and collocates is about four 

words to the left or right, I adopted the span 4:4.  

A further issue ahead of counting frequency is whether to deal with the items as 

words or lemmas, i.e., how to deal with the different forms of a word. 

Lemmatisation is the process of “grouping together the inflected forms of a word 

so they can be analysed as a single item” (Collins English Dictionary, 2017). 

Some researchers support considering the different forms of a lemma recurrent 

occurrences of the same word (e.g., Halliday, 1966) to avoid adding 

unnecessary complexity to the descriptive power. However, some other 

researchers prefer to see them as an occurrence of a different word (e.g., Clear, 

1993; Hoey, 2005; Knowles & Don, 2004; Sinclair, 1991; Stubbs, 1996; Tognini-

Bonelli, 2001) so as not to risk characteristics related to collocation preferences. 

For example, argue strongly and argued strongly can be counted as two 

occurrences of the same collocation or as an occurrence for each one of them 

(Durrant, 2014). Commonly, the various forms of a lemma indicate similar 

senses. However, in some cases, forms of a lemma are not used in the same 

senses (Sinclair, 2004). Moreover, the word forms which belong to a particular 

lemma may vary according to the complementation pattern occurring with that 

item as the case with verbs (Hunston, 2003).  

Lemmatisation has been criticised by Knowles & Don (2004, p. 71) who argue 

that although the lemma has traditionally been utilised to make generalisations 

about the words in a ‘family’, the results of corpus analyses of recent studies 

have questioned the assumptions underlying such a practice. This is 

exemplified in that some individual members of the lemma can behave 

independently and develop their own meanings and collocations apart from the 

main base word, i.e., lemma. Additionally, they argue that the past participle of 

the verb “provide” i.e., provided, for example, plays a completely new role when 

it functions in a subordinating conjunction. Formally, it can still be a member of 

the same lemma, but direct inferences about distribution or meaning of the 

lemma member is no longer straightforward. Accordingly, different forms of the 

same verb, adjective, and noun may have different collocational profiles. 

Moreover, they state that although the lemma is a fundamental concept in the 

processing of texts in many languages, it is not necessarily the same case with 

the English lemmas as they are not typical of the general category. 
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Consequently, linguists who establish their understanding of the lemma on 

English texts may obtain a distorted view of the phenomenon. Hence, they 

believe that generalisations about whole lemmas become less convincing. 

Similarly, Tognini-Bonelli (2001, pp. 92-98) challenges the view that members of 

a lemma can share the same meaning and differ only in their grammatical 

profiles. For example, she compares the use of “facing” which has a concrete 

meaning, e.g., facing forward, and “faced” which has only the metaphorical 

meaning, e.g., faced with a dilemma. Accordingly, it might be hard to gain any 

significant generalisations by assigning facing and faced to the lemma face 

except their similarities in spelling and pronunciation. A further issue with 

lemmatisation is the existence of differences between the forms such as that 

exists between singular and plural nouns in terms of their most common 

collocates (Sinclair & Renouf, 1988). This indicates that different forms of the 

same lemma have different collocates. In other words, lemmatisation may not 

allow some collocational preferences between different forms of a lemma to 

appear (Clear, 1993; Hoey, 2005; Sinclair, 1991; Stubbs, 1996). For instance, 

the English may prefer using “catch a bus”, a singular noun, more than “catch 

buses”, a plural noun. It has also been criticised for being rather subjective 

when a researcher makes judgements on the items and their uses (Sinclair, 

1991). Subjectivity in this respect implies that assigning a certain use to a 

collocation by a particular researcher may differ from that is made by another 

researcher. Consequently, a collocation may belong in one meaning domain if 

both researchers agree on the collocation use or differ in their assignments of 

the collocation use, accordingly, they belong to two different domains. Hence, 

subjectivity has an influence on frequency count of the items in the corpus. A 

further point is that meaning may not be persistent across all word forms of a 

lemma. For example, certain and certainly are used by natives quite differently 

in terms of their meanings and usages (Sinclair & Renouf, 1988). An additional 

disadvantage of lemmatisation is that, particularly in making a frequency list, 

even where meaning is maintained across the different word forms, information 

concerning the frequency of occurrence of forms of a lemma in the corpus will 

not be obtainable. This is because all forms are placed under one lemma. 

Finally, Sinclair (1991) argues that taking the concept of lemma as being the 

base form of a word is doubtable because the most frequently encountered 

word form could equally be regarded as the lemma.  
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However, despite these disadvantages, I adopted the lemmatised counting due 

to its appropriateness to the current study, i.e., I chose to deal with collocational 

components as relationships between lemmas rather than word forms. The 

rationale behind this decision can be explained in several points. First, the 

decision is supported by the assumption that counting based on lemmatisation 

may provide more information about learners’ knowledge than counting based 

on unlemmatised word forms (Durrant, 2014; Halliday, 1966). Accordingly, 

lemmatisation can provide information about learners’ grammatical and spelling 

skills of the language. For example, it shows that whether learners were familiar 

with the different inflectional forms and spellings of the words. Second, taking 

words rather than lemmas may reduce number of instances of some 

collocations to the extent that making comparisons between higher and lower 

frequency items become difficult because there will be very few instances of 

each and they will be too close to each other in number. Third, a sufficient 

number of collocations may not be available to do the tests due to the small size 

of the corpus from which items are to be elicited, in this case, participants’ 

school textbooks. Fourth, lemmatisation may reduce the number of units with 

the same use as it prevents repeating collocations constructed from the same 

lemmas but in different word forms (Nation, 2013). Finally, participants’ course 

textbooks contained many collocations with different word forms, but indicating 

the same sense. Additionally, none of the extracted collocations with the same 

lemmas of different word forms were used in different senses. 

Additionally, lemmatisation was found more appropriate for achieving the 

current study aims than word forms since I could deal with most of the critiques 

addressed to lemmatisation. First, exploring learners’ collocational preferences 

of the different forms of a lemma was not one of the study aims. Accordingly, 

this disadvantage would have no negative influence on the study findings. 

Secondly, to reduce the influence of researcher’s subjectivity as much as 

possible, I relied on the natives’ intuition to decide on the use of a collocation, 

accordingly, I did not rely on only my intuition, as a researcher. Thirdly, I 

checked manually the different forms of words to make sure that the different 

forms of the lemmas in all the collocations had maintained the same senses. 

Finally, to avoid excluding any collocations from counting, I checked manually 

the frequency of all the collocations in the different word forms in the textbooks.  
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Another issue of counting frequency is the measure utilised in quantifying 

frequency of collocations. Different approaches can be used for counting 

frequency of collocations. One of these ways is to compute the number of 

occurrences of a combination. However, this approach has been criticised for 

underscoring very high-frequency combinations such as (of the, and a), which 

occur frequently by chance, and underestimating genuine collocations which 

appear to be of low-frequency such as abject poverty or battering ram (Durrant, 

2014). To overcome this issue, some measures have been used by researchers 

amongst the most widely used measures are the “t-score” and “mutual 

information” (MI). According to Clear (1993, pp. 279-282), “MI is a measure of 

the strength of association between two words”, whereas t-score is “the 

confidence with which we can claim there is some association”. In these two 

measures, given the frequency of each individual word, the actual frequency of 

co-occurrence of a pair of words is compared with the expected frequency of 

their co-occurrence by chance alone. The expected frequency E is calculated 

by employing the following formula: 

 

  where C= total number of word tokens in the corpus 

w1, w2= frequencies of the collocational constituent words 

Accordingly, t-score is calculated using the formula: 

 

whereas MI is calculated by the formula: 

 

where O= the observed frequency of a combination (Durrant, 2014). 

Clear (1993, pp. 279-282) explains the use of t-score and MI in two examples of 

collocations. He argues that the collocation taste arbiters is of a high MI but of 

low frequency. Accordingly, the two words are so strongly associated that the 

appearance of arbiters gives a great chance also to find taste. However, the 

generalisability of the association of the two words cannot be guaranteed due to 

the frequency of the collocation. This implies that either component could be 

encountered in other samples of language. As far as t-score is concerned, Clear 

(1993) explains it in the collocation taste for which is of high t-score as an 
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example. In contrast to the collocation example for MI measure, the 

generalisability of the association between taste and for can be confidently 

stated. Although the association between these two words is weaker than that 

between arbiter and taste, i.e., neither word is a strong predictor of the other, 

the combination occurs much more frequently than the combination taste 

arbiters. 

As far as the study is concerned, I used MI to measure the association strength 

between the combination components to decide on their collocationality. The 

use of word associations is proved to be vital in the aspects which are related to 

L2 vocabulary research and measurement (Schmitt, 1998c). Accordingly, MI will 

be explained in more detail. 

Commonly, mutual information measures the amount of information that the 

observation of one random variable yields about the probability of the 

occurrence of another random variable word (Clear, 1993; Cover & Thomas, 

1991). It calculates the collocation strength, or the association strength between 

two words, by contrasting the actual co-occurrence of the combination items in 

the corpus with the anticipated co-occurrence of the items if the corpus words 

were to occur in a completely random order (Bestgen & Granger, 2014). 

Accordingly, MI calculates the non-randomness of co-occurring of two items 

together. Additionally, it has the ability of identifying collocations of low 

frequency but with strong bonding co-occurrence (González Fernández & 

Schmitt, 2015). The MI value is dependent on calculating number of instances 

of the co-occurring word in a specific span of the node word (the observed 

frequency), and calculating the anticipated instances of co-occurrence in the 

same span where the co-occurrence frequency of the word in the corpus is 

given (Hunston, 2002). In other words, knowledge about one of the elements of 

a collocation contributes to guessing the other element since it implies some 

data about the potential items that can be associated with, i.e., the amount of 

knowledge of the first element of a collocation that can be expected by 

calculating the second word and vice versa (Cellucci, Albano, & Rapp, 2005). 

For example, L2 learners’ familiarity with English collocations partially helps 

them predict the first verb element “make” of the collocation “make a decision” if 

they are given the second element “decision” in or out of context. Mutual 

information measure is used in the COCA to calculate the strength of 
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association between items. In COCA, MI is calculated according to the following 

equation:  

MI (w1, w2) = log ((AB * sizeCorpus) / (A * B * span)) / log (2)  

where A = frequency of node word w1;  

B = frequency of collocate w2;  

AB = frequency of collocates near the node word; sizeCorpus = size of corpus; 

span = span of words (e.g., three to the left and three to the right of the node 

word: six); log10 (2) = 0.30103 (Neuman et al., 2013, p.2). 

The high MI score values indicate strong associations between items and low 

scores imply weak associations between them. Accordingly, approaching the 

value 0 means that the co-occurrence is likely by chance whereas negative 

values indicate that the items avoid each other (McEnery, Xiao, & Tono, 2006). 

The default in COCA is that an MI score of three or higher is considered as 

significant. In line with the COCA threshold of deciding the significance of the 

relationship between the collocational elements, Hunston (2002) suggests that 

a collocation with an MI score of three or higher is statistically significant, i.e., a 

strong collocation.  

However, it is believed that information about the collocation strength is not 

always a clear-cut and reliable indication of a meaningful association (Hunston, 

2002). Additionally, knowledge about how much evidence there is for it is also 

required, i.e., knowledge about collocation certainty and that there is enough 

evidence in the corpus that shows the co-occurrence of two items is more than 

the fancies or inclinations of a corpus. Mutual information measure has also 

been criticised for its biasedness towards collocations of infrequent words and 

its emphasis on rare words or combinations (Bouma, 2009; Kilgarriff & Kosem, 

2013: Vechtomova & Wang, 2006). This raised a problem for the present study 

because the prep+n and phrasal verb categories necessarily involve very high 

frequency words (i.e., prepositions and particles). It was found that, for this 

category, many items which would intuitively be considered collocations had MI 

scores of lower than three such as go on (MI 2.83), get up (MI 2.26), on foot (MI 

2.47), and on a picnic (MI 2.16). Moreover, sufficient instances of combinations 

of MI score values of three or above could not be found in the textbooks. For 

this reason, the threshold was lowered for these items, to include combinations 

of down to MI score value of two. 
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Establishing on this, in the current study, an MI score value of three or more 

was principally considered as the minimum for deciding on the significance of 

the association between two items. Accordingly, combinations of lexical words 

with MI scores of three or higher were regarded collocations. For combinations 

involving grammatical words, a slightly different approach was taken, the 

threshold was two or higher, as was explained earlier. Operationalising the 

candidate items according to their frequency in the curricula textbooks into high 

and low frequency items will be explained in the next sections (Section 4.6.4). 

4.6.3.2 The operationalisation of the syntactic criterion 

Syntactically, the syntactic patterning of the combinations was based on 

Benson, Benson, and Ilson (1986), the BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English, 

and Gitsaki’s (1996) classifications of collocation types as shown in the table 

below. 

Table (2): BBI’s and Gitsaki’s collocation types and extracted items 

No. 
Collocation 
patterns 

Collocatio
n types 

Examples Sources 

Number 
of 
Instance
s 

1 v+n Lexical launch a missile 
BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

1662 

2 adj+n Lexical strong tea 
BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

1134 

3 n+v Lexical bees buzz 
BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

144 

4 n+prep+n Lexical 
a piece of 
advice 

BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

324 

5 adv+adj Lexical 
deeply 
absorbed 

BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

146 

6 v+adv Lexical affect deeply 
BBI 1986/ 
Gitsaki 1996 

245 

7 n+n Lexical aptitude test Gitsaki 1996 457 

8 n+prep 
Grammati
cal 

argument about Gitsaki 1996 429 

9 n+to+inf 
Grammati
cal 

pleasure to do it Gitsaki 1996 19 

10 prep+det+n 
Grammati
cal 

on the contrary Gitsaki 1996 1227 

11 adj+prep 
Grammati
cal 

angry at Gitsaki 1996 132 

12 phrasal verb 
Grammati
cal 

pass on Gitsaki 1996 1486 

The syntactic structure patterns listed in Table (2) were used as filters for 

identifying the combination types used in the textbooks. I could download all the 
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textbooks from the Ministry of Education official website which were in the form 

of pdf files. Then, they were transformed into word file format by using a pdf to 

word file converter. Tagging and classifying the whole curricula textbooks were 

conducted manually and automatically. The purpose behind this mixed filtering 

process was to avoid human weakness in such tasks and to refine the 

automatic process as well through manually selecting exclusively targeted 

combinations. Automatically, the procedure started with tagging the selected 

text using CLAWS (The Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging 

System) to identify the part of speech to which each item belonged. Manually, I 

read through each text and checked the automatic tagging of the items. Then, I 

listed the identified combinations under the syntactic patterns they belonged to. 

Finally, the frequency with which each combination appeared was recorded. 

Accordingly, the filtering process showed that v+n, adj+n, phrasal verbs, and 

prep+n combinations were the four commonest types used in the school 

textbooks. Accordingly, these four patterns were used as the candidate 

collocational patterns for evaluating learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development in the present study. It can be noticed from Table (2), pattern 10, 

that prep+n and prep+ det+n are considered as belonging to the same pattern. 

The rationale behind this is that collocations are seen in this study as a 

relationship between lemmas (e.g., Durrant, 2014; Halliday 1966) and not word 

forms (e.g., Clear 1993; Hoey 2005; Sinclair 1991; Stubbs 1996). 

4.6.3.3 The operationalisation of the combinability criterion 

As for combinability of the collocational items, the operationalisation of this 

criterion was established based on the conception of combinability of Cowie 

(1981), Howarth (1996, 1998), and Nesselhauf (2005) who define combinability 

to refer to degree of restrictedness of the paradigmatic substitution of the 

elements of a combination (see Section 3.4.3). For example, in the collocation 

make/take a decision, the noun decision is rather restricted in its combinations 

with verbs because it can be combined with two verbs: make or take. 

Conversely, the verbs make and take are not restricted because they can be 

used in various senses, and they can be combined with many nouns. 

Accordingly, in the current study, a combination which is restricted by 

selectional constraints imposed on at least one element is recognised as a 

collocation. Hence, collocations occupy the position between completely free 
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combinations and fixed idioms. Collocations were differentiated from free 

combinations and idioms in being more fixed than the former and less fixed and 

having more freedom to be substituted by other synonyms than the latter. Worth 

mentioning, this criterion was operationalised along with the semantic 

transparency in identifying collocations. Accordingly, combinations which were 

characterised by the following characteristics were considered collocations: [+ 

Restricted Combinability] / [+ Transparency], [- Restricted Combinability] / [- 

Transparency], [+ Restricted Combinability] / [- Transparency]. From a 

combinatory point of view, a lexeme in a syntagmatic relation is either 

replaceable with a synonymous lexeme or such replacement is highly 

constrained. Semantically, a lexeme could be transparent or semi-transparent 

or non-transparent. If a combination consists of lexemes which are both 

semantically transparent, replacement of the items should show a degree of 

restrictedness to be recognised as a collocation. In sum, identifying collocations 

were in terms of lexeme-replacement and semantic transparency. Accordingly, 

the process produced two groups of items. The first group was used for 

constructing the tests whereas the second group of items, non-collocations, 

were discarded from the list.  

4.6.3.4 The operationalisation of the native intuition criterion 

The intuition of native speakers was used to verify the occurrence of the 

selected combinations in the natural language of natives as collocations. First, 

the list was cut down by discarding combinations of MI score values lower than 

two for grammatical collocations and three for lexical collocations. Three native 

English speakers, who were teachers of English as a second language, agreed 

to go through the candidate collocations and decide on their collocationality. 

Each participant was given the same list of combinations that contained about 

400 items. They were also informed of the study collocation definition adopted 

provided with an example “a type of combination of two words or more that 

occurs more than once in a certain restricted syntactic structure with restricted 

combinability to perform a semantic or pragmatic function according to the 

context in which it is used”, for example, English say “heavy rain”, but not 

“massive rain”. As the definition was rather technical, one of the three consulted 

natives found a little difficulty in understanding what was meant by the term 

“collocation”. Hence, the term was explained more for him. When two of the 
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three participants rejected a combination, it was discarded and when they 

agreed on it, it was kept. To obtain as high data quality as possible from the 

raters, a training procedure preceded their actual rating. For example, I asked 

the participants to decide on the combination “heavy rain” as to which of the 

three combination types it belonged to: free combination, collocation, or idiom. 

For this, I followed several steps. First, I asked them to decide whether the 

combination was generally acceptable or unacceptable in the English usage. 

Second, I asked them to decide whether it was a collocation; where one of the 

items has a limited degree of substitutability, or it was an idiom; where both 

items are strictly fixed, or it was a free combination; where both items could be 

freely replaced by others. The intended feedback was to produce either it was 

not a collocation, accordingly, discarding it from the list, or marking it as a 

collocation which necessitated to mark it as either transparent or opaque. 

Finally, the extraction process resulted in the selection of the items shown in 

appendix (B) which were employed in the study tests. 

4.6.4 Classifying collocations 

The elicited collocations had to be classified accord to the four features under 

focus- frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and congruency 

with participants’ L1- prior to dividing them into two equal groups for the data 

collection tests.  

Classification of collocations according to the feature of frequency was based 

on times of occurrence in the participants’ school textbooks. The counting was 

made automatically and rechecked manually for verifying the obtained number 

of occurrences. In the automatic counting, the function “Search in Document” 

was employed to find and count number of occurrences. However, this method 

was not completely accurate since it could not count the different forms of the 

same lemma. To fix this issue, the different forms were searched individually 

then summed together. Finally, frequency was manually checked for each 

occurrence through going over the occurrences of each item to avoid missing 

any cases.  

After counting the occurrence or occurrences of all collocations, the items had 

to be classified according to frequency based on a threshold that would be set 

for this purpose. However, the decision on which number of occurrence to be 

high and which one to be low was controversial and not straightforward to make 
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for two reasons. First, there is no consensus among researchers on a particular 

threshold of frequency as which number of occurrence to be counted as high 

and which one as low frequency (e.g., Coxhead, 2000; Durrant, 2008: Nation, 

2013). Second, classifying collocations according to this feature was not 

isolated from the other features if I wanted to maintain balance between the four 

features in terms of number of items with each feature (see Table 3). 

Accordingly, I had two options in classifying the items into high and low 

collocations. The first option was to set an arbitrary frequency threshold below 

which collocations are to be classified as low-frequency items whereas high-

frequency collocations would then be those which come above the threshold. 

However, Durrant (2008) criticises such a threshold due to lacking any 

principled means of setting such a threshold. Moreover, small differences in 

frequencies could result in collocations falling above or below the threshold. For 

example, if I set the threshold at 10 occurrences, collocations with 9 

occurrences would be regarded as low-frequency items whereas those with 10 

as high-frequency items while the difference is only one occurrence. 

Accordingly, I abandoned this option. 

The second option, which avoided the shortcoming of setting an arbitrary 

threshold of the first option, was to rank the items according to their 

frequencies. Accordingly, a list of items arranged according to their frequency 

(using log frequency instead) would be compared with their facility values to 

examine the influence of frequency on the difficulty of the items. In accordance, 

the expression “items with lower or higher frequencies”, which did not imply 

adopting a particular threshold, instead of “low-frequency or high-frequency 

items”, which implied adopting a definite frequency threshold, was used 

throughout the study in analysing the relationship between frequency of 

occurrence of collocations and participants’ knowledge of those items. Finally, I 

chose the second option to avoid the disadvantages addressed to the first 

option.  

However, to analyse the influence of frequency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge development, I needed to differentiate between lower and higher 

frequency items. Since I did not have a threshold, according to the adopted 

method of classifying items in terms of their frequency, I found it more 

appropriate to divide items into almost two equivalent groups. As number of 
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items was odd, 57 items, one of them would be eventually more than the other 

at least by one item, e.g., 28 to 29. Interestingly, the application of this criteria 

resulted in yielding the frequency 3 as threshold, though it was not planned to 

set a threshold, in both receptive and productive test items. Accordingly, items 

of three occurrences or less were treated as items of lower frequencies 

whereas those of four or above were counted as items of higher frequencies for 

analytical purposes. Three occurrences or less of an item meant that 

participants had encountered the item only three times throughout 11 school 

years, i.e., less than once every three years. Taking the time length, 11 years, 

into account, this threshold number could be considered as a low occurrence of 

an item in pedagogical contexts. Accordingly, the tests receptive 1 and 

productive 2, which consisted of the same items, were divided into 27 lower 

frequency and 30 higher frequency items whereas the tests receptive 2 and 

productive 1, which consisted of the same items, were divided into 29 lower 

frequency and 28 higher frequency items. These classifications of the items 

were the bases of analysing participants’ collocational knowledge development.  

Syntactically, operationalising the lexicality or grammaticality of the collocational 

patterns was mainly based on Benson, Benson, and Ilson (1986), the BBI 

Combinatory Dictionary of English, and Gitsaki’s (1996). Accordingly, 

grammatical collocations were defined and operationalised as a structure that 

consisted of a noun, adjective, or a verb plus a particle such as a preposition. 

Lexical collocations were operationalised as involving the same elements noun, 

verb, adjective, or adverb but without grammatical elements (see Table 2). 

Accordingly, the main patterns used for the current study were operationalised 

as follows: v+n and adj+n collocations were classified as lexical patterns 

whereas phrasal verb and prep+n collocations were classified as grammatical 

patterns. 

Semantically, transparency has been utilised to differentiate between types of 

collocations as whether elements of collocations are fully used in their literal 

senses, which can be called transparent collocations, or they are used in their 

figurative senses, in minimum one item, which can be regarded as opaque 

collocations (Kurosaki, 2012). Although collocations are commonly perceived to 

be transparent in comparison with idioms, they vary in their degrees of 

transparency (Trantescu, 2010). In other words, meanings of collocations are 
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not necessarily derived from the compositional meanings of their constituents. 

In this respect, Bartsch (2004) suggests a scale of transparency in collocations 

that ranges from being fully transparent to superficially transparent collocations. 

Accordingly, fully transparent collocations refer to those whose constituent 

components contribute to the overall meaning of the collocations with their 

compositional senses. Superficially transparent collocations encompass those 

with an additional element of meaning which is not carried by any of the 

constituent components, usually culturally bound, and is only perceived from the 

whole meaning of the combinations. However, it seems difficult, in practice, to 

define a clear-cut boundary between transparent and opaque collocations.  

In the present study, the semantic transparency criterion is operationalised to 

distinguish transparent from opaque collocations as follows. Transparent 

collocations [+transparent] are collocations in which elements are used in their 

literal senses and the overall meaning could be perceived from their 

constituents. Opaque collocations [-transparent] are those whose elements, at 

least one, are not employed to denote their lexical meanings, or the overall 

meaning of combinations cannot be retrieved from the lexical meanings of the 

constituents. The literal meaning of a word or a combination refers to its most 

basic meaning, i.e., the compositional meaning or sense of the word and it 

reflects the genuine or essential characteristic of someone or something 

whereas the non-literal sense of a word denotes the figurative or metaphoric 

(Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 2015), technical or delexical 

meaning of someone or something (Howarth, 1996, 1998). Classifying the 

extracted candidate collocations into transparent and opaque went through 

several stages. First, lexically, a collocation of MI value of three or higher or a 

grammatical one of MI value of two or higher, was chosen. Second, the 

intended meaning was checked against COCA by comparing the sentential 

contexts in which it was used to check its frequency of use by native speakers. 

Third, if the constituent items of the collocation were used in their compositional 

meanings in the context, it was classified as a transparent collocation. If the 

constituent items of the collocation were not used in their compositional 

meanings in the context or one item completely or partially lost its compositional 

meaning, it was classified as an opaque collocation. Accordingly, the whole list 
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of collocations was classified into transparent and opaque collocations, 

Appendix (C). 

Finally, the operationalisation of the feature of congruency with L1 was 

performed by classifying collocations, based on Yamashita & Jiang’s (2010) 

definition of congruency, into congruent and incongruent items. A congruent 

collocation is defined in the present study as a combination which has the same 

lexical items in both L1 and L2, i.e., an English collocation which has a 

counterpart in the Kurdish language, and can be translated word for word from 

English to Kurdish. An incongruent collocation is defined as a combination 

which has different lexical items in both languages. The incongruent collocation 

cannot be translated directly word for word from English to Kurdish. After 

defining congruent and incongruent collocations, several steps were followed to 

classify collocations into congruent and incongruent items. 

To operationalise the definition, I gave the elicited list of collocations to a group 

of native teachers of Kurdish language with good level of English proficiency. I 

asked them to translate the English collocations into Kurdish. Accordingly, if the 

translation of a collocation rendered literal meanings word for word it was 

classified as a congruent collocation. In contrast, if the translation rendered 

different lexical items it was classified as an incongruent collocation. In 

conclusion, the process resulted in classifying the list into congruent and 

incongruent items. However, number of items was larger than the required one. 

Accordingly, some items were discarded to suit the test structures and achieve 

the study aims. 

4.6.5 The receptive knowledge tests  

Two instruments were designed by Gyllstad (2007) to measure learners’ 

receptive knowledge of collocations: COLLEX 5 and COLLMATCH 3. However, 

I decided to choose COLLMATCH 3 over COLLEX 5. Many reasons were 

behind this choice. First, COLLMATCH 3 is more practical and easier to 

administer than COLLEX 5. Second, it contains a larger number of items and 

collocation types and produces more meaningful and analysable interval data 

than COLLEX 5 (Gyllstad, 2007). Third, the validity and reliability of the test 

have been demonstrated in some previous studies (e.g., Bergström, 2008; 

Bueraheng & Laohawiriyanon, 2014; Gyllstad, 2007). These studies showed 

that scores on this test were well connected with learners’ receptive knowledge 
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of collocations. Fourth, the multiple-choice format of the test is favourable by 

test-takers as it consists of two choices and they should choose the correct 

answer by simply ticking what they believe is the correct answer. Accordingly, it 

does not need as much time as writing compositional answers. Fifth, it is also 

quick to sit and can be easily scored. Finally, the test results can be used as 

proficiency and research tools to measure learners’ receptive knowledge of 

collocation. 

For the reasons and advantages mentioned above, it was decided that the 

COLLMATCH 3 format was convenient to achieve the study aims and seeking 

answers to its questions. Originally, this test is in the form of pen and paper. 

The test is a binary forced-choice Yes/No format that originally consists of 100 

items. In this test, participants have to decide on the appropriateness of the 

combinations as true collocations as it is explained in the example below: 

If you think a word combination exists in use in the English language, tick the 
‘yes’ box. If you do not think a word combination exists in use in the English 
language, tick the ‘no’ box. 
 
1 pick a glance              yes                       
 
                                        No        
 
2 accept differences             Yes                                               
                                          
                                No   

However, the test format was slightly modified to suit the study settings and 

aims. The modifications were mainly in terms of its number of items, collocation 

types, and patterns included in the test. Numerically, the one hundred items 

were reduced to 64 to fit the time limit and aims of the test. The rationale behind 

the number “64” was to have equal number of each collocation types, lexical vs 

grammatical, transparent vs opaque, and congruent vs incongruent. The 

rationale behind the time limit was that I could obtain permission from the 

school administration to use only two periods for each wave of data collection 

no more, which meant 80 minutes. 

 As for collocation types and patterns included in the test, they will be explained 

in later sections (Section 4.6.7). Additionally, for technical simplicity, the two 

boxes of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ were reduced to only one where to tick (✓) for the 

correct collocations, those exist in the English language use, or (X) for the 

 

✓ 

✓ 
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incorrect collocations, those do not exist in English language use as explained 

in the example below: 

This part of the test consists of 64 items (1-64). Decide whether the following 

combinations are naturally and frequently used in English language. Tick (✓) 

for Yes or (X) for No in the box: 

1 pick a glance                                                                                                                      

2 accept differences            

Distractors were created from textbook collocations by substituting one of their 

components, mainly nodes, with inappropriate synonyms or items. Finally, to 

avoid misunderstanding the aim of the test, the test instructions were translated 

into learners’ L1, Kurdish. Accordingly, the receptive tests format became as 

shown in Appendix (D). 

4.6.6 The productive knowledge tests 

Learners’ productive collocational knowledge was measured by utilising a gap-

filling test. The test was in the form of pen and paper. Each test consisted of 64 

sentences with gaps to be filled with the missing words, collocates, to produce 

appropriate collocations. The contextual sentences were the actual contextual 

occurrences of the collocations in the participants’ curricula textbooks. 

However, new contextual sentences were constructed where they were 

necessary. In order to limit number of the potential answers or guessing 

untargeted collocations, the missing elements were primed by their first letters 

as shown in the following example: 

Fill in the gaps in these sentences with the most appropriate nodes or 
collocates guided by the priming letters given for each blank. 

Where did Ed m…………. a mistake? 

As for keeping balance among the items in terms of their collocational features, 

the same balancing criterion which was applied on the receptive tests, was also 

applied on the productive tests. Finally, to avoid misunderstanding aims of the 

tests, the test instructions were translated into learners’ L1, Kurdish. 

Accordingly, the productive tests format became as shown in Appendix (E). 

4.6.7 Collocation types of the tests 

Gyllstad’s (2007) COLLMATCH 3 original version of the test includes two 

patterns of lexical collocations: adj+n and v+n. However, in order to be able to 

explore learners’ knowledge of both lexical and grammatical collocations, the 

X            
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test was modified to include two lexical and two grammatical patterns of 

collocations. The lexical patterns were v+n and adj+n collocations whereas the 

grammatical patterns consisted of v+prep and prep+n collocations. All the 128 

items, 64 items of the first test and 64 items of the second test, were selected 

from those existed in the textbooks after operationalising the study criteria as 

was explained in the previous sections. Some of the items were slightly 

modified in terms of their structure such as adding an article. For example, 

making suggestions was transformed into its singular case make a suggestion. 

This was because the latter form was used in their textbooks rather than the 

earlier. Accordingly, matching forms of the items with the form of their existence 

in the curricula textbooks might assist and improve their recognition and 

recalling of those collocations and provide more accurate account of the 

learners’ collocational knowledge. 

Additionally, the balance between each group of collocations according to their 

features was maintained except with frequency since I dealt with it differently, 

as explained in Section (4.6.4). For example, syntactically, each test contained 

equal number of lexical and grammatical collocations; 32 lexical collocations 

and 32 grammatical collocations. The balance was also preserved in the 

number of items in each sub-type. For example, lexical collocations comprised 

16 v+n and 16 adj+n collocations; similarly, grammatical collocations contained 

16 v+prep and 16 prep+n collocations. Similarly, the balance was maintained in 

the numbers of items in terms of their congruency with L1; 32 congruent and 32 

incongruent items. The same ratio was kept equivalent in terms of their 

transparency, 32 transparent vs 32 opaque collocations. In its turn, each type 

involved equal numbers of items in terms of their syntactic structure, semantic 

transparency, and L1 congruency. For example, v+n collocations were 

comprised of eight transparent collocations and eight opaque collocations. 

Transparent collocations were subdivided into four congruent and four 

incongruent items. In the same way, opaque collocations consisted of four 

congruent and four incongruent items. The balance among the different 

collocation types and sub-types was maintained as explained in the table below, 

Table (3), which is about v+n collocations items as an exemplary.  

Table (3): Balance among the items 

v+n collocations 
 

Transparent Opaque 

Congruent Incongruent Congruent Incongruent 
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 4 4 4 4 

4 4 4 4 

The same distribution pattern was applied on all the other collocation patterns 

and types.  

The initial process of eliciting combinations from the curricular textbooks 

resulted in identifying a large number of combinations. However, 

operationalising the criteria of defining collocations according to the definition of 

the study resulted in disregarding numerous combinations. Moreover, 

classifying collocations according to the features of frequency, patterns, types, 

transparency, and L1 congruency led to distributing collocations over many 

divisions and subdivision. Consequently, the remained collocations were not 

sufficient to provide enough items for two separate versions of tests. The valid 

collocation items, according to the study criteria, were only enough for one 

version test in which a balance could be maintained among all the items in 

terms of features and numbers of items in each feature. Hence, two options 

were ahead of me to choose one of them. The first option was to repeat the 

same test in the second wave of data collection. This option would have allowed 

to follow-up learners’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge and 

development of the same items over the school year. It would have also 

facilitated analysing the findings since both tests would have been conducted 

on the same items. Accordingly, comparing learners’ collocational knowledge 

and identifying the influence of features on their knowledge and development 

could be more feasible. However, this option was disregarded to avoid the 

influence of repetition on the test. Repeating the same items in the same test 

format and context could have had a negative influence on the second test 

results. This was because learners might have gained experience and learned 

the answer of some of them through discussing the possible answers with their 

peers after the first test. Consequently, providing inaccurate picture of their 

actual knowledge of the items. Moreover, repeating the same test twice could 

have influenced their motivations to do the test, consequently, learners might 

have performed the second test less enthusiastically and carelessly.     

The second option was to switch collocations; using collocations of the 

receptive test 1 in the productive test 2 and using those of the productive test 1 

in the receptive test 2. The second option was chosen for the current study for 
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several reasons. The first reason was to avoid repetition and its negative 

influence. The second reason was to make the test more interesting and 

avoiding their boredom and increasing their motivation for doing the test. 

Thirdly, swapping the items would allow measuring learners’ receptive and 

productive knowledge of the same items. Accordingly, two types of comparison 

would be feasible. The first comparison could be made between learners’ 

receptive and productive knowledge of the same items. In the second case, the 

influence of the context on the learners’ collocational knowledge could be 

contrasted; guessing collocations in the receptive tests was decontextualised 

whereas in the productive test it was contextualised in sentences.  

However, this option did not allow following-up learners’ knowledge and 

development of the same items. Rather, the comparison had to be made 

between learners’ knowledge of two different sets of items. Accordingly, this 

option might have led to more complication in the data analyses. A further 

anticipated limitation was the difference in difficulty of the items of the receptive 

and productive tests. If items of the receptive test 1 were more difficult than 

items of the productive test 1, assuming the same level of learners’ knowledge 

in both tests, it might show learners doing better on the receptive 1 and 

productive 2 and perform worse on the receptive 2 and productive 1. This could 

weaken the analytical power of the obtained results.  

Regardless of these limitations, I believed that this option would be more 

appropriate than the first option. Accordingly, the 64 items which were used in 

the first receptive test were used in the second productive test. Conversely, the 

64 items which were used in the first productive test were used in the second 

receptive test as shown in Appendix (F). 

4.7 Pilot tests 

A pilot study was carried out to stand on the different aspects of the tests and 

identify the potential issues in the tests concerning their contents and time and 

any contextual or procedural factors that might influence the process. The pilot 

tests were of two types. The first test type was conducted on two native 

speakers of English, a man and a woman who were living in Kurdistan during 

the data collection period of the study. The second pilot test was conducted on 

about 40 male high school students. These two tests are explained in the 

following sections.  
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4.7.1 Native pilot tests 

As candidate collocations were verified by native speakers in the filtration 

process, two more native speakers were asked to sit the test to examine the 

content validity of the contextual sentences of the missing words. The natives 

faced difficulty in guessing the missing collocational components of a few items. 

The first native participant could not guess four items whereas the second one 

failed in five of them. However, they found difficulty with different items, i.e., 

their mistaken items were different, except in the collocation average 

temperatures. The first native filled the blank with air temperatures whereas the 

second one filled it with Arctic temperatures instead. Consequently, the 

contextual sentences were rephrased and replaced by clear sentences.  

4.7.2 Non-native pilot tests 

A pilot test was conducted on 40 high school participants. The aims of the test 

were, first, to check the time length required for both the receptive test, i.e., the 

COLLMATCH3 test, and productive test, i.e., the gap-filling test. Secondly, it 

was intended to identify any shortcomings in the structure of the tests in terms 

of spelling mistakes, blank spaces for each gap, tick boxes for each collocation, 

and providing a meaningful context sentence for each item. Third, it aimed at 

identifying any unexpected issues that might prevent students from sitting both 

tests appropriately. Fourth, it also sought to take into consideration English 

teachers’ and students’ comments and suggestions about the tests. However, 

their comments, with appreciation to their ideas, did not add any new thoughts 

to the existent ones.  

On the whole, participants’ answers of the gap-filling tests were characterised 

by making a lot of spelling mistakes which seemed to follow a specific pattern; 

most of the mistakes were in the word class forms. Additionally, the majority of 

the students appeared to have difficulty in answering specific items; some 

sentences seemed to be slightly semantically ambiguous. To address this 

issue, those sentences were rephrased or substituted by clear ones.  

The test was conducted under my personal supervision with the help of their 

English teachers. The teachers did not have any role in explaining the test 

aspects. Their role was exclusively disciplinary to keep order in the class, and 

they also helped in distributing the test papers. Participants were given 

sufficient time to finish their tests and they needed less than two class periods 
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(80 minutes) to do both tests. Accordingly, two class periods were taken as the 

time basis for conducting the actual data collection tests. 

4.8 Coding and scoring the tests 

Raw data cannot be interpreted if not preceded by coding and analysing. 

Accordingly, two phases proceeded demonstrating the results of the study. 

First, raw data had to be coded as an essential and prerequisite step to the 

second one. Secondly, coding data enabled analysis by utilising appropriate 

data analysing tools. Accordingly, the collected data for this research were 

coded and analysed as explained in the following sections.  

4.8.1 Coding and scoring the receptive tests  

In complying with the ethical guidelines set by BERA, participants’ receptive test 

papers were coded and scored manually. All participants’ names were coded as 

P1, P2, P3…P281. The Software Package for Social Sciences SPSS 22 was 

used for coding and analysing the data. The main bases for scoring answers 

were accuracy of responses and frequency of their occurrences. Depending on 

a binary system coding, participants’ responses were scored by giving 1 to the 

correct answers and 0 to the wrong or no answers. The total scores of each test 

were 64 as there were 64 items in each test. The scoring process was 

rechecked by me to ensure the accuracy of the scoring process. The 

rechecking process resulted in finding several cases in which some correct 

answers were regarded wrong and vice versa. After the checking phase, all 

data were transferred into an excel file then they were entered into an SPSS 

file. 

4.8.2 Coding and scoring the productive tests 

The collected data were scored on the bases of frequency and accuracy with 

the use of SPSS 22 software. Accordingly, as frequency data, a binary coding 

system was employed in which the correct answers were marked as 1 whereas 

the wrong or no answers were marked as 0. In terms of accuracy, participants’ 

misspellings were not considered. However, if participants responded with 

appropriate alternatives that began with the same suggested priming letter of 

the intended item, they were considered as correct answers and as a 

shortcoming in the test. For example, one of the participants suggested display 

skills instead of the targeted answer develop skills which was though infrequent 

in use, but suited the context in the gap-filling test. The total scores of each test 
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were 64 as the test consisted of 64 items. The Constituent Likelihood Automatic 

Word-tagging System (CLAWS), software for tagging parts of speech, was 

utilised at both phases, collocation extraction and data analysis phases, to 

check the combination elements where it was difficult to decide the grammatical 

function of the word class of new items created by some participants. As was 

the case with the receptive tests, scoring the productive tests was rechecked by 

me to ensure the accuracy of the scoring process. The rechecking process 

came out with several cases in which some correct answers were regarded 

wrong and vice versa. After the checking phase, all data were transferred into 

an excel file then they were entered into an SPSS file. 

4.9 Item analysis 

The item analysis of the receptive and productive scales aimed at evaluating 

the tests themselves. It was run to show the test performance as a whole and 

whether there were any strange things about the test. It also explored if there 

were any items that were particularly easier or more difficult than others and 

how the facility values of the items were, and whether all facility values in 

general were high or low.  

4.9.1 Item analysis-receptive test 1 

In the first receptive test, as shown in Table (4), among 64 items of the test, the 

minimum facility value was on a prep+n collocation, on the item 55 (on a picnic, 

fv= .25, frequency= 5) which indicated a high difficulty to the participants 

whereas the maximum facility value was on phrasal verb collocations, item 35 

(sit down, fv= .96, frequency= 29), item 36 (talk about, fv= .96, frequency= 162), 

item 40 (look at, fv= .96, frequency= 228) and a prep+n collocation, item 52 (for 

example, fv= .96, frequency= 33) which suggested the least difficulty to the 

participants. The general facility value of the test .72 indicated a rather easy 

level to participants. The facility value for each item can be seen in Appendix 

(G).  

Table (4): Item analysis-receptive test 1 statistics 

 

Number 
of  

Items 

Minimum 
facility 
value 

Maximu
m facility 

value 

General 
facility 
value 

Std. 
Deviation 

Receptive facility 

value of test 1 
64 .25 .96 .73 .17 
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4.9.2 Item analysis-receptive test 2 

The minimum facility value of the test items was .36, which indicated a rather 

high difficulty to participants on a phrasal verb collocation, item 45 (bump into, 

fv= .36, frequency=1). The maximum facility value was .94 on v+n collocations, 

items 7 (play the guitar, fv= .94, frequency= 27) and 11 (cook dinner, fv= .94, 

frequency= 6) respectively; an adj+n collocation, item 31 (good news, fv= .94, 

frequency=4); phrasal verb collocations, items 35 (go away, fv= .94, 

frequency=7), and item 43 (go on, fv= .94, frequency= 7), which suggested the 

least difficulty to participants. We will not go into a partial analysis of the 

influence of frequency on the difficulty or easiness of these items as a later part 

of my analysis will look in detail at factors affecting difficulty. The general facility 

value of the test .73 indicated a rather easy level to participants as shown in 

Table (5). The facility value for each item can be seen in Appendix (H).  

Table (5): Receptive test 2 descriptive Statistics 

 

Number 
of  

Items 

Minimum 

facility value 

Maximum 

facility value 

General 

facility 

value 

Std. 

Deviation 

Receptive 2 

facility value 
64 .36 .94 .73 .16 

4.9.3 Item analysis-productive test 1  

In the first productive test, as shown in Table (6), among 64 items of the test, 

the minimum facility value was very low .02 which indicated a very high difficulty 

level and bad performance of various types of collocations; the v+n collocation 

item 1 (develop his skills, fv= .02, frequency= 2), the adj+n collocations item 17 

(prehistoric people, fv= .02, frequency= 1), and the phrasal verb collocation item 

38 (argue against, fv= .02, frequency= 3). However, the greatest facility value 

was on the prep+n collocation item 64 (of course, fv= .96, frequency= 47), 

which performed very well in the test. The general facility value of the test 

was .52 which demonstrated a medium performance of the test with a standard 

deviation of .28 which was a little farther from the expected value (0) than the 

receptive test was. The facility value for each item can be seen in Appendix (I). 

 Table (6): Item analysis-productive test 1 statistics 

 

Number 
of 

items 

Minimum 

facility 

value 

Maximum 

facility 

value 

General 

facility 

value 

Std. Deviation 

 

Facility value 64 .02 .96 .52 .28 
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4.9.4 Item analysis-productive test 2  

The second productive test yielded several results as shown in Table (7) and 

Appendix (J). The most and the least challenging items appeared to be from the 

same syntactic pattern; adj+n collocations. The item that created the biggest 

challenge and performed badly in the test was item 29 (alien spaceships, 

fv= .05, frequency=1) whereas the least challenging that performed well in the 

test was item 31 (happy birthday, fv= .98, frequency= 10). As it was the case 

with the receptive test item analysis, I will not go into a partial analysis of the 

influence of frequency on the difficulty or easiness of these items at this place 

as a later part of my analysis will look in detail at factors affecting difficulty. The 

general facility value of the test .56 indicted that the difficulty of the items in 

common was medium. 

Table (7): Item analysis-productive test 2 statistics 

 

Number 
of  

Items 

Minimum 

facility value 

Maximum 

facility value 

General 

facility 

value 

Std. 

Deviation 

Productive 2 

facility value 
64 .05 .98 .56 .24 

4.10 Reliability of the constructs 

Reliability tests of the scales were conducted to be sure that the constructs 

produce stable, consistent results, i.e., to check the degree to which the 

different test items that explore the same construct yield similar results, and for 

the fear of computing subscales. 

4.10.1 Reliability of the receptive test 1  

Reliability of this scale was checked through testing the internal consistency of 

its items. The scale appeared to have a good internal consistency, the 

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the test was .73. However, the item 8 (fly a 

plane, Corrected Item-Total Correlation (henceforth CITC) = -.06), item 9 (bend 

his knees, CITC= -0.001), item 55 (on a picnic, CITC= -. 03), and item 62 

(across the country, CITC= -0.008) appeared not to be well correlated with the 

total scale, and they seemed to have negative influences on the general scale. 

The greatest increase in alpha would come from removing item 8 (fly a plane) 

which increased reliability by .01. These items were clearly the worst performing 

ones, and they had small negative correlations with the overall score. This 

indicated that the weaker students tended to do better on them as shown in 
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Appendix (K). For improving the receptive scale reliability, it was decided to 

remove items 8, 9, 55, and 62 from the scale. Accordingly, the reliability of the 

scale increased to .75. However, the second reliability test revealed a negative 

correlation of item 16 (make a mistake, CITC= -.01) with the overall score as 

shown in Appendix (L).  

Consequently, in order to further promote the reliability of the scale, item 16 was 

deleted. Accordingly, the reliability Cronbach’s Alpha of the scale increased 

to .76, and no more negative correlations with the overall score were detected. 

Based on the above results, the test was taken reliable for achieving the study 

purposes after deleting five items, i.e., the scale preserved 59 out of 64 items.  

4.10.2 Reliability of the receptive test 2  

 The reliability test suggested a good internal consistency of the scale; the 

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the 64 items on the test was .76. Although the 

reliability of the scale was reasonable for the study purposes, the items 38 

(argue against, CITC= -0.01), item 64 (by accident, CITC= -.004), and 64 (of 

course, CITC= -.19) did not seem to be well correlated with the scale, and they 

had negative influences on the total scale. These items were obviously the 

worst performing ones as shown in Appendix (M). Consequently, to improve the 

reliability of the scale, I decided to remove these two items which increased the 

alpha value to .78 with retaining 62 items. Accordingly, the scale was 

considered reliable for achieving aims of the study. 

4.10.3 Reliability of the productive test 1  

The scale appeared to have a strong internal consistency level, the Cronbach’s 

alpha coefficient of the 64 items on the test was .93. All items seemed to be 

worthy of retention. The greatest increase in alpha would come from deleting 

item 35 (go away), but removal of this item would not result in an increase in the 

general reliability of the construct. All items correlated positively with the overall 

score to a good degree (lower r=. 07), and no items had negative influences on 

the scale’s overall score as shown in Appendix (N). Establishing on the results 

above, the productive test1 scale was found to be reliable for achieving the 

study aims. 

4.10.4 Reliability of the productive test 2  

The scale reliability was checked through testing the internal consistency of its 

items to make sure that all the items were measuring the same underlying 
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scale, participants’ productive collocational knowledge as a coherent, unified 

construct. The scale appeared to have a very strong internal consistency level. 

The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of the 64 items on the test was .95. No items 

appeared to have negative influences on the total scale and they seemed to be 

worthy of retention as could be seen in Appendix (O). The items were very well 

correlated with the total scale of the second productive collocational knowledge. 

Based on the results above, the second productive test scale was found to be 

reliable for the purposes of the study. 

However, for increasing the accuracy of the data analyses in the receptive-

receptive, productive-productive, and receptive-productive comparisons, we 

decided to have equal number of items of the same characteristics in all the 

tests. Accordingly, I removed the items 8, 9, 16, 38, 55, 62, and 64 from all the 

scales. The rationale behind selecting these items to be deleted was that the 

items (8, 9, 55, and 62) performed badly in the first receptive test whereas the 

items (38 and 64) performed badly in the second receptive test. As a result, 

number of items became 57 in each test. Worth mentioning, the deletion of the 

latter items did not result in dramatically changing the reliability levels of the 

constructs (before deletion: receptive 1= .76, productive 1= .93; receptive 

2= .78, productive 2= .95; after deletion: receptive 1= .75, productive 1= .93; 

receptive 2= .76, productive 2= .95). The change occurred only with the 

receptive scales; receptive 1 decreased from .76 to .75 while receptive 2 

decreased from .78 to .76. The productive test scales retained their previous 

reliability levels of .95. 

In conclusion, all the tests, receptively and productively at both times, first wave 

and second wave of data collection, were found to have performed well after 

applying various criteria to check their performance. First, validity of the 

constructs was sought; maintaining that the tests measured what they were 

supposed to measure, and that the test papers contents were established on 

the contents of the participants’ syllabus (Alias, 2005). Secondly, item analysis 

was conducted as a quality indicator of poor items in the tests. Accordingly, too 

easy and too difficult items which affected negatively on the whole constructs 

were discarded. Thirdly, reliability of the constructs was explored; the 

Cronbach’s alphas of the scales ranged between .76 and .95 which have been 

regarded as quite acceptable in such studies to range between .70 to .95 
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(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Fourthly, supporting measures were taken to 

enhance the validity and reliability of the constructs such as conducting pilot 

tests on native and non-native participants, ensuring clarity, relevancy, and 

achievability by all participants and administering the tests by the researcher 

himself. Fifth, the tests were answering the study questions by containing items 

with the features required for the study objectives, i.e., balancing items in terms 

of number of items and features of frequency, structures, transparency, and 

congruency with L1. In addition, the tests were affordable; they were not costly, 

practical, and applicable. Additionally, the design suited the general setting of 

time and place of the tests. Finally, the accuracy was sought as much as 

possible in all aspects of data collection to increase the validity and reliability of 

the tests and the yielded data.   

Finally, the size of effect of the significant t-tests results was also calculated in 

the current study. The effect size test is used to measure the strength or 

significance of an effect of a feature or an intervention (Becker, 2000) through 

quantifying the size of the difference between two groups, and it conveys the 

same information as a test of statistical significance, but with the emphasis on 

the significance of the effect, rather than the sample size (Coe, 2002). Coe 

(2002) argues that it can be of benefit for quantifying the effectiveness of a 

particular intervention or feature, relative to some comparison by focusing on 

the most important aspect of an intervention- the size of the effect- rather than 

its statistical significance, which conflates effect size and sample size. 

Accordingly, the effect size test can promote a more scientific approach to the 

accumulation of knowledge. For these reasons, effect size is an important tool 

in reporting and interpreting effectiveness. I employed Cohen's d (1988) for t-

test (independent samples) to assess the magnitude of the effect size. 

According to Cohen’s d for the independent samples t-test, Cohen's d is 

determined by calculating the mean difference between two groups, and then 

dividing the result by the pooled standard deviation. The effect size was 

calculated using the following formula: 

 Cohen's d = (M2 - M1) ⁄ SD pooled 

Where 

SD pooled = √((SD1
2 + SD2

2) ⁄ 2) (Cohen, 1988, p. 44) 

Cohen (1988, p. 25) suggested that d=0.2 be considered a 'small' effect size, 
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0.5 represents a 'medium' effect size and 0.8 a 'large' effect size. This means 

that if two groups' means do not differ by 0.2 standard deviations or more, the 

difference is trivial, even if it is statistically significant. Accordingly, the effect 

size was calculated only when the effect was statistically significant because 

there would be no sense in calculating the size of an effect, if there was no 

good reason to suppose there was any effect. 

4.11 Waves of data collection  

Data collection was on two waves over the academic year 2015-2016. I planned 

to leave about six months as interval between a wave and another to allow time 

for a recognisable development. The rationale behind this was the belief that 

learners’ collocational knowledge is usually slow and does not develop very fast 

at this stage of learning. The first wave of gathering data commenced in 

October 2015, and it was regarded as the baseline data. The first wave of data 

collection was of outstanding significance to the study and the participants as 

the impression it left on the test-takers partly determined the destiny of the next 

wave of data collection. Accordingly, great attention was paid to this wave of 

data collection. Great care was taken in terms of time length of the test, timing, 

place, test format, and nature of the items included in the tests. Shortcoming in 

any of these aspects could be affecting the data collection process, accordingly, 

the study findings. The second wave of data collection was in May 2016, and it 

was the closing wave of data collection. The importance of the second wave of 

data collection lied in that it carried the final and the highest point of 

development and the second pole of data for making comparisons that would 

be used for inferring L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development 

across the school year.  

4.12 Ethics (UK and Kurdistan) 

The many ethical lapses in conducting research in various research institutions 

in the past decades have emerged an increasing focus on researchers’ ethical 

responsibilities (Couch & Dodd, 2005).  Accordingly, the ethical guidelines 

within both contexts, the United Kingdom and Kurdistan region, were highly 

considered as one of the major prerequisites in conducting this study. In the 

former context, i.e., UK, I had to obtain the ethical approval from the college 

ethics committee of the University of Exeter to conduct the practical part of the 

current study, data collection, in Kurdistan (see Appendix A). As for the latter 
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context, i.e., Kurdistan Region, my main responsibilities, in compliance with 

BERA’s ethical guidelines (BERA, 2011, p. 5-10), comprised “responsibility 

towards, participants, research funding body, educational researchers’ 

community, educational professionals, policy decision-makers, and the general 

public.” 

 In the current study, the ethical concerns pivoted mainly on researcher’s 

responsibility towards participants. My responsibility, as a researcher, towards 

participants who were mostly under 18 years old was multifaceted. Prior to 

commencing the study, I needed to ensure voluntary informed consent from the 

targeted sample. They were informed about the aims, benefits, consequences, 

and potential disadvantages from their participations such as the time they 

would spend on the tests and the effort they would exert to do the tests (see 

Appendix A).  

Additionally, appropriate consent was sought from the local authorities in 

Kurdistan for conducting the pilot and data collection tests on students. A further 

sensitive issue was teachers’ and school administrations’ concerns about the 

confidentiality of data about their schools’ levels in general and English in 

particular to which a special attention was paid. It was assured to them that all 

the data are kept highly confidential and used for research purposes only. 

Openness and disclosure was another aspect of this responsibility. The 

recruited participants were not deceived or tricked to take part in the study. 

However, some procedures were adopted, with the local authority approval, to 

motivate their participation and reduce the attrition rate such as explaining the 

significance of the taken tests for the school evaluation and spotting strengths 

and weaknesses of the curriculum.  

A further responsibility aspect towards participants was their right to withdraw 

from the study. Individual withdrawals from the study at any time for any reason 

was guaranteed without any consequences on participants. However, exploring 

the reasons behind their dropping and any persuasion possibility of re-engaging 

them into the study was sought without any pressure on their decision-making.  

Incentives were offered such as useful websites of learning English, and the 

negative consequences of any incentive was considered in advance to avoid 

their effects on participants, accordingly, on the study findings. Moreover, any 
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expected detriments or harms that might occur as a result of their participation 

before or during the study were brought to their attention. 

Finally, participants’ privacy and their data confidentiality were of great 

significance in the study. Students commonly seemed to be very sensitive 

towards disclosing their data to others. Accordingly, the anonymity and 

confidentiality of their data were assured and made clear to them prior to have 

the research got underway. Otherwise, if some participants wished to have their 

data disclosed after scoring their test papers, this was also guaranteed. 
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Chapter five 

Data analyses and results 

Data analyses were conducted on two waves of data. Accordingly, both 

analyses were carried out separately. Analysing the first wave of data was 

conducted immediately after its collection at the beginning of the school year 

under study. Analysing the second wave of data was carried out at the end of 

the school year after collecting data from participants. In the same order, 

analyses of the first wave of data will be presented before introducing the 

analyses of the second wave of data in this chapter. The analyses of each data 

wave explore participants’ characteristics, and the relationship between 

knowledge of collocations and each of gender of participants; frequency of 

collocations in students’ school textbooks; syntactic structures of collocations; 

semantic transparency, and congruency with L1 successively. Additionally, 

participants’ collocational knowledge development is examined. The results of 

the following data analyses provide answers to the study questions mentioned 

earlier in the methodology chapter (Section 4.1). 

5.1 First wave data analyses 

The first wave of data collection was conducted successfully after dealing with 

the shortcomings that were identified in the pilot tests. The analyses of this part 

of the tests dealt with examining participants’ demographics, gender influence 

on the participants’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge, and 

exploring the relationships between participants’ collocational knowledge and 

the four features of collocations- frequency, syntactic structure, semantic 

transparency, and congruency with L1.  

5.1.1 Participants’ characteristics 

The 252 participants were of both sexes; males were 87 who comprised about 

35% of the participants whereas females were 165 who made up about 65% of 

the total participants. 

5.1.2 Exploring relationships  

The relationships were explored between various aspects of the participants’ 

collocational receptive and productive knowledge. The probed aspects included 

the relationship between knowledge of collocations and  

• gender of participants;  
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• frequency of collocations in students’ school textbooks;  

• syntactic structures of collocations;  

• semantic transparency; 

• L1 congruency.  

The analyses are conducted in the order mentioned above as explained in the 

following sections.  

5.1.2.1 Receptive test 1 analyses 

5.1.2.1.1 Gender 

The impact of gender on the participants’ receptive collocational knowledge was 

carried out by a two-tailed independent-samples t-test. As Table (8) shows, 

males (M= 43.57) on average scored slightly higher than females (M= 41.53). 

Equal variances were not assumed as the Levene’s test was significant. An 

independent-samples t-test revealed a statistically significant difference 

between the mean scores of both groups, males and females, t(250)= 2.42, 

p< .05, d= .30, but the effect size was small. According to Cohen (1988), effect 

size from .2 to .5 is small. In other words, although the difference between the 

means of both groups was statistically significant, the effect of the gender factor 

was small in its influence on the collocational knowledge of males and females.  

Table (8): Receptive test 1- gender group statistics 

 

Participants’ 

gender 

Number of 

participants Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

Receptive total 

scores 1 

Male 87 43.57 6.85 .73 

Female 165 41.53 5.38 .42 

According to the results above, males did better and achieved higher scores on 

collocations than females in the receptive test 1. 

5.1.2.1.2 Frequency  

The influence of frequency of collocations on the participants’ collocational 

receptive knowledge was examined in this test. As it was explained in the 

methodology chapter (Section 4.6.4), collocations, according to their frequency, 

were not divided into high-frequency and low-frequency items, rather, items 

were ranked according to their frequencies in the textbooks. Accordingly, the 

comparison was made between the actual number of occurrences of the items 

in the participants’ textbooks, log frequency, and the facility value of the items. 

The relationship between frequency of collocations and difficulty of the items 
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was examined by conducting a Pearson correlation analysis. The results 

indicated a statistically significant, positive, moderate relationship (r = .47, N = 

57, p< .05) between log frequency and facility value of the items. In other 

words, higher levels of facility values were generally associated with higher 

levels of frequency; frequent items were less challenging than less frequent 

ones. Accordingly, participants’ receptive knowledge of the collocations with 

higher frequencies was higher than their knowledge of the items with lower 

frequencies.  

5.1.2.1.3 Syntactic structure 

This aspect of the test examined the influence of the syntactic structure of 

collocations on the participants’ collocational receptive knowledge. As it was 

explained in the methodology chapter (Section 4.6.4), collocations were divided 

according to their syntactic structure into lexical collocations, which consist of 

v+n and adj+n collocations, and grammatical collocations, which consist of 

phrasal verb and prep+n collocations. To this end, a one-way ANOVA was 

conducted to examine whether there were statistically significant differences 

among the facility values of the different syntactic patterns of collocations. Equal 

variances were assumed as the Levene’s test was not significant.  

The results revealed statistically significant differences among the syntactic 

groups, F (3, 53) = 3.20, p < .05. Post-hoc Games-Howell tests revealed 

statistically significant differences between the facility values of adj+n and 

phrasal verb items and between phrasal verb and prep+n items. The results 

indicated a significant influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the 

facility values of each of these structures as shown in Table (9) and Table (10).  

Table (9): Receptive test 1- syntactic structure statistics 

 

Numbe

r of 

items 

Facilit

y 

value 

mean 

Std. 

Deviatio

n 

Std. 

Erro

r 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

Mean Minimu

m 

facility 

value 

Maximu

m facility 

value  

Lower 

Boun

d 

Upper 

Boun

d 

v+n 13 0.74 0.15 0.04 0.64 0.83 .44 .91 

adj+n 16 0.70 0.15 0.04 0.62 0.79 .46 .94 

phrasal 

verb 
15 0.84 0.11 0.03 0.77 0.90 .59 .96 

prep+n 13 0.68 0.17 0.05 0.58 0.78 .41 .96 
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Total 57 0.74 0.16 0.02 0.70 0.78 .41 .96 

 

Table (10): Receptive test 1- syntactic structure post-hoc Games-Howell   

(I) part of 

speech 

(J) part of 

speech 

Mean 

Difference (I-J) 

Std. 

Error Sig. 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

v+n adj+n 0.03 0.06 0.95 -0.13 0.19 

phrasal 

verb 
-0.10 0.05 0.23 -0.25 0.04 

prep+n 0.05 0.06 0.82 -0.12 0.23 

adj+n v+n -0.03 0.06 0.95 -0.19 0.13 

phrasal 

verb 
-.13358* 0.05 0.048 -0.27 0.00 

prep+n 0.02 0.06 0.98 -0.14 0.19 

phrasal 

verb 

v+n 0.10 0.05 0.23 -0.04 0.25 

adj+n .13358* 0.05 0.048 0.00 0.27 

prep+n .15656* 0.05 0.044 0.00 0.31 

prep+n v+n -0.05 0.06 0.82 -0.23 0.12 

adj+n -0.02 0.06 0.98 -0.19 0.14 

phrasal 

verb 
-.15656* 0.05 0.044 -0.31 0.00 

Accordingly, phrasal verb collocations appeared to be less challenging than 

adj+n and prep+n but not less challenging than v+n collocations. In other words, 

the syntactic structure of collocations seemed to have significantly affected the 

difficulty of the items, accordingly, participants’ receptive knowledge of 

collocations.  

5.1.2.1.4 Semantic transparency 

The present test examined the impact of the semantic transparency of the 

collocational items on the participants’ receptive knowledge of collocations. As a 

reminder, as it was explained in the methodology chapter (Section 4.6.4), 

collocations were divided according to their semantic transparency into 

transparent and opaque collocations. An independent-samples t-test was 

conducted to investigate the influence of the semantic transparency of 

collocations on the difficulty of the items. As the Levene’s test was not 

statistically significant, equal variances were assumed. An independent-

samples t-test did not reveal a statistically significant difference between the 

facility value on transparent and opaque collocations, t(55) = - .58, p> .05. In 

other words, the semantic transparency of collocations did not seem to have a 
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significant influence on the difficulty of the items, accordingly, participants’ 

receptive knowledge of collocations.  

5.1.2.1.5 L1 congruency 

The influence of congruency with L1 on the participants’ receptive knowledge of 

collocations was examined in this test. To refresh memory, as it was explained 

in the methodology chapter (Section 4.6.4), collocations were divided according 

to congruency with L1 into congruent and incongruent collocations. An 

independent- samples t-test was conducted to investigate the influence of 

congruency with L1 on the difficulty of the items. As the Levene’s test was not 

statistically significant, equal variances were assumed. The test results showed 

that this difference was not statistically significant, t(55) = .63, p> .05. 

Accordingly, no significant impact of congruency with L1 was found on the 

difficulty of the items, accordingly, participants’ receptive collocational 

knowledge in this test. 

5.1.2.2 Productive test 1 analyses 

5.1.2.2.1 Gender  

An independent-samples t-test was also conducted to compare the productive 

collocational knowledge for males and females. As Table (11) shows, males 

(M= 31.72) on average scored slightly higher than females (M= 27.04). Equal 

variances were not assumed as the Levene’s test was significant. An 

independent-samples t-test showed this difference to be statistically significant, 

t(250)= 3.16, p< . 05, d= .39, but the effect size was rather small. Based on 

Cohen’s (1988) suggestions, effect size of .39 is considered small. In other 

words, although the difference between the means of both groups was 

statistically significant, the effect of the gender factor was small in its influence 

on the collocational knowledge of males and females. 

Table (11): Productive test 1- gender group statistics 

 participant's 

gender N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

Productive total 

scores 1 

Male 87 31.72 12.10 1.30 

Female 165 27.04 9.28 .72 

Accordingly, male participants seemed to be productively more competent than 

females in producing their textbook English collocations in the productive test 1. 

5.1.2.2.2 Frequency 
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In order to examine the relationship between the frequency of collocations and 

participants’ productive collocational knowledge, a Pearson correlation analysis 

was carried out. The results revealed a statistically significant, positive, 

moderate relationship (r= .49, N = 57, p< .05) between log frequency and 

productive facility value; higher levels of productive collocational knowledge 

were associated with higher levels of frequency. In other words, participants did 

better with collocations of higher frequency whereas they were more challenged 

with items of less frequency in the productive test 1. 

5.1.2.2.3 Syntactic structure 

The influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the participants’ 

productive collocational knowledge was examined by running a one-way 

ANOVA test. Equal variances were not assumed as the Levene’s test was 

significant. The ANOVA results revealed no statistically significant differences 

among the syntactic groups, F (3, 53) = 2.13, p > .05 (see Table 12 and Table 

13).  

Table (12): Productive test 1- syntactic structure of collocations   

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups .46 3 .15 2.13 .11 

Within Groups 3.79 53 .07   

Total 4.25 56    

In other words, the syntactic structures of collocations were found to have no 

significant impact on the participants’ productive knowledge of the tested 

collocations in the productive test 1.   

5.1.2.2.4 Semantic transparency  

Table (13): Productive test 1- syntactic structure of collocations descriptives 

 

Number 

of items 

Facility 

value 

Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

Mean 

Minimum Maximum 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

v+n 13 .59 .28 .08 .42 .76 .02 .92 

adj+n 16 .44 .32 .08 .26 .61 .02 .89 

phrasal 

verb 
15 .41 .24 .06 .27 .54 .07 .83 

prep+n 13 .61 .20 .06 .49 .73 .13 .86 

Total 57 .50 .28 .04 .43 .58 .02 .92 
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The influence of the semantic transparency of collocations on the participants’ 

productive collocational knowledge was examined by conducting an 

independent-samples t-test. As the Levene’s test was not statistically 

significant, the assumption of homogeneity of variances was not violated and 

equal variances were assumed. An independent-samples t-test did not reveal a 

statistically significant difference between facility value mean of the transparent 

collocations and their facility value of the opaque ones, t(55) = - .49, p> .05. In 

conclusion, the semantic transparency of collocations did not seem to have a 

notable impact on the participants’ productive knowledge in the productive test 

1. 

5.1.2.2.5 L1 congruency  

An independent-samples t-test was carried out to examine the impact of 

congruency with L1 on the participants’ productive collocational knowledge. As 

the Levene’s test was not statistically significant, equal variances were 

assumed. An independent-samples t-test showed no statistically significant 

difference between participants’ facility value of the congruent collocations and 

their facility value of the incongruent ones, t(55) = .01, p> .05. In sum, the 

results indicated no significant influence of congruency of the collocations with 

participants’ L1 on the productive collocational knowledge in the productive test 

1.  

5.2 Second wave data analyses 

The second wave of data collection was conducted in the last week of April 

2016. In general, the procedures followed in running and analysing the second 

wave of the tests were the same followed in conducting the first one. In the 

following sections, the test results and their analyses will be presented. 

5.2.1 Receptive test 2 analyses 

5.2.1.1 Gender  

The influence of gender on the participants’ receptive collocational knowledge 

was carried out by a two-tailed independent-samples t-test. As Table (14) 

shows, males (M= 42.86) on average scored slightly higher than females (M= 

40.70). The Sig. value of Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that 

the assumption of equal variances was violated i.e., equal variances were not 

assumed. An independent-samples t-test indicated a statistically significant 

difference between the mean scores of both groups, males and females, 
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t(250)= 2.49, p< .05, d= .31, but the effect size was small. In other words, 

although the difference between the means of both groups was statistically 

significant, the effect of the gender factor was small in its influence on the 

collocational knowledge of males and females.  

Table (14): Receptive test 2- gender group statistics 

 participant's 

gender N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

Receptive total 

scores 2 

Male 87 42.86 6.92 .74 

Female 165 40.70 5.75 .45 

This indicated a moderate effect of gender role in explaining the differences 

between the mean scores of both groups, and that the differences were not 

occurred by chance. Establishing on the results above, males were found to 

achieve higher scores on collocations than females in the receptive test 2.  

5.2.1.2 Frequency 

A Pearson correlation analysis was conducted to explore the relationship 

between collocations frequency and participants’ receptive collocational 

knowledge. The results indicated a statistically significant, positive moderate 

relationship between log frequency and the receptive facility value of the second 

receptive test, r = .41, N = 57, p< .05; higher levels of log frequency were 

moderately associated with higher levels of receptive facility values. The results 

implied a positive relationship between the frequency of occurrence of 

collocations in the textbooks and participants’ receptive knowledge of the items; 

the more frequent collocations were found to be easier to recognise than the 

less frequent ones in the receptive test 2. In conclusion, participants’ knowledge 

of the higher frequency items was more than their knowledge of the lower 

frequency items in this test. 

5.2.1.3 Syntactic structure 

The influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the participants’ 

collocational receptive knowledge was explored. A one-way ANOVA analysis 

was conducted to examine whether there were statistically significant 

differences among collocations in different syntactic structures groups in 

relation to their receptive knowledge. The statistic descriptives of the test were 

as shown in Table (15). 

Table (15): Receptive test 2- syntactic structures statistics 
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Number 

of items 

Facility 

value 

mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval for 

Mean Minimum 

facility 

value  

Maximum 

facility 

value 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

v+n 13 0.72 0.19 0.05 0.61 0.83 .37 .94 

adj+n 16 0.71 0.16 0.04 0.62 0.79 .38 .94 

phrasal 

verb 
15 0.77 0.17 0.04 0.68 0.86 .36 .94 

prep+n 13 0.71 0.14 0.04 0.62 0.79 .42 .92 

Total 57 0.73 0.16 0.02 0.68 0.77 .36 .94 

The Levene’s test Sig. value indicated homogeneity of variances, accordingly, 

equality of variances was assumed. The ANOVA test results did not reveal 

statistically significant differences among the four syntactic groups of 

collocations, F (3, 53) = .55, p> .05, as shown in Table (16).  

Table (16): Receptive test 2- syntactic structures ANOVA 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups .04 3 .02 .55 .65 

Within Groups 1.43 53 .03   

Total 1.47 56    

In conclusion, the grammatical structure of collocations did not appear to have a 

statistically significant influence on the participants’ receptive collocational 

knowledge in the receptive test 2. 

5.2.1.4 Semantic transparency  

Investigating the impact of the semantic transparency of collocations on 

participants’ receptive collocational knowledge was carried out by running an 

independent-samples t-test. Equal variances were assumed since the Levene’s 

test was not statistically significant. However, an independent-samples t-test did 

not reveal a statistically significant difference between participants’ facility value 

mean on the transparent collocations and their facility value average on the 

opaque ones, t(55) = - 1.51, p> .05. In conclusion, the results indicated no 

magnitude impact of the semantic transparency of the collocational items on the 

participants’ receptive knowledge in their second session of the receptive test. 

5.2.1.5 L1 congruency 

Examining the influence of congruency of English collocations with participants’ 

L1, Kurdish, collocations on the participants’ receptive collocational knowledge 
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was carried out by conducting an independent-samples t-test. The Levene’s test 

Sig. value indicated that the test was not significant, accordingly, equal 

variances were assumed. The independent-samples t-test results revealed no 

statistically significant difference between participants’ receptive facility value 

average of the congruent collocations and that of the incongruent ones, t(55) 

= .81, p> .05. Accordingly, the test results demonstrated no significant influence 

of the collocations congruency with L1 on the participants’ receptive 

collocational knowledge in the second receptive test. 

5.2.2 Productive test 2 analyses 

5.2.2.1 Gender  

An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare the productive 

collocational knowledge for males and females. As Table (17) shows, males 

mean score was (M= 34.43) whereas that of females was (M= 31.45). The Sig. 

value of Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that the assumption of 

equal variances was not violated, i.e., equal variances were assumed. An 

independent-samples t-test showed that the difference between both groups 

was not statistically significant, t(250) = 1.80, p> .05. 

Table (17): Productive test 2- gender group statistics 

 Participant's 

gender N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

Productive total 

scores 2 

Male 87 34.43 13.73 1.47 

Female 165 31.45 11.71 .91 

Accordingly, the results indicated that males were not significantly more 

competent than females in producing their textbook English collocations in the 

productive test 2.  

Table (18): Productive test 2- syntactic structure of collocations descriptives 

 N 

Facility 

value 

mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence 

Interval for 

Mean 

Minimum Maximum 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

v+n 13 0.51 0.26 0.07 0.35 0.67 0.12 0.94 

adj+n 16 0.45 0.27 0.07 0.31 0.60 0.05 0.98 

phrasal 

verb 15 0.67 0.18 0.05 0.57 0.76 0.21 0.87 

prep+n 13 0.66 0.15 0.04 0.57 0.76 0.36 0.83 

Total 57 0.57 0.24 0.03 0.51 0.63 0.05 0.98 
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5.2.2.2 Frequency 

The relationship between collocations frequency and participants’ productive 

collocational knowledge was examined by running a Pearson correlation 

analysis. The results revealed a statistically significant, positive, moderate 

relationship between log frequency and facility value of the productive test items 

(r = .54, N = 57, p< .05); higher facility value means were associated with 

collocations of higher log frequency values.  In other words, participants did 

better on collocations with higher frequencies than collocations with lower 

frequencies in their curricula textbooks in the productive test 2. 

5.2.2.3 Syntactic structure  

The collocation syntactic structure influence on the participants’ collocational 

productive knowledge was examined by running a one-way ANOVA test. It was 

conducted to examine whether there were statistically significant differences 

among collocations in different syntactic structure groups. The statistic 

descriptives of the four syntactic groups were as shown in Table (18). Equal 

variances were not assumed as the Levene’s test was significant, accordingly, 

the homogeneity of variances assumption was violated. A one-way ANOVA test 

results indicated that the overall differences among the syntactic groups were 

statistically significant, F (3, 53) = 3.44, p< .05, Table (19).  

Table (19): Productive test 2- syntactic structure of collocations ANOVA 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups .51 3 .17 3.44 .02 

Within Groups 2.64 53 .05   

Total 3.16 56    

However, a post hoc test did not reveal statistically significant differences 

among the individual syntactic groups. In total, the syntactic structure seemed 

to have influenced the participants’ productive collocational knowledge. 

However, at the individual level of the collocations patterns, the test did not 

reveal a significant difference among the individual patterns. 

5.2.2.4 Semantic transparency  

An independent-samples t-test was carried out to examine the semantic 

transparency of collocations impact on participants’ productive collocational 

knowledge. As the Levene’s test was not statistically significant, equal 

variances were assumed. An independent-samples t-test did not reveal a 

statistically significant difference between participants’ facility value on the 
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transparent collocations and their facility value on the opaque ones, t(55) = .25, 

p> .05). In sum, the semantic transparency of the tested collocations did not 

show a statistically significant influence on the participants’ productive 

knowledge in the productive test 2.  

5.2.2.5 L1 congruency  

An independent- samples t-test was carried out to examine the congruency with 

L1 impact on the participants’ productive collocational knowledge. As the 

Levene’s test was not statistically significant, equal variances were assumed. 

The difference between participants’ facility value on the congruent collocations 

and their facility value on the incongruent ones appeared to be statistically not 

significant, t(55) = - .29, p> .05). In sum, congruency of English collocations with 

the participants’ L1 did not seem to have a significant impact on the participants’ 

productive knowledge in the second session of the productive test. 

5.3 Summary 

To give an overall view of the influence of the four collocational features under 

focus, the conducted analyses and their results and to facilitate making 

comparisons between the results of both waves of data collection, a summary 

of the test results are presented below as show in Table (20). 

Table (20): Collocational knowledge analyses and results summary  

Features 
Time 1 (first wave data) Time 2 (second wave data) 

Receptive Productive Receptive Productive 

Gender 

Significant, 

Male>Female  

t(250) = 2.42, 

p<.05, d= .30) 

Significant, 

Male>Female, 

t(250) = 3.16, 

p<. 05, d= .39) 

Significant, 

Male>Female, 

t(250) = 2.49, 

p< .05, d= .31) 

Not 

significant, 

t(250) = 

1.80, p> .05 

Frequency 

Significant,  

facility value 

increases with 

frequency, 

(r = .47, N = 

57, p< .05) 

Significant,  

facility value 

increases with 

frequency, 

(r= .49, N = 

57, p< .05) 

Significant,  

facility value 

increases with 

frequency, 

(r = .41, N = 

57, p< .05) 

Significant,  

facility 

value 

increases 

with 

frequency, 

(r = .54, N 

= 57, 

p< .05) 
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Syntactic 

structure 

Significant,  

facility value 

varies 

according to 

the syntactic 

structure, 

F (3, 53) = 

3.20, p< .05 

Not significant, 

F (3, 53) = 

3.60, p> .05 

Not significant, 

F (3, 53) = .55, 

p> .05 

Significant,  

facility 

value 

varies 

according 

to the 

syntactic 

structure, 

F (3, 53) = 

3.44, p< .05 

Semantic 

transparency 

Not 

significant, 

t(55) = - .58, 

p> .05) 

Not significant, 

t(55) = - .49, 

p> .05) 

Not significant, 

t(55) = - 1.51, 

p> .05) 

Not 

significant, 

t(55) = .25, 

p> .05 

L1 

congruency 

Not 

significant, 

 t(55) = .63, 

p> .05) 

Not significant, 

t(55) = .01, 

p> .05) 

Not significant, 

t(55) = .81, 

p> .05) 

Not 

significant, 

t(55) = 

- .29, 

p> .05 

5.4 Collocational knowledge development  

One of the main aims of the current study was exploring Kurdish students’ 

collocational knowledge development throughout one school year. Commonly, 

the results indicated that participants of the current study had a command of 

63.5% of the total test items (i.e., 63.5% correct answers). However, this 

knowledge varied according to the receptive and productive dimensions. 

Receptively, the results indicated that participants had a mastery of 73.4% of 

the receptive test items. However, productively, the results indicated 

participants’ knowledge of 53.6% of the productive test items (i.e., 53.6% 

correct answers). Accordingly, participants’ receptive collocational knowledge 

exceeded their productive knowledge of collocations, and the difference 

between participants’ collocational knowledge of these two dimensions was 

statistically significant, t(251) = 6.17, p< .05, d= .53, and the effect size was 

medium (see Table 22). 
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Generally, the results of the data analyses of the participants’ collocational 

knowledge development indicated three different cases of change in 

knowledge: statistically significant increase in the participants’ collocational 

knowledge, statistically significant decrease in the participants’ collocational 

knowledge, and no statistically significant results (see Table 21). 

The aspects of participants’ collocational knowledge which showed statistically 

significant knowledge developments through the school year were total 

collocational knowledge (+2.7%), productive collocational knowledge (+6.7%), 

male productive collocational knowledge (+4.7%), female productive 

collocational knowledge (+7.8%), productive higher frequency collocational 

knowledge (+9%), productive lower frequency collocational knowledge 

(+20.9%), productive grammatical collocational knowledge (+16.3%), productive 

transparent collocational knowledge (+9.3%), productive opaque collocational 

knowledge (+4.1%), productive congruent collocational knowledge (+5.9%), and 

productive incongruent collocational knowledge (+7.7%). 

In contrast, the aspects which revealed significant decreases in the participants’ 

collocational knowledge included receptive higher frequency collocational 

knowledge (-3.5%), receptive grammatical collocational knowledge (-2.1%), 

receptive transparent collocational knowledge (-3.4%), receptive incongruent 

collocational knowledge (-1.7%), and productive lexical collocational knowledge 

(-2.5%). 

However, some other aspects of the participants’ collocational knowledge 

revealed no significant changes. These aspects included receptive collocational 

knowledge, male receptive knowledge, female receptive knowledge, receptive 

lower frequency collocational knowledge, receptive lexical collocational 

knowledge, receptive opaque collocational knowledge, and receptive congruent 

collocational knowledge.  

Worth mentioning, the aspects which revealed declining or no statistically 

significant change in the participants’ collocational knowledge were mainly in 

the receptive dimension whereas the aspects which developed over the school 

year were generally in their productive knowledge.  

To provide an overall view of the statistical results and facilitate making 

comparisons between the different aspects of participants’ collocational 
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knowledge, a summary of the results discussed above are presented in Table 

(21). 

Table (21): Collocational knowledge development results summary 

Variables knowledge 

development 
Time 1 Time 2 

Gain= 

(T2-T1) 
Significance 

Total collocational 

knowledge 

M= 70.89, 

SE= .91 

M= 73.93, 

SE= 1.06 

M= 3.04, 

SE= .79 

Significant, 

t(251)= 3.83, 

p< .05, d= .19 

Receptive 

collocational 

knowledge  

M= 42.24, 

SE= .38 

M= 41.45, 

SE= .39 

M= -.79, 

SE= .41 

Not significant, 

t(251)= -1.94, 

p> .054   

Productive 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 28.65, 

SE= .67 

M=32.48, 

SE= .79 

M= 3.83, 

SE= .66 

Significant,  

t(251)= 5.84, 

p< .05, d= .33 

Male receptive 

knowledge  

M= 43.57, 

SE= .73 

M= 42.86, 

SE= .74 

M= -.71, 

SE= .70 

Not significant,   

t(86)= -1.02, 

p> .05 

Female receptive 

knowledge   

M= 41.53, 

SE= .42 

M= 40.70, 

SE= .45 

M= -.83, 

SE= .50 

Not significant,  

t(164)= -1.65, 

p> .05 

Receptive higher 

frequency 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=23.67, 

SE= .20 

M= 22.87, 

SE= .20 

M= -.80, 

SE= .25 

Significant,  

t(251)= -3.25, 

p< .05, d= .25 

Receptive lower 

frequency 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=18.57, 

SE= .22 

M= 18.58, 

SE= .27 

M= .01, 

SE= .27 

Not significant,  

t(251)= .05, 

p> .05 

Receptive lexical 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 20.84, 

SE= .21 

M= 20.65, 

SE= .21 

M= -.19, 

SE= .24 

Not significant,  

t(251)= -.81, 

p> .05 

Receptive 

grammatical 

M= 21.40, 

SE= .22 

M= 20.80, 

SE= .22 

M= -.60, 

SE= .24 

Significant,  

t(251)= -2.46, 

p< .05, d= .17 
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collocational 

knowledge 

Receptive transparent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 21.15, 

SE= .20    

M= 20.17, 

SE= .23   

M= -.98, 

SE= .24    

 Significant,  

t(251)= -4.04, 

p< .05, d= .29 

Receptive opaque 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 21.09, 

SE= .23    

M= 21.28, 

SE= .21  

M= .19, 

SE= .25    

Not significant,   

t(251)= .76, 

p> .05 

Receptive congruent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 23.36, 

SE= .23      

M= 23.02, 

SE= .22      

M= -.34, 

SE= .26     

Not significant,   

t(251)= -1.31, 

p> .05  

Receptive incongruent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 18.88, 

SE= .19   

M= 18.43, 

SE= .22     

M= -.45, 

SE= .29   

Significant,  

t(251)= -1.99, 

p< .05, d= .14  

Male productive 

knowledge 

M= 31.72, 

SE= 1.3 

M= 34.43, 

SE= 1.5  

M= 2.70, 

SE= 1.08 

Significant,   

t(86) = 2.50, 

p< .05, d= .21 

Female productive 

knowledge 

M= 27.04, 

SE= .72  

M= 31.45, 

SE= .91 

M= 4.42, 

SE= .82 

Significant,   

t(164)= 5.38, 

p< .05, d= .42 

Productive higher 

frequency 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=18.01, 

SE= .31 

M= 19.62, 

SE= .41 

M= 1.61, 

SE= .38 

Significant,  

t(251)= 4.63, 

p< .05, d= .28 

Productive lower 

frequency 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 10.65, 

SE= .39 

M= 12.87, 

SE= 41 

M= 2.22, 

SE= .36 

Significant,  

t(251)= 6.10, 

p< .05, d= .35 

Productive lexical 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 14.63, 

SE= .35    

M= 13.90, 

SE= .39    

M= -.73, 

SE= .31    

Significant,  

t(251)= -2.35, 

p< .05, d= .13 

Productive 

grammatical 

M= 14.02, 

SE= .37  

M= 18.58, 

SE= .47    

M= 4.56, 

SE= .47     

Significant,  

t(251)= 9.81, 

p< .05, d= .68 
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collocational 

knowledge  

Productive 

transparent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M= 14.06, 

SE= .33  

M= 16.75, 

SE= .41 

M= 2.69, 

SE= .34 

Significant,  

t(251)= 7.92, 

p< .05, d= .46 

Productive opaque 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=14.60, 

SE= .36 

M= 15.73, 

SE= .40 

M= 1.14, 

SE= .37 

Significant,  

t(251)= 3.10, 

p< .05, d= .19 

Productive congruent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=15.61, 

SE= .37 

M= 17.43, 

SE= .46 

M= 1.82, 

SE= .38 

Significant,  

t(251)= 4.79, 

p< .05, d= .28 

Productive 

incongruent 

collocational 

knowledge 

M=13.05, 

SE= .32 

M= 15.05, 

SE= .35 

M= 2.00, 

SE= .32 

Significant,  

t(251)= 6.30, 

p< .05, d= .38 

However, the next part of the analysis looked at how improvements in 

collocational knowledge were related to key variables. Specifically, it compared 

the gain scores achieved by males vs females, on productive vs receptive 

versions of the test, and for the different collocation types: higher frequency vs 

lower frequency, lexical vs grammatical, transparent vs opaque, and congruent 

vs incongruent. 

From a gender perspective, the test results of the individual tests, i.e., one-shot 

data tests, commonly indicated a statistically significant influence of gender on 

the participants’ collocational knowledge (see Table 20).  However, the 

analytical results of contrasting the knowledge development of males with 

females indicated no statistically significant differences between male and 

female participants’ collocational knowledge development over the school year 

neither receptively, t(250) = .14, p> .05, nor productively, t(250)= -1.25, p> .05 

(see Table 22). Since the influence of gender on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge was statistically significant in most of the individual tests, the non-

significant results of the difference between the amount of knowledge 

development of males and females may imply that one school year is not 

sufficient to demonstrate this influence on their knowledge development, or a 
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change in learners’ attitude towards learning occurred during this period such 

as females being more motivated to learn than males. 

From a frequency view, the results of analysing participants’ knowledge 

development of higher frequency and lower frequency collocations indicated 

that participants’ knowledge of the higher frequency collocations increased 

significantly more than their knowledge of the lower frequency items (see Table 

22). Receptively, development in the participants’ knowledge of the higher 

frequency collocations exceeded significantly their knowledge of the lower 

frequency items, t(251) = 28.72, p< .05, d= .63, and the effect size was 

medium, according to Cohen (1988), effect size from .5 to .8 is considered 

medium. In other words, the influence of the frequency feature on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge development was of medium strength.  

Similarly, development in the participants’ productive knowledge of the higher 

frequency collocations exceeded significantly their knowledge of the lower 

frequency items, t(251)= 38.83, p< .05, d= .55, and the effect size was medium. 

Interestingly, the amount of knowledge development of the lower frequency 

items was more than that of the higher frequency items over the school year 

receptively, t(251)= -2.62, p< .05, d= .20, and productively, t(251) = -2.20, 

p< .05, d= .12, but the effect size was small for the former and trivial for the 

latter, according to Cohen (1988), if two groups' means do not differ by 0.2 

standard deviations or more, the difference is trivial, even if it is statistically 

significant. This might indicate that participants had paid more attention to lower 

frequency items at this level of language learning. 

Syntactically, the test results of the individual tests, i.e., one-shot data tests, 

generally indicated a statistically significant influence, though the influence was 

not consistent across all the tests, of the syntactic structure of collocations on 

the participants’ collocational knowledge (see Table 20). Developmentally, the 

results generally indicated that the amount of knowledge development of the 

grammatical collocations exceeded significantly the amount of participants’ 

knowledge development of the lexical collocations. Receptively, the results 

indicated no statistically significant difference between participants’ knowledge 

development of the grammatical and lexical collocations. However, productively, 

the results indicated that participants’ knowledge development of the 

grammatical collocations exceeded significantly their knowledge development of 
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the lexical collocations and the difference was large (mean difference M= 5.29) 

(see Table 22).   

From a semantic transparency perspective, the test results of the individual 

tests, i.e., one-shot data tests, indicated no statistically significant influence of 

the semantic transparency on the participants’ collocational knowledge (see 

Table 20). However, the influence of the semantic transparency on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge was clearer through analysing participants’ 

collocational knowledge development over the school year. This may indicate 

the appropriateness of longitudinal designs in spotting the slow changes in 

learners’ collocational knowledge over time which cannot be identified by one-

shot data study designs. The developmental analyses of the results (see Table 

22), revealed that the amount of development in the receptive knowledge of 

opaque collocations was significantly more than that in the receptive knowledge 

development of the transparent collocations (mean difference M= 1.17). In 

contrast, productively, the results revealed that the amount of development in 

the knowledge of transparent collocations was significantly more than that in the 

knowledge development of the opaque collocations (mean difference M= 1.17). 

The inconsistency in the results of knowledge development could be credited to 

the characteristics of the items such as their degree of difficulty to the 

participants or the test design; recalling opaque collocations in receptive test 

designs may be easier than remembering the same items in the productive 

tests. Additionally, opaque collocations may attract learners’ attention more than 

transparent items due to their emphasis on more challenging items than the 

transparent collocations. Accordingly, opaque collocations seemed less 

challenging in the receptive tests and more difficult to guess in the productive 

tests. The anticipated reasons behind inconsistency in the results will be 

discussed in more detail in the discussion chapter. 

From a L1 congruency perspective, the test results of the individual tests, i.e., 

one-shot data tests, indicated no statistically significant influence of the 

congruency with participants’ L1 collocations on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge (see Table 20). Similarly, developmentally, the results revealed, 

receptively and productively, no statistically significant difference between the 

amount of participants’ knowledge development of congruent and incongruent 

collocations (see Table 22). Accordingly, the results indicated that congruency 
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with participants’ L1 seemed to have less influence on their collocational 

knowledge development than frequency and syntactic structure features but 

more than the influence of the semantic transparency feature.  

As far as participants’ receptive and productive collocational knowledge 

development, the results generally indicated a significant difference between 

the amount of knowledge development of the participants’ receptive and 

productive knowledge of collocations. While the development in the participants’ 

receptive knowledge of collocations was not statistically significant (gain M= 

-.79), their productive knowledge developed statistically significantly (gain M= 

3.83, + 6.7%). The development in the participants’ productive collocational 

knowledge was more than that of their receptive knowledge by +8.1% (gain 

difference M= 4.62). In other words, the amount of productive knowledge 

development was larger than that of their receptive knowledge over the school 

year. This may imply that participants’ productive knowledge develops faster 

than their receptive knowledge at this level of language proficiency. L2 learners 

may feel more confident after many years of acquiring vocabulary to 

concentrate more, at this level of language proficiency, on producing or using 

collocations rather than focusing on developing their receptive knowledge and 

acquiring or knowing more collocations further.  

Table (22): Collocational Knowledge of the contrasted variables 

Contrasted 

levels 

Level 1 

(L1) 

Level 2 

(L2) 

Gain= 

(L2-L1) 
Significance 

Receptive (L1) 

vs Productive 

(L2) knowledge 

M= -.79 

SE= .41 

M= 3.83, 

SE= .66 

M= 4.62, 

SE= .75 

Significant,  

t(251)= 6.17, 

p< .05, d= .53 

Females vs 

Males, receptive 

knowledge 

M= -.83,  

SE= .70 

M= -.71,  

SE= .50 

M= .12,  

SE= .86 

Not significant, 

t(250) = 1.55, 

p> .05 

Females vs 

Males, 

productive 

knowledge 

M= 4.42,  

SE= .82 

M= 2.70,  

SE= 1.08 

M= -1.72,  

SE= 1.38 

Not significant, 

t(250)= -1.25, 

p> .05 

Female total 

knowledge vs 

M= 3.59, 

SE= .98 

M= 1.99, 

SE= 1.34 

M= -1.6, 

SE= 1.67 

Not significant, 
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Male total 

knowledge   

 t(250) = -.96, 

p> .05 

Lower vs Higher 

frequency 

receptive 

average 

knowledge 

M= 18.57, 

SE= .21 

M= 23.27, 

SE= .16 

M= -4.70, 

SE= .16 

Significant,  

t(251) = -28.72, 

p< .05, d= .63 

Lower vs Higher 

frequency 

productive 

average 

knowledge 

M= 11.76, 

SE= .35 

M= 18.81, 

SE= .32 

M= -7.06, 

SE= .18 

Significant,  

t(251)= -38.83, 

p< .05, d= .55 

Lower vs Higher 

frequency 

receptive gain 

score 

M= .01,  

SE= .27 

M= -.80,  

SE= .25 

M= .81,  

SE= .31 

Significant,  

t(251)= 2.62, 

p< .05, d= .20 

Lower vs Higher 

productive 

frequency gain 

score 

 M= 2.22,  

SE= .36   

 M= 1.61,  

SE= .35  

M= .61,  

SE= .28 

Significant,  

t(251) = 2.20, 

p< .05, d= .12 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

receptive 

knowledge 1 

M= 21.40, 

SE= .22 

M= 20.84, 

SE= .21 

M= .56, 

SE= .21 

Significant, 

t(251)= 2.60, 

p< .05, d= .16  

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

receptive 

knowledge 2 

M= 20.80, 

SE= .22, 

M= 20.65, 

SE= .21, 

M= .15, 

SE= .18, 

Not significant, 

t(251)= .84, 

p> .05 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

productive 

knowledge 1 

M= 14.02, 

SE= .37, 

M=14.63, 

SE= .35, 

M= -.62, 

SE= .26, 

Significant, 

t(251)= -2.34, 

p< .05, d= .11 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

M= 18.58, 

SE= .47, 

M= 13.90, 

SE= .39, 

M= 4.67, 

SE= .36, 

Significant, 

t(251)= 12.90, 
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productive 

knowledge 2 

p< .05, d= .68 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

receptive 

average 

knowledge 

M= 21.10, 

SE= .18 

M= 20.75, 

SE= .18 

M= .35, 

SE= .15 

Significant,  

t(251)= 2.35, 

p< .05, d= .12 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

productive 

average 

knowledge 

M= 16.30, 

SE= .35 

M= 14.27, 

SE= .34 

M= 2.03, 

SE= .23 

Significant,  

t(251)= 8.99, 

p< .05, d= .37 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

receptive 

knowledge 

M= -.60,  

SE= .24 

M= -.19,  

SE= .24 

M= -.41,  

SE= .25 

Not significant, 

t(251)= 1.63, 

p> .05 

Grammatical vs 

Lexical 

productive 

knowledge 

M= 4.56,  

SE= .47 

M= -.73,  

SE= .31 

M= 5.29,  

SE= .44 

Significant, 

t(251)= 11.91, 

p< .05, d= .84 

Total receptive 

transparent 

scores 1 vs 

Total receptive 

opaque scores 1 

M= 21.15, 

SE= .20 

M= 21.09, 

SE= .23 

M= .06, 

SE= .21 

Not significant, 

t(251) = .27, p> .05 

Total receptive 

transparent 

scores 2 vs 

Total receptive 

opaque scores 2 

M= 20.17, 

SE= .23 

M= 21.28, 

SE= .21 

M= -1.12, 

SE= .19 

Significant, 

t(251)= -5.95, 

p< .05, d= .32 

Total productive 

transparent 

scores 1 vs  

M= 14.06, 

SE= .33 

M= 14.60, 

SE= .36 

M= -.54, 

SE= .19 

Significant, 

t(251) = -2.86, 

p< .05, d= .10 
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Total productive 

opaque scores 1 

Total productive 

transparent 

scores 2 vs 

Total productive 

opaque scores 2 

M= 16.75, 

SE= .41 

M= 15.73, 

SE= .40 

M= 1.02, 

SE= .19 

Significant, 

t(251)= 5.30, 

p< .05, d= .16 

Transparent vs 

Opaque 

average 

receptive 

M= 20.66, 

SE= .18 

M= 21.19, 

SE= .18 

M= -.53, 

SE= .14 

Significant, 

t(251)= -3.81, 

p< .05, d= .18 

Transparent vs 

Opaque 

average 

productive 

M= 15.40, 

SE= .33 

M= 15.17, 

SE= .33 

M= .24, 

SE= .14 

Not significant, 

t(251) = 1.76, 

p> .05 

Transparent vs 

Opaque 

receptive 

knowledge 

M= -.98,  

SE= .24 

M= .19,  

SE= .25 

M= -1.17,  

SE= .28 

Significant, 

t(251)= -4.23, 

p< .05, d= .30 

Transparent vs 

Opaque 

productive 

knowledge 

M= 1.14,  

SE= .34 

M= 2.69, 

SE= .37 

M= 1.55, 

SE= .27 

Significant, 

t(251)= 5.83, 

p< .05, d= .27 

Total receptive 

congruent 

scores 1 vs 

Total receptive 

incongruent 

scores 1 

M= 23.36, 

SE= .23  

M= 18.88, 

SE= .19 

M= 4.48, 

SE= .18 

Significant, 

t(251)= 24.31, 

p< .05, d= .56 

Total receptive 

congruent 

scores 2 vs 

M= 23.02, 

SE= .22 

M= 18.43, 

SE= .22 

M= 4.59, 

SE= .19 

Significant, 

t(251)= 24.55, 

p< .05, d= .55 
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Total receptive 

incongruent 

scores 2 

Total productive 

congruent 

scores 1 vs  

Total productive 

incongruent 

scores 1 

M= 15.61, 

SE= .37 

M= 13.05, 

SE= .32  

M= 2.56, 

SE= .17 

Significant, 

t(251)= 15.41, 

p< .05, d= .47 

Total productive 

congruent 

scores 2 vs 

Total productive 

incongruent 

scores 2 

M= 17.43, 

SE= .46 

M= 15.05, 

SE= .35 

M= 2.38, 

SE= .22  

Significant, 

t(251)= 11.03, 

p< .05, d= .37 

Congruent vs 

Incongruent 

average 

receptive 

M= 23.19, 

SE= .18 

M= 18.66, 

SE= .17 

M= 4.53, 

SE= .13  

Significant, 

t(251)= 35.17, 

p< .05, d= .63 

Congruent vs 

Incongruent 

average 

productive 

M= 16.52, 

SE= .37 

M= 14.05, 

SE= .29 

M= 2.47, 

SE= .15  

Significant, 

t(251)= 16.88, 

p< .05, d= .47 

Congruent vs 

Incongruent 

receptive 

knowledge 

M= -.34,  

SE= .26 

M= -.45,  

SE= .23 

M= .12,  

SE= .27  

Not significant, 

t(251)= .43, p> .05 

Congruent vs 

Incongruent 

productive 

knowledge 

M= 1.82, 

SE= .38 

M= 2.00,  

SE= .32  

M= -.18, 

SE= .25  

Not significant, 

t(251)= -.73, p> .05 

As far as Table (22) is concerned, it should be noted that the table includes 

results from both paired samples and independent samples t-tests.  
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Finally, as it was explained in the methodology chapter (Section 4.6.7), items of 

the receptive test 1 were the same items of the productive test 2. Similarly, 

items of the productive test 1 were the same items used in the receptive test 2. 

In this part of analysis, I investigated whether participants’ general knowledge, 

receptively and productively, of these two groups of items differed significantly 

from each other, i.e., participants’ knowledge of (receptive 1+ productive 2) vs 

(receptive 2+ productive 1). Additionally, the analysis aimed at examining 

whether items of the first group were easier or more difficult than that of the 

second group. The results revealed a statistically significant difference between 

participants’ knowledge of both groups of items (t(251)= -6.17, p< .05, d= .30; 

gain scores= 4.62). Participants’ scores on the items of the (receptive 1 & 

productive 2) tests were higher than their scores on the items of the tests 

(receptive 2 & productive 1). This indicated that participants performed better on 

the items of (receptive 1 & productive 2) than the items of (receptive 2 & 

productive 1). In other words, participants’ knowledge of the earlier test items 

was more than that of the latter which could imply either the items of the earlier 

test group were easier than the latter group items, which will be regarded as a 

shortcoming in the test or some other factors contributed to this such as 

features of collocations or any other reasons. However, this comparison might 

be weak since it compares knowledge of two different sets of items at different 

times of two different levels of collocational knowledge (receptive/ productive). 

This point will be discussed in detail in the discussion chapter. 

5.5 Findings summary 

The data analyses came out with a number of findings which answered the 

study questions mentioned in the methodology chapter as they are listed below. 

5.5.1 The influence of gender on the participants’ collocational knowledge 

and development 

Generally, the results revealed a statistically significant difference between male 

and female participants’ collocational knowledge in all the individual receptive 

and productive tests. Male participants generally achieved higher mean scores 

than female participants on the tested collocations. As for participants’ 

collocational knowledge development over the school year, receptively, the 

results indicated no significant developments in the collocational knowledge of 

neither male nor female participants. Contrastively, the results of the productive 
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tests revealed statistically significant developments in the collocational 

knowledge of both male and female participants. However, the results did not 

reveal statistically significant differences between the gain scores of males and 

females neither in their receptive nor productive knowledge of collocations. In 

other words, the differences in the amounts of knowledge development between 

both sexes were not statistically significant despite the significant differences 

between males and females in the individual receptive and productive tests.  

5.5.2 The influence of frequency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development  

Generally, learners’ higher knowledge of collocations was associated with items 

of higher frequency and lower knowledge was associated with items of lower 

frequency. The results, from the receptive and productive tests of collocation, 

indicated a statistically significant, positive, moderate correlation between 

frequency of the collocations in the curricula textbooks and participants’ 

knowledge of those items. Developmentally, the results of the receptive and 

productive tests indicated that the amount of participants’ knowledge 

development of the lower frequency collocations was higher than that of the 

higher frequency items. In other words, participants’ collocational knowledge of 

the lower frequency items developed more than their knowledge of the items of 

higher frequency over the school year, which might imply a shift in the 

participants’ focus at this level of language learning to less frequent and more 

challenging collocations.  

5.5.3 The influence of the syntactic structure on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development 

Generally, the syntactic structure of collocations seemed to have a statistically 

significant influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge, specifically 

their productive knowledge of the grammatical items. Results showed that 

participants’ knowledge of the grammatical collocations exceeded significantly 

their knowledge of the lexical items. However, this influence of the syntactic 

structure on the participants’ collocational knowledge was not consistent in all 

the tests as its influence on the collocational knowledge of the four syntactic 

structures varied across the receptive and productive tests. While the results 

showed no statistically significant difference in the participants’ knowledge of 

the different syntactic patterns of collocations in the productive test 1 and 
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receptive test 2, participants’ collocational knowledge of the four syntactic 

structures differed significantly in the receptive test 1 and productive test 2. 

Developmentally, the results of the receptive tests revealed no statistically 

significant change in the participants’ knowledge of the lexical collocations 

whereas their collocational knowledge of the grammatical items appeared to 

have decreased significantly over the school year. Additionally, the results 

revealed that the difference in the amount of change, gain scores, between 

participants’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical collocations was not 

statistically significant. Productively, while the results revealed a significant 

decrease in the participants’ knowledge of the lexical collocations, the results 

indicated that participants’ collocational knowledge of the grammatical items 

had increased significantly during the school year. In addition, the results 

revealed that the difference in the amount of knowledge development between 

participants’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical collocations was 

significant. In other words, most of the development happened in the 

participants’ knowledge of the grammatical collocation patterns.  

5.5.4 The influence of the semantic transparency on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development 

As far as the influence of the semantic transparency feature on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge is concerned, the results indicated no statistically 

significant impact of the degrees of semantic transparency on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge in all the one-shot data receptive and productive tests. 

Developmentally, the results indicated that participants’ receptive knowledge of 

opaque collocations increased significantly more than their knowledge of the 

transparent items. In contrast, productively, the results revealed that the amount 

of participants’ knowledge development in the transparent collocations 

exceeded that of the opaque collocations. In other words, participants’ 

productive knowledge of transparent collocations developed significantly more 

than their knowledge of opaque collocations over the school year. In conclusion, 

the feature of semantic transparency had a little influence on the participants’ 

knowledge and development and this influence varied according to the 

knowledge dimension of collocations as whether it was receptive or productive 

dimension. In comparison with the other features, it seemed to have the least 

influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and development.  
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5.5.5 The influence of the L1 congruency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development 

The results of the individual receptive and productive tests indicated no 

statistically significant influence of the degrees of congruency with L1 on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge. Additionally, through analysing 

participants’ collocational knowledge development, the results indicated that the 

difference in the amount of participants’ knowledge development of congruent 

and incongruent collocations, receptively and productively, was not statistically 

significant. Nevertheless, the difference between the mean scores of the 

congruent and incongruent items in the receptive and productive tests revealed 

a positive influence of congruency on the participants’ collocational knowledge. 

Participants’ knowledge of the congruent collocations was statistically higher 

than their knowledge of the incongruent collocations. Additionally, this feature 

seemed to have less influence from frequency and syntactic features of 

collocations but more influence than the semantic transparency of the 

collocational items on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development.  

5.5.6 The ordinal influence of features of collocations on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development  

According to the results of the data analyses, the ordinal sequence of the 

collocational features influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development from the most to the least appeared to be as follows: frequency, 

syntactic structure, congruency with the participants’ L1, and finally semantic 

transparency.  

5.5.7 How does participants’ collocational knowledge develop over a 

school year? 

In total, the results indicated that participants had a mastery of an amount of 

collocational knowledge which seemed to have developed significantly through 

the school year. However, knowledge development appeared to be small and 

slow. Moreover, participants’ receptive and productive knowledge did not seem 

to have developed in parallel to each other. Receptively, the results did not 

reveal a statistically significant change in the participants’ knowledge of 

collocations over the school year. In contrast to the receptive knowledge, 

participants’ productive knowledge of collocations seemed to have increased 
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significantly over the school year. However, comparing participants’ receptive 

knowledge with their productive knowledge of collocations revealed that the 

latter lagged much behind the former. Interestingly, the results indicated that 

participants’ productive knowledge developed at a faster rate than that of the 

receptive knowledge in the study period. Additionally, analysing the correlation 

between participants’ receptive and productive knowledge indicated that higher 

levels of participants’ receptive knowledge were generally associated with 

higher levels of their productive knowledge. Finally, the results indicated a 

developmental pattern in the participants’ collocational knowledge. The results 

indicated that learners’ receptive collocational knowledge rather stabilised at 

this stage of language proficiency while their productive knowledge seemed to 

have developed significantly over the school year.   

5.5.8 Influence of the test designs on the data quality 

The productive knowledge test format appeared to be a better indicator of the 

participants’ collocational knowledge, and a better tool for exploring the 

influence of the collocational features on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development than the receptive test format. This was evidenced 

in the consistency of the productive data, its development over time, and 

participants’ commitment in answering the test items which was observed from 

participants’ performance.  
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Chapter six 

Discussion of the findings 

The current study attempted to examine the influence of four features of 

collocations- frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and 

congruency with L1- and gender on the Kurdish high school students’ 

knowledge and development of selected English collocations they had 

experienced, i.e., extracted from their curriculum English textbooks (Year1 up to 

Year 11). It also explored learners’ collocational knowledge development over 

one school year. 

The participants’ study period was seen as consisting of two parts; the first part 

regarded their collocational knowledge at Year 10 whereas the second part 

regarded their collocational knowledge development over the school Year 11. 

The first part of knowledge was examined by the data obtained from the first 

wave of data collection whereas the second part was investigated through 

analysing the data of the second wave in comparison with that of the first wave.  

To achieve the study aims, five factors were considered as the key elements 

that could affect participants’ collocational knowledge and development:  

• gender difference; as how being male or female could have an impact on 

the participants’ collocational knowledge and development.  

• the frequency of occurrences of collocations in the participants’ school 

textbooks 

• the syntactic structure of collocations  

• the semantic transparency of collocations  

• collocations congruency with learners’ L1  

Accordingly, the study attempted to seek answers for the following questions: 

• How does gender difference have impact on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development? 

• How does frequency of collocations in the participants’ curriculum 

textbooks affect their collocational knowledge and development? 

• How does the syntactic structure of collocations influence participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development? 

• How does the semantic transparency of collocations influence 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development? 
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• How does congruency with participants’ L1 equivalents have impact on 

the participants’ collocational knowledge and development? 

Additionally, the study attempted to answer the following two questions: 

• Is there an ordinal pattern of the influence of the four features on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development?  

• How does participants’ collocational knowledge develop over a school 

year? 

In the following sections, the findings will be discussed in the order of the study 

questions mentioned in the methodology chapter: gender, frequency, syntactic 

structure, semantic transparency, L1 congruency, order of features influence, 

and finally participants’ collocational knowledge and development over the 

school year. 

6.1 The influence of gender on the participants’ collocational knowledge 

and development  

The present study results generally revealed significant differences between the 

mean scores of males and females in the individual receptive and productive 

tests. Male participants appeared to achieve significantly higher mean scores 

than female participants on the tested collocations.  

Receptively, in the first test, males (M= 43.57) performed higher than females 

(M= 41.53) and the difference between both means was statistically significant 

but the effect size was small (d= .30). Similarly, in the second receptive test, 

males (M= 42.86) on average scored higher than females (M= 40.70) but the 

effect size was small as well (d= .31). Productively, in the first test, males (M= 

31.72) performed significantly better than females (M= 27.04) and the effect 

size was small (d= .39). However, in the second productive test, although the 

mean scores of males (M= 34.43) seemed higher than that of the females (M= 

31.45), the difference between the mean scores of both genders was not 

statistically significant. In general, males performed significantly better in the 

receptive and productive tests than females (see Table 5.21). 

This result was different from the results of many other previous studies where 

some revealed females performing better than males (e.g., Gaballa & Alkhayri, 

2014) or those which revealed no significant difference between males and 

females (e.g., Ganji, 2012; Tabrizi & Moghadam, 2016). The result lends 
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support to studies such as (Mazaji, 2015) which indicated that gender had a 

significant impact on L2 learners’ vocabulary development.  

However, males’ outperforming females should not necessarily imply that males 

are genetically, as Jespersen (1922) believes, outperforming females 

specifically in learning language. The reasons behind this difference could be 

attributed to learners’ characteristics such as motivation, social factors such as 

the tribal customs and traditions, the female status in the society, their freedom 

of decision making, future expectations, economic such as their financial status, 

political atmosphere, educational systems, or all these factors together. 

Although women situation and their status in the Kurdish society are improving, 

women are still under considerable social, political, and economic pressures. 

Consequently, such a situation could have consequences on their motivation to 

promote their self-esteem, which in turn could affect their future expectations, 

consequently, influencing their desire to earn knowledge, in general, and learn a 

foreign language, in particular.    

Developmentally, the results indicated no significant increase in the receptive 

knowledge of neither male nor female participants. Additionally, the data 

analyses of the knowledge development between Time 1 and Time 2 revealed 

that the difference between males’ receptive gain scores (M= -.71) and females’ 

receptive gain scores (M= -.83) was not significant. This indicated that although 

males did better than females in both receptive tests, the change in the 

receptive knowledge of the male participants was not significantly higher than 

the change in the females’ receptive knowledge of colocations (see Table 5.22). 

Productively, the results revealed significant developments in the productive 

knowledge of both males and females. However, the results did not reveal a 

significant difference between the gain scores of males and females (males’ 

gain scores: 2.70; females’ gain scores= 4.42). In other words, the difference in 

the amounts of knowledge development of both sexes was not statistically 

significant over the school year (see Table 5.22). In conclusion, the results 

revealed a significant difference between male and female participants’ 

knowledge of collocations; males generally held more collocational knowledge 

than females, but males’ collocational knowledge development over the school 

year was not significantly higher than females’ knowledge development. The 

non-significant difference of knowledge development between males and 
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females could be, receptively and productively, attributed to either improvement 

of the female status by time specifically their motivation, confidence, political or 

any contextual factors which were negatively affecting their knowledge 

development, or that one school year was not sufficient to reveal the influence 

of gender on this aspect of knowledge development. Hence, this situation may 

need longitudinal studies of longer periods and also more studies investigating 

the influence of the contextual factors on the learners’ knowledge development 

and test these assumptions in the local context, Kurdistan. 

6.2 The influence of frequency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development 

The results of the current study showed frequency of occurrence of collocations 

in the participants’ curriculum textbooks as the most powerful feature which 

influenced participants’ collocational knowledge and development. The results 

revealed a statistically significant, positive, moderate correlation between the 

frequency of the collocations in the curricula textbooks and participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development. This result is consistent with the 

growing body of evidence that indicates a positive correlation between L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge and the frequency of occurrence of 

collocations (Bybee, 2008; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Durrant & Schmitt, 2010; 

González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015; Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015; Mueller, 2011; 

Myles, Hooper, & Mitchell, 1998; Siyanova-Chanturia et al., 2011). 

The results generally revealed that participants’ higher knowledge was 

associated with collocations of higher frequency, and lower knowledge was 

accompanying collocations of lower frequency. This is strongly evidenced in the 

studies of numerous researchers which indicated that L2 learners’ collocational 

knowledge is correlated positively with the rate of frequency of collocations; 

higher levels of collocational knowledge are expected to be associated with 

collocations of higher frequency (e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Bergström, 2008; Bybee 

& Hopper, 2001; Durrant, 2008, 2014; Durrant & Schmitt, 2009, 2010; Gitsaki, 

1996; Hama, 2011; Howarth, 1998; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shehata, 2008; 

Siyanova-Chanturia, 2015; Webb, 2008; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013).   

Receptively, the results showed a positive correlation between participants’ 

knowledge and frequency of collocations. The correlation strength between 

frequency of collocations in the textbooks and participants’ knowledge of the 
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items was moderate in both receptive tests (receptive 1: r = .47; receptive 2: r 

= .41) (see Table 5.20). Accordingly, the results revealed that participants’ 

receptive knowledge of higher frequency items was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of lower frequency items, t(251) = 28.72, p< .05, d= .63, and 

the effect size was medium (see Table 5.22). 

Developmentally, while participants’ knowledge of higher frequency collocations 

seemed to have decreased slightly from (M= 23.67) in the first test to (M= 

22.87) in the second test but the effect size was small (d= .25), the results did 

not indicate a statistically significant change in the participants’ knowledge of 

lower frequency collocations (see Table 5.21). The interesting observation was 

that participants’ knowledge of the lower frequency items appeared to have 

developed significantly over the school year more than that of the higher 

frequency ones receptively, t(251)= -2.62, p< .05, d= .20, and productively, 

t(251) = -2.20, p< .05, d= .12, but the effect size was small (see Table 5.22). 

Accordingly, if this result could be proved in further studies, it might indicate that 

learners’ focus shift at this stage of language learning, taking the local context 

into consideration, towards collocations of less frequency. In other words, 

learners at this stage begin to put emphasis on the items which they are not 

efficiently familiar or rarely encountered in their curricula textbooks over the 

previous school years. In sum, the results indicated a moderate, positive 

influence of frequency on the participants’ receptive collocational knowledge 

and development even though participants’ receptive knowledge looked 

generally stabilising or decreasing in certain aspects over the school year. 

Productively, the results showed a positive correlation between participants’ 

productive knowledge and frequency of collocations. The correlation strength 

between frequency of collocations in the textbooks and participants’ knowledge 

of the items was moderate in both productive tests (productive 1: r= .49; 

productive 2: r= .54). Accordingly, the correlation between knowledge and 

frequency in the productive tests looked stronger than that between knowledge 

and frequency in the receptive tests (see Table 5.20). Accordingly, participants’ 

knowledge of higher frequency items was significantly higher than their 

knowledge of lower frequency items, t(251)= 38.83, p< .05, d= .55, and the 

effect size was medium (see Table 5.22) 
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Developmentally, in contrast to their receptive knowledge, participants’ 

productive knowledge of higher frequency collocations indicated a statistically 

significant increase from (M=18.01) in the first test to (M= 19.62) in the second 

test but the effect size was small, t(251)= 4.63, p< .05, d= .28. Similarly, 

participants’ productive knowledge of lower frequency collocations indicated a 

statistically significant increase from (M= 10.65) in the first test to (M= 12.87) in 

the second test and the effect size was small, t(251)= 6.10, p< .05, d= .35. In 

sum, the results indicated a moderate positive influence of frequency on the 

participants’ productive collocational knowledge and development. Accordingly, 

participants’ knowledge of higher frequency items was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of lower frequency items (see Table 5.21).  

The results also indicated that the positive influence of frequency on the 

participants’ productive knowledge was higher than its influence on their 

receptive knowledge since the correlation between knowledge and frequency in 

the former was stronger than that in the latter. This might imply that the 

influence of this feature varied not only according to the rate of frequency but 

also according to the aspect of knowledge, i.e., whether receptive or productive. 

Accordingly, this result supports the claim that influence of frequency on L2 

learners’ knowledge and development is not straightforward as it helps develop 

only specific aspects of L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and it does not 

develop all aspects of learners’ collocational knowledge (e.g., Szudarski & 

Carter, 2014). Accordingly, frequency impact varies according to the way and 

aim for which frequency is used (e.g., Durrant & Schmitt 2010). Furthermore, 

there are some other aspects which cannot be easily developed even with a 

considerable amount of exposure to L2 collocations (e.g., Laufer & Waldman, 

2011; Yamashita & Jiang, 2010). However, the result adds to that of Szudarski 

& Carter (2014) which found that frequency enhances learners’ receptive and 

productive knowledge at the form level, in that frequency enhances L2 learners’ 

productive knowledge more than their receptive knowledge of collocations at 

this level of language proficiency.  

In conclusion, the results highlighted frequency as one the of major influential 

factors affecting L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development. 

Additionally, frequency seemed to be more influential on the productive aspect 
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of participants’ collocational knowledge than their receptive knowledge of 

collocations at this level of L2 learners’ language proficiency.  

6.3 The influence of the syntactic structure on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development  

The study explored the influence of four syntactic patterns of collocations on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development of which two patterns 

(v+n and adj+n) were lexical collocations and the other two patterns were 

grammatical collocations of simple syntactic structures (phrasal verb and 

prep+n).  

In general, the influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development was inconsistent across 

the receptive and productive tests in both waves of data collection. While the 

differences among the facility values of the four patterns of collocations were 

significant in the receptive test 1, they were not significant in the productive test 

1. Conversely, the differences were not significant in the receptive test 2 but 

significant in the productive test 2. Accordingly, the results were inconsistent 

between receptive 1 and receptive 2, and productive 1 and productive 2 (see 

Table 5.20). The inconsistency appeared to be more related to the 

characteristics of the items themselves. For example, the statistically significant 

influences were in the tests receptive 1 and productive 2 which consisted of the 

same items whereas the significant influences were in the tests receptive 2 and 

productive 1 which consisted of the same items. This might imply that 

participants’ knowledge of the test items (receptive 1 and productive 2) was 

more able to reflect the influence of the syntactic structure on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge than items of the tests (receptive 2 and productive 1).  

A further reason could be that a larger number of items with specific features 

had occurred, unintentionally, in one group rather than been balanced between 

both tests. The balance is not meant in terms of their frequency, syntactic 

structure, semantic transparency, and L1 congruency as they were generally 

maintained balanced in all the tests, but in terms of factors such as participants’ 

knowledge of the test items, i.e., difficulty of the items, which could not be 

estimated or predicted prior conducting the tests.  

In the receptive test 1 (see Table 5.9 and Table 5.10), the results indicated 

significant differences among the facility values of the four patterns of 
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collocations (v+n fv= .74, adj+n fv= .70, phrasal verb fv= .84, and prep+n 

fv= .68). More precisely, the statistically significant differences were between 

phrasal verb and adj+n collocations, and between phrasal verb and prep+n 

collocations. Accordingly, phrasal verb collocations seemed to be less 

challenging than adj+n and prep+n collocations but not less challenging than 

v+n collocations. 

Similarly, in the productive test 2 (see Table 5.18 and Table 5.19), the results 

indicated that the overall differences among the facility values of the four 

patterns of collocations (v+n= .51, adj+n= .45, phrasal verbs= .67, and 

prep+n= .66) were statistically significant. However, the test results did not 

identify where the significant differences among the individual syntactic groups 

occurred. 

In sum, the results of these two tests indicated a significant influence of the 

syntactic structure on the participants’ collocational knowledge. This result 

supports the findings of similar studies which explored the influence of the 

syntactic structure of collocations on the L2 learners’ knowledge and 

development (e.g., Alsakran, 2011; Gaballa & Al-Khayri, 2014; Gitsaki, 1996; 

Koya, 2005; Shehata, 2008; Shokouhi & Mirsalari, 2010).  

However, in the receptive test 2 (see Table 5.15 and Table 5.16), the results 

indicated that the difference among the facility values of the four syntactic 

structures (v+n= .72, adj+n= .71, phrasal verbs= .77, and prep+n= .71) were not 

statistically significant. Similarly, the productive test 1 results (see Table 5.12 

and Table 5.13) did not reveal significant differences among the facility values 

of the four patterns of collocations (v+n= .59, adj+n= .44, phrasal verbs= .41, 

and prep+n= .61).  

Although analysing influence of the individual syntactic structure of the four 

patterns on the participants’ knowledge showed inconsistent results, running 

analyses based on the dichotomy (lexical-grammatical) rather than the four 

patterns individually made the distinction between participants’ knowledge of 

the different types of collocations clearer and the results more consistent (see 

Table 5.22). Receptively, in the receptive test 1, participants’ collocational 

knowledge of the grammatical items (M= 21.40) was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of the lexical items (M= 20.84), t(251)= 2.60, p< .05, d= .16, but 

the effect size was small. Grammatically, the highest achievement was on the 
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phrasal verb pattern (fv= .84), and the items sit down (fv= .96), talk about 

(fv= .96), look at (fv= .96), stand up (fv= .95), and pick up (fv= .94) received the 

highest scores. Conversely, results of the receptive test 2 did not reveal a 

significant difference between participants’ knowledge of the grammatical (M= 

20.80) and lexical collocations (M= 20.65), t(251)= .84, p> .05. However, 

comparing participants’ average knowledge of the grammatical collocations 

((receptive 1 + receptive 2)/2) with their average knowledge of the lexical 

collocations indicated that participants’ receptive knowledge of the grammatical 

collocations was significantly higher than their knowledge of the lexical items, 

t(251)= 2.35, p< .05, d= .12, but the effect size was trivial (see Table 5.22). 

Developmentally, while participants’ receptive lexical collocational knowledge 

revealed no statistically significant knowledge development (Time 1: M= 20.84; 

Time 2: M= 20. 65, t(251)= -.81, p> .05), their receptive grammatical knowledge 

decreased significantly (Time 1: M= 21.40; Time 2: M= 20. 80, t(251)= -2.46, 

p< .05, d= .17), but the effect size was trivial (see Table 5.21). However, the 

difference in the amount of the receptive knowledge change of the grammatical 

(gain score M= -.60) and lexical collocations (gain score M= -.19) was not 

significant, t(251)= 1.63, p> .05 (see Table 5.22). In conclusion, the results 

generally indicated that participants’ receptive knowledge of the grammatical 

collocations significantly exceeded their knowledge of the lexical collocations, 

but amount of knowledge development of the grammatical collocations was not 

significantly more than amount of the receptive knowledge development of the 

lexical items over the school year. 

Productively, in the productive test 1, participants’ collocational knowledge of 

the lexical items (M= 14.63) was significantly higher than their knowledge of the 

grammatical items (M= 14.02), t(251)= -2.34, p< .05, r= .11, but the effect size 

was trivial. Lexically, the highest achievement was on the pattern v+n (fv= .59), 

and the collocations play the guitar (fv= .92), cook dinner (fv= .88), climb 

mountains (fv= .87), drink tea (fv= .87), and catch as bus (fv= .75) received the 

highest scores. Conversely, results of the productive test 2 indicated that 

participants’ knowledge of the grammatical (M= 18.58) was significantly higher 

than their knowledge of the lexical collocations (M= 13.90), t(251)= 12.90, 

p< .05, d= .68. Grammatically, the highest achievement was on the phrasal verb 

pattern (fv= .67), and the items sit down (fv= .87), pick up (fv= .83), stand up (fv. 
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83), talk about (fv= .80), look at (fv= .77), and wake up (fv= .77) received the 

topmost scores. 

Similar to their receptive knowledge, comparing participants’ average 

knowledge of the grammatical collocations ((productive 1 + productive 2)/2) with 

their average knowledge of the lexical collocations indicated that participants’ 

productive knowledge of the grammatical collocations was significantly higher 

than their knowledge of the lexical items, t(251)= 8.99, p< .05, d= .37, but the 

effect size was small (see Table 5.22). 

Developmentally, while participants’ productive lexical collocational knowledge 

revealed a statistically significant knowledge decrease (Time 1: M= 14.63; Time 

2: M= 13.90, t(251)= -2.35, p< .05, d= .13), but the effect size was trivial, their 

productive grammatical knowledge increased  significantly (Time 1: M= 14.02; 

Time 2: M= 18.58, t(251)= 9.81, p< .05, d= .68, over the school and the effect 

size was medium (see Table 5.21). Additionally, the difference in the amount of 

the productive knowledge change of the grammatical (gain score M= 4.56) and 

lexical collocations (gain score M= -.73) was significant, t(251)= 11.91, p< .05, 

d= .84, and the effect size large (see Table 5.22). In conclusion, the results 

generally indicated that participants’ productive knowledge of the grammatical 

collocations exceeded their knowledge of the lexical collocations. Additionally, 

the results revealed that amount of knowledge development of the grammatical 

collocations was significantly more than amount of knowledge development of 

the lexical items over the school year. In other words, the results showed that 

the influence of the syntactic structure of collocations on the participants’ 

productive collocational knowledge development was significantly large. 

Accordingly, the results generally indicated that participants’ knowledge of the 

grammatical collocations was significantly higher than their knowledge of the 

lexical collocations and that their knowledge of the grammatical collocations 

developed outstandingly more than their knowledge of the lexical collocations 

over the school year. This result lends support to the studies indicated that 

grammatical collocations, specifically of simple syntactic structures, are easier 

to acquire and create less challenges to the L2 learners than lexical collocations 

(e.g., Gitsaki, 1996). However, the result contrasts with those studies which 

indicated that grammatical collocations are more challenging to L2 learners than 
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lexical collocations (e.g., Bahardoust & Moeini, 2012; Mahmoud, 2005; 

Shokouhi & Mirsalari, 2010). 

In sum, the results commonly, though inconsistent in some aspects across all 

the tests, revealed that the syntactic structure of the items had a significant 

influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and development. 

Grammatical collocations were generally less challenging than lexical 

collocations. Accordingly, participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development of the former was higher than that of the latter.  

6.4 The influence of the semantic transparency on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development 

The results of all the one-shot data tests, in which the analyses were based on 

the use of facility values of the items, revealed no significant influence of the 

semantic transparency feature on the participants’ collocational knowledge (see 

Table 5.20). However, conducting the analysis by comparing participants’ 

collocational knowledge scores of both types of collocations revealed the 

influence of this feature on the participants’ knowledge and development more 

clearly (see Table 5.22).  

Receptively, the results of the receptive test 1 indicated no statistically 

significant difference between participants’ knowledge mean scores of 

transparent (M= 21.15) and opaque collocations (M= 20.09), t(251) = .27, 

p> .05. However, results of the receptive test 2 indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of the opaque collocations (M= 21.28) was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of the transparent items (M= 20.17), t(251)= 5.95, p< .05, 

d= .32, but the effect size was small. The opaque items which received the 

highest scores were cook dinner (fv= .94), good news (fv= .94), go on (fv= .94), 

climb mountains (fv= .92), and get up (fv= .92).  

Developmentally, the results did not show significant developments neither in 

the participants’ knowledge of the transparent collocations which decreased 

significantly from (Time 1: M= 21.15) to (Time 2: M= 20.17), t(251)= -4.04, 

p< .05, d= .29, but the effect size was small, nor in the knowledge of the opaque 

collocations which revealed no significant change (Time 1: M= 21.09; Time 2: 

21.28; t(251)= .76, p> .05) (see Table 5.21). However, the difference between 

the receptive gain scores of transparent (M= -.98) and opaque (M= .19) 

collocations was statistically significant; the gain score of the opaque 
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collocations was higher than the gain score of the transparent ones t(251)= 

4.23, p< .05, d= .30, but the effect size was small (see Table 5.22). In other 

words, the amount of the participants’ receptive knowledge development of 

opaque collocations was statistically higher than the amount of knowledge 

development of their transparent collocations. However, in general, comparing 

participants’ average scores on the transparent items (M= 20.66) with that on 

the opaque ones (M= 21.18) indicated that participants’ knowledge of the 

opaque collocations was significantly higher than their knowledge of the 

transparent items, t(251)= 3.81, p< .05, d= .18, but the effect size was trivial. 

Productively, similar to the results of the receptive test 2, the productive test 1 

results revealed that participants’ knowledge of the opaque collocations (M= 

14.60) was significantly higher than their knowledge of the transparent items 

(M= 14.06), t (251) = -2.86, p< .05, d= .10, but the effect size was trivial. The 

opaque items which received the highest scores were same time (fv= .89), cook 

dinner (fv= .88), climb mountains (fv= .87), get up (fv= .83), and catch a bus 

(fv= .75). In contrast, the productive test 2 results indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of the transparent items (M= 16.75) was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of the opaque (M= 15.73) collocations, t(251)= 5.30, p< .05, 

d= .16, but the effect size was trivial. The transparent items which received the 

highest scores were ask a question (fv= .94), sit down (fv= .87), pick up 

(fv= .83), on the floor (fv= .81), and talk about (fv= .80).  

Developmentally, the results revealed a significant development in the 

participants’ productive knowledge of the transparent collocations (Time 1: M= 

14.06; Time 2: M= 16.75, t(251)= 7.92, p< .05, d= .46) but the effect size was 

rather small. Similarly, the results revealed a statistically significant 

development in the participants’ knowledge of the opaque collocations during 

the school year under study (Time 1: M= 14.60; Time 2: M= 15.73, t(251)= 3.10, 

p< .05, d= .19), but the effect size was trivial, Table (5.21). However, 

participants’ knowledge gain score of the transparent collocations (M= 2.69) 

was significantly higher than that of the opaque ones (M= 1.14), t(251)= 5.83, 

p< .05, d= .27, but the effect size was small. In other words, the amount of 

participants’ productive knowledge development of the transparent collocations 

was significantly higher than the amount of knowledge development of the 

opaque collocations over the school year. However, in general, the results of 
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comparing participants’ average score on the transparent items (M= 15.40) with 

their average scores on the opaque ones (M= 15.17) indicated no significant 

difference between participants’ knowledge of the opaque and transparent 

items, t(251)= 1.76, p> .05, d= .18. 

The observed inconsistency of the results could be partly attributed to the 

characteristics of the semantic feature itself. Although collocations were 

categorised in the present study into transparent and opaque, classifying items 

according to semantic transparency cannot be done in the same rather simple 

way which can be used in classifying items according to their number of 

occurrences or syntactic structures. For example, transparency is not graded as 

1, 2,3…. etc. nor structured as in syntactic structure as v+n, adj+n…etc. into 

transparent, semi-transparent, opaque…etc. The area between both extremes, 

transparent vs opaque, is fuzzier than the area between high and low frequency 

items or as to which syntactic structures they belong, for example. Moreover, 

categorisation according to this feature is more subjective. Decisions about 

classifying the same items into transparent and opaque groups may differ from 

a researcher to another and even from a learner’s comprehension of the 

semantic aspect of the items to another due to the subjective aspect of the 

decision making of this feature. Consequently, these elements may explain the 

difficulty of accurately categorising the items and maintaining the balance 

across all the tests in practice at designing the tests. Finally, a further reason for 

this inconsistency could be that one school year was not long enough to 

demonstrate a clear-cut path for the influence of semantic transparency on the 

participants’ collocational knowledge and development. 

In general, the semantic transparency of collocations seemed to have a little 

influence on the participants’ knowledge and development of collocations. This 

result is consistent with the findings of the other studies which indicated the 

influence of the semantic transparency of collocations on the L2 learners’ 

collocational knowledge and development (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Gyllstad & 

Wolter, 2015; Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 2012; Nesselhauf, 2003, 

2005). Additionally, the test results generally indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of the opaque collocations was significantly higher than their 

knowledge of the transparent collocations. This result contrasts with some other 

studies (e.g., Gitsaki, 1996; Gyllstad & Wolter, 2015; Koya, 2005; Kurosaki, 
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2012; Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005) which indicate that the more transparent the 

items, the less challenging the items are to the L2 learners. However, the result 

supports the study conducted by Laufer & Waldman (2011) which indicates that 

transparency of collocations makes them less noticeable, accordingly, opaque 

collocations attract L2 learners’ attention to their existence more than the 

transparent items do. However, this feature, semantic transparency, seemed to 

have less influence than the other features- frequency of occurrence, syntactic 

structure, and congruency with L1- on the participants’ collocational knowledge 

and development.  

6.5 The influence of the L1 congruency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development  

Similar to the influence of the transparency feature, the results of all the one-

shot data tests, in which the analyses were based on the use of facility values of 

the items, indicated no statistically significant influence of the congruency with 

the participants’ L1 on the participants’ collocational knowledge (see Table 

5.20). However, comparing participants’ mean scores on both congruent and 

incongruent items could reveal the influence of this feature, congruency with L1, 

on the participants’ collocational knowledge and development more clearly (see 

Table 5.22). 

Receptively, in the receptive test 1, the results indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of congruent collocations (M= 23.36) was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 18.88), t(251)= 24.31, p< .05, 

d= .56, and the effect size was medium. The congruent items which received 

the highest scores were sit down (fv= .96), talk about (fv= .96), for example 

(fv= .96), stand up (fv= .95), bad luck (fv= .94), cross the river (fv= .91), and ride 

a bicycle (fv= .90). Similarly, results of the receptive test 2 indicated that 

participants’ knowledge of the congruent items (M= 23.02) was significantly 

higher than their knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 18.43), t(251)= 24.55, 

p< .05, d= .55, and the effect size was medium. The highest achievements on 

the congruent collocations were on the items correct answers (fv= .94), cook 

dinner (fv= .94), go away (fv= .94), go on (fv= .94), drink tea (fv= .92), climb 

mountains (fv= .92), out of control (fv= .92), and same time (fv= .90).  

Developmentally, the results did not show a significant development in the 

participants’ receptive knowledge of the congruent collocations (Time 1: M= 
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23.36; Time 2: M= 23.02, t(251)= -1.31, p> .05) (see Table 5.21). Similarly, the 

results revealed no significant development in the participants’ knowledge of the 

incongruent collocations, rather, it indicated a significant decline in their 

knowledge (Time 1: M= 18.88; Time 2: 18.43, t(251)= -1.99, p< .05, d= .14), but 

the effect size was trivial. Additionally, the difference between the gain scores of 

congruent and incongruent collocations was not statistically significant. In other 

words, the difference in the amount of participants’ receptive knowledge 

development of the congruent collocations and that of the incongruent 

collocations was not statistically significant (see Table 5.22). However, 

comparing participants’ average scores on the congruent items with their 

average scores on the incongruent ones (see Table 5.22), indicated that 

participants’ knowledge of the congruent collocations (M= 23.19) was 

significantly higher than their knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 18.66), 

t(251)= 35.17, p< .05, d= .63, and the effect size was medium.  

The results indicated generally a decline in the participants’ receptive 

knowledge of collocations (see Table 5.21). The general potential reasons of 

this decline in knowledge will be mentioned and discussed in detail in the total 

knowledge development section later in this chapter (Section 6.7). A further 

reason that could be added, which is more related to this feature of collocation, 

is degree of congruency with L1. Some items might not have been strong 

equivalents, which could be considered as a shortcoming in the test items, or 

stronger equivalents could not be obtained from their textbooks. A further 

possibility is that they might have been of different degrees of strength of 

congruency with their L1 equivalents, which is inevitable as gaining complete 

equal equivalents is a hard aim to achieve. Accordingly, I would suggest that we 

should take congruency as graded category rather than a binary category. As I 

believe, items are not either congruent or incongruent with learners’ L1. Rather, 

they are gradable and differ from an item to another on the congruency scale. 

Additionally, I would argue that the same idea applies to semantic transparency 

which was discussed in the previous section (6.4). Items can differ from each 

other on the scale of semantic transparency and should not be taken as a 

binary category. A collocation could be completely congruent/transparent, half 

congruent/transparent or completely incongruent/opaque. However, in general, 

comparing the receptive average score of the congruent items (M= 23.19) with 
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that of the incongruent ones (18.66) indicated that participants’ knowledge of 

the congruent collocations was significantly higher than their knowledge of the 

incongruent items, t(251)= 35.17, p< .05, d= .63, and the effect size was 

medium (see Table 5.22). 

Productively, in the productive test 1, the results indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of congruent collocations (M= 15.61) was significantly higher than 

their knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 13.05), t(251)= 15.41, p< .05, 

d= .47, but the effect size was rather small (see Table 5.22). The congruent 

items which received the highest scores were same time (fv= .89), cook dinner 

(fv= .88), drink tea (fv= .87), climb mountains (fv= .87), and correct answers 

(fv= .87). Similarly, results of the productive test 2 indicated that participants’ 

knowledge of the congruent items (M= 17.43) was significantly higher than their 

knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 15.05), t(251)= 11.03, p< .05, d= .37, 

but the effect size was small (see Table 5.22). The highest achievements on the 

congruent collocations were on the items as a question (fv= .94), sit down 

(fv= .87), stand up (fv= .83), talk about (fv= .80), wake up (fv= .77), and for 

example (fv= .77). 

Developmentally, the results revealed a significant development in the 

participants’ productive knowledge of the congruent collocations (Time 1: M= 

15.61; Time 2: M= 17.43, t(251)= 4.79, p< .05, d= .28), but the effect size was 

small. Similarly, the results indicated a significant development in the 

participants’ knowledge of the incongruent collocations (Time 1: M= 13.05; Time 

2: 15.05, t(251)= 6.30, p< .05, d= .38), but the effect size was small (see Table 

5.21). However, the difference between the gain scores of congruent and 

incongruent collocations was not statistically significant. In other words, the 

difference between the amount of participants’ productive knowledge 

development of the congruent collocations and that of the incongruent 

collocations was not statistically significant (see Table 5.22). Accordingly, no 

significant influence of the congruency of collocations with L1 on the knowledge 

development over the school year was identified. However, comparing 

participants’ productive knowledge average scores on the congruent items with 

their average scores on the incongruent ones (see Table 5.22), indicated that 

participants’ knowledge of the congruent collocations (M= 16.52) was 
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significantly higher than their knowledge of the incongruent items (M= 14.05), 

t(251)= 16.88, p< .05, d= .47, but the effect size was rather small.  

Accordingly, congruency of the collocations with the participants’ L1 appeared 

to have positively affected their collocational knowledge. The result lends 

support to the well evidenced findings of the studies which indicated the 

influence of congruency with L1 on the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development (e.g., Bandpay, 2012; Farghal & Obiedant, 1995; Gitsaki, 1996; 

Kellerman, 1978; Koya, 2005; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shehata, 2008; Schmitt, 

Dörnyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 2004; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011).  

In sum, the feature of congruency with L1 appeared to have a little influence on 

the participants’ collocational knowledge and development. However, this 

impact seemed to be less influential than frequency and syntactic structure but 

more influential than semantic transparency due to stability and consistency of 

its results compared with the results of the semantic transparency feature 

influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and development. 

6.6 The ordinal influence of the collocational features on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development 

The results of data analyses showed that the four features of collocations which 

were examined in this study varied in their degrees of influence on the 

participants’ scores on the items, accordingly, their knowledge and 

development. The most powerful predictor for the participants’ knowledge and 

development seemed to be the frequency of occurrence of collocations in the 

participants’ curricula textbooks.  

The syntactic structure of collocations came second in influence, according to 

the results. However, the significant influence of this feature fluctuated and 

seemed to be associated with one group of items rather than with both groups. 

Namely, the influence was significant with the items of the receptive test 1 and 

productive test 2 which had the same items though in different test designs. The 

influence of congruency with L1 came third in its influence on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development. Finally, the influence of the semantic 

transparency came last since it showed the least impact on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development.  Moreover, it demonstrated the least 

consistency in its influence results in the conducted tests receptively and 

productively. 
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Developmentally, the general findings of the current study indicated a 

developmental pattern in the participants’ collocational knowledge. The results 

indicated that participants’ receptive collocational knowledge stabilised at this 

stage of knowledge development while their productive knowledge seemed to 

develop significantly over the academic year. 

6.7 Participants’ collocational knowledge and development 

In general, the study results (see Table 5.21), indicated that participants had the 

command of 63.5% of the collocations they had encountered in their tests which 

were elicited from their school textbooks. Participants’ knowledge of 

collocations was evidenced by an average of 73.4% of correct answers in their 

receptive tests and 53.6% of correct answers in their productive tests. From my 

experience as a teacher, which is more than 20 years, this level of students’ 

English language knowledge is widespread, though not satisfactory, in the local 

pedagogical settings, i.e., the local schools in Kurdistan. Pedagogically, this 

level of participants’ collocational knowledge implies working on developing 

students’ receptive knowledge of collocations and much more working on 

developing their low productive knowledge. Accordingly, some procedures can 

be suggested to deal with this low language proficiency in general and low 

collocational knowledge in particular such as developing the inputs of the 

curriculum textbooks, more explicit teaching of collocations in general and 

special focus on developing students’ productive knowledge. 

However, these results are not disappointing, taking their intermediate level of 

education into account, and it may defy the claim that non-natives even at high 

levels of L2 learning proficiency do not know or use much formulaic language, 

such as collocations (e.g., Kjellmer, 1990; Wray, 2002). On the contrary, it 

seems that L2 learners even at this rather low level of proficiency, low 

proficiency as compared to university students’ level, do know a considerable 

number of formulaic units such as collocations. In sum, participants seemed to 

have the mastery of using about 63.5% of the input collocations they had 

studied from their textbooks. This amount of knowledge can be seen 

reasonable if lack of sufficient input and learning in a second language learning 

context are taken into considerations.  

Developmentally (see Table 5.22), the results indicated that participants’ 

collocational knowledge had developed over the school year (total knowledge at 
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Time 1 M= 70.89, i.e., 62.2% knowledge; Time 2 M= 73.93, i.e., 64.8% 

knowledge, general knowledge M= 72.4, i.e., 63.5%). Accordingly, the total 

collocational knowledge seemed to have developed significantly through the 

school year. However, the amount in the knowledge development appeared to 

be little and slowly obtained over the school year (gain M= 3.04, i.e., 2.7% 

knowledge development, d= .21). Normally, increase in L2 learners’ knowledge 

during the study course is expected in educational settings because it is the aim 

of the study. In other words, learners’ knowledge is expected to develop after 

studying for a while when the aim of taking a course is to develop learners’ level 

of certain aspects of knowledge. Otherwise, if knowledge does not develop or 

decreases, the factors that lie behind it should be investigated and identified, 

and find appropriate solutions to rectify the situation and achieve the course 

aims. However, the small and slow development in the participants’ 

collocational knowledge should be expected in this situation due to the difficulty 

of developing this aspect of knowledge and the short time span of the study, 

which consisted of several months of non-intensive English learning course 

among studying many other subjects at school (9 to 12 subjects) in an EFL 

context. The small knowledge development reflects the difficulty of collocations 

for L2 learners. The small and slow increase in the knowledge development of 

this aspect of language could be ascribed, as was discussed in Chapter 2, to 

the difficulty of collocations and the challenge they create to L2 learners at all 

levels of language proficiency. Additionally, lack of sufficient explicit teaching of 

these items can be another reason behind this slow development of 

collocational knowledge. 

Accordingly, the results of the current study support the findings of some other 

research in this respect which confirm that language knowledge, in general, and 

collocational knowledge, in particular, is one of the daunting, challenging, and 

slow developing aspects for L2 learners which continues even at high levels of 

L2 learners’ proficiency (e.g., Ahmadian & Darabi, 2012; Altenberg & Granger, 

2001; Alharthi, 2014; Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Farrokh, 2012; Lindstromberg, 

& Eyckmans, 2014; Hoey, 2005; Laufer & Waldman 2011; Nesselhauf, 2005). 

According to research conducted on comparing L2 learners’ use of collocations 

to that of the natives’, the former quantitatively and qualitatively use collocations 

less than the latter (e.g., González Fernández & Schmitt, 2015). Consequently, 
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due to the great challenge collocations create to L2 learners, participants’ 

knowledge of this aspect of language witnessed only a little amount of 

knowledge development in the current study. A further anticipated reason could 

be attributed to shortcomings in the adopted pedagogy in teaching the 

curriculum. For instance, the emphasis on these collocations might have been 

insufficient to implant them deep in the participants’ memory through recurrent 

uses of those items during their school years or raising students’ awareness of 

the existence of collocations. Moreover, collocations are not presented under 

the term “collocations” but rather as matching activities which does not raise 

students’ awareness explicitly of this linguistic phenomenon. Additionally, 

collocations are usually presented in the inputs as homework activities in 

secondary textbooks which may not receive as much attention as the students’ 

main textbooks, i.e. students’ book inside the class. Accordingly, these 

shortcomings may suggest pedagogical implications to the educators in the 

local setting.   

Dimensionally, participants’ receptive and productive knowledge of collocations 

did not seem to have developed at the same rate. Receptively, the results 

indicated that participants had a considerable amount of collocational 

knowledge (Time 1: M= 42.24, 74.1% knowledge; Time 2: M= 41.45, 72.7% 

knowledge; general receptive knowledge, M= 41.84, i.e., 73.4% knowledge). 

However, developmentally, the results did not reveal a significant change in the 

participants’ receptive knowledge (gain M= -.79, -1.4% knowledge decrease). 

Although the decrease in the participants’ receptive knowledge of collocations 

was not statistically significant, the slight statistically significant declining in their 

knowledge of some aspects of the receptive knowledge 2 as in knowledge of 

lower frequency collocations, receptive lexical collocations, receptive 

grammatical collocations, receptive transparent collocations and receptive 

incongruent collocations, could be attributed to many reasons.  

One of the reasons could be participants’ lack of motivation in doing the test, in 

general, and the receptive test, in particular. This claim is retrieved from my 

observations on the participants’ receptive test papers, some participants 

looked less motivated in carefully answering the receptive test items than the 

receptive test 1 and the productive test 2. This could be attributed partly to the 

nature of the test itself which required the participants simply to sign either true 
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or false next to the items. Moreover, in the receptive tests participants were not 

restricted by the contextual sentences as the case with the productive test 

items; in the productive tests, participants were restricted by the context of the 

sentences to fill the gaps whereas this context did not exist in the receptive 

tests in which the only restriction was the node of the missing collocate. 

Although this influence would apply to the productive as well, the sentential 

context can add more restrictions to the general context, accordingly, minimises 

number of the potential answers in the test-takers’ mind. Consequently, the test 

did not require as much conscious thinking about the correct answers as the 

productive items did, and participants could choose either options less 

consciously than in the productive test.  

Another reason that could be thought of was that one school year might have 

not been sufficient for this part of the collocational knowledge, receptive 

knowledge, to develop. However, this assumption seems weak due to the well-

established notion that receptive knowledge exceeds and/ or precedes learners’ 

productive knowledge of collocations (e.g., Milton, 2009; Schmitt, Dörnyei, 

Adolphs, & Durow, 2004). Accordingly, if the participants’ productive knowledge 

had developed, their receptive knowledge should have developed earlier or at 

least stabilised but not decreased.   

A further reason that was thought to be behind participants’ knowledge 

declining could be returned to that the reliability of the receptive tests in both 

waves (receptive 1= .75; receptive 2= .76) was lower than that of the productive 

ones (productive 1= .93; productive 2= .95) which could be regarded as another 

shortcoming in the receptive test settings. This assumption lends support to the 

notion that the design of the instrument may affect the elicited knowledge from 

participants of the study (e.g., Zhong, 2016). This should not imply that only the 

difference in reliability had significantly caused the knowledge drop. Rather, I 

would argue that its effect with the other factors mentioned in this section 

collectively might have resulted in the knowledge declination. 

An additional reason could be attributed to specific features of the collocation 

items such as frequency, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, or L1 

congruency which could restrict knowledge development within the receptive 

context more than the productive environment. This assumption could be 

supported by the fact that the items on which participants’ receptive knowledge 
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decreased were mainly of low frequency and incongruent. The mean 

differences of the phrasal verbs were statistically significant as the mean 

decreased from (M=12.55) down to (M=11. 59). Features such as frequency, 

syntactic structure, and congruency with L1 were found to be the most powerful 

anticipated reasons behind participants’ receptive knowledge declining. 

Accordingly, these features may be more influential in the receptive than the 

productive contexts.   

Another reason could simply be that items of the receptive test 1 (productive 2) 

were more difficult than items of the receptive test 2 (productive 1) which may 

also explain why the productive test 2 was higher than productive test 1. This 

assumption is supported by that the mean score of (receptive 1+productive 2), 

M= 74.72, was significantly higher than the mean score of (receptive 2+ 

productive 1), M= 70.10, but with a small effect size (d= .29). However, what 

weakens this supposition is that the difference between the mean score of the 

receptive test 1 (M= 42.24) and receptive test 2 (M= 41.45) was not statistically 

significant whereas the difference in participants’ productive knowledge of the 

first (M= 28.65) and the second test (M= 32.48) was statistically significant with 

a small effect size (d= .31) (see Table 5.21). The difference in difficulty between 

the first and second receptive items, if the claim could be proved, would be 

considered as another weak point in the receptive test setting.  

A further justification, the comparisons were made between two tests of 

different items. Although the general features and characteristics of the items of 

the receptive test 1 and test 2 were balanced, the comparison was made 

between two different groups of collocations. Accordingly, participants may vary 

in their knowledge of these two groups due to various factors such as frequency 

of the items in the participants’ textbooks.  

Finally, even if participants’ receptive collocational knowledge 2 was 

significantly less than that of receptive 1, it did not necessarily mean that 

participants’ receptive knowledge had decreased through the school year. The 

case might have only been that learners’ knowledge of the test 2 items was less 

than their knowledge of the test 1 items. As participants’ collocational 

knowledge does not develop all the way at the same speed rate, participants’ 

receptive collocational knowledge development could have been at the time of 

the receptive test 1 higher than that of the receptive test 2 time. However, this 
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assumption could be criticised for that the study period could be too short to 

allow identifying such a decrease in knowledge. Moreover, the learning context 

usually enhances rather than hampers learners’ knowledge development. 

In sum, the difficulty of accurately and decisively identifying the reasons or 

factors behind increasing or decreasing learners’ receptive knowledge comes 

from the complex nature of language learning, collocations in particular, the 

challenges collocations create ahead of L2 learners, and the various complex 

network of elements and factors that contribute to the process of collocational 

knowledge and development. However, what I go for most among all the 

mentioned reasons is that participants’ knowledge of the receptive test 1 items 

was more, i.e., more familiar with the items, than their knowledge of the items of 

the second receptive test. Accordingly, it happened unintentionally that more 

unfamiliar items occurred in the receptive test 2 list. 

Productively, the results indicated that participants had a fair amount of 

collocational knowledge (Time 1 M= 28.65, 50.3% knowledge); Time 2 M= 

32.48, 56.9% knowledge), general productive knowledge (M= 30.57, 53.6% 

knowledge). Additionally, the results revealed a significant increase in the 

participants’ productive knowledge of collocations (gain M= 3.83, 6.7%), but the 

amount knowledge development was small (d= 31). However, comparing 

participants’ receptive knowledge with their productive knowledge of 

collocations (see Table 5.22) showed obviously that participants’ productive 

knowledge lagged much behind their receptive knowledge. The participants’ 

productive knowledge comprised 73.1% of their receptive knowledge, i.e., the 

productive knowledge of the participants lagged 26.9% behind their receptive 

knowledge. However, the results indicated that participants’ productive 

knowledge (gain M= 3.83, 6.7% knowledge increase) developed at a faster rate 

than that of the receptive knowledge (gain M= -.79, -1.4% knowledge 

decrease).  

Although participants’ productive knowledge level was lower than their receptive 

one, their productive knowledge seemed to have developed significantly more 

than their receptive knowledge during the school year under study. Additionally, 

the difference between the mean gain scores of the receptive and the 

productive knowledge (mean gain scores difference= -4.62) was significant with 

a rather small effect size (d= 45). This means that the amount of knowledge 
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development in the participants’ productive knowledge was significantly larger 

than that of their receptive knowledge. The productive knowledge mean scores 

increased significantly from (M= 28.65) in the first wave into (M= 32.48) in the 

second wave (gain score= 3.83). In contrast, participants’ receptive knowledge 

did not show a significant development over the school year (gain score= -.79); 

the mean score of the receptive knowledge changed from (M= 42.24) in the first 

wave to (M=41.45) in the second wave though the difference was not 

statistically significant. The results lend support to studies such as (e.g., 

Alsakran, 2011; Laufer, 1998; Milton, 2009; Torabian, Maros & Subakir, 2014; 

Webb, 2008). The results indicate that collocations are learned or acquired 

receptively prior to be able to use them confidently in writing or speaking, i.e., 

productively. Additionally, it implies that more effort and time need to be 

allocated for developing L2 learners’ productive knowledge than that is 

dedicated for developing their receptive collocational skills. Accordingly, the 

theoretical and pedagogical implications of this aspect need to be taken into 

account when curricula textbooks and L2 course are set or designed. 

Finally, at the individual level, analysing the correlation between participants’ 

receptive and productive knowledge indicated that higher levels of participants’ 

receptive knowledge were generally associated with higher levels of their 

productive knowledge as well (r= .68). Additionally, the results revealed a 

correlation of medium to large strength between participants’ receptive and 

productive knowledge of the same items (receptive 1 & productive 2 r= .48; 

receptive 2 & productive 1 r= .57). Accordingly, the results indicated a positive, 

reasonable relationship between the participants’ receptive and productive 

knowledge of collocations. This result corroborates the study findings which 

indicate a rather strong correlation between learners’ receptive and productive 

knowledge (e.g., Zhong, 2016). Accordingly, higher levels of receptive 

knowledge were associated with higher levels of productive knowledge. This 

implies that a development in the learners’ receptive collocational knowledge by 

a specific percentage results in developing their productive knowledge but with 

a lower percentage due to the difference in the growth rates of the learners’ 

receptive and productive knowledge. Moreover, the relationship between the 

receptive and productive knowledge is not a straightforward linear relationship 

(e.g., Caspi, 2013). Additionally, the transition from the receptive to the 
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productive level is not fast, abrupt, or predictable (e.g., Laufer, 1998; Schmitt & 

Meara, 1997). Accordingly, these points need to be taken into account in 

examining or assessing L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development.  

6.8 Influence of the test designs on the data quality 

The impact of the test designs on the quality and quantity of the elicited data is 

evidenced in some studies (e.g., Koya, 2005). In contrast to some other studies 

such as Gyllstad (2013) which indicated the inappropriateness of the productive 

construct for assessment procedures, the current study results indicated that 

the productive knowledge test format appeared to be a better indictor to L2 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development, and a better tool for 

exploring the influence of the collocational features on the learners’ collocational 

knowledge and development than the receptive test format. Accordingly, this 

result lends support to studies with similar findings (e.g., Tahmasebi, 

Ghaedrahmat, & Haqverdi, 2013). The influence is due to nature of the test, 

structure, the way knowledge is elicited, and the freedom space given to the 

examinees in providing knowledge and confining to the test settings.   
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Chapter seven  

Conclusions 

The present study came up with a number of findings and implications. 

Accordingly, this chapter presents a short summary of the study first. Next, the 

contributions which this study has made to the field will be viewed. Then, the 

pedagogical implications of the study results will be presented. After that, 

limitations of the study will be brought to surface to stand on the shortcomings 

of the current research on the hope to be avoided in future research. Finally, 

directions and recommendations for further research will be suggested. 

7.1 Summary 

The present study investigated Kurdish high school students’ collocational 

knowledge and development. Additionally, it explored the influence of four of the 

collocational features- frequency of occurrence in the input, syntactic structure 

of collocations, semantic transparency, and congruency of collocations with L1- 

on the collocational knowledge and development of 252 Kurdish Year 11 high 

school students. Participants of the study were learning English as a foreign 

language as a part of their school curriculum subjects. The analyses of the 

students’ knowledge and development were based on their knowledge of the 

encountered collocations in their curriculum textbooks. Accordingly, participants’ 

knowledge of 114 collocations was measured by two tests: an appropriateness 

judgement test, COLLMATCH3 test, in which they decided on the 

appropriateness of certain combinations as collocations, and a gap-filling test in 

which they completed primed missing elements of collocations in sentential 

contexts taken from their English textbooks. The earlier test was used to 

measure their receptive knowledge of collocations whereas the latter was used 

to measure their productive knowledge of collocations. Evidence for the 

influence of gender on the participants’ knowledge and development was also 

sought in this study.  

The study results revealed that participants’ total collocational knowledge 

developed significantly over the school year. However, this development was 

not equal for both dimensions, receptive vs productive, of collocational 

knowledge. Receptively, participants’ knowledge of collocations did not show a 

significant development throughout the school year. Conversely, participants’ 

productive knowledge of collocations increased significantly over the same 
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period. Although participants’ productive knowledge lagged much behind their 

receptive knowledge, productive knowledge increased significantly and the 

amount of knowledge development was significantly larger than their receptive 

knowledge development, i.e., participants’ productive knowledge developed at a 

faster rate than that of the receptive knowledge at this level of proficiency. 

Additionally, analysing the correlation between participants’ receptive and 

productive knowledge of collocations indicated that higher levels of receptive 

knowledge were associated with higher levels of productive knowledge.  

As for the influence of gender differences on the participants’ knowledge of 

collocations, the results generally revealed significant differences between 

males’ and females’ collocational knowledge; males achieved higher than 

females. However, the results revealed no significant difference between the 

amount of knowledge development of males and females neither in their 

receptive nor in their productive knowledge of collocations over the school year.  

Concerning the influence of frequency on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development, the results revealed a significant, positive, 

moderate relationship between frequency of the collocations in the curricula 

textbooks and participants’ knowledge of those items; higher levels of 

knowledge of collocations were associated with collocations of higher 

frequencies.  

As for the influence of the syntactic structure on the participants’ collocational 

knowledge and development, participants varied in their collocational 

knowledge and development of the four syntactic structures. Generally, the 

results indicated that the syntactic structure of collocations had a statistical 

significant influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development, specifically, on their productive knowledge development. 

According to the results, grammatical collocations seemed to be less 

challenging than lexical collocations. However, the influence of this feature was 

less evidenced than the influence of frequency due to inconsistency of the 

receptive and productive results. 

In terms of collocations congruency with participants’ L1, congruency seemed to 

have a little influence on the participants’ collocational knowledge and 

development. Semantically, the results revealed that the semantic transparency 

of collocations had the least influence on the participants’ collocational 
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knowledge and development.  

Finally, the study results demonstrated an ordinal sequence of the influence of 

the four features of collocations on the participants’ knowledge and 

development in which frequency seemed to be the most influential feature, next 

was syntactic structure, then congruency with L1, and finally semantic 

transparency appeared to be the least influential factor.  

7.2 Contributions of the study 

Contributions of the present study can be perceived from various perspectives. 

Starting from the definition of the term collocation, it was defined from a hybrid 

perspective, i.e., combining the frequency-based and phraseological definitions 

of collocations in one combined view. The adopted definition was based on that 

for a combination to be considered a collocation, certain criteria should be 

applied to the combination. First, it is a combination that should occur more than 

once, but the occurrence is not by chance or misuse by native speakers. 

Second, it is of specific syntactic structure and restricted combinability. Third, it 

should be meaningful and used according to the intuition of the native speakers. 

This definition is a contribution to the third rather new establishing view of 

collocation. The definition does not rely on frequency of occurrence alone and 

neglect the syntactic relations and combinability of the collocational items, as 

with the frequency-based definition, nor does it consider the syntactic relations 

and combinability but neglect frequency, as with the phraseological definition of 

collocations. It combines both views for a better identification of this linguistic 

phenomenon, i.e., collocations. Accordingly, this contribution can be of use in 

the theoretical and practical aspects of studying collocations. I do not claim that 

the current research is the first study which adopts the hybrid definition, but it is 

one of the few studies, though increasing by time, which have appeared 

recently to establish the third approach to collocations. Theoretically, the hybrid 

definition may assist in establishing a more comprehensive and less 

controversial notion of collocations. Practically, it can help in increasing the 

sophistication of the process of collocation extraction from large corpora by 

avoiding the shortcomings of each approach if they are employed separately 

such as yielding syntactically inappropriate collocations or ignoring salient but 

low frequency collocations in the extraction process. 

Empirically, the study employed various criteria, strategies, and instruments to 
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investigate learners’ knowledge receptively and productively. For example, the 

test items were exclusively based on the items which were actually encountered 

by learners over their school years. This was different from many other studies 

in which collocations were selected or elicited from dictionaries or corpora of 

which some of them have never been experienced by learners. To support this 

point more, the sentential context of the productive test was completely based 

on those existed in their curriculum textbooks. Additionally, the validity and 

reliability criteria were taken into consideration in setting the scales. This 

contribution can be of significance specifically in pedagogical contexts. 

Teachers and educational researchers may benefit from adopting such criteria 

and strategies for better evaluating and assessing students’ knowledge 

development and language proficiency. Additionally, it may provide a good tool 

of evaluating teaching methodologies and curricular content efficiency for 

teachers, educators, and curricula textbooks designers.  

A further contribution was the longitudinal design of the study. The current study 

contributed to the field as there have been rather a few studies adopting 

longitudinal studies in this field. Previous studies have mostly relied on one-shot 

data collection designs. Since learners’ collocational knowledge develops slowly 

over time, studying this aspect of knowledge requires long time spans to 

observe any real changes in learners’ collocational knowledge. Though one 

school year may not be sufficient to observe development in some aspects of 

collocations, it can be enough to realise development in many other aspects of 

learners’ collocational knowledge and development. The current study results 

indicated the importance of longitudinal study design in identifying knowledge 

change in some aspects of collocations which could not be diagnosed or 

identified by adopting one-shot data studies. Accordingly, I would suggest a 

study period that lasts from three to six years and being conducted on large 

numbers of students to identify a more comprehensive, considerable knowledge 

change, and provide a better generalisability power to the results specifically in 

EFL contexts. 

Another contribution was the modifications which were made to the original 

version of COLLMATCH 3 in terms of number of the items, features, their equal 

numbers, and way of answering the tests by participants. As for the gap-filling 

tests, the contextual sentences were exclusively elicited from learners’ 
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textbooks. The adopted strategy paves the way for examining test takers’ 

knowledge of what they have really encountered in their study courses. This 

can have designative and experimental significance. Tests need to be modified 

according to the study aims and questions. Accordingly, the contribution can be 

beneficial for test designers and educators in pedagogical and research 

contexts.   

Choosing participants of the study was another contribution. Majority of the 

previous studies were conducted on university-level learners or learners from 

language learning centres at advanced levels of language proficiency. However, 

the current study was carried out on high school students who were of low to 

intermediate levels of language proficiency. Accordingly, the study design, 

testing formats, analytical tools, and results can be useful in investigations at 

this level of education due to the rather small number of such studies compared 

with those carried out on the advanced L2 learners.  

In terms of the findings, the study suggested a sequential pattern of the 

influence of the collocational features on the L2 learners’ knowledge and 

development. The results revealed that the four features of collocations, 

frequency of occurrence, syntactic structure, semantic transparency, and 

congruency with L1 had impacts on the L2 learners’ collocational knowledge 

and development. However, frequency of occurrence played the most influential 

role in learners’ knowledge development. Additionally, there appeared to be a 

sequence in their influence significance in which frequency came first, syntactic 

structure came second, congruency with L1 came third whereas semantic 

transparency demonstrated the least influence on the learners’ knowledge 

development. This contribution can have important pedagogical implications. 

Accordingly, the curricula textbooks designers, teachers, and educators should 

highlight the most challenging aspects of learning collocations and language in 

a way that facilitates the process of learning.  

In contrast to many previous studies, the study results generally indicated a 

gender influence on the L2 learners’ receptive and productive knowledge of 

collocations; males did better than females in mostly all the tests. However, as 

the study implies that this difference between both genders seems to be 

context-restricted rather than being genetic, it necessitates locally-restricted 

procedures and implications to deal with this imbalanced learning situation. 
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Accordingly, this result raises the significance of the context of learning on the 

knowledge development of both genders in general and the local context in 

particular.  

A further contribution is that most of the previous studies generally indicated 

that the grammatical collocations were more challenging than the lexical ones. 

In contrast, in the current study, grammatical collocations of simple syntactic 

structures were generally less challenging than the lexical ones. Additionally, 

the study results indicated that the difficulty of the syntactic structure could be 

overcome by concentrating on the other features of collocations such as 

frequency. For example, learners can acquire collocations of difficult syntactic 

structures by increasing their exposure to those items. This contribution has its 

implications and importance mainly in pedagogical contexts. Teachers could 

make use of the other features of collocations in their teaching to overcome a 

challenge created by a specific collocational feature. 

Finally, the last contribution was eliciting a model summary of the collocational 

knowledge and development from reviewing the existing literature. The model 

can be employed as a basis for developing and establishing a better theoretical 

notion for L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and development than can be 

fruitful in theory and practice. 

7.3 Pedagogical implications   

The results can have its significance and pedagogical implications in the local 

context in terms of curricula textbooks settings and educational programmes. 

Accordingly, they can help in the sophistication of the process of teaching and 

learning English as a foreign language, particularly, in the local context. 

Accordingly, the importance of the study results and their pedagogical 

implications can be demonstrated in various aspects. First, locally, i.e., 

Kurdistan Region, it is, to the best of my knowledge, the first study that deals 

with collocations and its influence on the learners’ knowledge and development 

in this breadth and depth. Additionally, it is the first study of the English course 

textbooks of 11 years, Year 1 to Year 11, which explores learners’ knowledge of 

this aspect of English language, and examines the factors which may affect 

students’ collocational knowledge and development. Second, the majority of the 

previous studies which were conducted in the local setting were in the form of 

questionnaires in which participants expressed their attitudes towards the 
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curriculum textbooks. This is the first study in which participants took systematic 

knowledge exploration tests based on their textbooks. Third, it draws teachers’ 

attention, who seem to be unaware or have neglected collocations, to this 

aspect of language. It was also noticed that participants were explicitly unaware 

of this phenomenon as a term, though they were practically familiar with it in the 

form of matching tests. Accordingly, this implies that teachers are 

recommended to draw students’ attention to this aspect of language and its 

significance in developing their language proficiency.  

The results also indicated students’ low productive knowledge of collocations. 

This necessitates that teachers should pay more attention to developing their 

collocational knowledge and use of collocations. This can be achieved through 

increasing productive assignments such as writing short essays, encouraging 

conversations inside classrooms, acting short plays, and making discussions 

from time to time about topics that interest students with providing clues and 

useful collocations on the boards to encourage and motivate learners to use the 

language.  

Additionally, since the influence of the gender factor was evidenced in the 

current study, females’ underachievement compared to males’, and the belief 

that this shortage in achievement may not be genetic but circumstantial, this 

can have social, political, economic, and pedagogical implications. Socially, 

females’ self-esteem could be raised through raising people’s awareness of 

equity principle between males and females and females’ important role and 

contribution in the different aspects of daily life, specifically in villages where 

females are under higher social, cultural, and traditional pressures than those 

live in cities and town. Additionally, raising parents’ awareness of the necessity 

of a fair treatment of their male and female children and giving them equal 

attention and support specifically during their early years of life. This may 

increase females’ self-confidence and future expectations, accordingly, their 

motivation to learn. Politically, issuing official regulations and instructions that 

guarantee females’ equity of chance with males in terms of education, work, 

legal, and political status. Economically, having equal opportunities with males 

to work and earn money can motivate females to have higher expectations for 

themselves, accordingly, higher desire to learn and promote their academic 

knowledge in the future. Educationally, including female-related subjects in the 
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curricula inputs that shed light on females’ rights and their role in society. This 

emphasis on female students could be more effective and required specifically 

at the early stages of learning, specially Year 1 to Year 9, where they may need 

more encouragement to overcome the potential negative influence of the 

contextual factors on their self-esteem, motivation, education, and knowledge 

development. 

Furthermore, due to the evidenced influence of L1 on the participants’ 

collocational knowledge and development, teachers are advised to raise 

learners’ awareness to the L1-L2 differences whenever they experience 

collocations which have no L1 equivalents. Additionally, the results indicated 

that some patterns or types were more challenging than others such as lexical 

patterns vs grammatical patterns or that the adj+n pattern was more challenging 

than the others. Accordingly, more emphasis is required on such patterns and 

types of collocations.  

In sum, this study is hoped to be of benefit to the local Ministry of Education in 

setting future English textbooks. Its usefulness could be in various ways. First, 

the results imply raising learners’ awareness of collocations. Accordingly, 

educators in the ministry need to highlight the significance of collocations in 

designing future new English textbooks for students. This can be through the 

explicit content of collocations in the textbooks and providing teachers with 

explicit guidelines for teaching collocations. The study implies also a shortage in 

the input. Accordingly, increasing the inputs with specific emphasis on 

collocations can be fruitful. It is also hoped to be of help to teachers of English 

language in identifying their students’ strength and weakness areas, setting 

tests, and adapting their teaching plans, accordingly, increasing their 

collocational knowledge and language proficiency. 

7.4 Limitations of the study 

The present research was not without issues and limitations. Among the issues 

was participant attrition. Some participants left the study while others joined, as 

explained in the methodology chapter. Another issue was the difficulty of 

supervising all the participants alone without the school teachers’ help to 

provide a healthy, appropriate environment for the participants at the time of 

conducting the tests due to the large number of participants and unavailability of 

a large hall that could have all participants in one place under my direct 
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supervision. A further issue was unavailability of sufficient numbers of items 

with the required features in the textbooks which resulted in using some items 

which were not of strongly fitting the criteria set for the constructs, 

consequently, being deleted at the reliability stage. As a result, having the exact 

number of items for each feature became difficult and the balance between 

items according to the required features changed a little.  

 Another limitation was that items of the receptive test 1 were different from that 

of the test 2, and items of the productive test 1 were different from those of the 

test 2. To avoid the influence of repetitions on the participants, testing them on 

the same items receptively or productively was initially avoided. Consequently, 

the difference in the test items did not allow following knowledge development 

of the same items during the school year within the same knowledge dimension, 

i.e., receptively or productively. Rather, the comparisons were made between 

the knowledge development of two different sets of items. Moreover, this might 

be one of the reasons behind being participants’ knowledge of receptive 2 less 

than their knowledge of receptive 1. Consequently, the results did not show a 

development in the receptive knowledge but a decline in knowledge of some 

aspects of collocations which was not the expected result in such situation, i.e., 

knowledge development over the school year.  

Another limitation was that examining participants’ receptive and productive 

knowledge at the same time required eliciting and including a large number of 

items in the tests which put pressure on the tests setting and participants at the 

time of taking the tests. Dealing with one aspect of knowledge could have 

reduced the pressure on the whole study specifically in terms of number of 

items which meet the applied features. 

Furthermore, the COLLMATCH3 and gap-filling tests which were employed for 

this study contained equal numbers of items in terms of their frequency, the four 

syntactic patterns, sematic transparency, and congruency with L1. However, the 

balance among these aspects could not be completely maintained due to 

subjecting these items to reliability criteria. Preserving balance among the 

different aspects of the tested items could have provided more consistency in 

the results. Furthermore, due to the practical difficulty of achieving this aim, 

some of the items might have not been quite strong in relation to the features on 

which they were tested specifically with transparency and congruency features. 
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Consequently, this might have resulted in part of the inconsistency of the test 

results on these aspects.  

Another limitation of the study was removing some items from the collocational 

knowledge tests which seemed to have negative influences on the reliability of 

the tests. Although the rationale behind removing the items was to increase the 

reliability of the tests, the removal might have had negatively affected the study 

findings. The removal might have resulted in losing some significant data that 

could have had significant pedagogical implications such as removing the most 

and the least recurrent items in the learners’ curriculum textbooks on which 

learners’ scored the highest marks on the earlier and the lowest on the latter.  

Finally, the potential incompatibility between the two compared sets of items, 

receptively and productively, in terms of frequency of the items in the textbooks 

and learners’ knowledge of those items can be regarded as another limitation of 

the study. As guaranteeing compatibility between both sets of items before 

administering the tests, specifically in terms of their frequency and knowledge, 

was not practically feasible, the nonsignificant knowledge development in the 

learners’ receptive knowledge, the slow development in their productive and 

general knowledge of collocations over the school year could be attributed not 

only to the influence of poor instructional quality, insufficient input, and EFL 

context, but also to the knowledge measurement tools I used in the study.  

7.5 Directions for further research  

The study adopted a hybrid approach definition of collocations which is a rather 

new approach that combines the frequency-based and phraseological 

approaches in one design. Due to the complex nature of collocations and 

learners’ slow knowledge development at this level of learning, I encourage 

conducting future research adopting the same definition and design but for 

longer periods that range between three to six years. On the one hand, the 

hybrid approach can involve the key characteristics of collocations such as 

frequency, syntactic relations, semantics, and combinability of the component 

items, accordingly, yielding more comprehensive view of collocations. On the 

other hand, as learners’ collocational knowledge develops slowly over time, 

longitudinal studies of longer time spans may allow more chance to identify 

change and observe nature and development of learners’ collocational 

knowledge. This type of research may provide deeper, more comprehensive, 
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and more informative insights into L2 learners’ collocational knowledge and 

development such as exploring the influence of features of collocations and 

learning context on learners’ collocational knowledge and development. The 

present longitudinal study lasted for only one school year. Extending future 

studies for three years or more in the same local context may provide better 

explorations and depiction of the knowledge development patterns. 

Additionally, the study employed appropriateness judgement test and gap-filling 

tests. However, incorporating other types of tests such as essay writing and 

translation tests in future studies, in addition to the tests utilised in this study, 

may assist in shedding light on some other aspects of learners’ knowledge and 

development.   

As participants’ performance on the receptive tests was not consistent as it was 

on the productive tests, extending the data collection period to more than one 

year may provide more consistent and stable results. In terms of participants’ 

level of proficiency, more studies are required at the high school level as most 

studies have been conducted on learners of higher proficiency levels, mostly 

university students. 

In addition, although the current study did not aim at evaluating the school 

textbooks, the results revealed that such study designs with some modifications 

can be used in future studies as useful tools for assessing learners’ 

performance and curricula textbooks contents evaluations. Accordingly, results 

of such studies can be of significant pedagogical implications in teaching and 

curriculum settings. 

Furthermore, the study results of the individual test analyses revealed that 

males achieved higher than females at this proficiency level. These results give 

chance for future research to verify this point and to investigate the potentiality 

of existing a real difference between males’ and females’ collocational 

knowledge and development, and exploring the reasons behind the difference 

in more detail. This can help in identifying and dealing with any social, 

economic, political, cultural, educational, or even genetic factors which can lie 

behind this difference in knowledge development. 

Furthermore, from the pilot tests conducted on native speakers, it was noticed 

that even native speakers of English made some mistakes in filling the gap-
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filling tests. The mistakes were not in grammar but in mismatching. Future 

research is required to explore native collocational knowledge development at 

the same level, Year 11, to verify whether the mistakes were due to lacking 

clarity in the contextual sentences or lack of collocational knowledge of native 

speakers at this stage of language knowledge.  

Most of the studies have investigated mainly academic collocations. Exploring 

collocational knowledge and development in natural daily life and non-academic 

contexts will be worthwhile which can give chance for more investigations, 

accordingly, knowledge about this linguistic phenomenon. A further area of 

investigation is that the study explored the grammatical collocations of only 

simple structures which encourages exploring the influence of grammatical 

collocations of more complex structures as well. 

Finally, testing learners’ collocational knowledge and development is still in 

need of more sophisticated evaluating and assessing tools specifically in 

studies conducted from dynamic perspectives which lack effective tools in this 

respect. Accordingly, designing new tools or developing the current ones to 

further explore learners’ collocational knowledge from static or dynamic 

perspectives are recommended.  

The above suggested studies are some ideas for future research, but they are 

not exhaustive as many other ideas can be built on the present study results. 

There are still many other aspects of learners’ collocational knowledge which 

need to be investigated at this level of language proficiency or lower, i.e., 

secondary school level. 
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Appendix (B): Test items list 
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1 comb (her) 
hair 

382 5.8 1 2 63 C T vn L comb 2 hair 2 Y 2    

2 Kiss (her) 
cheek 

477 7.0 3 6 3 C T vn L kiss 8 cheek 8 Y 8    

3 ask a 
question 

682
0 

3.1 19 458 366 C T vn L ask 1 question 3 Y 3    

4 climb a 
tree 

199 3.4 5 44 55 C T vn L climb 8 tree 5 Y 8    

5 develop 
(his) skills 

134
8 

4.1 2 27 29 C T vn L develop 9 skill 7 
Y 
11 

   

6 add sugar 984 3.9 2 53 19 C T vn L add 3 sugar 6 Y 6    
7 drink tea 404 4.3 24 105 34 C T vn L drink 3 tea 3 Y 6    
8 answer a 

question 
823

5 
4.9 74 457 366 C T vn L answer 1 question 3 Y 4    

9 brush (his) 
teeth 

475 6.0 2 3 9 IC T vn L brush 5 teeth 2 Y 5    

10 
pay a debt 918 3.8 3 27 7 IC T vn L pay 9 debt 

Y 
10 

   

11 launch a 
satellite 

123 4.5 6 7 21 IC T vn L launch 10 satellite 8 
Y 
10 

   

12 fly a plane 376 3.8 6 67 29 IC T vn L fly 4 plane 3 Y 8    
13 

heat oil 
317

2 
5.2 2 12 31 IC T vn L heat 8 oil 9 

Y 
10 

   

14 lend 
money 

379 3.67 1 7 135 IC T vn L lend 8 money 5 Y 8    

15 play the 
guitar 

479 3.7 27 404 65 IC T vn L play 1 guitar 3 Y 3    

16 play a 
game 

416
5 

3.0 83 404 192 IC T vn L play 1 game1 Y 3    

17 bend (her) 
knees 

222 5.3 1 7 4 C O vn L bend 7 knee 7 Y 7    

18 attract 
tourists 

114 5.1 2 22 70 C O vn L attract 8 tourist 5 Y 8    

19 ride a 
bicycle 

995 6.1 7 53 35 C O vn L ride 3 bicycle 4 Y 4    

20 cross the 
river 

406 3.1 7 28 69 C O vn L cross 5 river 5 Y 8    

21 pass an 
exam 

170 4.2 1 26 9 C O vn L pass 8 exam 6 Y 9    

22 climb 
mountains 

280 3.9 4 44 99 C O vn L climb 8 
mountain 

5 
Y 8    

23 cook 
dinner 

315 3.2 6 57 58 C O vn L cook 4 dinner 4 Y 7    

24 follow the 
path 

579 3.2 1 78 15 C O vn L follow 3 path 5 
Y 
11 

   

25 follow the 
instruction

463 4.2 1 78 12 IC O vn L follow 3 
instruction 

4 
Y 4    
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s 

26 pay 
attention 

687
6 

5.0 1 27 2 IC O vn L pay 9 attention 9 Y 9    

27 
lose weight 

246
6 

4.4 6 62 9 IC O vn L lose 9 weight 9 Y 9    

28 make a 
mistake 

283
4 

3.1 11 504 51 IC O vn L make 3 mistake 6 Y 6    

29 shake 
hands 

119
8 

3.7 1 4 60 IC O vn L shake 8 hand 1 Y 8    

30 borrow 
money 

749 4.5 2 14 135 IC O vn L borrow 6 money 5 Y 8    

31 catch a 
bus 

63 3.7 6 30 48 IC O vn L catch 7 bus 3 Y 8    

32 make a 
decision 

735
8 

3.7 5 504 80 IC O vn L make 3 
decision 

11 
Y 
11 

   

33 electric 
motors 

465 6.8 1 5 1 C T 
adj 
n 

L electric 8 motor 11 
Y 
11 

   

34 active 
volcanoes 

125 6.5 1 427 10 C T adjn L active 9 volcano 9 Y 9    

35 global 
warming 

520
9 

9.6 19 35 63 C T 
adj 
n 

L global 9 warming 7 Y 9    

36 daily 
routines 

566 5.8 5 8 15 C T 
adj 
n 

L daily 5 routine 5 Y 5    

37 prehistoric 
monsters 

10 5.6 1 3 16 C T adjn L 
prehistoric 

9 
monster 9 Y 9    

38 radioactive 
materials 

162 6.0 2 2 7 C T adjn L 
radioactiv

e 9 
material 6 Y 9    

39 my best 
friend 

645
0 

4.8 7 117 226 C T adjn L best 7 friend 3 Y 7    

40 correct 
answers 

587 3.9 9 177 457 C T adjn L correct 3 answer 1 Y 7    

41 modal 
verbs 

9 10.5 4 5 81 IC T adjn L modal 11 verb 5 
Y 
11 

   

42 blonde hair 779 7.0 2 2 63 IC T adjn L blonde 9 hair 2 Y 9    
43 

big bangs 
160

2 
6.1 5 171 6 IC T adjn L big 3 bang 5 Y 5    

44 
fizzy drinks 12 7.3 7 7 105 IC T 

adj+ 
n 

L fizzy 6 drink 3 Y 6    

45 a loud 
noise 

407 6.0 1 13 18 IC T adjn L loud 7 noise 8 
Y 
11 

   

46 precious 
metals 

110 5.1 2 7 20 IC T adjn L precious 9 metal 6 Y 9    

47 Native 
Americans 

595
5 

5.2 5 6 92 IC T adjn L native 8 
American 

7 
Y 8    

48 the main 
entrance 

509 5.5 1 17 8 IC T 
adj 
n 

L main 8 entrance 9 Y 9    

49 the 
industrial 
revolution 

861 6.9 4 25 4 C O adjn L 
industrial 

11 
revolution 

11 
Y 
11 

   

50 the wild 
west 

928 4.4 2 21 40 C O adjn L wild 6 west 7 
Y 
10 

   

51 
bad luck 

151
5 

5.0 10 85 45 C O adjn L bad 5 luck 3 Y 9    

52 the 
average 

temperatur
e 

353 3.7 5 9 31 C O adjn L 
average 

11 
temperatu

re 11 
Y 
11 

   

53 an open 
mouth 

259
0 

4.1 1 113 14 C O adjn L open 5 mouth 4 
Y 
11 
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54 weak 
syllables 

22 5.6 2 5 4 C O adjn L weak 7 syllable 8 
Y 
11 

   

55 mobile 
phones 

603 5.7 13 15 104 C O adjn L mobile 3 phone 3 Y 3    

56 the same 
time 

359
52 

3.2 8 83 396 C O adjn L same 4 time 3 Y 8    

57 alien 
spaceships 

34 7.2 1 9 11 IC O adjn L alien 7 
spaceship 

8 
Y 8    

58 developed 
countries 

205 3.4 1 27 156 IC O adjn L 
developed 

9 
country 5 

Y 
10 

   

59 happy 
birthday 

151
9 

6.6 10 110 85 IC O 
adj+ 

n 
L happy 3 birthday 5 Y 5    

60 
dark hair 

315
1 

5.0 7 43 63 IC O 
adj 
n 

L dark 7 hair 2 Y 7    

61 terrible 
mistakes 

408 5.8 1 43 51 IC O adjn L terrible 7 mistake 6 
Y 
10 

   

62 a gentle 
voice 

287 4.2 1 8 12 IC O adjn L gentle 11 voice 7 
Y 
11 

   

63 
good news 

108
17 

3.4 4 243 50 IC O adjn L good 1 news 5 Y 9    

64 heavy rain 682 5.0 4 21 63 IC O adjn L heavy 7 rain 3 Y 9    
65 throw 

away 
181

3 
4.4 4 59 25 C T P v G away 3 throw 6 Y 6    

66 dive into 705 3.7 1 131 4 C T P v G into 5 dive 9 Y 9    
67 

sit down 
948

7 
4.8 29 87 78 C T P v G down 1 sit 1 Y 1    

68 
talk about 

626
77 

4.3 162 892 328 C T P v G about 3 talk 3 Y 4    

69 
pull out 

558
6 

4.3 2 176 8 C T P v G out 5 pull 8 Y 8    

70 pass 
through 

284
7 

4.1 3 53 26 C T P v G through 8 pass 8 Y 9    

71 
go ahead 

144
93 

6.0 7 17 793 C T P v G ahead 9 go 3 Y 9    

72 worry 
about 

149
25 

5.5 5 892 37 C T P v G about 3 worry 5 Y 6    

73 
pull off 

301
6 

4.1 1 43 8 IC T P v G off 6 pull 8 
Y 
10 

   

74 complain 
about 

226
1 

3.9 1 892 1 IC T P v G about 3 complain 
Y 
11 

   

75 
pick up 

213
95 

4.8 22 279 35 IC T P v G up 1 pick 4 Y 4    

76 
look at 

106
031 

3.2 228 24 666 IC T P v G at 1 look 1 Y 1    

77 
divide into 

112
5 

4.4 1 131 4 IC T P v G into 5 divide 9 
Y 
11 

   

78 argue 
against 

431 3.4 3 2 10 IC T P v G against 10 argue 9 
Y 
11 

   

79 
ought to 

242
25 

3.4 16 
360

9 
18 IC T P v G to 1 ought 11 

Y 
11 

   

80 
go back 

260
71 

3.6 10 105 793 IC T P v G back 4 go 3 Y 5    

81 
calm down 

242
4 

4.4 2 87 9 C O P v G down 1 calm 9 Y 9    

82 
slow down 

481
0 

4.4 3 87 36 C O P v G down 1 slow 8 
Y 
10 

   

83 
wake up 

837
3 

4.7 8 279 8 C O P v G up 1 wake 8 Y 8    

84 
stand up 

713
4 

4.7 24 279 93 C O P v G up 1 stand 1 Y 1    
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85 move 
away 

188
1 

3.3 1 59 67 C O P v G away 3 move 4 
Y 
11 

   

86 
take away 

638
1 

3.3 3 59 210 C O P v G away 3 take 2 
Y 
10 

   

87 
go on 

206
41 

2.8 7 972 793 C O P v G on 3 go 3 Y 7    

88 
write down 

212
3 

3.7 5 87 751 C O P v G down 1 write 2 Y 8    

89 
cut off 

939
4 

4.0 4 43 63 IC O P v G off 6 cut 6 
Y 
11 

   

90 
shut up 

551
2 

3.6 2 279 3 IC O P v G up 1 shut 9 Y 9    

91 look 
forward 

387
4 

3.7 7 9 666 IC O P v G forward 6 look 1 Y 6    

92 
clean up 

521
0 

3.0 4 279 46 IC O P v G up 1 clean 3 Y 8    

93 bump into 466 4.4 1 131 1 IC O P v G into 5 bump 9 Y 9    
94 

check out 
829

6 
4.3 1 176 144 IC O P v G out 5 check 5 Y 9    

95 
set up 

247
37 

4.2 4 279 16 IC O P v G up 1 set 5 
Y 
11 

   

96 
get up 

122
71 

2.3 98 279 609 IC O P v G up 1 get 4 Y 4    

97 
at least 

132
125 

4.5 3 24 4 C T 
prep 

n 
G at 1 least 8 Y 8    

98 till 
tomorrow 

134 4.2 1 8 54 C T 
prep 

n 
G till 10 

tomorrow 
5 

Y 
11 

   

99 at (three) 
o'clock 

296
9 

3.3 30 24 30 C T 
prep 

n 
G at 1 o'clock 3 Y 3    

10
0 

for 
example 

916
98 

3.5 33 853 82 C T 
prep 

n 
G for 3 example 5 Y 5    

10
1 

under 
control 

546
8 

4.7 1 40 15 C T 
prep 

n 
G under 3 control 8 Y 8    

10
2 

at 
crossroads 

799 4.3 1 24 9 C T 
prep 
+ n 

G at 1 
crossroad

s 5 
Y 5    

10
3 

on 
television 

123
15 

3.0 33 972 176 C T 
prep 

n 
G on 3 

television 
4 

Y 5    

10
4 

out of 
control 

407
3 

5.8 7 176 15 C T 
prep 

n 
G out 5 control 8 

Y 
10 

   

10
5 

on duty 
187

2 
3.1 1 972 1 IC T 

prep 
n 

G on 3 duty 9 Y 9    

10
6 

on foot 
242

7 
2.5 3 972 24 IC T 

prep 
n 

G on 3 foot 3 Y 7    

10
7 

on a picnic 35 2.2 5 972 54 IC T 
prep 

n 
G on 3 picnic 5 Y 5    

10
8 

on the floor 
155
23 

4.2 4 972 5 IC T 
prep 

n 
G on 3 floor 7 Y 7    

10
9 

on the 
screen 

602
9 

3.8 2 972 6 IC T 
prep 

n 
G on 3 screen 5 Y 5    

11
0 

on the train 
166

5 
2.1 9 972 67 IC T 

prep 
n 

G of 3 train 3 
Y 
10 

   

11
1 

at the end 
330
70 

4.2 18 24 72 IC T 
prep 

n 
G at 1 end 3 Y 4    

11
2 

on the right 
596

9 
2.7 16 972 187 IC T 

prep 
n 

G on 3 right 3 Y 5    

11
3 

in fact 
788
04 

4.7 1 54 37 C O 
prep 

n 
G in 3 fact 5 Y 5    

11
4 

in light (of) 
467

7 
4.6 1 54 39 C O 

prep 
n 

G in 3 light 5 
Y 
11 

   

11 in return 511 2.1 1 54 26 C O prep G in 3 return 8 Y 9    
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5 6 n 

11
6 

in horror 942 2.7 2 54 21 C O 
prep 

n 
G in 3 horror 11 

Y 
11 

   

11
7 

in a row 
423

3 
4.3 1 54 2 C O 

prep 
n 

G in 3 row 6 Y 6    

11
8 

in charge 
105
75 

4.1 6 54 6 C O 
prep 

n 
G in 3 charge 8 Y 8    

11
9 

for a while 
138
11 

4.0 6 853 56 C O 
prep 

n 
G for 3 while 8 

yea
r 11 

   

12
0 

for a walk 
114

2 
4.3 8 853 221 C O 

prep 
n 

G for 3 walk 3 Y 7    

12
1 

in a circle 
277

1 
3.1 2 54 19 IC O 

prep 
n 

G in 3 circle 3 Y 7    

12
2 

across 
countries 

926
8 

7.6 2 36 156 IC O 
prep 

n 
G across 8 country 5 

Y 
10 

   

12
3 

for ages 
124

4 
3.0 4 853 33 IC O 

prep 
n 

G for 3 age 7 Y 9    

12
4 

around the 
world 

149
58 

6.0 11 49 247 IC O 
prep 

n 
G around 8 world 4 Y 4    

12
5 

on sale 
184

4 
3.9 1 972 3 IC O 

prep 
n 

G on 3 sale 9 Y 9    

12
6 

by 
accident 

152
9 

4.5 1 190 16 IC O 
prep 

n 
G by 7 accident 6 Y 9    

12
7 

over the 
years 

205
27 

4.0 1 111 329 IC O 
prep 

n 
G over 4 year 5 

Y 
10 

   

12
8 

of course 
109
767 

4.7 47 
190

6 
54 IC O 

prep 
n 

G of 3 course 5 Y 5    
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Appendix (C): Classifying collocations 
      

First group 

v+n transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 comb (her) 
hair 

brush (his/her) 
teeth 

bend (her/his) 
knees 

follow the 
instructions 

 Kiss (her) 
cheek 

pay a debt attract tourists pay attention 

 ask a question launch a 
satellite 

ride a bicycle lose weight 

 climb a tree fly a plane cross the river make a 
mistake 

adj+n transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 electric motors modal verbs (the) industrial 
revolution 

alien 
spaceships 

 active 
volcanoes 

blonde hair the wild west developed 
countries 

 global warming big bangs bad luck happy birthday 

 daily routines fizzy drinks the average 
temperature 

dark hair 

v+prep transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 throw away pull off calm down cut off 

 dive into complain 
about 

slow down shut up 

 sit down pick up wake up look forward 

 talk about look at stand up clean up 

prep+n transparent opaque 
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 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 at least on duty in fact in a circle 

 till tomorrow on foot in light of across the 
country 

 at (three) 
o'clock 

on a picnic in return for ages 

 for example on (the) floor in horror around (the) 
world 

Second group 

v+n transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 develop skills heat oil pass an exam shake hands 

 add sugar lend money climb 
mountains 

borrow money 

 drink tea play the guitar cook dinner catch a bus 

 answer a 
question 

play a game follow (the) 
path 

make a 
decision 

adj+n transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 prehistoric 
people 

a loud noise an open mouth terrible 
mistakes 

 radioactive 
materials 

precious 
metals 

weak syllables a gentle voice 

 (my) best 
friend 

Native 
Americans 

mobile phones good news 

 correct 
answers 

the main 
entrance 

the same time heavy rain 

v+prep transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 pull out divide into move away bump into 

 pass through argue against take away check out 
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 go ahead ought to go on set up 

 worry about go back write down get up 

prep+n transparent opaque 

 congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

 under control on the screen in a row on sale 

 at crossroads on a train in charge by accident 

 on television at the end for a while over years 

 out of control on the right for a walk of course 
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Appendix (D): The receptive tests 
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Appendix (E): The productive tests 

 

 

   

Participant’s name:                                                                                          School:  

Code:                                                     Gender: F / M                                     Gap-filling: Test 1   

ك پیتا ئێكێ ژ ك ئاسانكاریھی. وهڤان بوشاییان بووشێن گونجایی تژی كھ ركێ تھ). ئھ٦٤_--١ت (بۆشاییان پێك دھێ ٦٤یا ژ  شھڤ بھئھ

ڤ نموونا ل خارێ:كی ئھدان وه ووشێن پێتڤی بو ڤان بوشاییا ھاتیھ  

65. Azad is good at m…………… friends. 

65 Azad is good at making friends. 

رێز.ویێن بھشداریا ھھسوپاس بو بھ ن.می بوشاییا تژی كھھھ ھیڤیھ  

1. Could you please tell me what skills I should d………….. to get this job? 

2. Some people do not a………… sugar to tea. 

3. People d………………. tea in very small cups. 

4. I could not a………………… any questions of the yesterday test. They were very difficult. 

5. Lucy, get a pan and h……………. a little oil in it to fry an egg. 

6. Could you L…………….. me some money for an ice cream? 

7. I can’t p…………….the guitar very well. 

8. Let’s p…………….. a game, shall we? 

9. You should p……………… your exams if you want to go to the university. 

10. Can you c……………..this mountain? It is very high. 

11. Julie c……………. dinner for us yesterday. 

12. If you want to succeed, f……………..my path. 

13. When we meet someone’s parents, we s…………………. hands. 

14. I have not got any money. Could I b………………. some money from you? 

15. You can c…………… a bus to the city centre. You don’t have to walk the whole way. 

16. Miss Havisham and her friend m……………  the decision to get married. 

17. In the ancient times, P…………… people put rollers under heavy objects to move them from a place to another. 

18. Marie Curie discovered some r………………. materials such as Radium and Polonium. 

19. I was excited about my future, but I was sad to leave my b……………… friends.  

20. Please read the questions and choose the c………………… answers.  

21. Suddenly, Pip heard L…………. noises of guns that seemed to come from the sea. 

22. In the past, coins were made of p…………….. metals such as gold and silver. 

23.  America was the land of five million n……………… Americans, who fought hard to keep the Europeans out. 

24. You can get buses to the city centre at the bus stop outside the m………….. entrance of the village. 

25. Mr Jaggers saw me looking at Molly with wide eyes and an o………………. mouth. 

26. Words in English consist of w…………. and strong syllables. 

27. Students are not allowed to use m……………… phones in the class. 

28. Some people believe that if two people look in a mirror at the s……………….. time, they will have an argument. 
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29. Julie made a t……………….. mistake; she threw water on the burning oil.  

30. Magwitch spoke to Pip in a g…………….. voice and said, “Thank you, my dear boy.” 

31. I have got some g…………… news!  I have just had a phone call from UK. 

32. It can be dangerous to fly in h…………….. rain as the hang-glider can get wet. 

33.  Marco Polo pulled o…………… packet after packet of the precious stones they had brought from Cathay.  

34. Rays of light passed t……………. a tiny hole in my dark room. 

35. You go a…………… I will stay here.  

36. We all worry a………….. pollution.  

37. The ‘Holland Code’ is a useful tool that divides all people i………………. just six groups. 

38. Each speaker can argue a………………… or for other speakers’ ideas. 

39. We ought t……………….. find an old farm building for our project. 

40. Joe had to go b…………… to the village, because he thought that London was not for him. 

 41. I’d hate to move a………………. from Kurdistan. I like it so much. 

42. Linda has taken a………………… all love from my heart. 

43. I can’t go o……………….. in this job. It is too hard. 

44. Students should write d…………………..new words after each class. 

45. While I was walking, I bumped i……………… a man unintentionally. 

46. Some of us are checking o……………. the music scene here in Duhok. 

47. Emma has set u………………. a new school website.  

48. I usually get u………………. at 7 o’clock. 

49. By the evening, the great fire in the building was completely under c…………………. .  

50. My friend had an accident a………………………..the crossroads near my house yesterday. 

51. There is a good music programme o………….. television now. 

52. Wildfires have been burning o…………….of control in Australia for days. 

53. A story can be made much more interesting o………….. the screen by using special effects. 

54. Mr Fix followed Mr Fogg and Passepartout to Calcutta o………………. the train. 

55. A……………….. the end of the training, we said good-bye to each other. 

56. When you go to the city centre, our house is o……………… the right. 

57. You must do this exercise four times i…………….. a row 

58. The director is i……………. charge of the documentary film. 

59. Your brother stood watching us f……………. a while and then walked slowly towards home.  

60. I usually go f……………….. a walk in the city centre at 4 p.m. 

61. In this year, the first iphone 6s went o………………. sale to the public. 

62. I met my friend in front of a hair salon b………….…..accident. 

63. Hang-gliding is a popular sport for o………… years.  

64. Could you say hello to him for me? Yes, o………….. course. 

 

Thank You 
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Participant’s name:                                                                                     School:  

Code:                                            Gender: F / M                                         Gap-filling: Test 2   

 

ك پیتا ئێكێ ك ئاسانكاریھی. وهڤان بوشاییان بووشێن گونجایی تژی كھ تھركێ ). ئھ٦٤_--١بۆشاییان پێك دھێت ( ٦٤یا ژ  شھڤ بھئھ

ڤ نموونا ل خارێ:كی ئھدان وه ژ ووشێن پێتڤی بو ڤان بوشاییا ھاتیھ  

65. Azad is good at m…………… friends. 

65 Azad is good at making friends. 

رێز.ویێن بھھھ شداریان. سوپاس بو بھمی بوشاییا تژی كھھھ ھیڤیھ  

Now, fill in the gaps in these sentences with the most appropriate nodes or collocates guided by the 

priming letters given for each blank. 

1. I c……………………… my hair with a plastic comb every day. 

2. When you meet someone’s parents, you k………………………  them twice on the cheek.  

3. Excuse me, can I a………………………  a question? 

4. Cats can c………………………  trees. 

5. I b………………………  my teeth every day.  

6. Joe had p………………………  all my debts for me before he left. 

7. The Russians L………………………  a satellite called Sputnik. 

8. Pilots can f………………………  planes high. 

9. I am watching Silvia. She is b………………………  her knees now. 

10. Every year, Zaweta and similar beauty spots in Kurdistan a……………………… more tourists. 

11. Let’s r………………………  our bicycles.  

12. How did they c………………………  the river to the other side?  

13. You can make one of these pictures. F………………………  the instructions. 

14. No one p……………………… much attention to Bell’s telephone until the Emperor of Brazil picked it up. 

15. You do not have to L………………………   weight. You are not fat. 

16. Where did Ed m………………………  a mistake? 

17. Some new vehicles are hybrids that have both an e………………………  motor and a petrol engine. 

18. Mount Ruapehu (m), is an a………………………  volcano. 

19. The scientists have been warning us about g………………………  warming for ages. 

20. Can you, please, talk about your d……………………… routines? 

21. We can use m………………………  verbs to express possibility and certainty. 

22. Maddy has got b……………………… hair just like the colour of coffee. 

23. Tonight there’s going to be a great b……………………… bang at the Music Now stage! 

24. Can I have a fizzy d……………………… please? 

25. In the early nineteenth century, the Industrial R………………………  started spreading across Europe. 

26. Mr Fogg took a train to the w……………………… West. 

27. In the Spanish culture, if you put your hat on a bed, it will bring b………………………  luck. 

28. A………………………  temperatures have been rising steadily in the past few years. 
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Appendix (F): Characteristics of the test items 
 

receptive 1/productive 2 

v+n transparent opaque 

v+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

v+n comb (her) hair  
brush (his/her) 

teeth 
bend (her/his) 

knees 
follow the 

instructions 

v+n Kiss (her) cheek pay a debt attract tourists pay attention 

v+n ask a question 
launch a 
satellite 

ride a bicycle lose weight 

v+n climb a tree fly a plane cross the river make a mistake 

adj+n transparent opaque 

adj+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

adj+n electric motors modal verbs 
(the) industrial 

revolution 
alien spaceships 

adj+n active volcanoes blonde hair the wild west 
developed 
countries 

adj+n global warming big bangs bad luck happy birthday 

adj+n daily routines fizzy drinks 
the average 
temperature 

dark hair 

phrasal verb transparent opaque 

phrasal verb congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

phrasal verb throw away pull off calm down cut off 

phrasal verb dive into complain about slow down shut up 

phrasal verb sit down pick up wake up look forward  

phrasal verb talk about look at stand up clean up 

prep+n transparent opaque 

prep+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

prep+n at least on duty in fact in a circle 

prep+n till tomorrow on foot in light of 
across the 

country 

prep+n at (three) o'clock on a picnic in return for ages 

prep+n for example on (the) floor in horror 
around (the) 

world 

receptive 2/productive 1 

v+n transparent opaque 

v+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 
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v+n develop skills heat oil pass an exams shake hands 

v+n add sugar lend money climb mountains borrow money 

v+n drink tea play the guitar cook dinner catch a bus 

v+n 
answer a 
question 

play a game follow (the) path make a decision 

adj+n transparent opaque 

adj+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

adj+n 
prehistoric 
monsters 

a loud noise an open mouth terrible mistakes 

adj+n 
radioactive 
materials 

precious metals weak syllables a gentle voice 

adj+n (my) best friend 
Native 

Americans 
mobile phones good news 

adj+n correct answers 
the main 
entrance 

the same time heavy rain 

phrasal verb transparent opaque 

phrasal verb congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

phrasal verb pull out divide into move away bump into 

phrasal verb pass through argue against take away check out 

phrasal verb go ahead ought to go on set up 

phrasal verb worry about go back write down get up 

prep+n transparent opaque 

prep+n congruent non-congruent congruent non-congruent 

prep+n under control on the screen in a row on sale 

prep+n at crossroads on a train in charge by accident 

prep+n on television at the end for a while over years 

prep+n out of control on the right for a walk of course 
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Appendix (G): Item analysis-receptive 1 
 

Item 
no. 

Items 
N 

 

Total 

scores on 

the item 

 

Facility 

value 

Std. 

Deviation 

1 comb hair 252 192 0.76 0.43 

2 Kiss cheek 252 152 0.60 0.49 

3 ask a question 252 202 0.80 0.40 

4 climb a tree 252 224 0.89 0.32 

5 brush his teeth 252 202 0.80 0.40 

6 pay a debt 252 147 0.58 0.49 

7 launch a satellite 252 112 0.44 0.50 

8 fly a plane 252 164 0.65 0.48 

9 bend his knees 252 156 0.62 0.49 

10 attract tourists 252 170 0.67 0.47 

11 ride a bicycle 252 228 0.90 0.29 

12 cross the river 252 230 0.91 0.28 

13 follow the 

instructions 

252 
197 

0.78 
0.41 

14 pay attention 252 138 0.55 0.50 

15 lose weight 252 223 0.88 0.32 

16 make a mistake 252 97 0.38 0.49 

17 electric motors 252 201 0.80 0.40 

18 active volcanoes 252 136 0.54 0.50 

19 global warming 252 161 0.64 0.48 

20 daily routines 252 116 0.46 0.50 

21 modal verbs 252 127 0.50 0.50 

22 blond hair 252 199 0.79 0.41 

23 big bang 252 226 0.90 0.31 

24 fizzy drinks 252 186 0.74 0.44 

25 the industrial 

revolution 

252 
150 

0.60 
0.49 

26 the wild west 252 179 0.71 0.46 

27 bad luck 252 237 0.94 0.24 

28 the average 

temperature 

252 
147 

0.58 
0.49 

29 alien spaceships 252 144 0.57 0.50 

30 developed 

countries 

252 
202 

0.80 
0.40 

31 happy birthday 252 188 0.75 0.44 

32 dark hair 252 236 0.94 0.24 

33 throw away 252 211 0.84 0.37 

34 dive into 252 193 0.77 0.42 
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35 sit down 252 243 0.96 0.19 

36 talk about 252 241 0.96 0.21 

37 pull off 252 148 0.59 0.49 

38 complain about 252 149 0.59 0.49 

39 pick up 252 236 0.94 0.24 

40 look at 252 243 0.96 0.19 

41 calm down 252 207 0.82 0.38 

42 slow down 252 222 0.88 0.32 

43 wake up 252 204 0.81 0.39 

44 stand up 252 240 0.95 0.21 

45 cut off 252 167 0.66 0.47 

46 shut up 252 221 0.88 0.33 

47 Look forward 252 183 0.73 0.45 

48 clean up 252 204 0.81 0.39 

49 at least 252 137 0.54 0.50 

50 till tomorrow 252 192 0.76 0.43 

51 at three o'clock 252 183 0.73 0.45 

52 for example 252 243 0.96 0.19 

53 on duty 252 125 0.50 0.50 

54 on foot 252 127 0.50 0.50 

55 on a picnic 252 64 0.25 0.44 

56 on the floor 252 224 0.89 0.32 

57 in fact 252 206 0.82 0.39 

58 in light of 252 160 0.63 0.48 

59 in return 252 103 0.41 0.49 

60 in horror 252 176 0.70 0.46 

61 in a circle 252 203 0.81 0.40 

62 across the country 252 125 0.50 0.50 

63 for ages 252 150 0.60 0.49 

64 around the world 252 240 0.95 0.21 
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Appendix (H): Item analysis-receptive 2 
 

Item 
no. 

Items 
 

Number of 

participants 

 

Total 

scores 

on the 

item 

 

Facility 

value 

 

Std. 

Deviation 

 

1 develop skills 252 130 0.52 0.50 

2 add sugar 252 187 0.74 0.44 

3 drink tea 252 232 0.92 0.27 

4 answer a question 252 152 0.60 0.49 

5 heat oil 252 94 0.37 0.49 

6 lend money 252 131 0.52 0.50 

7 play the guitar 252 237 0.94 0.24 

8 play a game 252 233 0.92 0.27 

9 pass an exam 252 181 0.72 0.45 

10 climb mountains 252 232 0.92 0.27 

11 cook dinner 252 237 0.94 0.24 

12 follow the path 252 184 0.73 0.45 

13 shake hands 252 192 0.76 0.43 

14 borrow money 252 147 0.58 0.49 

15 catch a bus 252 206 0.82 0.39 

16 make a decision 252 134 0.53 0.50 

17 prehistoric people 252 145 0.58 0.50 

18 radioactive materials 252 120 0.48 0.50 

19 best friend 252 166 0.66 0.48 

20 correct answers 252 236 0.94 0.24 

21 loud noise 252 166 0.66 0.48 

22 precious metals 252 154 0.61 0.49 

23 native Americans 252 153 0.61 0.49 

24 main entrance 252 187 0.74 0.44 

25 open mouth 252 221 0.88 0.33 

26 weak syllables 252 95 0.38 0.49 

27 mobile phones 252 175 0.69 0.46 

28 same time 252 227 0.90 0.30 

29 terrible mistake 252 209 0.83 0.38 

30 gentle voice 252 178 0.71 0.46 

31 good news 252 237 0.94 0.24 

32 heavy rain 252 174 0.69 0.46 

33 pull out 252 141 0.56 0.50 

34 pass through 252 167 0.66 0.47 

35 go away 252 237 0.94 0.24 

36 worry about 252 206 0.82 0.39 

37 divide into 252 154 0.61 0.49 
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38 argue against 252 184 0.73 0.45 

39 ought to 252 211 0.84 0.37 

40 go back 252 232 0.92 0.27 

41 move away 252 168 0.67 0.47 

42 take away 252 209 0.83 0.38 

43 go on 252 237 0.94 0.24 

44 write down 252 209 0.83 0.38 

45 bump into 252 91 0.36 0.48 

46 check out 252 212 0.84 0.37 

47 set up 252 215 0.85 0.36 

48 get up 252 232 0.92 0.27 

49 under control 252 166 0.66 0.48 

50 at the crossroads 252 145 0.58 0.50 

51 on television 252 223 0.88 0.32 

52 out of control 252 233 0.92 0.27 

53 on the screen 252 192 0.76 0.43 

54 o the train 252 179 0.71 0.46 

55 at the end 252 224 0.89 0.32 

56 on the right 252 106 0.42 0.50 

57 in a row 252 142 0.56 0.50 

58 in charge 252 193 0.77 0.42 

59 for a while 252 211 0.84 0.37 

60 for a walk 252 175 0.69 0.46 

61 on sale 252 180 0.71 0.45 

62 by accident 252 126 0.50 0.50 

63 over years 252 175 0.69 0.46 

64 of course 252 184 0.73 0.45 
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Appendix (I): Item analysis- productive 1 
 

Item 
no. 

Items 
 

Number of 

participants 

 

Total 

scores 

on the 

item 

 

Facility 

value 

 

Std. 

Deviation 

 

1 develop his skills 252 6 0.02 .15 

2 add sugar 252 121 0.48 .50 

3 drink tea 252 218 0.87 .34 

4 answer a question 252 159 0.63 .48 

5 heat oil 252 37 0.15 .36 

6 lend money 252 137 0.54 .50 

7 play the guitar 252 232 0.92 .27 

8 play a game 252 236 0.94 .24 

9 pass an exam 252 125 0.50 .50 

10 climb mountains 252 219 0.87 .34 

11 cook dinner 252 221 0.88 .33 

12 follow the path 252 131 0.52 .50 

13 shake hands 252 120 0.48 .50 

14 borrow money 252 141 0.56 .50 

15 catch a bus 252 189 0.75 .43 

16 make a decision 252 169 0.67 .47 

17 prehistoric people 252 6 0.02 .15 

18 radioactive materials 252 37 0.15 .36 

19 best friend 252 214 0.85 .36 

20 correct answers 252 218 0.87 .34 

21 loud noise 252 156 0.62 .49 

22 precious metals 252 27 0.11 .31 

23 native Americans 252 31 0.12 .33 

24 main entrance 252 51 0.20 .40 

25 open mouth 252 129 0.51 .50 

26 weak syllables 252 42 0.17 .37 

27 mobile phones 252 169 0.67 .47 

28 same time 252 224 0.89 .32 

29 terrible mistake 252 179 0.71 .46 

30 gentle voice 252 11 0.04 .21 

31 good news 252 185 0.73 .44 

32 heavy rain 252 78 0.31 .46 

33 pull out 252 63 0.25 .43 

34 pass through 252 40 0.16 .37 

35 go away 252 18 0.07 .26 

36 worry about 252 172 0.68 .47 

37 divide into 252 153 0.61 .49 
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38 argue against 252 5 0.02 .14 

39 ought to 252 194 0.77 .42 

40 go back 252 100 0.40 .49 

41 move away 252 136 0.54 .50 

42 take away 252 41 0.16 .37 

43 go on 252 83 0.33 .47 

44 write down 252 38 0.15 .36 

45 bump into 252 115 0.46 .50 

46 check out 252 62 0.25 .43 

47 set up 252 110 0.44 .50 

48 get up 252 210 0.83 .37 

49 under control 252 108 0.43 .50 

50 at the crossroads 252 120 0.48 .50 

51 on television 252 217 0.86 .35 

52 out of control 252 120 0.48 .50 

53 on the screen 252 167 0.66 .47 

54 o the train 252 207 0.82 .38 

55 at the end 252 174 0.69 .46 

56 on the right 252 214 0.85 .36 

57 in a row 252 158 0.63 .49 

58 in charge 252 164 0.65 .48 

59 for a while 252 151 0.60 .49 

60 for a walk 252 184 0.73 .45 

61 on sale 252 152 0.60 .49 

62 by accident 252 141 0.56 .50 

63 over years 252 32 0.13 .33 

64 of course 252 243 0.96 .19 
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Appendix (J): Item analysis-productive 2 
 

Item 
no. 

Items 
 

Number of 

participants 

 

Total 

scores 

on the 

item 

 

Facility 

value 

 

Std. 

Deviation 

 

1 comb hair 252 102 .40 0.49 

2 Kiss cheek 252 112 .44 0.50 

3 ask a question 252 237 .94 0.24 

4 climb a tree 252 184 .73 0.45 

5 brush his teeth 252 196 .78 0.42 

6 pay a debt 252 159 .63 0.48 

7 launch a satellite 252 47 .19 0.39 

8 fly a plane 252 203 .81 0.40 

9 bend his knees 252 28 .11 0.32 

10 attract tourists 252 29 .12 0.32 

11 ride a bicycle 252 164 .65 0.48 

12 cross the river 252 163 .65 0.48 

13 follow the instructions 252 36 .14 0.35 

14 pay attention 252 82 .33 0.47 

15 lose weight 252 170 .67 0.47 

16 make a mistake 252 222 .88 0.32 

17 electric motors 252 82 .33 0.47 

18 active volcanoes 252 33 .13 0.34 

19 global warming 252 155 .62 0.49 

20 daily routines 252 136 .54 0.50 

21 modal verbs 252 94 .37 0.49 

22 blond hair 252 120 .48 0.50 

23 big bang 252 124 .49 0.50 

24 fizzy drinks 252 174 .69 0.46 

25 the industrial revolution 252 51 .20 0.40 

26 the wild west 252 64 .25 0.44 

27 bad luck 252 192 .76 0.43 

28 the average temperature 252 30 .12 0.32 

29 alien spaceships 252 12 .05 0.21 

30 developed countries 252 105 .42 0.49 

31 happy birthday 252 246 .98 0.15 

32 dark hair 252 205 .81 0.39 

33 throw away 252 132 .52 0.50 

34 dive into 252 131 .52 0.50 

35 sit down 252 218 .87 0.34 

36 talk about 252 201 .80 0.40 

37 pull off 252 52 .21 0.41 
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38 complain about 252 129 .51 0.50 

39 pick up 252 209 .83 0.38 

40 look at 252 194 .77 0.42 

41 calm down 252 174 .69 0.46 

42 slow down 252 184 .73 0.45 

43 wake up 252 195 .77 0.42 

44 stand up 252 210 .83 0.37 

45 cut off 252 135 .54 0.50 

46 shut up 252 187 .74 0.44 

47 Look forward 252 158 .63 0.49 

48 clean up 252 133 .53 0.50 

49 at least 252 100 .40 0.49 

50 till tomorrow 252 91 .36 0.48 

51 at three o'clock 252 188 .75 0.44 

52 for example 252 194 .77 0.42 

53 on duty 252 164 .65 0.48 

54 on foot 252 189 .75 0.43 

55 on a picnic 252 133 .53 0.50 

56 on the floor 252 203 .81 0.40 

57 in fact 252 163 .65 0.48 

58 in light of 252 167 .66 0.47 

59 in return 252 123 .49 0.50 

60 in horror 252 187 .74 0.44 

61 in a circle 252 194 .77 0.42 

62 across the country 252 25 .10 0.30 

63 for ages 252 209 .83 0.38 

64 around the world 252 155 .62 0.49 
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Appendix (K): Item-total statistics- receptive test 1 

No 

 

Corrected Item-Total 

Correlation 

 Cronbach's Alpha if Item 

Deleted 

1 comb hair .14 0.73 

2 Kiss cheek .16 0.73 

3 ask a question .11 0.73 

4 climb a tree .28 0.72 

5 brush his teeth .02 0.73 

6 pay a debt .05 0.73 

7 launch a satellite .28 0.72 

8 fly a plane -.06 0.74 

9 bend his knees -.001 0.73 

10 attract tourists .34 0.72 

11 ride a bicycle .35 0.72 

12 cross the river .23 0.72 

13 follow the 

instructions 
.25 0.72 

14 pay attention .16 0.73 

15 lose weight .16 0.73 

16 make a mistake .007 0.73 

17 electric motors .18 0.72 

18 active volcanoes .19 0.72 

19 global warming .21 0.72 

20 daily routines .07 0.73 

21 modal verbs .05 0.73 

22 blond hair .13 0.73 

23 big bang .20 0.72 

24 fizzy drinks .03 0.73 

25 the industrial 

revolution 
.13 0.73 

26 the wild west .37 0.72 

27 bad luck .16 0.73 

28 the average 

temperature 
.16 0.73 

29 alien spaceships .09 0.73 

30 developed 

countries 
.23 0.72 

31 happy birthday .20 0.72 

32 dark hair .21 0.72 

33 throw away .24 0.72 

34 dive into .07 0.73 

35 sit down .24 0.73 

36 talk about .29 0.72 
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37 pull off .29 0.72 

38 complain about .28 0.72 

39 pick up .34 0.72 

40 look at .04 0.73 

41 calm down .38 0.72 

42 slow down .22 0.72 

43 wake up .29 0.72 

44 stand up .35 0.72 

45 cut off .24 0.72 

46 shut up .40 0.72 

47 Look forward .36 0.72 

48 clean up .32 0.72 

49 at least .22 0.72 

50 till tomorrow .24 0.72 

51 at three o'clock .09 0.73 

52 for example .29 0.72 

53 on duty .18 0.72 

54 on foot .12 0.73 

55 on a picnic -.03 0.73 

56 on the floor .24 0.72 

57 in fact .25 0.72 

58 in light of .29 0.72 

59 in return .07 0.73 

60 in horror .03 0.73 

61 in a circle .20 0.72 

62 across the country -.008 0.73 

63 for ages .09 0.73 

64 around the world .24 0.72 
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Appendix (L): Receptive test 1 item-total statistics after deleting four items 

Item 

number 
Collocations 

Corrected          

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

1 comb hair 0.14 0.75 

2 Kiss cheek 0.16 0.75 

3 ask a question 0.11 0.75 

4 climb a tree 0.29 0.74 

5 brush his teeth 0.02 0.75 

6 pay a debt 0.03 0.75 

7 launch a satellite 0.29 0.74 

10 attract tourists 0.34 0.74 

11 ride a bicycle 0.35 0.74 

12 cross the river 0.22 0.75 

13 follow the instructions 0.24 0.75 

14 pay attention 0.16 0.75 

15 lose weight 0.16 0.75 

16 make a mistake -0.01 0.76 

17 electric motors 0.20 0.75 

18 active volcanoes 0.20 0.75 

19 global warming 0.23 0.75 

20 daily routines 0.06 0.75 

21 modal verbs 0.07 0.75 

22 blond hair 0.15 0.75 

23 big bang 0.20 0.75 

24 fizzy drinks 0.04 0.75 

25 the industrial revolution 0.12 0.75 

26 the wild west 0.37 0.74 

27 bad luck 0.17 0.75 

28 the average 

temperature 
0.18 0.75 

29 alien spaceships 0.06 0.75 

30 developed countries 0.23 0.75 
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31 happy birthday 0.19 0.75 

32 dark hair 0.21 0.75 

33 throw away 0.24 0.75 

34 dive into 0.07 0.75 

35 sit down 0.23 0.75 

36 talk about 0.31 0.75 

37 pull off 0.30 0.74 

38 complain about 0.27 0.74 

39 pick up 0.35 0.74 

40 look at 0.05 0.75 

41 calm down 0.37 0.74 

42 slow down 0.24 0.75 

43 wake up 0.27 0.74 

44 stand up 0.36 0.74 

45 cut off 0.26 0.74 

46 shut up 0.42 0.74 

47 Look forward 0.36 0.74 

48 clean up 0.32 0.74 

49 at least 0.22 0.75 

50 till tomorrow 0.26 0.74 

51 at three o'clock 0.09 0.75 

52 for example 0.30 0.75 

53 on duty 0.19 0.75 

54 on foot 0.14 0.75 

56 on the floor 0.26 0.75 

57 in fact 0.26 0.74 

58 in light of 0.28 0.74 

59 in return 0.07 0.75 

60 in horror 0.04 0.75 

61 in a circle 0.22 0.75 

63 for ages 0.09 0.75 

64 around the world 0.23 0.75 
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Appendix (M): Receptive test 2 item-total statistics  

No. Items 
Corrected Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha if 

Item Deleted 

1 develop skills 0.21 0.76 

2 add sugar 0.26 0.76 

3 drink tea 0.12 0.76 

4 answer a question 0.09 0.76 

5 heat oil 0.14 0.76 

6 lend money 0.18 0.76 

7 play the guitar 0.16 0.76 

8 play a game 0.29 0.76 

9 pass an exam 0.23 0.76 

10 climb mountains 0.28 0.76 

11 cook dinner 0.10 0.76 

12 follow the path 0.08 0.76 

13 shake hands 0.35 0.75 

14 borrow money 0.33 0.75 

15 catch a bus 0.27 0.76 

16 make a decision 0.23 0.76 

17 prehistoric people 0.11 0.76 

18 radioactive materials 0.26 0.76 

19 best friend 0.09 0.76 

20 correct answers 0.15 0.76 

21 loud noise 0.20 0.76 

22 precious metals 0.17 0.76 

23 native Americans 0.24 0.76 

24 main entrance 0.19 0.76 

25 open mouth 0.13 0.76 

26 weak syllables 0.20 0.76 

27 mobile phones 0.14 0.76 

28 same time 0.24 0.76 

29 terrible mistake 0.26 0.76 

30 gentle voice 0.21 0.76 

31 good news 0.28 0.76 

32 heavy rain 0.08 0.76 

33 pull out 0.27 0.76 

34 pass through 0.17 0.76 

35 go away 0.22 0.76 

36 worry about 0.21 0.76 

37 divide into 0.28 0.76 

38 argue against -0.01 0.77 

39 ought to 0.36 0.75 

40 go back 0.23 0.76 
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41 move away 0.11 0.76 

42 take away 0.01 0.76 

43 go on 0.26 0.76 

44 write down 0.34 0.75 

45 bump into 0.21 0.76 

46 check out 0.31 0.76 

47 set up 0.25 0.76 

48 get up 0.31 0.76 

49 under control 0.23 0.76 

50 at the crossroads 0.25 0.76 

51 on television 0.33 0.76 

52 out of control 0.31 0.76 

53 on the screen 0.24 0.76 

54 o the train 0.06 0.76 

55 at the end 0.30 0.76 

56 on the right 0.15 0.76 

57 in a row 0.29 0.75 

58 in charge 0.27 0.76 

59 for a while 0.25 0.76 

60 for a walk 0.09 0.76 

61 on sale 0.25 0.76 

62 by accident 0.06 0.76 

63 over years 0.14 0.76 

64 of course -0.19 0.77 
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Appendix (N): Item total statistics-productive test1 

Item 
number  

Corrected Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha if 

Item Deleted 

1 develop his skills 0.20 0.93 

2 add sugar 0.47 0.93 

3 drink tea 0.26 0.93 

4 answer a question 0.29 0.93 

5 heat oil 0.39 0.93 

6 lend money 0.52 0.93 

7 play the guitar 0.28 0.93 

8 play a game 0.33 0.93 

9 pass an exam 0.36 0.93 

10 climb mountains 0.45 0.93 

11 cook dinner 0.33 0.93 

12 follow the path 0.38 0.93 

13 shake hands 0.56 0.93 

14 borrow money 0.59 0.93 

15 catch a bus 0.51 0.93 

16 make a decision 0.48 0.93 

17 prehistoric people 0.08 0.93 

18 radioactive materials 0.34 0.93 

19 best friend 0.32 0.93 

20 correct answers 0.45 0.93 

21 loud noise 0.57 0.93 

22 precious metals 0.36 0.93 

23 native Americans 0.40 0.93 

24 main entrance 0.48 0.93 

25 open mouth 0.60 0.93 

26 weak syllables 0.45 0.93 

27 mobile phones 0.41 0.93 

28 same time 0.41 0.93 

29 terrible mistake 0.52 0.93 

30 gentle voice 0.24 0.93 

31 good news 0.42 0.93 

32 heavy rain 0.38 0.93 

33 pull out 0.44 0.93 

34 pass through 0.41 0.93 

35 go away 0.07 0.93 

36 worry about 0.42 0.93 

37 divide into 0.56 0.93 

38 argue against 0.13 0.93 

39 ought to 0.45 0.93 

40 go back 0.28 0.93 
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41 move away 0.51 0.93 

42 take away 0.46 0.93 

43 go on 0.39 0.93 

44 write down 0.35 0.93 

45 bump into 0.37 0.93 

46 check out 0.35 0.93 

47 set up 0.23 0.93 

48 get up 0.28 0.93 

49 under control 0.58 0.93 

50 at the crossroads 0.44 0.93 

51 on television 0.31 0.93 

52 out of control 0.51 0.93 

53 on the screen 0.46 0.93 

54 o the train 0.32 0.93 

55 at the end 0.51 0.93 

56 on the right 0.42 0.93 

57 in a row 0.48 0.93 

58 in charge 0.50 0.93 

59 for a while 0.49 0.93 

60 for a walk 0.58 0.93 

61 on sale 0.42 0.93 

62 by accident 0.41 0.93 

63 over years 0.23 0.93 

64 of course 0.26 0.93 
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Appendix (O): Productive test 2 item total statistics 

 

Corrected Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha if Item 

Deleted 

comb hair 0.43 0.95 

Kiss cheek 0.53 0.95 

ask a question 0.23 0.95 

climb a tree 0.39 0.95 

brush his teeth 0.37 0.95 

pay a debt 0.51 0.95 

launch a satellite 0.37 0.95 

fly a plane 0.45 0.95 

bend his knees 0.36 0.95 

attract tourists 0.38 0.95 

ride a bicycle 0.49 0.95 

cross the river 0.55 0.95 

follow the 

instructions 
0.28 0.95 

pay attention 0.46 0.95 

lose weight 0.54 0.95 

make a mistake 0.42 0.95 

electric motors 0.53 0.95 

active volcanoes 0.36 0.95 

global warming 0.56 0.95 

daily routines 0.56 0.95 

modal verbs 0.32 0.95 

blond hair 0.38 0.95 

big bang 0.33 0.95 

fizzy drinks 0.60 0.95 

the industrial 

revolution 
0.42 0.95 

the wild west 0.41 0.95 

bad luck 0.42 0.95 

the average 

temperature 
0.27 0.95 

alien spaceships 0.25 0.95 

developed 

countries 
0.49 0.95 

happy birthday 0.32 0.95 

dark hair 0.31 0.95 

throw away 0.50 0.95 

dive into 0.51 0.95 

sit down 0.43 0.95 

talk about 0.44 0.95 
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pull off 0.26 0.95 

complain about 0.59 0.95 

pick up 0.49 0.95 

look at 0.56 0.95 

calm down 0.57 0.95 

slow down 0.63 0.95 

wake up 0.60 0.95 

stand up 0.65 0.95 

cut off 0.51 0.95 

shut up 0.66 0.95 

Look forward 0.39 0.95 

clean up 0.51 0.95 

at least 0.52 0.95 

till tomorrow 0.58 0.95 

at three o'clock 0.51 0.95 

for example 0.60 0.95 

on duty 0.55 0.95 

on foot 0.62 0.95 

on a picnic 0.31 0.95 

on the floor 0.51 0.95 

in fact 0.64 0.95 

in light of 0.53 0.95 

in return 0.55 0.95 

in horror 0.60 0.95 

in a circle 0.53 0.95 

across the country 0.17 0.95 

for ages 0.48 0.95 

around the world 0.36 0.95 
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